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0 Introduction 
 

“[It] is of great importance for Indo-European studies to sort out the 

loanwords, so as to get a better view of the IE heritage. Further, the 

loanwords often give us, of course, a unique insight into earlier history, 

history of the language and history of the culture.” 

Robert Beekes (1996:214) 

 

No language is an island, and even genetic isolates have ties to neighboring speech 

communities. This is necessarily true also for the reconstructed proto-languages that 

represent the frontier of comparative linguistics today.  

 

Departing from the knowledge held of modern languages, philology initially allowed the 

retracing of the individual languages to their first attestation, and on the shoulders of this 

meticulous work the reconstruction of prehistoric languages began. Incredible feats have 

been accomplished on internal IE evidence alone, but without new evidence, barring the 

occasional inscription, the field is at an impasse, forced to rely on gradually developing 

hypotheses of established data. One avenue for further evidence is higher level clades, e.g. 

Indo-Uralic or Nostratic, but such conjectures are extremely controversial. Another is 

borrowings from neighboring languages. The descriptive powers of loanwords are palpable, 

and may provide external testimony to internal problems, e.g. how reconstructed Proto-

Germanic *kuningaz (e.g. English king, German König, Icelandic konungur, etc.) shows up in 

Finnish as kuningas that verifies the hypothetical form deduced from internal evidence. 

Such exceptional cases are rare and the common scenario requires reconstructions on both 

sides of the transfer, but positive correspondences may similarly betray reflexes of PIE 

phenomena in external systems. The high level of detail in the description of PIE certainly 

invites the comparison with other languages, and although nothing, or, very little, can be 

said of extinct linguistic nodes, much can and should be heeded about known language 

families. Identifying specific strata of a proto-language can be tricky, but methods do exist 

to bolden an attempt; given the caveats due, linguistic evidence excels in relative 

chronologies that can be tried against material and biological indicators.  

While the historical and prehistoric presence of Iranian speakers around the 

Caucasus makes loan relations possible already from PIE to the present, the comparative 

linguistic scrutiny allows tentative stratification of the material, although foreign elements 

are not always easy to identify. What may have been foreign often becomes naturalized and 

considered native. Comparing two irreducible items in their respective proto-language 

renders directionality extremely difficult to establish. Therefore, an inquiry into the foreign 

elements of PIE is bound to begin with a treatment of ancient comparanda and try to 

ascertain viability and potential directionality. Resemblances exist between any two 

languages, which, indeed, is the basic tenet of Greenberg’s linguistic universals, but such 

generic descriptions yield little in the field of historical comparative linguistics. Lexical 

studies, in its widest sense, including pronouns, while inextricably connected with 

phonology and morphology, provides a defined subsystem that can be tested. The lexical 
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comparanda predate the sound correspondences and the morphological informants that 

ultimately determine whether cognate status can be obtained. At the same time, lexical 

studies can be quite forgiving as its objects are relatively delimited by their semantic content. 

Where typological and grammatical evidence testify to profound, yet rather abstract, 

similarities, lexical items are per definition concrete phenomena that represent temporally 

and geographically delimited transfers; if not inherited, there will invariably be a definite 

locus for the first absorption of a new lexeme in a language. 

Ideally, the focus is on the vocabulary borrowed into PIE, but since directionality 

between proto-languages is difficult to ascertain a wider set of possible candidates have been 

included. The language under scrutiny is PIE, that may be divided into different stages. 

Without a defined set of uncontroversial foreign items, extensive methodological steps, 

evaluating some of the proposed comparanda, are required to arrive at analyzable data. The 

task, then, is not to provide internal etymologies, but to evaluate those already presented in 

relation to proposed external comparanda. This survey can be no more than a limited 

inquiry into a host of different comparanda, but it aims to address some of the stronger 

proposals. An agreeable number of substantiated loan etymologies may help establish 

semantic spheres into which the PIE speech community adopted loanwords.  

 

One of the most illustrative metaphors for comparative historical linguistics is the star 

constellation (e.g. Clackson 2007: 16) that, beyond the reconstructional stars (asterisks), 

captures the fact that linguistic reconstructions per se are unfixed in time and space and only 

appear on a backdrop of nothingness. But this is from a singular perspective, and  just like 

the knowledge of the heavenly objects have increased to the extent where their mutual 

relationship can be reasonably ascertained through scientific models, the parallel does not 

stop at the constraints;  comparative linguistics describe phenomena that belong to people 

with material cultures and genetic heritage, and as the fields that examine these traits are 

experiencing increasing sophistication, the complex linguistic relations between the IE 

branches become set in a more and more detailed prehistoric human landscape.  

 

0.1 Structure of thesis 
The present thesis begins with a discussion of the methodological considerations (§ 1) 

necessary for a thorough and objective treatment of theoretically deduced language stages, 

including reference to auxiliary sciences and the applicability of their finds in the field of 

historical linguistics. Introductory notes on pertinent non-IE language families and isolates 

are introduced in the second chapter (§ 2) to give the reader an in-hand reference to all the 

languages mentioned. A brief literary overview of homeland and affinity theories pertaining 

to PIE (§ 3) is included to provide the contextual framework that is intrinsically tied to the 

majority of proposed comparanda. The proposed loan etymologies are then scrutinized 

individually (§ 4), although with a special chapter reserved for the sequential study of 

numerals (§ 5). Chapter six (§ 6) then provides a range of systemic analyses of the loanwords, 

including source languages, stratification of PIE, and semantic spheres. 
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1 Methodology 
“Ohne Kühnheit kommt man in der Forschung nicht 

vorwärts, wenn es sich um schwierige Fragen handelt.” 
Collinder (1965:109) 

 

The plight of the comparative method intrinsic to the field is its relation to the more 

meticulous philological science and the necessity to depart from the continuous debates of 

otherwise established linguistic strata that are its object. Philologists through the ages are 

thus deserving of the utmost gratitude, and, attributing them such, it is difficult not to heed 

a call like that of Puhvel to do “philology until hurts. Only then is there hope for true 

etymological illumination” (1992:269). Such mass philological immersion, however, would 

deprive history of a unique window into the human condition not perpetuated in physical 

remains, and the audacity of scholars to scour the world’s languages and propose all 

imaginable constellations have provided the data for the meticulous study that, while 

rejecting some, accepted the comparanda that eventually came to constitute, e.g., the Indo-

European language family. This analytical step is thus as arduous as the former and no single 

step can ever be said to be completely elucidated. Imperfect knowledge is thus an inevitable 

part of proto-linguistic inquiries, and their treatment not only rests on the shoulders of 

diligent philological work, but on the backs of the analyses hereof. A schematization may 

take the following form: 

 
Attestation > system > comparison > analysis > proto-system > proto-linguistic comparison 

 

This approach requires sober scrutiny and, most importantly, great measures of trust in the 

scientific method and the results attained by other scholars. Though this mode of inquiry 

may seem naïve to some, the consequences of the opposite position, i.e. to reject conjectures 

based on perceived notions of ‘knowability’, is the death of the field; it may as well be asked 

what can be known with any kind of certainty (§ 1.4.1). An inevitable reduction of discussions 

is thus ingrained in treatments such as this, but proper treatment of each would increase the 

volume exponentially, not to mention the time and specialization required for such a 

Herculean endeavor. Instead references are given to the pertinent scholarship, but a 

complete summation of the research history is beyond the scope of the present paper. No 

doubt improvements await the entries in the word list below, some of which may alter parts 

of the analysis, and comments and suggestions are greatly appreciated as it is, indeed, the 

hope that the content presented here will spur on further scholarly inquiries. The 

comparanda are, with one or two exceptions, not new. 

 

1.1.1 General notes on the literature on PIE loan etymologies 

More often than not, comparanda are presented en masse (e.g. Bomhard 1981, 2015, Colarusso 

1997, Collinder 1965, Schott 1936) or with a clear focus to prove one point or another 

(Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995, Dolgopolsky 1987, 1989, 1993, Mallory 1989, Anthony 2007, 

Colarusso 2003 for their respective homeland or genetic theories, cf. § 3); all these 

observations hold a shred of truth in them, viz. that resemblances do occur. The challenge, of 
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course, and, indeed, the de facto purpose of the field, is to label these resemblances 

accordingly, whether they be chance, loan or common heritage (§ 1.2). The otherwise 

extensive data from Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1995, the English translation of their magnum 

opus in Russian from 1984) is unattractive since their analyses are heavily informed by their 

scientific bias of a Transcaucasian homeland for PIE (§ 3.1.4), and the comparanda therefore 

deserve less entrenched treatment. Similar criticism befalls Dolgopolsky (1987, 1989, and 

1993), where great attention, rather unfortunately, is attributed a PIE reconstruction of 

*sinġh ‘lion’ as “fairly reliable evidence” (the two examples are Armenian inʒ ‘panther’ and 

Sanskrit siṁha-, not included here), albeit with a caveat that nonetheless never absolves him 

from the theory of a more southern homeland (1987: 10). Mallory & Adams (1997), as a 

representative of the standard literature on PIE, largely ignore external comparanda, and 

quickly reject correspondences if an internal option is available; while methodologically 

defensible, the risk of discarding actual connections is ever present with the phenomenon 

of folk-etymological reanalysis (§ 1.2.2). Good examples of a more probing approach are 

those of Joki (1973) and S. Starostin (2009) assessing comparanda with Uralic and North 

Caucasian, respectively, and single-item articles (e.g. Makkay 1998) or occasional wider 

perspectives in etymological dictionaries (e.g. Kroonen 2013), but they are necessarily 

limited in scope and perspective, and even here the consequences of internal PIE 

chronologies remain largely unexplored (§ 1.3). A general introduction to the foreign 

elements in PIE is consequently still wanting. 

 

1.1.2 Scope of study 

The present treatise concerns itself with lexical borrowings into PIE. Lexical borrowings are 

in this perspective limited to nouns and numerals. Grammatical items such as pronouns and 

personal endings deserve separate treatment to accommodate the systemic nature of the 

categories. Varying ablaut or derivational patterns are only relevant in as far as to establish 

the validity of a given etymology. In the strictly lexical treatment of the proto-language, as 

conducted presently, it suffices to ascertain the root meaning and radical form. PIE is broadly 

defined as the hypothetical common ancestor of the IE languages, but a more accurate 

description should account for a number of developmental layers and should recognize at 

least three distinct languages (§ 1.3); these are the languages under scrutiny here. On a planet 

of more than 5.000 living languages representing at least 20 distinct families, identifying 

cognates from chance resemblance between these seems theoretically impossible, but such 

comparisons are obviously not engaged blindly. Though no mainstream homeland theorist 

would locate PIE in the vicinity of Sumerian, this ancient isolate wielded great influence on 

the early Middle Eastern civilizations, including the Semitic speaking tribes that 

demonstrably supplied PIE with certain numerals and may have other lexical items in 

common. Uralic has a long history of contact with IE languages and has pronominal and 

grammatical systems that resemble that of PIE. The Caucasian families, leniently speaking 

Kartvelian and North Caucasian, find themselves adjacent to the most prominent theorized 

homelands and have long been suggested instrumental in the precipitation of PIE proper. 

Hurro-Urartian, although scantily attested, is bordered by the Semitic speaking world to the 

south and the Caucasian languages, where it likely genetically belongs, to the north, and 
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cannot be exempt from scrutiny, either. Like Sumerian, Egyptian, with an old history of 

writing, is a civilization of huge importance to the ancient cultures, but also distant from 

direct contact with a putative PIE homeland. Finally, extinct languages may have provided 

PIE with words before their demise. These are the languages treated in here, but it obviously 

does not exclude all other from comparison. 

 

1.1.3 Methodological limitations of the present inquiry 

Given the caveats due to the limitations that necessarily accompany the comparison of, 

ultimately, several hundred, if not already in the thousands, extant languages, complete 

immersion in the proto-linguistic intricacies of all the families compared are still a 

gigantuous undertaking, but, as noted above (§ 1.1), these issues are mitigated through 

reliance on the scientific method and the merits of the comparative method. Some practical 

aspects have, however, proven to bar complete access even to the available scholarly 

literature. More particularly, difficulties and weaknesses thus primarily exist with the 

classical languages of the Middle East, where in-depth access requires familiarity with 

various alphabets and syllabaries and not least long scholarly traditions, especially when 

compared with the literature on Uralic, Kartvelian, and the North Caucasian language 

families that is significantly easier to approach. Although all comparanda presented are 

expected to have been made with the strongest possible information available by their 

respective proponents, isolated instances have proved that rigorous scrutiny even of basic 

form and meaning may be needed, and improvements of the current work may thus be 

accomplished by reexamination of the forms cited for Semitic, Egyptian, Akkadian, and 

Sumerian. 

 

1.2 The lexical trichotomy  
The primary objective of comparative linguistics ultimately comes down to sorting how the 

inventories of two given languages relate, either as common heritage, borrowings, or not at 

all. Often the answer draws on all three spheres.  

 

1.2.1 Common heritage 

Identifying the phenomenon of regularly occurring sound laws is in this regard the single 

greatest implement as it enables the researcher to make predictions on how a phoneme in 

one language, e.g. cV- in Latin, should appear in another, e.g. hV- in Gothic, given that both 

continue a shared proto-phoneme. With a catalogue of established correspondences, 

morphemes and lexemes may be tested for regularity and, consequently, compatibility. 

Some of the strongest arguments for items in this category is found when regular diverging 

developmental strains have rendered two forms practically unrecognizable, e.g. Armenian 

erku ‘two’ and Faroese tveir ‘id.’. If the correspondences violate the known sound laws, yet 

otherwise betray the pertinent parallels to warrant a connection, common heritage can be 

ruled out, and the form should be assigned to one of the other categories.  
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1.2.2 Borrowing 

Constituting the primary focus of the present thesis, a somewhat more extensive 

introduction to the concept of borrowing is in order; the phenomenon is closely related to 

contact situations, which entails that some level of familiarity is required for a given speech 

community to adopt an item from another. The level of intimacy between languages and 

their speakers vary, ranging from sporadic to intense, but transfers may happen at all levels. 

Bloomfield (1933) introduced three descriptive types that may help shape the discussion, viz. 

(1) cultural borrowings, that primarily concern the transfer of concrete phenomena like 

javelin, fruit, ombudsman, etc., (2) intimate borrowings, that may include more abstract 

concepts like verbs, phonology, and grammar, and, lastly, (3) dialectal borrowings, that are 

inextricably tied to social prestige and the constant diversification of former unitary 

languages. While not all theoretical axioms of this more than eighty years old contribution 

have withstood scrutiny (cf. Thomason & Kaufman 1988), its descriptive powers remain 

applicable. The identification of foreign influences on PIE is thus concerned with the former 

categories (1) and (2), while the latter (3) may be considered a disruptive factor.  

“The question of identification of loans,” Haugen notes, “is shown to be primarily a 

historical question, not susceptible to the methods of synchronic analysis” (1950: 231). This 

makes comparanda from isolates such as Sumerian incredibly difficult to scrutinize 

appropriately, while the geographically diversified language families provide the perfect 

material for proper analysis. Identifying foreign elements on internal evidence is also a 

complex matter; even though a word may seemingly be underivable from known elements, 

new analyses may elucidate hitherto unexplored paths (e.g. Pinault on wool, item 127), 

whether they be true or not. On the other hand, words with a seemingly reasonable internal 

derivation may only secondarily be connected. Borrowings may then be easy to identify 

when the donor form is still extant, e.g. when Gothic *kaupon ‘to trade, to do business’ 

reflects Latin caupō ‘huckster, pedlar’, but less so if obfuscated by other factors, that may 

include additional layers of sound laws (e.g. Armenian ewt̔n ‘seven’ and Akkadian sibittu ‘id.’; 

see item 109), or complete lack hereof (cf. the discussion of linen below, item 89), and folk-

etymological reinterpretation. This latter phenomenon is an immediate association of an 

estranged (most often foreign, but occasionally also natively marginalized) word with the 

native lexicon, a process ultimately tied to chance resemblance, cf. German Zwiebel ‘onion’, 

from Latin caepola, that in the native minds and ears was re-interpreted and may now 

formally be etymologized as ‘two-balls’ (Kluge 2002: 2021). A face value evaluation of the 

etymological merit of this vegetable would have halted the enquiry at the origins of Ball 

‘sphere, ball’ in German and missed its journey from Latin; with a wealth of early attestation, 

this case proves the inherent dangers of dismissing foreign relations for a word which may 

reasonably be connected with native words, but not necessarily does so strictly 

etymologically, cf. inevitably ‘wine’ in either Kartvelian or PIE (item 133). Loan relations 

between IE and non-IE languages are trivial throughout the attested and even unattested 

stages of post-proto linguistic development, and consequently play no role in the present 

treatise (except when the age can be disputed); examples hereof include Germanic and 

Fennic languages, Proto-Indo-Iranian and Proto-Fenno-Ugric, Hittite and Akkadian, 

Armenian and Georgian, etc. The concern is exclusively with proto-linguistic affinities, but 
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the difference between the two is not always clear-cut, cf. the discussion of PIE *snusós ‘son’s 

wife’ (item 114), and it may be impossible to tell whether a form is borrowed from PIE proper 

or a later, yet only marginally differentiated stage. The other direction, of more immediate 

interest, i.e. into PIE, is somewhat more easily discernible since the presence of the lexeme 

in all or most IE branches establishes it at the PIE stage; this question is tied to the internal 

stratification of PIE (§ 1.3). A special group of borrowings are Wanderwörter1 that are 

characterized by multiple subsequent borrowings through neighboring languages, e.g. silk, 

disseminating from East Asia and reaching Europe in two different trajectories north and 

south of the Caucasus, resulting in the variant l-forms in the Mediterranean, e.g. Latin 

sēricum; highly attractive items of trade are understandably overrepresented in this 

category. This phenomenon may curiously wither with the revolution in communications, 

allowing knowledge of an item to disperse instantaneously across the globe while shedding 

the need for intermediary languages, e.g. the computer, iPhone, etc. Semantic loans and 

calques are borrowings more concerned with content than form, i.e. concepts where 

additional meaning is introduced to a foreign form, e.g. grados in US Spanish in the sense 

‘grades’ and English superman from German Übermensch, respectively (Field 2002:8f.), but 

they constitute a marginal category for the present inquiry. There are, of course, other types 

of linguistic contact phenomena, pertaining to phonology, morphology, semantics, and 

grammar, but they need not be addressed here (a general introduction is Thomason & 

Kaufman 1988). 

 

1.2.3 Chance resemblance 

Formal and semantic resemblance between two items need not prove genetic relationship 

or borrowing, but may be attributable to sheer chance. It can be difficult to substantiate 

chance resemblance, especially with language isolates, e.g. Sumerian, where very little can 

be ascertained etymologically; somewhat more hopeful are comparanda between 

established language families where cognates in other languages provide additional 

linguistic evidence for form and content. Chance resemblance may thus be established if the 

trajectories diverge in their respective reconstructions (cf. *h2ster- ‘star’, item 55). 

Onomatopoeia constitute a special group on their own, arguably not belonging with chance 

resemblance proper, but certainly neither genetically related nor borrowings, either. While 

                                                             

 

 

 

 
1 The observant reader might notice that the spelling of Wanderwort is grossly inconsistent throughout this 

thesis; this usage has been kept as an illustration of the difficulties with which foreign elements may be treated 

in a given language. Borrowed from the German literature on the matter (along with, e.g., Ablaut), both 

constituents, wander and Wort, resemble their modern English cognates to the extent where complete 

nativization of the term seems inevitable in pronunciation, of course, but even in graphemic representation 

with the substitution of < -t > to < -d >; knowledge of its provenance, however, may impel the use of initial 

capitalization and its German plural form. This an example of Bloomfield’s dialectal borrowings (group 3). 
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the extent of this class not clearly understood (cf. Sadler 1971), particular vocabulary items 

are, more or less universally, associated with naturally occurring sounds, e.g. cuckoo, 

Icelandic kráka ‘crow’ and Greek κόραξ ‘id.’, and, the group more commonly referred to as 

nursery words, e.g. mamma for ‘mother’. Such instances should be treated with the utmost 

carefulness in comparative efforts, but may nonetheless be encountered. 

 

1.3 Stratification of PIE 
PIE did not disintegrate in one big explosion, scattering its dialects east and west at once, 

but a number of migrations gradually departed from the homeland, eventually developing 

into the branches recognized today that are connected by innumerable isoglosses, both 

defying and mirroring their distributions in time and space; these must be evaluated to 

determine whether they represent innovations or retentions, e.g. by assigning them to either 

peripheral isoglosses, with substantial probability of reflecting great antiquity, or contiguous 

isoglosses, especially susceptive to regional innovation (cf. Polomé 1994: 297ff.). On linguistic 

merit alone, it should by now be established that the Anatolian languages represent the 

earliest bifurcation of PIE, leaving a proto-language still consisting of all other known IE 

branches; this split is obvious in the grammatical systems, most saliently the verbal 

opposition between the Hittite -mi and -ḫi conjugations that are impossible to derive from 

the Graeco-Aryan system based on the classical IE languages known in the 19th century 

(Søborg 2015, cf. also Kortlandt 2010:383ff.). Further arguments have been presented by 

Brosman (2002) and Kloekhorst (2008a: 7ff.) and include the feminine gender, Anatolian 

*mer- ‘to disappear’ as more archaic than Core-IE *mer- ‘to die’, where the semantics of the 

latter are more likely developed from the former through euphemistic usage than vice versa, 

and the vocalism of the 2nd sg. pronoun in the nominative, that in the standard handbooks is 

reconstructed *tuH, which does not fit with Anatolian *ti-k. Less dramatic is the position of 

the Tocharian languages as their comparatively late attestation allow for their idiosyncrasies 

to be explained from loss and innovation rather than retentions, but some features do 

appear to be shared uniquely with Anatolian, e.g. the obstruent sequence in *dheĝh-om ‘earth’ 

(item 10), in addition to some semantic retentions (Winter 1998). Further indecisive features 

may well be properly categorized as reductions in both of these branches as the traditional 

treatment prescribes, e.g. the significantly simpler occlusive series, but archaic phenomena 

cannot formally be rejected either. The first century of Indo-European studies justifiably 

considered Ancient Greek and Indo-Iranian testimony the strongest to the nature of the 

common ancestor, due in part to their early attestation, but most certainly also to their 

striking similarities. The two geographically displaced cultures logically pointed back to the 

oldest forms of the family. Later attested branches with somewhat different systems are 

traditionally explained as secondary developments. The scientific imperative of assessing 

the strata of PIE should be obvious (cf. Meid 1975). 

 

1.3.1 Archaeological substantiation  

The long-lost love between archaeology (§ 1.6.1) and historical linguistics was convincingly 

and finally rekindled in Anthony’s monumental The Horse, the Wheel and Language (2007), 

which respectfully applies the relative chronologies from Indo-European studies to the 
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emerging strata of Pontic-Caspian archaeology, that, for geopolitical reasons, were only 

difficult to approach for Western scholars. Few, yet major, black spots now complicate the 

overall spread of the Indo-European languages, beginning with their union around the 

middle Volga 4.500 BCE. While the obvious problems on the assignment of archaeological 

cultures with linguistic groups always needs to be heeded (cf. Francfort 2001), complete 

indifference to the trajectories painted by material cultures in the same framework of time 

and space independently identified with linguistic data would be ignorant. Below is a grossly 

simplified overview of some of the most important connections of language and 

archaeological culture for the Steppe hypothesis (Anthony 2007, Mallory & Adams 1997, 

Carpelan & Parpola 2001, Anthony & Ringe 2015).  

 
Archaeological culture Period (cirka) Linguistic stratum 
Samara (Volga) 6000-5000 BCE Pre-Proto-IE 
Khvalynsk (Volga) 5000-4500 BCE Pre-Proto-IE 
Yamnaya (Ukraine-Southern Russia) 4500-2500 BCE Proto-IE 
Suovorovo, Ezero (Eastern Balkans) 4500-2700 BCE Anatolian 
Afanasievo (Altai) 3500-2500 BCE Tocharian 
Danube Valley (Balkan) 3100-2800 BCE NWE (Germ., Celt., Italic) 
Balto-Slavic (NE Steppe ?) 2800 BCE Balto-Slavic 
Pit Grave (Pontic Steppes) 2000 BCE Graeco-Armenian 
Sintasha (Kazakhstan) 2100-1800 BCE Indo-Iranian 

 

Long range vs. anachronistic comparison 

These dates are to be considered strictly tentative, but will function as referential aides in 

identification of old and ancient borrowings. Similarities between Greek and Indo-Iranian 

(united no later than 2.100 BCE) may as well be late innovations as shared retentions from 

the Proto-Indo-European mother tongue (cf. Kortlandt 1990: 132). The last other major 

branch to separate is Balto-Slavic, leaving at least 500 years of development and refinement 

of the exclusive Graeco-Aryan system (Carpelan & Parpola 2007: 68-70). A search for the 

structure of PIE, arguably spoken before the departure of Anatolian, harks another 

millennium or more back in time. These suggestions are instructive to remember when 

discussing relative chronologies in exclusively linguistic fora, and the discussion below will 

recognize the following general strata: 

 
Proto-Indo-European 
 Pre-PIE - all branches included and practically impossible to discern from Early 

 Early - incl. Anatolian 

 Early Middle (Core or Central IE) - incl. Tocharian 

 Late Middle - incl. Italo-Celtic, Germanic, Balto-Slavic 

 Late (Graeco-Aryan) - Albanian, Greek, (Phrygian), Armenian, Indo-Iranian 

 
The difference between Early PIE and Pre-PIE is one of logical necessity, the former aiming at the last 

point of tangency with the Anatolian branch and the latter summing up all preceding stages that can 

be assumed to have existed like any other linguistic stage with internal and external changes. The 
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stratification of loan relations is consequently especially sensitive to attestation bias in the oldest 

layers of PIE where potential loss in only two branches may shift an item up to three steps, thus if it 

rightly be ascribed to Pre-PIE, then loss in Anatolian would move the stratification → early PIE and 

through to → early middle PIE, and, if by chance the inherited Tocharian item is also missing, all the 

way to → late middle PIE. Further upsets are, under the present chronological paradigm, less likely as 

more branches qualify the strata late middle PIE and late PIE. This method is preferred as it is true to 

the attestations and not hypothetical scenarios. The focus of the present treatment is the 

stratification and dating of specific items within the history of PIE, i.e. from its assumed initial unity 

through the ultimate dissolution of late PIE = Graeco-Aryan, but words obviously migrated to and 

from the speech community before and after these cut-off points.  
 

1.3.2 The Pillars of Proto-Indo-European lexicography 
Attestations are, naturally, inextricably tied to the spread and cultural extent of writing. Lexical 

substitution is expected to be more widespread in languages under more intense adstrate influence 

than elsewhere. The following is a short introduction to some of the practicalities of identifying the 

lexicon of the IE branches. All of these groupings deserve individual and meticulous scrutiny, much 

of which have been done by excellent scholars. The following list is ordered in the same sequence as 

the attestations are presented under each item in the word list (§ 4.1). 
 
1.3.2.1 Anatolian  

The Anatolian languages are primarily represented by Hittite and Luwian, abundantly 

attested in the 2nd millennium BCE, yet both suffering from their mode of transcription, viz. 

cuneiform and hieroglyphics. Neither system exhaustively represents the phonological 

reality of the language in question, and although Hittite, as the central language of 

administration of a biblical empire, is generously represented in a variety of genres through 

several centuries, scribal tradition leaves central areas of the lexicon unknown to modern 

scholarship due to the use of indentured Akkado- and Sumerograms, undoubtedly 

representing native Hittite words, but rendered with a foreign sign, not dissimilar from the 

use of numerals in English, e.g. 72 in lieu of seventy two.  A demonstrable case of the 

difficulties in finding Anatolian, and particularly Hittite, cognates is the lack of fish, which 

seems to have ecological and cultural reasons (Puhvel 1992: 263). Evidence from the smaller 

languages is inhibited by later attestation and, much more detrimental, extremely small 

corpuses. 

 
1.3.2.2 Tocharian 

The situation in the Tocharian languages is markedly different. Late transmission (between 

500 and 800 CE) of primarily Buddhist texts leaves a gap of several millennia of uncharted 

development; a problem akin to the history of the North Caucasian (§ 2.1.1, § 2.1.2) and Uralic 

(§ 2.2) languages as they have enjoyed a scribally quiet existence far from the ancient cultural 

centers of writing. Only with the absorption into the sphere of Buddhist influence did 

Tocharian emerge, and apparently only just in time before the extinction of the languages 

all together. The challenges in Tocharian etymology are vivid in the tale of Schmidt’s 

suggestion that kenmer ‘excrement’  was “mit sicherem etymologischem Anschluss” to 

Hittite kammars- ‘to shit, to defecate, to shit on, to befoul’ (1980: 409), yet turned out to be a 
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ghost word spawned by the erroneous separation of pitkenmer as pit=kenmer rather than the 

philologically more reasonable pitk=enmer (Hilmarsson 1996: 130); the claim has been 

disproven to the extent that although Adams included the dismissal in the first edition of A 

Dictionary of Tocharian B in 1999, the entry had been abandoned altogether by his second 

revised edition of 2013. 

 
1.3.2.3 Italic 

With attestations beginning in the first millennium BCE, Latin, in its classical form, 

represents one of the most extensively studied ancient languages, and provides a wealth of 

lexical items that can be supported by significantly more sporadic material from especially 

Osco-Umbrian. 

 
1.3.2.4Celtic 

Seemingly very archaic in the limited number of Continental attestations from before year 

0, primarily in Gaulish, its wealth of forms is from the Insular languages that suffer from 

extensive linguistic change prior to their attestation in the 3rd century CE. 

 
1.3.2.5 Germanic 

Mute until the incipient centuries CE, the Germanic vocabulary only truly comes to light 

with the Gothic translation of the Bible in the 4th century. While Germanic literature is 

extensive subsequently in Northern Europe, its ancient bearings remain lost. 

 
1.3.2.6 Balto-Slavic 

The exact trajectories obscure, the Baltic and Slavic languages betray, by their first 

attestations roughly 500 and 1.000 years ago, respectively, obvious similarities, while other 

factors require distinct developmental paths. Their contributions to the present study are 

represented individually. 

 
1.3.2.7 Albanian 

Situated under successive regimes of Greeks, Romans, Turks, and Slavs, the native 

vocabulary had largely been eroded by the time Albanian was put in ink around 1500 CE, 

Connections with the ancient languages Illyrian, Thracian, and Messapic (fragment 

languages) remain to be proven, but are extremely tantalizing and may help establish the 

position of Albanian to the better delineated branches. 

 
1.3.2.8 Greek 

The wealth of knowledge already available from the Homeric epics and the classical literary 

tradition of the first millennium BCE was bolstered by the decipherment of Mycenaean 

some 500 years older. The identification of vocabulary in the syllabic Linear B is largely 

dependent on previous knowledge of Classical Greek, so its addition to lexicography is 

limited. Ancient Macedonian is likely closely related to Greek, but its contributions are 

negligible. The glossator Hesychius of Alexandria (5th century BCE) is responsible for a great 

many isolated forms absent from extant sources. 
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1.3.2.9 Phrygian, Thracian, and Illyrian (fragmentary languages) 

Scattered inscriptions and a number of Hesychian glosses attest these ancient languages 

that, while certainly IE, remain impervious to further diagnostics. Phrygian, attested in 

Anatolia in the first half of the first millennium BCE, was by ancient Greek historians 

considered related to Armenian, and a case for considering Phrygian a particularly archaic 

and ‘un-spoiled’ dialect, possibly enveloped by other migrating IE populations, has been put 

forward by Neroznak (1992). Thracian and Illyrian, also represented in a few etymologies in 

the word list below, are native to the Balkans, where also Dacian belongs. 

 
1.3.2.10 Armenian 

The history of Armenian is defined by massive foreign influence, most prominently 

Iranian, and only about 450 words are considered inherited directly from PIE (Fortson 2010: 

383). Thanks to religious zeal the language received its own alphabet and its first literary 

production is a Bible translation of the first half of the fifth century CE. Links with Phrygian 

may be corroborated by the trajectory of the Armenian language (§ 2.1). 

 
1.3.2.11 Indo-Iranian 

This branch brands the second oldest attestations of the IE languages with unmistakable 

adstrate influence on Hurrian of the Mitanni empire (§ 2.1.3), while the wealth of 

lexicographic material springs from Sanskrit and Avestan, both sacred languages orally 

transmitted for centuries before captured in writing. The composition of the earliest Vedic 

hymns is dated to the second millennium BCE, while Avestan may be traced slightly after. 

As one branch entered the Indian sub-continent, the other covered a vast expanse from 

Chinese Turkestan in the East to Ossetic and Kurdish in the West, north and south of the 

Caucasus, respectively, yielding numerous dialects throughout history. 

 
1.3.2.12 Weighing the evidence 

The ultimate Indo-Hittite bifurcation has the inherent consequence that only two 

constituents testify to the oldest stratum of early PIE (cf. Dolgopolsky 1987: 8ff.). Essentially, 

if a lexeme appears in Anatolian and a Core-IE branch, it must be assumed to belong to the 

oldest internally reconstructible layers of PIE, if, of course, the correlation is not a later loan 

or regional innovation. Loss in the Anatolian branch is naturally a very real possibility, so the 

risk of false negatives is certainly present in this method. Certain grammatical features may, 

however, suggest greater antiquity for item than directly warranted through attestations, e.g. 

heteroclites. Basically, all items in Kloekhorst (2008a) with IE cognates would, then, qualify 

for the oldest stratum, but if a loss occurred in Core-PIE, which strictly speaking should be 

as plausible, the item would be rendered isolated in Anatolian (cf. discussions in Tischler 

1979: 259 and Puhvel 1994); such cases may be elucidated with external evidence. For the 

next layer, early middle PIE, Tocharian (most notably Adams 2013) may be added, with the 

same caveats due, but the circumstances surrounding its departure from the dialect 

continuum is more elusive, and, even if the second one to branch off, still not necessarily 

significantly earlier than the ultimate dispersal of PIE. It follows that representation in 

“many branches of IE”, as propounded by Dolgopolsky (1993: 244) does not necessarily 
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qualify for the oldest stratum of PIE, just like gull is not proto-Germanic because it is attested 

in the numerous non-contiguous dialects of modern English (e.g. American, South African, 

British, Irish, Australian, Indian, etc.). While this conservative approach to stratification 

consequently may render some items too young, it ensures that the opposite scenario, 

namely that items may be assigned too great antiquity, is avoided. 

 
1.3.2.13 “Early Proto-Indo-Iranian” as the source of loanwords 

For Uralic and Caucasian alike, a very early stage of the Indo-Iranian dialect has been 

suggested as source for a number of loanwords (e.g. Rédei 1983: 11f., Dolgopolsky 1987). A very 

tangible methodological issue sticks to these proposals, however, in the very definition of 

Proto-Indo-Iranian vis-a-vis PIE, and the solution first demands answers as to which 

developments initiate the dialect (cf. Kallio 2001: 36 and 2015: 371). Firstly, Indo-Iranian is 

quintessentially satəm, and secondarily palatalizes velars in front of front vowels (i.e. *i and 

*e), only after which it is marked by a pervasive a-vocalism of the inherited central vowels 

(*e and *o). The first stage is difficult to distinguish from the effects of the PIE palatals upon 

a recipient language, and the most convincing examples hereof represent full spirantization, 

e.g. FU *śata from Indo-Iranian *śatam < PIE *km̥̂tóm. It can consequently not be considered 

a defining dialectal trait to have a palatalized velar since they are (almost) unanimously 

reconstructed for PIE itself and would be expected to reflect as such in a recipient language 

that distinguished such features (cf. Kümmel 2007: 312ff.). 

 

1.4 Basic concepts 
At the prehistoric edge of the established world of the Indo-Europeans the familiar 

comparative evidence from the branches begin to fade, and further steps into the past 

require greater reliance on internal reconstructions and external comparanda. This 

methodological transition is not the abandonment of the comparative method, and the 

comparanda encountered here should be treated no different from regular IE resemblances; 

the moorings, in the form of actually attested languages, are simply further away, but, 

keeping with the metaphor, land is still safe in sight, as each comparison will be made with 

constant reference to the PIE systems. A few notes should nonetheless be attached to some 

of the basic concepts of inquiries such as this. 

 

1.4.1 Epistemology 

The sources of knowledge of prehistoric languages have been discussed above (§ 1.1), and 

while there is, of course, no such thing as proof in the fleeting tongues of the past, there are 

substantiations, so when phenomena are referred to as “established”, it is understood that 

the given hypothesis is accepted by a majority of scholars in the field and that the statement 

may be considered “true”. The comparative method has proven its merits many times over 

(e.g. laryngeals in Anatolian and labiovelars in Mycenaean) and remains the modus operandi 

of the field. Comparative linguistics is inherently a humanistic study and although it can be 

described, it can only be predicted, through extrapolation into the past and the future, within 

the known range of variability. When evaluating the plausibility of a given set of 
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comparanda, the subjective observer cannot be removed completely. The allure of the 

quantitative methods of the natural sciences is thus understandable (§ 1.5.1), as it would 

remove the interpretational bias from the process, but this simply cannot be done away with. 

Although the human sciences are data based, the interpretation ultimately rests on human 

acts and migrations. A complete understanding, and consequently tool to predict outcomes, 

of linguistic processes will thus be available as soon as the human mind is charted.  

All comparisons beyond the traditional families are considered controversial, and a 

concept of “knowability” has consequently been addressed more or less directly in dealing 

with these frontiers, but too often arbitrarily assigned cut-off points get mixed up with the 

inherent intricacies even of established linguistic relations (cf. Renfrew 2000). The nature of 

lexicography, in a way, neutralizes its contribution to the issue; on one hand, missing 

lexemes can be ascribed to the natural process of substitution, yet, on the other, actually 

attested lexemes may be explained by (early) loan relations. Whereas completely missing 

lexemes per definition are lost, loan hypotheses are always subject to scrutiny. In the 

scientific interface between data, analyses, and hypotheses, only four epistemological 

scenarios are available; the numerals in Anatolian (§ 5) provide a good example set: 

 
IE numerals in Anatolian Known Unknown 

Positive ‘three’  
‘six’ (??) 

Negative ‘four’ 

 

The key in lexical studies is, rather straightforwardly, attestations (cf. § 1.3.2), and the known 

column is exclusively reserved for attested forms. The extent of knowledge of ancient 

languages is thus limited to the fact that the common IE numeral three is found in the 

Anatolian languages (positive), while they unequivocally used a different word for ‘four’ 

(negative). And even with the known forms discontinuation or non-participation can be 

difficult to establish (cf. the discussion in § 5.4). It is in these cases, and, obviously, in the 

much more difficult assignment of the unattested unknowns, that typology (§ 1.5) and 

circumstantial evidence (§ 1.6) come into play. Attestation bias is also encountered when 

some families, especially Semitic and IE, have millennia of evidence, while others only a few 

centuries, e.g. NE and NW Caucasian and Uralic. It is only possible to scrutinize the material 

that is there, but sometimes (cf. Schrijver 2003) internal evidence points to external sources 

that cannot be directly verified. In this realm linguistics cannot stand alone, and while 

speculations are biased (and that aura may easily be attached to any given hypothesis by its 

critics), theoretically deduced scenarios combining data from multiple fields constitute the 

only viable way forward, and the, possibly perceived, naïvety of filling in the gaps may be a 

forte, provided that all available facts are elucidated to the observer. The following terms will 

thus be encountered in the discussions. Discussions depart from comparanda (sg. -um) that 

are defined as compared items pending scrutiny. On a scale assessing the value of a given set 

of comparanda, ranging from the “most factual” to the “least factual”, the reader will 

encounter the following terms: 
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Established - Substantiated - Probable - Plausible - Possible - Questionable - Rejected 

 

1.4.2 Borrowability and directionality 

In the assessment of proposed loan etymologies, the ability of a given item to transfer from 

one language into another is an inextricable element in discussing possible loan 

etymologies. The concept is discussed by Thomason & Kaufman, who set up a scale of 

borrowability (1988: 73ff.), depending on the level of intimacy between the speech 

communities (cf. also § 1.2.2). This process also needs to account for the directionality of the 

transfer, which, more concretely, is achieved through the identification of the source 

language. These are evident in a diachronic perspective when a word with a known history 

in one language suddenly appears in another, but without comparable trajectories the 

argument reaches a whole other level of complexity. The present paper make use of the 

following phenomena to substantiate directionality: 

 
1. Complexity:  high → low 

2. Semantics:  wide → narrow 

3. Distribution: complete → partial 

 

These are general rules, and isolated cases may, indeed, show reverse situations. 

 

1.4.3 Semantics 

Although semantic change is a regularly occurring phenomenon, it cannot be predicted, nor 

even be expected to have incurred. Retention of core semantic function is thus not surprising 

in the pronouns of the first and second person, and evidently not in stable domesticated 

animals like ‘dog’ (English is here a brilliant counter-example), cow, and basic concepts like 

name, water, foot, head, etc. (cf. § 1.5), but it always comes down to the intricate human 

processes of association, use, prestige, etc. The semantics of verbs, decisively more abstract 

than concrete nouns, are less stable (cf. Traugott & Dasher 2001) and should be treated 

accordingly. A detailed discussion of semantics seems unnecessary as items treatable at such 

profound depths of time only appear in the perspective of the modern observer due to their 

relative stability. The present treatment thus recognizes the following eleven semantic 

spheres: 

 

Trade Culture Technology Relationship 

Agriculture Husbandry (animal) Produce Nature 

Inalienable parts Numerals Verbs  

 
These categories are by no means closed, and are employed in the present context exclusively to 

frame parts of a discussion. A basic introduction semantic change may be found in Campbell (2013: 

221ff.). 
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1.4.4 Language and dialect 

That Sleicher’s more than 150 year old cladistic tree model (1853) is incapable of describing 

the intricacies of linguistic change should be beyond question, yet a complete description of 

what constitutes linguistic affinity may then rightfully be lacking. The all too familiar 

problem of separating dialects from languages is, of course, point and case in this matter (cf. 

Uesson 1970, Nichols 1997, etc.). The difficulties of extracting meaningful trajectories become 

even more pronounced with linguistic interference that may alter languages profoundly, 

even to the point of extinction (cf. Thomason & Kaufman 1988: 3f.), but unfortunate 

extrapolations have occasionally been presented, namely that true linguistic descent can be 

eradicated in mixed language stages, essentially creoles (Trubetzkoy 1939). This theory was 

eloquently and rationally dismantled by Rasmussen, in defense of the Stammbaum model 

(1991), and while the concept of mixed languages is a functional metaphor, capturing the 

complexities multiple layers of borrowings at all levels, it by no means constitutes an 

adequate description of actual linguistic reality (cf. Haugen 1950: 210f.). 

 

1.4.5 Relative chronologies 

The comparison of two or more proto-linguistic stages entails matching strata that are 

usually treated unilaterally (cf. the constellation analogy in the introduction, § 1). It should 

be obvious that the phyla developed independently, and, although a period of mutual 

intimacy theoretically could spark synchronic shifts, any given stage can be assumed to have 

corresponded chronologically with one or more stages of another. A hypothetical example 

may be construed with the histories of Georgian and Armenian: 
 

Axis of time → 

pre-PIE Early PIE Late PIE Armenian 

pre-proto-Kartvelian proto-Kartvelian Georgian-Zan Georgian 

 

 

PIE may thus have borrowed from different stages of Kartvelian (or Uralic, Semitic, North 

Caucasian, etc.), or vice-versa, as, indeed, the history of the Finnish language betrays with 

successive strata of influx from various stages of IE languages (cf. Koivulehto 2002, Joki 1973, 

Kylstra et al. 1991ff.). The exercise of fixing potential transfers is extremely fluid, but the 

landscapes of cultural contacts allow at least for some points of departure, while 

phonological analyses ultimately may settle the points of tangency. 
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1.4.6 Phonology 
“L'étymologie est une science où les voyelles ne 

font rien et les consonnes fort peu de chose.” 
Voltaire2 

 

While the pièce de résistance of the comparative method are the established sound laws that 

produce a sense of predictability in phonological developments, this paper refrains from 

typological discussions on the nature of the exact phonetic realizations of the reconstructed 

phonological systems and follows the standardized practice of Indo-European scholarship 

(cf. Meier-Brügger 2010: 202ff, Kümmel 2012: 291ff.). Borrowings constitute one of the most 

informative pieces of information regarding the exact expression of a given proto-phoneme 

as it betrays the phonetic interface between two distinct systems, and the comparative study 

of these traits will inevitably aid the reconstruction of PIE tremendously. It may 

consequently seem like a serious omission to refrain from engaging in this endeavor, but 

while this paper still recognizes the imperative of evaluating the phonetic reality, the 

complexities can only be addressed with viable comparanda; any attempts would be futile 

with faulty correspondence sets (cf. also § 1.4.6). This thesis humbly strives to make the 

pertinent data available for a proper scrutiny. 

A few notes on the system traditionally reconstructed should be attached.  The 

glottalic theory and discussions related hereto may well be addressed on the basis of the 

included comparanda, but does not constitute a point of contention for the distributional 

system of PIE that might as well be reconstructed *K1, *K2, *K3 instead of *k, *g, *gh (or *kw, 

*k, *k̂, for that matter); tradition and, of course, attested occurrences and developments have 

solidified these latter notations. Conversely, the laryngeal series is the one area of PIE 

phonology that is consistently rendered formulaically as *h1, *h2, *h3, functioning as cover 

symbols in the debated issue of their true individual quality. The author of the present paper 

subscribes to a reconstruction of the laryngeals as *h1 = [h], *h2 = [χ], and *h3 = [γw] (cf. 

Rasmussen 1994: 440), but a conservative rendition allows for equal access to the 

comparanda below intended as an undogmatic catalogue. Instances remain, especially for 

lengthened *i and *u, where the exact quality of the laryngeal is indeterminable, and the sign 

*H will then be used to indicate the presence of an unspecified laryngeal. The ongoing debate 

as to whether the phoneme a can be reconstructed for PIE (Lubotsky 1989, Sihler 1995: 44f.) 

can, of course, not be settled here. In the present paper, the suggested laryngeal alternative, 

*h2e, is used in reconstructions. Since the feature has been employed as evidence of loan 

phenomena (e.g. Matasović 2012: 289), the presence of the phoneme is addressed for the 

pertinent items in the wordlist (§ 4.1). 

                                                             

 

 

 

 
2 Quote attributed by Max Müller (2003:238). 
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1.5 Alternative linguistic approaches 
Various methods derived from comparative linguistics have been employed to gain different 

perspectives on the prehistoric linguistic trajectories. A basic understanding of these 

approaches is relevant as they are tied to some of the proposals regarding time and space 

that further have shaped hypotheses regarding affinities and time and space of PIE (cf. § 3). 

 

1.5.1 Lexicostatistics 

The comparison of linguistic features, whether grammatical, lexical, or phonological, may 

be reduced to a positive or negative statement and aggregated to produce a quantitative 

expression of the relations under scrutiny. While this method may elucidate tendencies for a 

given developmental strain, some of the obvious shortcomings of lexicostatistics include the 

inability to generalize the finds; universal laws are notoriously difficult to demonstrate in 

the human sciences. Even the best understood trajectories of languages from a fixed point 

of dispersal are fraught with incomplete information. The data input used to calibrate the 

lexical system is the Romance languages, known to have developed from Vulgar Latin in 

roughly 2.000 years, but each lexical substitution remains inextricably tied to completely 

independent and complex contact situations. As a corollary, the number of shared features 

is theoretically arbitrary, while it is the quality of the data, ultimately expressed in profundity 

of age, that constitutes real substantiation, and this feature is only established through 

composite analyses. It inevitably ends up a task for the human sciences to describe and 

substantiate the power structures, hard or soft, that dictate which of two or more quasi-

synonyms be retained, discarded, borrowed, exported, narrowed, or widened (cf. Thomason 

& Kaufman 1988: 35). Further applications of the method include stability rankings (e.g. 

Holman et al. 2008), glottochronology, and phylogenetics (cf. especially Gray & Atkinson 

2003). This latter deserves special attention as it apparently provided sufficient scientific 

credence to the Anatolian hypothesis (§ 3.1.3) to disseminate on respectable popular media 

outlets (e.g. Nature, cf. Joyce 2012). As the method was adopted from biology and the spread 

of relative simple organisms (diseases), the gap to the intricate communication systems of 

an infinitely more complex animal (humans) should be evident. The fact that Chang et al. 

(2015) were able to produce results that point to a time frame that in accordance with the 

Steppe hypothesis (§ 3.1.1) is axiomatic. As with all of these models, their ability to describe 

linguistic change is limited by the level of detail in the data, and are thus inherently 

dependent on the qualitative analysis. A good introduction, including criticisms, can be 

found in Campbell (2013: 447ff.). 
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1.5.2 Typology 
“When history and typology clash, history 

must win.” 
Anttila & Embleton (1988:84) 

 

Linguistic features broader than particular lexemes or phonemes are tied to linguistic 

systems that can be described through typology, inherently removed from the diagnostic 

workings of sound laws. The method recognizes the range of possible variation in known 

languages, and, although theoretically attestation biased, provides a catalogue of possible 

systems; these data have been employed by various authors in the substantiation of ultimate 

affinities, cf. Nichols for a Central Asian homeland (2007), Janhunen for PIE incompatibility 

with Uralic (2001), Smitherman for Kartvelian contacts (2012), and Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 

(1995) for a Transcaucasian homeland. While typology does provide a broad overview of 

what may and may not be feasible, it fails to pinpoint the intricacies of linguistic diachrony.  

 

1.6 Circumstantial evidence 
“When one is no longer prepared to listen, 

then it is time to retire from the fray” 
Burney (1990:43) 

 

While historical linguistics scrutinize strictly relative chronologies, relinquishing physical 

evidence and, consequently, concrete historical moorings with the earliest writing in the 

fourth millennium BCE, other scientific fields may chart the presence of people and the 

physical impact on their surroundings far beyond this date. The contributions of archaeology 

and genetics thus provide prehistoric human landscapes that in one way or another must 

reflect the prehistoric linguistic landscapes.  

 
Field Subject 
Linguistics Thoughts and perception 
Archaeology Material culture 
Genetics Biological descent 

 

It should at all times be remembered that neither languages and cultures, nor languages and 

genes can be equated. A completely imagined correlation of known clades in each category, 

employed to illustrate the inherent difficulties of assigning material or genetic identity to 

speech communities. A modern hypothetical example may thus be construed: 

 

Language Spanish Brazilian Portuguese Japanese 

Artefacts  Quesadillas Football Toyota vehicles 

DNA European South American East Asian 
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Another hypothetical extension illustrates the potential overlaps in prehistoric cultures: 

 

Language North Caucasian Proto-Indo-European Uralic 

Artefacts  Maikop Yamnaya Samara 

DNA R1B R1A G1 

 

1.6.1 Archaeology  

While basic stratification and categorization are among the founding principles of the field, 

allowing relative chronologies, the development of carbon-14 dating method, with 

subsequent sophistication by acknowledging the reservoir effects, has proven an invaluable 

tool in fixing organic remains in time and space. Although pots certainly are not people, the 

inference that the crafters, traders, and users of a given object were people with a language 

is un-circumventable. Artefacts are extremely susceptible to transfer, as a modern linguistic 

phenomenon like the computer bears witness to, and the linguistic spread of specific items 

and innovations may justifiably be checked against the archaeological record to provide 

material evidence for trajectories and concrete chronologies. Derived and interdisciplinary 

investigations include archaeozoology, the study of faunal remains, and archaeobotany, that 

both overlap with paleontology and, increasingly, genetic studies to establish primary loci of 

domestication. In this vein the archaeological remains of wagons, horses, sheep, axes, 

agriculture, burial practices and much more have been chartered to indicate the trajectories 

of the physical cultures that justifiably was accompanied by words for their content. 

Important publications combining PIE with material cultures include the primary works of 

Anthony (2007), Mallory (1989), and Renfrew (1987), while a recent introduction may be 

found in Linden & Jones-Bley (2009). A modern and strictly archaeological description of 

prehistoric Europe is Cunliffe (2008). 

 

1.6.2 Genetics  

The study of hereditary traits has some shady histories attached with gross simplifications of 

the intricacies of the human condition (unfortunately still perpetuated in places), but was 

enriched with the knowledge of the genome and the DNA sequence that allows scientists to 

extract relational features in controlled settings, discarding the subjective bias completely. 

While material culture and, to a lesser degree, language of any particular individual may shift 

during their lifespan, DNA traits are exclusively passed on from progenitors to their progeny 

and thus testify to the biological trajectory. The data is limited by the researchers’ access to 

uncontaminated biological material available most readily from live specimens. With time, 

and particularly the ability to extract usable ancient DNA from millennia old bone material, 

the contribution of genetics to the study of human migrations, and consequently a chief 

contributor to the spread of languages, has become more sophisticated. In modern 

populations in Europe three distinct components were visible, yet only one truly intrusive 

marker defined the continent, which happened to coincide perfectly with the agricultural 

expansion (Cavalli-Sforza 2001: 104ff., Wells 2002: 168f.). Now, with ancient DNA, the third 

marker has gained a very definite locus on the Pontic steppe (Haak, Lazaridis et al. 2015, 

Kristiansen et al. forthc.) coinciding with the migratory patterns envisaged by Anthony 
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(2007). Increasing biological admixture from the Caucasus has been demonstrated as well 

(Allentoft et al. 2015). The evidence simply was not available before, as the ancient bearers 

of the trait now found in graves likely have been confounded by millennia of nomadic 

migrations and invasions in the middle of a linguistic spread zone, as described by Nichols 

(1997: 130-134), with successive Iranian, Turkish, Slavic, and Mongolian influence. It is thus a 

great relief to all contributors in this scientific string of discoveries to find that all evidence 

has been dealt with respectfully. The fact that one or more hypotheses regarding the 

linguistic spread were bound to be wrong is only a natural correlation of laudable 

experimentation. As with archaeology, genetic continuity does not necessarily correlate 

with linguistic continuity (although it may, cf. Yunusbayev et al. 2011) since language, in 

essence, too, is an item that can be passed on; a prime example hereof is the situation of the 

Hungarian people that demonstrably speak a Ugric language but whose genes contrarily 

point to local ancestry (Balanovsky et al. 2013: 24). 
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2 Languages in time and space 
 

This chapter contains brief introductions to the language families treated in the present 

paper. Of primary interest are age and distribution that necessarily have effects on 

compatibility with the PIE speech community that is the focus here. A few literature 

references are given at the end of each segment to allow the reader access to the pertinent 

fields (details are in the bibliography), that by no means are meant to be exhaustive.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Map 2.A: Attestations of languages in the historic Indo-European contact sphere 
Grey: Modern languages 
Dark grey: Old languages, attested 0-1500 CE (note: Greek accidentally misses this component) 
Light grey: Ancient languages, attested 3000-1 BCE 
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Map 2.B: Attestations of languages in the Caucasus and Northern Fertile Crescent 
Grey: Modern languages 
Dark grey: Old languages, attested 0-1500 CE 
Light grey: Ancient languages, attested 3000-1 BCE 

 

2.1 Languages of the Caucasus 
Four distinct and commonly acknowledged language families belong to the Caucasus and 

Transcaucasus region, one of which went extinct BCE: 

 

 Northeast Caucasian (or Nakh-Daghestanian) 

 Northwest Caucasian (or Abkhaz-Circassian) 

 Hurro-Urartian (extinct) 

 Kartvelian (or South Caucasian) 

 

A common feature of the three contemporary language families is glottalization of 

consonants (Hewitt 2004: 32), which plays a central role in the Glottalic Theory for PIE 

(Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995: 5ff.). In addition, they all exhibit ergative case marking, which 

constitutes another typological argument for early PIE contact with the area (e.g. Beekes 

1985: 172ff.). Within the fields of both linguistics and archaeology the inclusion of a small 
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handful of indirectly or scantily attested cultural languages into the Caucasian grouping has 

seemed straightforward (however difficult, if not impossible, to prove); these references are 

given below and may shed much-needed historical light on an otherwise complicated task. 

The central geographic location of the Caucasus makes it interesting in the development of 

PIE as the historic distribution of IE languages envelops the region completely, albeit with 

the later enrichment of Turkic. Additionally, and more pertinently for a discussion of PIE 

proper, the most prominent homeland hypotheses place the point of dispersal for the IE 

languages either north (the Pontic steppes) or south (Transcaucasia or the Anatolian 

highlands) of the region (§ 3). An important question also applies to the permeability of the 

region, the shortest route between Anatolia and the Pontic Steppe, yet the embedded 

linguistic patchwork seems to be old and inhospitable to foreign permanence, as suggested 

by the unique status of all three Caucasian families that seems mirrored genetically 

(Yunusbayev et al. 2011). The Armenian presence in the southern parts seems more a refuge 

from an earlier vast territory further west than its original point of dispersal (cf. Mallory 1989: 

34), which is corroborated by its eclipse of the Urartian empire that appears to have had 

strong ties to the Caucasus (§ 2.1.3). Other foreign elements include Ossetic (an Iranian 

language) in the north and a few Turkic languages that all can be traced historically to Steppe 

migrations emanating from Central Asia (cf. Nichols 1997: 132f.). The trichotomy of the 

modern Caucasian languages is uncontroversial, while further attempts to unite some or all 

the families are complicated by their intricate and ancient relationship with mutual 

influence that obscure regular sound correspondences (cf. Deeters 1963: 41). The most 

pervasive and obvious unification is that of NW and NE Caucasian in a common North 

Caucasian (§ 2.1.4). The cultures historically confined to the Caucasus region are widely 

believed to have played a bigger role in the Fertile Crescent around the time of the incipient 

stages of PIE further north (cf. Roberts 1998: 72ff.), the last remnant of which may be 

linguistically corroborated by the ultimate disappearance of the Hurro-Urartian languages 

in the first millennium BCE. 

 

Literature:  

Diakonoff & Starostin (1986) Hurro-Urartian as an Eastern Caucasian Language 

Dumézil, Georges (1933) Grammaire Comparée des Langues Caucasienne du Nord 

Hewitt, George (2004) Introduction to the Study of the Languages of the Caucasus 

Nikolayev & Starostin (1994) North Caucasian Etymological Dictionary 
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2.1.1 Northeast Caucasian Languages (NE Caucasian) or Nakh-Daghestanian 

The family consists of eight more or less independent branches, of which only Nakh (no. 3) 

and Lezgian (no. 5) have sufficiently varied internal dialectal variation to warrant linguistic 

sub-branching: 

 

1. Dargi 

2. Lak 

3. Nakh (Bats, Ingush, and Chechen) 

4. Khinalug 

5. Lezgian 

a. Archi 

b. Samur (Tsakhur, Rutul, Kryts, Budukh, Udi, Lezgi, Agul, and Tabasaran) 

6. Avar 

7. Andian 

8. Tsezian 

 

Sometimes geographically also referred to simply as East Caucasian, the alternative term 

Nakh-Daghestanian is actually obsolete, but not very dissimilarly from how Indo-European 

fails to account for all of its internal constituents (cf. Armenian, Anatolian, Iranian, and 

Tocharian that are neither Indian nor European). The NE Caucasian languages are also 

occasionally divided into a Central Caucasian (Nakh) and a Northeast Caucasian proper 

language category, but these dichotomies are disputed and of secondary importance. 

 

Geography and history 

The present distribution is, as indicated by their epithet, centered in the northeast corner of 

the Caucasus on the shores of the Caspian Sea with the Nakh languages further inland. The 

earliest attestations of NE Caucasian languages are included in word lists assembled in the 

late 18th century (Hewitt 2004: 2). There is no indication of significant migrations by NE 

Caucasian speakers either to or from its current location, although Russian and Turkic 

encroachment continue to decimate the number of speakers, and archaeological 

continuation seems to indicate stability at least since the Bronze Age (Nichols 1997: 125). The 

internal diversification probably took place roughly contemporarily with incipient stages of 

the proto-Indo-Iranian linguistic community was present in its vicinity as is indicated by 

several borrowings (Dolgopolsky 1987: 18), while Nichols uses lexicographic data to pinpoint 

the spread, which she perceives to have happened after the domestication of sheep, cattle, 

and goats, but before horses became a stable word (1998: 225). Diakonoff & Starostin suggest 

that the Hurro-Urartian languages (§ 2.1.3) are to be considered a branch on the NE 

Caucasian language tree (1986), but the difficulties with which the comparison could be 

made, they argued, is like adducing genetic kinship between transcribed modern French 

with Sanskrit (1986: 98). Access to this potential treasure trove of ancient forms is thus 

hampered by the extremely complicated task of bridging of almost three millennia of silence 

and this suggested relation will consequently play a minor role in the loan etymologies. 
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Literature: 

Deeters & Solta (1963) Armenisch und kaukasische Sprachen 

Diakonoff & Starostin (1986) Hurro-Urartian as an eastern Caucasian language 

Hewitt, George (2004) Introduction to the Study of the Languages of the Caucasus 

 

2.1.2 Northwest Caucasian Languages (NWC) or Abkhaz-Circassian 

The family is rather small, consisting of only four extant languages (with dialects), divided 

into two subgroups, that teeter on a recently extinct intermediary. 

 

Circassian branch: 

 Adyghe  

 Kabardian 

Ubykh (extinct since 1992) 

Abkhaz branch: 

 Abaza 

 Abkhaz  

 

Geography and history 

The NW Caucasian languages, true to their name, occupy the northwestern perimeter of the 

Caucasus mountains on the shores of the Black Sea and further inland. Like their eastern 

neighbors, their territory is continually dwindling under the cultural influence of Russian, 

despite the fact that Abkhaz remains a strong ethnic language in the breakaway republic of 

Abkhazia, whose de facto sovereignty from Georgia is militarily secured from Moscow. Word 

lists only began emanating from the area in the 17th century in the notebooks of travelers 

(Hewitt 2004: 1); the added fact that the NW Caucasian languages suffer from very late 

attestation and close geographic proximity severely inhibit internal reconstruction. Further, 

the root structure is mostly CV, allowing very little material for radical alignment (cf. 

Chirikba forthc.: 12f., Dolgopolsky 1989: 16). Consequently, the comparison with the 

reconstructed PIE that harks back at least 5.000 years is extremely difficult. Nichols 

considers NW Caucasian to have occupied roughly its current distribution for a considerable 

amount of time (1997: 125). Connections with Hattic (§ 2.5) have been proposed (Diakonoff 

& Starostin 1986: 2,97 and Dolgopolsky 1989: 14), possibly through North Caucasian proper 

(Kassian 2010: 320), but remain controversial (cf. Goedegebuure 2010: 949).  

 

Literature: 

Chirikba, Viacheslav (1996) Common Northwest Caucasian 

Deeters & Solta (1963) Armenisch und kaukasische Sprachen 

Kuipers, A.H. (1975) A Dictionary of Proto-Circassian Roots 

 

2.1.3 Hurro-Urartian (HU) 

The Hurro-Urartian language family consists of only two languages, Hurrian and Urartian, 

whose genetic affinity is well-established (cf. Wilhelm 2008a: 81 and Fournet & Bomhard 

2010: 2ff.). Hurrian is the better attested language of the two constituents and was spoken in 
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the northern Fertile Crescent (modern day northern Syria and Iraq and southern Turkey) 

from the latter parts of the 3rd millennium BCE through to the turn of the first millennium 

BCE. It was the language of the Mitanni empire known to Indo-Europeanists for its Indo-

Iranian superstrate and owes much of its attestation to the Hittite archives. Urartian was 

spoken from the Caucasian corner of the Caspian Sea to the Euphrates. Attestations run from 

c. 800 BCE to no later than 600 BCE and thus seem to continue in the vacuum left by the 

Hurrians, but not as a direct continuation hereof; the branches may have split around 2.000 

BCE (Wilhelm 2008b: 105). The Urartian empire was likely displaced by the Armenians 

(Ajello 1998: 197ff., Solta 1963: 80ff.), which is evidenced by substrate words such as Armenian 

xnjor ‘apple’ from Hurrian ḫinzuri (Fortson 2010: 382 and, more elaborately, Greppin 2008). 

The archaeological record appears to link the civilization of the Hurrians and Urartu with 

the Caucasus, where it is first detectable in the fifth millennium BCE (Burney 1990), a notion 

corroborated by the Middle Eastern genetic component (Yunusbayev et al. 2011). Further 

connections with NE Caucasian have been proposed (§ 2.1.1 and § 2.1.4). 

 

Literature: 

Diakonoff, Igor M. (1971) Hurrisch und Urartäisch 

Diakonoff & Starostin (1986) Hurro-Urartian as an Eastern Caucasian Language 

Fournet & Bomhard  (2010) The Indo-European Elements in Hurrian 

Speiser, E. A. (1941) Introduction to Hurrian 

 

2.1.4 North Caucasian 

As mentioned above, various groupings of the Caucasian languages have been proposed, but 

the most pervasive theory remains North Caucasian that reconstructs the common ancestor 

of NW and NE Caucasian. Its strongest argument is by far the 1994 North Caucasian 

Etymological Dictionary by Nikolayev & Starostin, while profound skepticism can be found 

with Nichols (2003: 208). The question of their possible aboriginal unity gains saliency in the 

ability to reconstruct phonemes, morphemes, and, consequently, lexemes in greater depths 

of time and with greater (although still comparatively limited) geographic dispersal to check 

for secondary regional phenomena. If both families are significantly younger than PIE, it 

makes sense to consider the possibility of ancestral forms to inform the pertinent 

chronological stage in the region. Nikolayev & Starostin estimate Proto-North Caucasian to 

be at least 5.000 years old (1994: 60), which means that proto-forms existed no later than 

3.000 BCE, and consequently comparable to the dates of PIE; at any rate, and per definition, 

significantly older than the established individual North Caucasian language families on 

their own. If the Hurro-Urartian connection with NE Caucasian holds true, a window opens 

into the more distant aspects of the makeup of the languages of the region that very likely 

were in contact with PIE. Additionally, the ergative HU *-s(ə) ending, which Diakonoff & 

Starostin compare to the NE Caucasian instrumental suffix *-s (1986: 75), and ultimately may 

prove to be the origin of the PIE nominative marker *-s. A truly significant informant of 

Caucasian language matters at the time of PIE may thus potentially be synthesized from all 

three proposed constituents, i.e. NW Caucasian, HU, and NE Caucasian (cf. Dolgopolsky 

1989: 16). Ultimate primordial Sino-Caucasian affinities (cf. Kassian 2010: 321ff.) are way 

beyond the scope of the present thesis. 
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2.1.5 Kartvelian or South Caucasian Languages  

Four languages comprise this family, in which an early bifurcation separates Svan from the 

rest of the stock (cf. Klimov 1998: viii), thus: 

 

Svan 

Georgian-Zan: 

 Zan 

o Mingrelian 

o Laz 

 Georgian (attested already from Old Georgian in the 4th century CE) 

 

Geography and history 

The distribution of the Kartvelian languages is largely confined within the borders of modern 

day Georgia, with the gravity centered around Georgian as the country’s only official 

language and the three minor languages in the west. The Zan languages straddle the Black 

Sea, while Svan is confined to a handful of valleys in the western Caucasus mountains. The 

breakup of proto-Kartvelian is generally believed to have happened in the third millennium 

BCE (e.g. Smitherman 2012: 517), and different technological assemblages may aid the 

stratification (cf. Klimov 1998: ix). Nichols believes that Kartvelian is foreign in its present 

Caucasian distribution, originally “emanating from somewhere to the south-east of the 

Caspian Sea” (1997: 128), a hypothesis based on loan word trajectories and linguistic spread 

zones. This theory is worth questioning, as complete relocations of linguistic communities 

require more than circumstantial evidence, and is, indeed, contrary to the general 

assumption of a homeland equal to or in the vicinity of its current distribution (cf. Tuite 

2008: 145, Dolgopolsky 1989: 10 fn.3, and Smitherman 2012: 517).  

 

Literature: 

Fähnrich, Heinz (2007) Kartwelisches Etymologisches Wörterbuch 

Klimov, Georgij A. (1969) Die kaukasischen Sprachen  

---  (1998) Etymological Dictionary of the Kartvelian Languages 
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2.2 Uralic (U) and Yukaghir (Yuk.) 

The Uralic languages represent a wholly uncontroversial linguistic unit that likely is 

genetically related to the Yukaghir languages of far north-eastern Siberia (Collinder 1940). 

 

Yukaghir 

Uralic 

 Samoyedic 

 North 

o Nganasan 

o Nenets 

o Enets 

o Yurak (extinct) 

 South 

o Selkup 

o Kamassian (extinct) 

o Mator (extinct) 

 Ugric 

 Ob-Ugric 

o Mansi 

o Khanty 

 Hungarian (attested already from the 10th century) 

 Fenno-Permic 

 Permic 

o Komi 

o Udmurt 

 Fenno-Volgaic 

o Volgaic 

 Mari 

 Mordvin 

o Balto-Fennic 

 Finnish & Estonian 

 The Saami languages 

 

This traditional branching of the Uralic tree has been challenged, e.g. by Carpelan & Parpola 

who suggest that Samoyedic only is an early offshoot from the same branching as Proto-Ugric 

(2007: 135); the consequence is that Proto-Fenno-Ugric qualifies as the de facto Uralic proto-

language, but the following bifurcations appears valid, especially in field of lexicography (cf. 

Janhunen 1998: 461): 

 

[Fenno-Permic] + [Ugric] = Fenno-Ugric (FU) 

[Proto-Samoyedic] + [Fenno-Ugric] = Uralic 
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Geography and history 

The modern Uralic languages are scattered over a vast area from Hungary and Northern 

Scandinavia in the west to the Taymyr Peninsula in the east. Due to the coincidence of 

history, the national languages Finnish, Hungarian, and Estonian are the most accessible 

Uralic languages, and especially the former has been the immediate entry to Uralic studies, 

and not always undeservingly so (on conservative and innovative features of Finnish 

compared to other Uralic languages, see Korhonen 1981 and Posti 1954). Attestations only 

appear with the first sporadic contributions in written form in Hungarian at the end of the 

first millennium CE, which, coincidentally, is about the same time East Slavic expansion into 

the Volga region ushered in a millennium of constant Russian encroachment on the Uralic 

speech communities. The incipient stages of this process can be adduced from the 

disappearance of the tribes Meschera, Merya, and Muroma, recorded only in the Primary 

Chronicle of the eastern Slavs. The discontinuous distribution is thus largely attributable to 

continuous assimilation of the native Uralic tribes, recently continued with the death of 

Kamassian with its last speaker in 1989. The reconstructed culture was based on a hunter-

gatherer economy, possibly with incipient reindeer herding, since highly specialized 

vocabulary pertains to this domain (Häkkinen 2001). This substantiates its original point of 

dispersal in similarly northern regions, cf. also the treatment of the ‘cloudberry’ (§ 4.1, item 

95), and, while the exact location is contested, the last point of Uralic unity may reasonably 

be found within the extremes of the present distribution between 6.000 and 4.000 BCE 

(Bakró-Nagy forthc.: 13). Alternatively, Nichols suggests that the spread originated 

somewhere far east of the Ural Mountains to its present distribution (1997: 141), a notion 

possibly supported by its affinity with the Yukaghir languages of far northeastern Siberia. 

 

Literature: 

Collinder, Björn (1940) Jukagirisch und Uralisch 

---  (1955) Fenno-Ugric Vocabulary 

---  (1957) Survey of the Uralic Languages 

---  (1960) Comparative Grammar of the Uralic Languages 

Nikolaeva, Irina (2006) Historical Dictionary of Yukaghir 

Rédei, Károly (1988-91) Uralisches Etymologisches Wörterbuch 

Sinor, Denis (1988) The Uralic Languages 
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2.3 Semitic and Afro-Asiatic 

Semitic is demonstrably only a branch of a far-extending Afro-Asiatic language family that 

also includes Egyptian, another language of ancient civilization. These two branches have 

been subject to numerous comparisons with the IE languages, but seldom from the point of 

view of their common heritage of Afro-Asiatic, the reconstruction of which remains a 

linguistic frontier despite heavy recent contributions. The actual number of branches is 

disputed (cf. Lipińsky 1997: 41), but a general introduction to the family must mention the 

following: 

 

Berber (incl. Tuareg, North Africa) 

Chadic (incl. Hausa, spoken in northern Nigeria and adjacent areas of the Sahel) 

Cushitic (incl. Oromo and Somali, on the Horn of Africa) 

Omotic (Southwestern Ethiopia around the river Omo; possibly a sub-branch of Cushitic) 

Egyptian (from Ancient Hieroglyphic through Coptic) 

Semitic 

 East (Akkadian) 

 Central (Arabic; Hebrew, Aramaic) 

 South (the Modern South Arabian languages, and Ethiopic, incl. Ge’ez) 

 

Geography and history 

The distribution of the Afro-Asiatic (alternatively Afrasic or Afrasian) family is comparable 

to the modern spread of Arabic, its most prolific continuant, whose spread is historically 

attested and tied to the spread of Islam. The biblically old, but still occasionally used, term 

Hamito-Semitic suffers from the cladistic misconception of having the Semitic languages 

representing the original bifurcation. The field of comparative Afro-Asiatic studies is 

inhibited by the late attestation of all but the northern branches, Semitic, Egyptian (Orel & 

Stolbova 1995: xv), and, somewhat later, from around beginning of the current era, still 

enigmatic inscriptions in Berber (Lipiński 1997: 25). Semitic is represented by the old 

languages of the Fertile Crescent, e.g. Akkadian of the east, Phoenician and the Punic empire 

as continuations of Old Canaanite in the west, and Ge’ez in Ethiopia to the south.  

The difficulties in extricating clear developmental trajectories for their reconstruction is 

evident in the mostly attested history of the Middle East where political and cultural power 

shifted among the otherwise diverging dialects (cf. Faber 1998: 3f. and Lipiński 1988; 2001). 

Egyptian competes with Sumerian for the claim to the earliest attestation in the world, and 

is continued uninterrupted through to Coptic that, while extinct in its colloquial forms, lives 

on as the liturgical language of the Christian Copts. The rest of the branches straddle the 

southern periphery of the Sahara, from the Cushitic languages on the Horn of Africa in the 

east to the Chadic languages in the Sahel region of northern Nigeria and adjacent countries. 

Homeland theories for Afro-Asiatic are as many as they are contested, but the gravity, of 

course, within the present distribution (Huehnergard 2008: 225). Anthony suggests that the 

Neolithic entry in the Balkans represents a related linguistic community (2007, see § 2.5), 

either as a fourth part of Semitic (“North or Balkan-Semitic”) or as a separate branch on the 

Afro-Asiatic tree (“Balkanic”), that went extinct without attestations, conceivably subdued 
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by successive migrations from the Pontic steppes. The temporal side of the genesis story is 

complicated by the lack of knowledge of how the branches are related, but a very obvious 

terminus ante quem is given by the early attestations of Egyptian and Akkadian that 

necessarily has to be subtracted considerable time to account for both Semitic and more 

general Afro-Asiatic diversification, and a proto-language is inconceivable after 5.000 BCE. 

For the entries in the etymological section below, Semitic and Egyptian are for the most part 

represented individually in the form the comparanda traditionally have been put forward, 

but there are also instances where a common Afro-Asiatic (although mostly Egypto-Semitic) 

comparison with PIE has been proposed, and the claim is scrutinized accordingly.  

 

Literature: 

Hetzron, Robert (ed.) (1997) The Semitic Languages 

Huehnergard, John (2008) “Afro-Asiatic” 

Lipińsky, Edward (1997) Semitic Languages: Outline of a Comparative Grammar 

Moscati et al. (1964) Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages 

Orel & Stolbova  (1995) Hamito-Semitic Etymological Dictionary 

Woodard, Roger (ed.) (2008c) The Ancient Languages of Mesopotamia, Egypt and Aksum 

 

2.4 Sumerian 

Rivalling hieroglyphic Ancient Egyptian to be the first language to be recorded into history, 

Sumerian is still considered an isolate, although numerous attempts have been made to 

connect it with known language families or other language isolates (Pallis 1958: 86). The 

language was spoken in southern Mesopotamia from the late 4th millennium where it is 

recorded onto clay tablets as the earliest cuneiform writing, and although there is no clear 

indication of the exact time for its demise as a colloquial language, the waxing power of the 

Semitic Akkadian language ultimately confines it to liturgical use where it was maintained 

until its ultimate demise in the 2nd century BCE (Thomsen 1984: 32). The Sumerian origins of 

writing similarly sustained its legacy as it remained in graphemic use as Sumerograms in the 

cuneiform scribal tradition (e.g. in Hittite, § 1.3.2.1). Language isolates constitute an 

especially difficult entity to treat etymologically as the criteria for stratification almost 

exclusively have to be derived internally as it cannot be compared with related languages to 

establish historical referentiality (cf. § 1.2.2). 

 

Literature: 

Michalowski, Piotr (2008) “Sumerian” 

Pallis, Svend Aage (1958) Akkadisk og Sumerisk 

Sahala, Aleksi (2009) Sumero-Indo-European Language Contacts 

Thomsen, M.-L. (1984) The Sumerian Language 

 

2.5 Isolates, extinct languages, and other language families 

Old European and the agricultural substrate 

It is widely believed that the European continent prior to the influx of the IE languages was 

inhabited by speakers of unrelated, and possibly also unattested, languages that eventually 
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succumbed to the immigrant speech. If attested, obvious candidates include the Basque 

language of northern Spain, the sole language isolate in Europe that has defied linguistic 

classification, although not for want of trying (cf. Vennemann 2003). Alternatively, the 

extinct Etruscan language of the northern half of the Italian peninsula may have ancient 

bearings on the continent, but some more or less reliable factors, including its generally 

accepted relation to Lemnian (in the Aegean), suggest that it emanated from Anatolia (cf. 

Rix 2008: 141f.); further connections to Indo-European, possibly more specifically Anatolian, 

Kartvelian, or the North Caucasian languages remain highly speculative. A third option is 

tied to the archaeological data that suggest that agriculture arrived in Europe in the Danube 

valley around 6000 BCE, ultimately spreading from western Anatolia (Cunliffe 2008: 101ff.), 

which might suggest that the first agrarians in Europe could have continued an extinct 

branch of Afro-Asiatic, perhaps closely related to Semitic proper (Anthony 2007: 

75f.,166f.,404f. and Militarev 2002). This later influx is entirely superimposable on Renfrew’s 

data (1987). If the languages remained unattested, however, the material is confined to the 

substrates of the attested European languages.  

 

Hattic 

Hattic, a language preserved in enigmatic cultic texts from the Hittite empire, continues to 

elude proper classification. The language is believed to have been spoken in central and 

northern Anatolia before the Anatolian languages, and, in particular, Hittite, gained 

supremacy in the area. Relations to NW Caucasian (§ 2.1.2) are possible, but remain unsettled 

(cf. Chirikba 1996: 407ff.) 

 

Turkic (or Chuvash-Turkic) 

Historically Turkic languages have come to play an important role in the geographies treated 

in the present paper, but since their presence here demonstrably is connected to a historic 

spread (cf. Mallory 1989: 147f., Nichols 1997: 132f., and Poppe 1965: 60) the family is not 

relevant in the discussion of the earliest loan relations of PIE. It will be noted, however, that 

when the Turkic languages seem to partake in a given set of comparanda, most often in 

relation to the Uralo-Yukaghir languages, the comparandum is given in the discussion. These 

instances may be effects of Wanderwort phenomena or ancient genetic affinity, but, as 

stated, impertinent to the present inquiry. 

 

Dravidian 

Extant only on the southern half the Indian sub-continent with few isolated pockets further 

north, the Dravidian languages probably enjoyed greater distribution up until the advent of 

the Indo-European languages from the north. Archaeological and genetic data (Kivisild et al. 

1999: 1333) has led scholars to suggest a prehistoric migration from modern day Iran, possibly 

even related to the Elamite kingdom, but these connections remain linguistically 

unsubstantiated despite recent attempts (e.g. McAlpin 2015). As with Turkic, the occasional 

comparandum is given in the discussion. 
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3 Homelands and proposed relations 

This chapter introduces the most widely held theories regarding the homeland of PIE (§ 3.1) 

and linguistic affinities, whether genetic or adstrate (§ 3.2). It should be noted that the 

present paper holds no a priori assumptions on these problems, and analyses are 

consequently not conducted to bolster one theory over another. This entails that 

comparanda are evaluated on linguistic merit alone, including borrowability (§ 1.4.2) and 

linguistic strata (§ 1.3 and § 1.4.5). The items in the wordlist are thus freely available to be 

employed to scrutinize the lexical evidence for the proposed locus of the initial IE 

emigrations or macro-phyla. That said, there seems to be compelling evidence of a Pontic-

Caspian Steppe homeland, and, although exponentially more controversial, northern 

affinities in a shared Indo-Uralic proto-stage. 

 

3.1 Homeland theories 

Although a generally satisfactory solution to this issue has been gathered over the course of 

the past twenty or thirty years, pointing at a final point of tangency on the Pontic Steppes, 

the inherent and continually renewed scrutiny and search for alternative options help 

strengthen and revitalize the hypothesis. As borrowing is a contact phenomenon, different 

comparanda have been linked to different perceptions of locality for the respective transfers, 

and loanword studies consequently form a central argument in all modern homeland 

theories; a scrutiny of lexical comparanda would lack a central part of its bearings without a 

basic understanding of the more common proposals on the origins of PIE. While the attested 

distributions of phyla such as Semitic and Uralic strongly suggest their presence south and 

north of the Caucasus, respectively, established loan relations with either would, mutatis 

mutandis, indicate closer contact at the pertinent level. The problem of assigning dates and 

location to the PIE homeland is as old as it is contested, but there are some key issues and 

aspects that can be addressed. While the basic idea of a speech community limited in time 

and space like modern languages has been questioned altogether (§ 1.4.4), the wealth of 

common lexical, pronominal, and grammatical items connected by established sound laws 

testifies to a common stock that requires a close-knit dialect continuum as a minimum. The 

vast area covered by the various ancient IE languages arguably encompasses their common 

point of departure. A terminus ante quem is available from the earliest attestation, viz. 

Anatolian from the early 2nd millennium BCE to which may be added some 500 years to 

account for some unmistakable traits already in Akkadian sources. Within these limitations, 

a few theories have precipitated. 

 

3.1.1 The Pontic Steppes 

Gimbutas (e.g. 1997) posited the Pontic Steppes as the homeland of the Indo-Europeans on 

archaeological grounds, and this theory was later refined and linguistically substantiated by 

Mallory (1989), Kortlandt (1990), and, irrevocably, Anthony (2007). The presence of its 

earliest attestation in Anatolia is just geographically coincidental and suggested by the 

attested distribution of the Anatolian languages only in western Anatolia delimited by 

Hurro-Urartian in the east, favoring an entry route via the Balkans (see discussion in 

Melchert 2003: 24ff.). In the recent years, the increasing sophistication of DNA has 
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corroborated this migrational trajectory with genetic data (e.g. Allentoft et al. 2015, cf. § 

1.6.2), while a phylogenetic model has been presented that similarly corroborates this 

hypothesis (Chang et al. 2015, cf. § 1.5.1). Its implications for the internal stratification are 

described above (§ 1.3). This theory stands incredibly strong and is adhered to by a majority 

of IE scholars.  

 

Loan word component 

PIE presence north of the Caucasus has been tied to contacts with the Uralic languages (e.g. 

Anthony 2007: 93ff.) and, following the recent surge in North Caucasian studies (§ 2.1.4), 

these phyla have similarly come to play an important role in establishing the spatial 

framework for PIE. 

 

3.1.2 Central Asia 

Inspired by the known trajectories of the Iranian, Turkish, and Mongolian tribes across the 

Central Eurasian steppe country, Nichols (1997, 1998) envisions a similar spread of the IE 

languages emanating from further east than any of the other major proposals. The dispersal 

then followed two distinct western trajectories north and south of the Caspian and Black 

Seas. A central issue here, it seems, is the domestication of the horse (item 32) that 

accelerated movement and broadened the horizon of a given linguistic community (cf. 

Anthony 2007), but Nichols does indicate that similar diffusional rates could be attained 

bipedally, citing the spread of the Slavic peoples as a historical parallel (1998: 254). 

 

Loan word component 

Nichols suggests that PIE and Kartvelian both stem from Central Asia based on shared loan 

word trajectories, i.e. words of Semitic origin have undergone similar developments before 

reaching both languages (1997: 128). Uralic connections are either explained as common 

genetic stock or through contacts on a similar longitudinal trajectory north of the path 

envisaged for PIE. The dearth of Turkic comparanda may justifiably be questioned is this 

regard. 

 

3.1.3 Central Anatolia 

Associating the speakers of PIE with the Neolithic revolution from the Fertile Crescent, an 

Anatolian homeland is primarily favored by Renfrew (1987) and its basic tenet is the spread 

of agriculture. While the Anatolian languages then supposedly remained in their 

autochthonous area, non-Anatolian (or Western) IE then migrated into the Balkans from 

where it spread (Dolgopolsky 1989: 10ff. fn.4-5). The genetic influx of the first agriculturalists 

into Europe at first seemed to corroborate this hypothesis (cf. § 1.6.2), while similar dates 

were produced with the application of the phylogenetic method (Gray & Atkinson 2003, cf. 

§ 1.5.1). 

 

Loan word component 

Drawing on similar loan etymological interpretations as the Transcaucasian hypothesis (§ 

3.1.4), intense contacts with Semitic and Kartvelian are considered suggestive of a common 

homeland south of the Caucasus, although the latter component is discarded rather as 
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evidence of genetic affinity by Kaiser & Shevoroshkin (1986: 374f.). Uralic and North 

Caucasian comparanda are treated as secondary borrowings from early Indo-Iranian. 

 

3.1.4 Transcaucasia 

Departing from the glottalic theory and typological similarities with the Kartvelian 

languages, Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1995) prefer a homeland in Transcaucasia right between 

the Caucasus and the Fertile Crescent. 

 

Loan word component 

Strong emphasis is put on the connection with Kartvelian (cf. also Winter in the Foreword 

to Klimov 1998: v,xi f.) and, less saliently, the Semitic languages. 

 

 
Map 3.A: Main homeland theories and other language families:  
The Pontic Steppe, Central Asia, Anatolia, and Transcaucasia (arrows indicate expected loanword trajectories) 
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3.2 Proposed relations 

Beyond borrowing and chance resemblance, the third option in the assessment of inter-

linguistic similarity is common genetic heritage. While the scientific consensus justifiably 

rests with the established language families and isolates, a number of combinations have 

been proposed for deeper relationships involving two or more of these. As quite a few 

comparanda are difficult to stratify within the established linguistic layers, an outline of the 

affinity theories between PIE and the other families treated here will serve the dual purpose 

of adding an alternative interpretational paradigm and providing some of the impetus 

prompting scholars to compare the vocabularies in the first place.  

 

The basic idea of proto-proto-linguistic unity is inherently valid, simply extending the 

theoretical framework supported by the available knowledge of linguistic development, but 

beyond the established language families (and for some even within) complexity naturally 

increases. These language stages may represent linguistic communities defined by a certain 

cultural or natural impetus to migrate while being rather successful at it, delimiting the fairly 

clear-cut identity of, e.g., IE, Uralic, and Turkic, where the preceding stages just as well may 

have been marked by dialectal variation and multi-loci adstrate influences, as described by 

several researchers (Nichols 1997, Uesson 1970: 70, Trubetzkoy 1939). While the genetic 

model of gradual branching is traditionally consulted to explain profound systemic 

correspondences, these alternative explanatory models, basically extreme cases of intimate 

borrowing in intense contact situations (§ 1.4.4), have been introduced to account for 

common elements; such theories are grouped here under adstrate, refraining from the more 

loaded terms of sub- and superstrate. The comparison of several established language 

families has been conducted many times, especially in the 19th century and into the first half 

of the 20th, after which the field seemingly sobered up and returned to intra-familiar 

problems; major exceptions include Nostratic (and/or Eurasian), Indo-Uralic, and, to some 

extent, Uralo-Altaic.  

 

3.2.1 NE Caucasian 

Relations with North East Caucasian are only inferred from the unspecified (North) 

Caucasian adstrate theories, most notably S. Starostin (2009), see below (§ 3.2.3). 

 

3.2.2 NW Caucasian 

Adstrate 

Specifying the general trend of assigning Caucasian influence to some defining features of 

PIE, Bomhard suggests that PIE was in intense contacts with NW Caucasian in a period 

leading up to the split of the Anatolian branch (2015: 11), and has produced a list of 150 lexical 

items to substantiate the claim. Kortlandt similarly favors NW Caucasian adstrate as the 

defining factor in the genesis of PIE (2010: 6). The suggested North Caucasian family (§ 2.1.4) 

would demand clearer stratification of these proposals. 
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Common heritage 

Attempts have been made to demonstrate that PIE and the NW Caucasian languages share 

common heritage from a unique mutual prehistoric stage. Such a genetic connection was 

first suggested by Friedrich on the basis of typological features (1964: 208-9), and is now 

primarily championed by Colarusso, who dubbed the proposed super-family ‘Proto-Pontic’ 

(1981), but without wider acceptance. It may be noted that the Proto-Pontic hypothesis is at 

odds with the proposed North Caucasian language family (§ 2.1.4). 

 

3.2.3 Caucasian (unspecified) 

Adstrate 

Since Uhlenbeck (1901), a school of thought has explained the identity of the IE languages as 

an Indo-Uralic language that was marked by considerable influence of a Caucasian language, 

imbuing the incipient stages of PIE with traits of ergativity, additional places of articulation, 

and, seemingly later, gender. The dearth of comparative evidence for the linguistic 

communities in the Northern Caucasus (§ 2.1.1, § 2.1.2) postponed the more precise 

associations that have materialized in the most recent thirty years (e.g. S. Starostin 2009: 

126f.). This analysis may be corroborated by Nichols’ typological dichotomy of northern and 

southern Eurasian languages (cf. § 1.5.2), where PIE exclusively falls within in the northern 

group with the marked exception of two particular features, viz. gender assignment and a 

high number of consonant articulation places (2007: 203f.). Although Nichols dismisses 

ergativity as a PIE trait (2007: 195), another southern feature, the otherwise asymmetric 

accusative system seems to indicate a period of influence from such a system (Uhlenbeck 

1901; Beekes 1985: 172ff. & 2011: 214-216). Of particular lexical interest is the suggestion by 

Uhlenbeck that the IE languages consist of two distinct layers, “A und B,” one of which 

represents the structure of the language, and another that provided terms for “einzelne 

Verwandtschaftsnamen, zahlreiche Körperteilnamen, Zahlwörter usw.” (1933: 397); such 

claims may now be more rigorously tested with the aid of an additional eighty years of 

research into the Caucasian languages. 

 

Common heritage 

Reversing the trajectories of the adstrate hypothesis, Trubetzkoy suggests that PIE developed 

from a Caucasian language under the influence of Uralic to become an independent 

language family (1939: 89). 

 

3.2.4 Kartvelian 

Adstrate 

Based on a series of typological similarities, most notably their suggested glottalic mode of 

articulation of one of the PIE stop series (cf. § 1.4.6), Gamkrelidze & Ivanov suggest 

prolonged and intimate contacts with Kartvelian in the Transcaucasian region (1995: 768f.). 

Smitherman (2012) believes to have demonstrated clear evidence of similarly intense 

contacts, but is adamant in allowing the transfers to have occurred either in PIE proper or a 

slightly later, still undifferentiated branch. Kartvelian adstrate is suggested to have 

happened in Central Asia by Nichols (1997 and 1998, cf. § 3.1.2). 
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Common heritage 

Kaiser & Shevroshkin (1986) assign strictly genetic affinity due to the semantic fields to 

which the purported lexical comparanda belong. 

 

3.2.5 Uralic 

The comparison of the entire PIE and Uralic stock is warranted by great resemblance in very 

core linguistic material such as pronouns and grammar (for an early and prudent 

comprehensive treatment of the verbal systems, see Pedersen 1933). A small handful of 

lexical items have traditionally been added to this list (e.g. water, item 128, and name, item 

61), but other features, most prominently the consonant inventories, poorly match in the 

reconstructed stages. 

 

Adstrate 

For the Indo-Uralic hypothesis to be written off completely, a comprehensive explanation of 

the glaring morphological and pronominal correspondences need be presented, and a 

period of intimate contact between the speakers of the Uralic and IE proto-languages is thus 

usually implied in most criticisms of the Indo-Uralic theory, but the systemic transfers are 

seldom treated in-depth; a rare exception is Wagner (1967, see Bjørn 2016: 12f. for a 

methodological criticism), treating a marginal enclitic form with very limited bearings on 

the system as a whole, while Rédei’s complete rejection of the common pronominal traits as 

“Lautsymbolismus” falls incredibly short of the mark (1986: 19). If the similarities in the 

pronominal and verbal systems of PIE and Uralic are loan phenomena, it should be expected 

that more vulnerable parts of the vocabulary be borrowed, too. Uralic adstrate is similarly a 

part of Trubetzkoy’s theory on the ultimately Caucasian identity of PIE (§ 3.2.3). 

 

Genetic affinity: the Indo-Uralic hypothesis 

The lure of Indo-Uralic has drawn scholars to the theory for more than a century and a half, 

from Thomsen (1869) through Hyllested (2008) and the present author (Bjørn 2016), to 

account for the sometimes obvious consistencies, and sometimes the seemingly 

incompatible discontinuations. Some considerations are thus in order to qualify the 

objective approach to the present study: 

  

1. The grammatical systems of Indo-European and Uralic are demonstrably 

transposable, and the phonological systems are not, as has been suggested 

elsewhere (e.g. Janhunen 1999: 212-215), fundamentally incompatible; it may be 

noted here in passing that none of the two conceivably oldest branchings of IE 

requires the level of complexity in articulation of the velar series as is traditionally 

reconstructed.  

2. What remains, however, to establish Indo-Uralic as a viable language family is a 

shared lexicon to facilitate a thorough phonological analysis; lexical borrowing is 

common, and several layers of loans between the two established language 

families have been demonstrated, so it necessarily comes down to the basic 

vocabulary to provide the core evidence for shared heritage. Few obvious cognates 
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have been identified, perhaps most notably PIE *wed-, Finnish vesi (nom.), veten 

(gen.) ‘water’ (item 128), and this paucity naturally constitutes a red flag, and 

despite glottochronological efforts (cf. § 1.5.1), the rate of lexical substitution 

remains undetermined. Much effort has been invested in identifying loans directly 

between the proto-languages (cf. Koivulehto 1991, 1994, 2001; Joki 1973; Rédei 1986) 

which may, indeed, have been a widespread phenomenon.  

3. Claims that face-value correspondences are too alike to be of common heritage 

(Koivulehto 2001:257f.), must, however, be regarded as unsubstantiated. It remains 

to be established what developments may conceivably separate PIE and the Uralic 

proto-language, but tentative inquiries into the pronominal systems suggest that 

the systems may actually be quite alike in some aspects, cf. the tentative 

correspondences from Bjørn 2016 (for a complete consonant correspondence set, 

see, e.g., Kümmel 2015):  

PIE *kw *k *k̂ *t *s 

Uralic *k(w) *k *k / *s *t *s 

 

The blank dismissal on grounds of similarity alone, then, would disqualify shared 

heritage of English name and Sanskrit nāman-, Latin nōmen, where the inclusion 

of Finnish nimi only stands out in a paradigm of which we “know” that it is 

unrelated. 

4. Phonotactic prohibition of initial clusters is internally reconstructable for Uralic, 

but it need not be so for all posterity of the family. In the wordlist below, if a 

complex (P)IE onset is compared with a simpler Uralic ditto, it is assumed that the 

item transferred from the former to the latter. If, however, simplification of initial 

clusters in Uralic is an internal innovation, the pre-proto-language may have had 

higher complexity, and the conclusions reached have to be reexamined. This is 

speculative, and for the direct comparison there is no need to entertain such 

concoctions; however, in a few instances, e.g. ‘mushroom’ (item 117), distribution 

suggest that the Uralic form is older. 

5. It is of some lexicographic curiosity that of only 18 secure Uralic cognates 

(Häkkinen 2001, employing the very conservative restrictions of attestation in all 

branches), Helimski finds half of them in PIE, too (2001: 196 fn. 19); most relevant 

for the present discussion are the non-pronominal lexemes Fin. ala- ‘under’ ~ IE 

*Hel- ‘deep’ (not treated here); Fin. nimi ~ IE *h1neh3m- ‘name’ (item 61); Fin. punoa  

IE *spen- ‘to spin’ (item 116). He similarly questions the lack of “useful” borrowings, 

i.e. items with a clearer transitional value and concrete content, in the shared 

proto-material (2001:199). Laxing the strict criteria for complete in-family 

representation, more items are added, of course. To consider Samoyedic an 

offshoot on the Ugric branch allows a wider set of possible cognates; around 700 

compared to the mere 130 or so when Samoyedic is treated as the original 

bifurcation (Carpelan & Parpola 2001: 77). 
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6. While the classical PIE e-o-Ø Ablaut system has no parallel in the Uralic languages, 

an older stratum of common vowel gradation may be visible (Bjørn 2016: 18f.). 

7. Carpelan & Parpola suggest that satəmization is an areal phenomenon “possibly 

triggered by the Proto-Finno-Ugric substratum influence upon the Pre-Proto-Indo-

Aryan [of the] Abashevo culture” (2001: 131), cf. Balto-Slavic, Indo-Iranian, 

Albanian, Armenian, and Uralic. Secondary palatalization is also widespread in 

Tocharian that nonetheless is a centum branch. 

8. Campbell’s (1990) proof of recurrent similarities in the arboreal stock of IE and 

Uralic is unmistakable. The correspondences need only be explained either as 

common inheritance or loan- or wander words. It is, indeed, peculiar to find such 

a broad spectrum of trees represented in both families. A major caveat, however, 

is that the IE stock in most cases only is represented by the Western branches, i.e. 

that reflexes are lacking in Tocharian, Anatolian, and Indo-Iranian. Without 

neglecting the significance of this dearth of evidence, it is certainly conceivable 

that the Eastern languages have substituted the vocabulary as they encountered 

different kinds of landscape. These items are not etymologized. 

9. The chronologies of the archaeological cultures assigned by Carpelan & Parpola 

(2001) are suggestive (cf. § 1.3.1): 

 

Period (BCE) PIE culture (location) Uralic culture (Upper Volga) 

6000-5000 Samara (Volga Bend) Upper Volga Ware (5900-5000, Pre-Uralic) 

5000-4000 Khvalynsk (Volga)  

Lyalovo (5000-3650, Proto-Uralic) 
4500-2500 Yamnaya (Pontic Steppes) 

 

From what have been gathered above, a hypothesis that can be tried against further evidence 

may be constructed as a tentative relative chronology of an Indo-Uralic language family with 

established events: 

 

1) (Tentative) Common Indo-Uralic proto-language is spoken by hunter-gatherers 

in the forests of the Volga-Ural region. The stop inventory conceivably medium 

sized. 

2) (Established) The PIE language community experiences great societal change 

on the Pontic-Caspian steppes. 

3) (Tentative) Meanwhile, what later becomes the Uralic language community 

remains on the northern fringes of the IU dialect continuum and partook in the 

regional palatalization known from the IE satəm languages. 

4) (Tentative) Fundamental substitution of the vocabulary occurs in one of the 

constituent families (perhaps most likely PIE - from Caucasian) 

5) (Established) Anatolian leaves PIE before the development of the Core-IE 

aspect system; the nature of the stop system is inconclusive. 

6) (Established) Tocharian similarly departs at an early stage. The stop system is 

still inconclusive. 
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7) (Tentative) The Uralic languages more or less continue the Indo-Uralic culture 

and gradually diffuse; there are no traces of cultural revolution comparable to 

what IE underwent. 

 

A shorter schematization with a PIE focus would be: 

 

Indo-Uralic → Caucasian influence defines PIE → Anat. departs → etc. 

 

Anywhere along this line, lexemes may enter the language, either by loans or internal 

derivation. Truly ancient words without comparanda may also disguise themselves in this 

category, but are, for the present time, indistinguishable from innovative features. 

Correlations between Anatolian and Uralic therefore require special attention (cf. Uesson 

1970: 96). Later loan relations between IE and Uralic languages, of which there are plenty, 

are not considered in the present treatment; only, of course, so far as to establish whether a 

proposed etymology is warranted for the proto-languages and not just individual branches 

hereof. 

 

The relationship between IE and Uralic has thus been investigated at intervals, yet without 

any significant breakthrough in the sense of a lasting acceptance of the phylogenetic link. A 

look at PIE through the lense of Caucasian, as has been suggested, may enlighten the 

endeavor, akin to how Modern English is incomprehensible without the knowledge of 

sustained superstrate influence of Norman French (cf. Ragot 2011). The attempt at a 

stratification within this publication will provide a framework for assessing the hypotheses 

of the suggested Uralic and Caucasian lexical elements in PIE. 

 

3.2.6 Semitic and Afro-Asiatic 

The allure of Semitic, and consequently, but with many more intricacies, Afro-Asiatic, is 

primarily rooted in some typological similarities, including the Semitic system of radicals 

that has been proposed as a parallel to the PIE Ablaut system that is seemingly inexplicable 

internally in PIE (Bomhard 1981: 359ff.); whether this feature is an innovation (Greenberg 

1996: 552) or shared heritage with the rest of the Afro-Asiatic stock (Huehnergard 2008: 

227,232f.) remains unsettled. The employment of gender in both families have similarly been 

invoked as a sign of affinity, but the classical IE three-tier gender system (masculine, 

feminine, and neuter), does not formally match the Semitic bipartite system (masculine and 

feminine), even less so when PIE is reconstructed with due reference to the Anatolian stock, 

i.e. as bipartite system distinguishing animacy rather than actual gender. For a thorough 

treatment of the Semitic gender system, see Moscati et al. (1964: 84ff.). 

 

Adstrate 

Semitic adstrate influence has been employed by Kaiser & Shevoroshkin to indicate a PIE 

homeland in Anatolia (1986: 374), while Gamkrelidze & Ivanov similarly have suggested that 

the comparanda warrant a location south of the Caucasus, although they prefer a point of 

departure further east in Transcaucasia (1995: 768ff.). 
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Common heritage 

While some justifiable comparanda do exist, several formal aspects still complicate the 

immediate genetic affiliation. Although vowel gradation does occur in both families, the 

systems are incompatible; the comparanda are sporadic in either one or both families, and 

even the radical structure very often include an extra radical absent in the IE material, cf., 

e.g., Bomhard’s Afro-Asiatic examples, of which most are Semitic, e.g. Proto-Semitic *k’wš- 

‘to be bent, curved’ opposing PIE *k’eu- ‘id.’ (1981:432). As Levin himself (1995) is painfully 

aware, the comparison of PIE with Semitic that Møller (1906) diligently spearheaded has 

fallen completely out of favor in historical linguistics, especially due to the improving 

understanding of the larger Afro-Asiatic family to which Semitic belongs. Quite contrarily to 

the method employed by Colarusso (§ 3.2.2, §6.4.1), Levin is stuck in the philological trap 

when he marvels at the ostensible 1:1 correlation between Arabic thawran and Latin taurum, 

not only in the root, but even in the desinence! A similar attitude is expressed by Hodge 

(1998: 329) who reconstructs an ancient common ancestor, “Lislak”, harking back twenty 

thousand years; a depth of time comparable to Nostratic (§ 3.2.8). What Levin and Hodge fail 

to observe, of course, is the history of both declensional systems; the IE side of the story 

should be familiar, while the common Semitic system clearly rests on a purely vocalic 

alternation a-i-u, only secondarily fitted with -m as a means of definiteness (Moscati et al. 

1964: 94ff.). A thorough and damning criticism of Levin’s work from the perspective of an 

otherwise enthusiastic macro-comparativist is presented by Bomhard (1997). The 

interrelatedness of Semitic and Indo-European is not impossible, but tangency most likely 

only appears at the Nostratic horizon. 

 

3.2.7 Sumerian 

No homeland theory directly suggests that the PIE speech community should have had 

contacts with the area of known historical Sumerian habitation, and different models have 

consequently been proposed for the lexical comparanda, including common genetic 

heritage, proto-Sumerian migrations, and, most probably, transmission through known (e.g. 

Semitic) or unknown geographically intermediary languages (cf. Sahala 2009: 2f.). This latter 

proposal is bolstered by the obvious cultural impact of the Sumerian civilization directly 

demonstrated in extensive loans into the Semitic languages. 

 

3.2.8 Macro-families 

The proposition of macro-families compiles a number of established language families and 

isolates in strictly hereditary groupings such as Eurasiatic (e.g. Greenberg 2000), Nostratic 

(e.g. Bomhard 2008), and even Proto-world, tracing human languages to its suggested African 

monogenesis (e.g. Ruhlen 1994). The difficulties are palpable and exponentially more 

intricate than with the traditional proto-levels, but a comprehensive literature is available 

making volumes of comparanda available. Some references are given here on comparanda 

with more profound resemblances that are difficult to establish either as borrowings or 

chance resemblance.
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4 Etymologies 
The current chapter, comprising 135 items (including four numerals treated in § 5), evaluates 

possible loan etymologies. 

 

4.0 Introduction 
It may justifiably be questioned why some entries made it to the list and others not; the 

answer is quite simply that the literature of potential borrowings is extensive, decentralized 

(no comprehensive works), and sometimes items used to prove genetic affiliation are better 

as loanwords, sometimes vice-versa, and sometimes not at all. It is also, to a certain extent, 

a subjective choice. Certainly, the aim is to cover the most widely used and discussed items, 

but it cannot be avoided that some important ones may have slipped through; these may 

hopefully be included in possible future versions. There will inevitably, and at times even 

intentionally, be conclusions based on the distributional patterns that are at odds with the 

true, yet hidden, history of a given word. In these, and, indeed, all, etymologies, the risk of 

loss in any given branch is a possibility that obfuscates the clear view to the past; this is an 

intrinsic part of the science, and the conclusions drawn may thus be considered conservative, 

hopefully to the benefit of further research and hypotheses. The downright rejection of an 

etymology is relatively rare and requires concrete evidence of disparate trajectories that can 

substantiate chance resemblance. Such an analysis is almost impossible for language isolates 

like Sumerian and intricate families such as the North Caucasian; instead, examples are most 

often found in language families with great dispersal and ancient attestations, particularly 

PIE and Afro-Asiatic. 

 

4.0.1 How to use the wordlist 

Each etymology consists of the following parts: 

(1) Item number for quick reference 

(2) PIE *reconstruction 

(3) Gloss: ‘of the PIE reconstruction’ 

(4) Attestations: in the various IE branches. 

(5) Notes: on the problems for the internal IE reconstruction of the form. 

(6) External comparanda:  

(a) Language family A: *reconstruction for proto-languages or individual attestations 

(b) Language family B: etc. 

(7) Discussion: of the suggested comparanda and the circumstances that best explain 

the evidence. 

 

The item numbers (1) are arbitrarily assigned, based on simple alphabetical listing. PIE 

reconstructions (2) are from the standard etymological dictionaries and follow the tradition 

of LIV2 (cf. also § 1.4.6), which means that especially the works of Bomhard (e.g. 1981, 2008, 

2015), that employ a different notational paradigm, are altered to increase familiarity for the 

reader. The gloss (3) functions as the semantic reference for attestations and external 
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comparanda. In the list of IE attestations (4) branches are separated with a semicolon (;), 

and individual languages within a branch by a comma (,); these latter most often pertain to 

Greek (Attic and Mycenaean) and Indo-Iranian (Vedic and Avestan). Greek forms are Attic-

Ionic if unspecified. Notes (5) on the IE state of affairs provide an overview of the important 

discussions relevant for dating the item within PIE that may be important for the discussion 

of external relations. The forms for external comparanda (6) are adopted directly from the 

works cited, although attempts have been made to retrace a standard reconstruction from 

etymological dictionaries pertaining to the highest order attainable, e.g. Kartvelian rather 

than Georgian, while avoiding the idiosyncrasies of macro-comparative works to the extent 

possible. The reconstructional practice of Nikolayev & Starostin in their North Caucasian 

Etymological Dictionary (NCED 1994) assumes an outlandish look, but is referred here 

faithfully; the phonological system is treated in their introduction. All discussions (7) are 

from the perspective of PIE; if other IE stages (pre-PIE, dialectal IE) or other language 

families are compared it is explicitly stated. 

Asterisked forms are reconstructions to the pertinent proto-language. Only for PIE 

is the proto- prefix used consistently, while, e.g., Kartvelian and proto-Kartvelian may be 

used interchangeably. The context should make it clear whether the passage deals with 

reconstruction for (proto-)Kartvelian or attestations in Kartvelian (languages). Translations 

are only given after a form if it falls without the immediate semantic sphere of the PIE gloss. 

Under external comparanda (6), if a new gloss is given for a reconstruction, the daughter 

languages continue that meaning if nothing else is glossed. Sometimes an extra meaning 

may be given, e.g. under the PIE gloss ‘eagle’ (item 63), the Sumerian comparandum also 

carries the meaning ‘standard’, thus 

 

 Sumerian: erin, (ḫ)u11-rí-in ‘e., standard’ 

 

Form and meaning are, of course, extracted from the pertinent literature and have, for the 

most part, been checked against the standard reference dictionaries. In rare instances two 

(or more) separate PIE reconstructions are needed to account for the attestations that 

nonetheless are considered related. In such cases the form is: 

 

- Item number. *aggregate reconstruction (if possible) 

- PIE ‘gloss’ 

- PIE (1): the first reconstruction 

- Attestations for the first reconstruction 

- Notes relating to the first reconstruction 

- PIE (2): the second reconstruction 

- Attestations for the second reconstruction 

- Notes for the second reconstruction 

- PIE (3) … etc. until the IE forms are treated. 
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4.1 Word list 
The wordlist is arranged alphabetically, grouping all variants of the same Latin letter (velar, 

labiovelar, palatal, aspirated, etc.) into one section for convenience’s sake. Exempt from this 

treatment are the laryngeals that, true to their cover sign, is listed under H, and then 

numerically. 

 

*A* 

 

*a-, see under *h2e- 

 

*B, Bh* 

 

1. *bha-bh/k-̂ 

Gloss: ‘bean’ 

Attestations: Lat. faba; OHG bōna; OPrus. babo; OCS bobŭ; Alb. bathë; Gr. φακός 

Notes: Formal inconsistencies and limited distribution suggest a regionalism. 

External comparanda: 

Old-European: Unattested 

Discussion: This item shows all the hallmark traits of a regional borrowing, quite possibly a 

loan from an agricultural substrate, to which, e.g., *ghaid- ‘goat’ (item 21) may be compared, 

cf. Kroonen (2013: xviii,55). 

 

2. *bhar-(s-) 

Gloss: ‘barley’ 

Attestations: Lat. fār; (?)OIr. bairgen ‘bread, loaf’; Goth. bariz-eins ‘of b.’; OCS brašĭno ‘food’, 

Rus. bor ‘millet’; Alb. bar ‘grass’; (?)Gr. Περσεφόνη ‘Persephone (? = the grain-slayer)’ (PN) 

Notes: It is noteworthy that a bare stem may also exist in Celtic and Slavic (Russian bor 

‘millet’) next to the somewhat more prolific extensions. The inclusion of the Greek deity is 

highly dubious (cf. Chantraine 1968: 889), and, even if accepted, would not introduce 

significant new evidence to the picture already painted by the more secure attestations. 

Lehmann proposes that the lexeme be internally derived from a verbal root (1986: 62), but 

the a-vocalism and the external comparanda treated immediately below demand that the 

possibility of foreign influence, at least, be entertained (cf. de Vaan 2008: 201f.). 

External comparanda: 

NE Caucasian: *bVrc ̣̌inV- 

NW Caucasian: possibly Adyghe cā ‘grain’, Abkhaz cə ‘id.’ 

Semitic: *barr-/burr- ‘cereal, wheat’ 

Discussion: Some objections have been raised to the Semitic loan hypothesis, e.g. by Mallory 

& Adams who consider a borrowing ‘unlikely’ based on the morphology (1997: 51), while 

Diakonoff’s rejection of the claim, based on its putative isolation in Semitic (1985: 126f.), has 

become mute in light of the fact that Orel & Stolbova (1995: 56) connect it to an almost 

ubiquitous Afro-Asiatic root, *bar-/bur- ‘grain, cereal’, which certainly advocates for Semitic 

(or related) origins. Gamkrelidze & Ivanov insist that the IE branches representing the item 
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were in direct contact with speakers of a Semitic proto-language (1995: 770), but, as several 

other instances suggest (e.g. *ghaid- ‘goat’, item 21), the proposition of an agricultural 

substrate, possibly even related to Semitic (§ 2.5), blunts the urgency of the claim. Note, too, 

that the semantic shift from ‘wheat’ or ‘cereal’ speaks against direct contacts. Dolgopolsky 

introduces the Caucasian comparanda, and questions a Semitic provenance on the basis of 

its simpler stem that lacks the *-s (1989: 15f.), but, as shown above, a similar IE variant could 

represent the original state only secondarily derived. The North Caucasian comparanda 

seems to reflect a higher complexity than either of PIE and Semitic, possibly hinting at 

greater antiquity, but, more likely, a window to PIE phonetics may be encountered here, 

seeing that there is a decent argument in the proposition that the desinence *-inV in North 

East Caucasian reflects the PIE derivational suffix *-in-o-, cf. Slavic *boršĭno- ‘flour’, Latin 

farīna ‘id.’, and probably also Goth. barizeins ‘of barley’ (ibid., cf. also S. Starostin 2009: 91 and 

further Matasović 2012: 291). This comparison is also favorable due to identical semantics. A 

tentative history of the term can thus be schematized as Afro-Asiatic > Semitic & Old 

European substrate → middle or late PIE → North (East) Caucasian. 

 

3. *bhei- 

Gloss: ‘bee’ 

Attestations: Lat. fūcus ‘drone’; OIr. bech; ON bý; Lith. bìtė; OCS bičela. 

Notes: The distribution is limited to the European branches of IE that represent several 

different formations. Mallory & Adams suggest that the word is internally derived from the 

verbal root *bhei(H)- ‘to strike, attack’ (1997: 57). 

External comparanda: 

Egyptian: bj.t 

Discussion: According to Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1995: 773) this item is significant in the 

placement of the PIE homeland in the Near East (or at least close to Ancient Egypt), yet the 

distribution of the term within IE coupled with the apparent internal derivation makes a 

foreign intrusion unlikely (cf. Diakonoff 1985: 127). The possibility of folk etymological re-

analysis is, of course, always present, but further circumstantial evidence need be provided 

before a more favorable scenario for their relation can be envisaged, tentatively through the 

proposed Neolithic substrate (§ 2.5). 

 

4. *bherĝh-  

Gloss ‘strong, high’ 

Attestations: Hit. park- ‘to raise, elevate’, CLuw. parraia-; Toch. B pärk- ‘to arise’; Lat. fortis < 

Old Lat. forctis; ON bjarg ‘mountain’; Gr. φράσσω, φράγνυμι ‘barricade, enclose’; Arm. barjr; 

Ved. barh- ‘make strong’, br̥hánt-. 

Notes: Strong PIE etymology with cognates in all decisive branches. 

External comparanda: 

Kartvelian: *brj1- > Mingrelian burǰ-aph-i ‘battle’, Svan li-burǰ-iel ‘to ram with horns, fight (of 

bulls)’ 

HU: Urartian burgana (Dolgopolsky 1987: 22) 

Discussion: Smitherman proposes a connection with the Kartvelian gloss ‘high; strong; old’ 

(2012: 514, cf. also Diakonoff 1990: 61), but the meaning seems overly inspired by PIE, and 
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Klimov’s reconstruction ‘to wrestle’ is more faithful to the attestations (1998: 18). The 

Urartian form is similarly inhibited by mistranslation (actually ‘pillar, column’, cf. Diakonoff 

& Starostin 1986: 99) and consequently of no immediate relevance to PIE. 

 

5. *bherH- 

Gloss: ‘to drill’ 

Attestations: Lat. forō; ON bora; (?)OLith. barti ‘to scold’; (?)OCS brati ‘fight’; (?)Ved. bhr̥ṇāti ‘to 

threaten, scold’ 

Notes: The Germanic and Italic forms are likely denominatives (Kroonen 2013: 85), although 

an iterative formation may similarly explain the o-grade (de Vaan 2008: 235f.). The rest of the 

set is disputed as from the same root (LIV2: 80), and none of the ancient branchings is 

attested. 

External comparanda: 

Semitic *brʔ ‘to work with a sharp instrument’ (Bomhard 1981: 403) 

Uralic: *pura- ‘(to) drill’> e.g. Fin. pura ‘drill’, Proto-Samoyed *pȇrȇ- ‘id.’ 

Sumerian: bur(u(d)x) ‘breach, depth, hole; to perforate’ 

Discussion: As a ubiquitous verb not otherwise expected to be borrowed, an innovative 

technique could have helped spread the item. There is a semantic link in Uralic with the verb 

*pure- ‘to bite’ (UEW 405f.) which may be compared to the situation in IE, making an ancient 

connection more attractive. Further connections may also be found in the Turkic languages, 

cf. Turkish bur- ‘to drill’, as suggested by Rédei, who proposes onomatopoetic, and 

consequently chance, resemblance (UEW 405). Not included by Orel & Stolbova (1995), 

Semitic is seemingly isolated in Afro-Asiatic, although Bomhard suggests two Cushitic forms, 

both meaning ‘broken piece’ (2008-II: 64). Sahala actually prefers a Semitic origin for the 

Sumerian comparandum, explicitly Akkadian būrum ‘pit, well, cistern’ (2009: 5), but the 

semantic side is better matched by the general term. The meaning ‘well’ is secured for 

Semitic (cf. Tyloch 1975: 56f.). 

 

6. *bhon- ‘wound’, see item 81 *kwen- ‘kill’ 

 

*D, Dh* 

 

7. *də2p- 

Gloss: ‘sacrifice’ 

Attestations: (?)Hit. tappala- ‘person responsible for court cooking’; (?)Toch. A tāpā- ‘to eat’; 

Lat. daps; ON tafn; (?)Gr. δαπάνη ‘cost’; Arm. tawn ‘feast’. 

Notes: While there is no consensus on an IE reconstruction for Hittite (cf. Tischler 1991: 114f., 

although probably formally possible, cf. Kimball 1999: 387f.), and the Tocharian connection 

is denied on phonological grounds (cf. LIV2: 104 fn.11), Kroonen suggests a derivation to the 

verbal root *də2p- ‘to slaughter’ for the Latin, Armenian, and Germanic forms, cf. Greek δάπτω 

(2013: 504). Note that there is no imperative other than convention preventing the 

reconstruction of a central vowel *-a-, especially if the item cannot be traced to ancient PIE.  

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *δabḥ- (Dolgopolsky 1987: 15, 1989: 5) 
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Discussion: Orel & Stolbova connect the Semitic form to East Chadic and Lowland East 

Cushitic forms to produce the Afro-Asiatic reconstruction *ǯabaḥ- (1995:549). As a cultural 

term this item may well have travelled, and, despite voiced criticism (e.g. Diakonoff 1985: 

124f.), IE scholars like Kroonen (2003: 504) consider the similarity. The fact that a PIE verbal 

root has been deduced need not deter a loan from Semitic as is indicated by the various IE 

derivations that surely points to a native or nativized basic root, which may, indeed, have 

entered the language at an early stratum. More conspicuous does the unvoiced rendition of 

the Semitic sequence *-bḥ- in (P)IE appear, possibly attributable to intermediate languages. 

The lack of clear Anatolian and Tocharian cognates make a truly old transfer difficult to 

substantiate, yet the current indecisive nature of the Hittite form may turn to provide either 

evidence for a very old connection or a complete rejection hereof.  

 

8. *deh3- 

Gloss: ‘to give’ 

Attestations: Hit. dāi- ‘to take’, CLuw. lā- ‘id.’; Lat. dō; MWelsh rho-ddaf; OLith. duoti; OCS 

damĭ; Alb. dhae; Gr. δίδωμι; Arm. tam; Ved. dádāti, Av. daδāiti. 

Notes: This item is widespread, but appears to have been lost in Tocharian. The seemingly 

odd semantic opposition between Anatolian and the Core IE cognates for this particular 

verb (‘to take’ and ‘to give’, respectively) may be explained rather straightforwardly by the 

reconstructed PIE verbal system according to the stative-eventive hypothesis (cf. Søborg 

2015): if it departs in PIE in the concept of reciprocal gift giving, Core IE represents the 

eventive act of ‘giving’ gifts with the active endings (-mi), whereas Anatolian relate to said 

concept from the stative (or “self-centred”) act of ‘receiving’ → ‘taking’, appropriately fitted 

with the stative endings (-ḫi). The o-grade of the root of the stative is equally suitable for 

what is probably ultimately a nominal derivation. This verb may, then, very well represent a 

true Indo-Hittite isogloss, along with the Core IE splitting of the eventive verbs and the 

similar semantic differentiation of *mer- ‘to disappear’ (it retains this meaning in Hittite and 

possibly Hieroglyphic Luwian) > Core IE ‘to die’ (cf. Kloekhorst 2008a: 578). 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: *toγe ‘bring, give’ > e.g. Fin. tuo-, Samoyedic *tə̑- 

Yukaghir: tadi (UEW 529) 

Discussion: Comparable in both shape and content to another verb, ‘to put, place’ *dheh1- 

(item 11), external connections for basic items such as this are difficult to substantiate given 

their very nature. The comparison of this item is, however, very much alive, cf. Kortlandt 

(1989: 82f.) and Collinder (1965: 121) for common heritage and Rédei’s suggestion of a loan 

from early Indo-Iranian (1983: 17f.) that nonetheless requires formal substantiation, and, 

heeding the very concrete laryngeal reflex in Uralic, a borrowing from PIE proper would be 

preferable. The fact that Uralic betrays o-vocalism suggests a loan that postdates the 

phenomenon of laryngeal coloring, while some unexpected internal vowel variation 

similarly may suggest the presence of a foreign element (Koivulehto 1991: 63ff.). If a cognate 

in Yukaghir, agreeing with some of the Samoyedic languages in the reduplication of the root, 

can be established, it similarly demands ancient relations, whether contact induced or 

ancestral. Rédei suggests an Iranian source for the Yukaghir form (1983: 17f.), but Nikolaeva’s 
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proto-Yukaghir reconstruction *tant- (2006: 426) removes the comparandum further into 

uncertainty.  

 

9. *dekm̥̂ ‘ten’ (see § 5.10) 

 

10. *dheĝh-om 

Gloss: ‘earth’ 

Attestations: Hit. tēkan, HLuw. takam- (dat.-loc.sg.); Toch. A tkaṃ, Toch. B (t)keṃ; Lat. 

humus; OIr. dú; Goth. guma ‘man’; Lith. žẽmė; OCS zemlja; Alb. dhe; Gr. χθών; Ved. kṣa ́s, Av. 

zam-. 

Notes: This item harks back to the oldest layers of PIE with representation in most branches, 

including the decisive ancient Anatolian and Tocharian that further help establish the 

original sequence of the obstruents (D-G) that underwent metathesis sometime in late 

middle PIE (to G-D). This item has been mentioned as an argument in favor of Tocharian as 

the second branch to leave the PIE dialect continuum (cf. Kretschmer 1931). 

External comparanda: 

Kartvelian: *diɣwam- 'fertile soil' > Georgian diɣvam- 'black earth, sufficiency' and Svan 

diɣwam 'damp low place with f.'. 

Kartvelian (alternative): *diqa- ‘clay’ > e.g. Georgian tixa, (?)Svan gim  

Discussion: Klimov proposes the connection with ‘fertile soil’ (1998: 41), which semantically 

seems a viable loan item due to its specialized meaning and formal triconsonantal quasi-

identity (D-G-M), although the vocalism seems somewhat discontinuous; the labial 

treatment of the IE velar similarly needs to be explained. These considerations would 

establish PIE as the provider of the term. Alternatively, Gamkrelidze & Ivanov suggest that 

the meaning ‘clay’ in Kartvelian may be related to PIE ‘earth’, and that the Svan form 

represent a simplified stem *ĝhem- < *dhĝhem- (1995: 774) to illuminate internal PIE 

development as well, but note that Klimov does not include Svan in this cognate set (1998: 

72), reducing the reconstruction to Georgian-Zan, while Fähnrich treats it along with 

Mingrelian gim-e ‘below’ (2007: 107). This Svan form is, moreover, not an exact semantic 

parallelism, but the connotations in PIE with inherent association with ‘human’, e.g., at least 

some European languages, Goth. guma and Latin homō (cf. Mallory & Adams 1997: 366), 

could mend the comparison somewhat. The sequence of the obstruents in either Kartvelian 

comparandum would surely establish the loan to an early stratum of PIE, i.e. before the 

metathesis sometime after the presumed split of Tocharian. Kaiser & Shevoroshkin reject 

the hypothesis on formal grounds (1986: 368), but, all things considered, the connection with 

‘black soil’ appears most attractive if the similarity is not merely due to chance resemblance. 

 

11. *dheh1- 

Gloss: ‘to place, make’ 

Attestations: Hit. dai-, CLuw tūwa-, Lyc. ta-; Toch. A tā-, Toch. B tättā-; Lat. -dere; OEng. dōn 

> do; Lith. de t́i; OCS dĕti; Gr. τίθημι; Ved. dádhati. 

Notes: A central and basic verbal root, it can safely be reconstructed for the oldest layers of 

PIE. 
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External comparanda: 

Afro-Asiatic: *day > e.g. Egyptian wdy ‘put’ 

Kartvelian: *dew- ‘lie, put, lay’ > e.g. Georgian dew-/dw-, Svan d-  

Discussion: The semantic nature of the item crossed with its simple structure makes external 

connections easy to propose, yet difficult to substantiate (cf. deh3- ‘give’, item 8). Such is the 

case with the evidence from Afro-Asiatic (Bomhard 1981: 410, 2008: 150ff.), and so, too, with 

the Kartvelian connection suggested by Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1995: 774). In the case of the 

latter, Bomhard ties it to a whole different root (2008: 150ff.), of course with the aim to 

establish Nostratic cognate sets, which brings the comparison beyond the scope of the 

present paper. 

 

12. *dhenh2- 

Gloss: ‘to flow’ 

Attestations: Toch. A tsnāntär (3rdpl. subj.), Toch. B tsnamo ‘flowing’; Lat. fōns ‘fountain’; 
(?)Celtiberian uer-đoniti; Gr. ἒθανον (aor.) ‘died’; Ved. dhani- (caus.) 

Notes: Secure cognates are found already in Tocharian (Adams 2013: 813) and continued 

through the Latin nominal derivation, Greek, where euphemism has caused a semantic drift 

akin to modern English pass away (Hollifield 1978: 181), onto Vedic, which all testify to an 

ancient PIE root, despite the lack of Anatolian cognates. The etymology of the Celtiberian 

form is contested (cf. LIV2: 144f. fn.8 and Eska 1989: 116f.), but of no real stratificational 

consequence.  

External comparanda: 

Kartvelian: *dn- ‘to melt, thaw’ > e.g. Svan n-, Mingrelian din, dən ‘to disappear, get lost’ 

Discussion: Proposed by Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1995: 774), there is still a semantic gap to 

overcome, but especially the semantics in Mingrelian (Fähnrich 2007: 135f. and Klimov 1998: 

41f.) may provide a slender connection. With old moorings in PIE, a loan relation, if viable, 

seems most probable in the direction into Kartvelian, but the lack of laryngeal reflexes seems 

suspicious, and the connection altogether dubious. 

 

13. *dheubh- 

Gloss: ‘deep’ 

Attestations: Toch. A tpär ‘high’, Toch. B tapre ‘id.’; Goth. diups; Welsh dwfn; Lith. dubùs; OCS 

dŭbrĭ ‘gorge’; (?)Gr. βυθός; Ill. δύβρις 

Notes: Despite the seemingly opposite semantic value of Tocharian, the drift is theoretically 

possible and internal derivation from before the actual shift is visible in the diminutive 

tparske ‘shallow’, actually ‘little deep’ (Normier 1980: 260, Adams 2013: 298f.). The Greek form 

has been attempted connected through metathesis of the inherited obstruents, but while the 

historical treatment has been inconclusive (cf. Frisk 1960: 276, Chantraine 1968: 201), Beekes 

prefers a substrate origin (2010: 247f.). Regardless of the Greek provenance, this root may 

convincingly be posited for early middle PIE.  

External comparanda: 

Uralic: FU *tüwä 

Yukaghir: *čow- 
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Discussion:  The formal resemblance is not obvious and is best scrutinized in the framework 

of the Indo-Uralic or Nostratic hypotheses (cf. Kaiser & Shevoroshkin 1986: 371); compare 

then PIE *dh- with Uralic *t- and Yukaghir *č. 

 

14. *dhoHn- 

Gloss: ‘grain’ 

Attestations: (?)Hit. dannas ‘kind of food’, (?)Luw. tannas ‘id.’; Toch. B tāno; Lith. dúona ‘bread’; 

Ved. dhāna-, Av. dāna. 

Notes: Adams considers the earlier suggestion to derive it from the verbal root *dheh1- ‘put, 

place’, but concedes it as semantically strained (2013: 303). The identity of the Anatolian 

forms with the rest of the IE stock is tentatively suggested by Watkins (1965: 121), somewhat 

substantiated by the meaning in Lithuanian, but other, more immediate, alternatives likely 

reject the comparison (cf. Tischler 1991: 99). 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *dúχn- ‘millet’ (Dolgopolsky 1987: 15, 1989: 5) 

Discussion: Orel & Stolbova connects the Semitic root to Central Chadic *dwan- ‘corn’ (1995: 

166), adding credibility to an Afro-Asiatic origin. Diakonoff remains sceptical pending 

further knowledge of the importance of ‘millet’ in the diet (1985: 127), and the comparison 

may further be questioned by the semantic drift required to fit the IE attestations. The 

connection is attractive in light of the spread of agriculture, but remains inconclusive. 

 

15. *díg- 

Gloss: ‘goat’ 

Attestations: OHG ziga; Alb. dhi ‘fem. g.’; Gr. (Hes.) δίζα; Arm. tik ‘hide’; Ishkashimi (East 

Iranian) dec ‘goatskin bag’ 

Notes: The Greek form is problematic and requires either a glide to palatalize the velar, or, 

as has been suggested, the form in Hesychius, originally ascribed to Laconian, may rightfully 

be attributed to one of the lesser known IE Balkan languages, Thracian or Illyrian (Frisk 1960: 

390ff.). All the data combined, this reconstruction still fails to paint the picture of a central 

PIE item, although proto-status certainly is possible. 

External comparanda: 

NE Caucasian: *t  Vq V > e.g. Ingush t  ɨq o 

HU: Hurrian taɣə ‘man (male person)’  

Kartvelian: *dqa > Georgian txa, Svan daq-  

Discussion: The IE material does not seem to be particularly strong and lacks cognates in the 

decisive ancient branches. Proposed as a borrowing by Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1995: 774) 

and Nichols (1997: 146), the exact nature of the reconstruction in Kartvelian is debated (cf. 

Fähnrich 2007: 125), but the Northeast Caucasian material does help establish the form in 

the region. The semantics of the Hurrian material questions its appurtenance, but a final 

rejection pends further illumination of the internal relationship. Ultimately, this item 

belongs in the very same category as the synonyms (items 21, 40, and 73, cf. § 6.5.5.2) and be 

ascribed to a loan into the later strata of PIE. 
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*G, Ĝ, Gwh, etc.* 

 

16. *ĝemH- 

Gloss: ‘son-in-law’ 

Attestations: Lat. gener; Alb. dhëndërr; Gr. γαμβρός; Av. zāmātar, Ved. jāmātā-, jāra- ‘suitor’. 

Notes: A connection with Gr. γαμέω ‘marry’ seems inevitable (Frisk 1960: 287ff.), which, 

however, only echoes the questionable vocalism of Gr. -α- as opposed to Lat. -e-. The solution 

proposed by Beekes at least requires different Ablaut stages, and likely also influence from 

other roots (2008: 259). Connecting the forms with Hit. LÚkaina- ‘in-law, kinsman’ (ibid.) is 

untenable (Kloekhorst 2008a: 427), so neither Anatolian nor Tocharian cognates can be 

posited. 

External comparanda: 

NE Caucasian: *c ámV 'bridegroom' > Lezgian c ̣̌am, Tabasaran ǯam (Dolgopolsky 1989: 27) 

Kartvelian: *kmar- ‘husband’ (Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995: 775) 

Discussion: The evidence in NE Caucasian for a Proto-Indo-Iranian borrowing is stronger 

than for ‘father-in-law’ (item 121) given the vocalism, which also nullifies the possibility of a 

same-strata exchange for the two items. The root has PIE status (Mallory & Adams 1997: 85) 

and was conceivably transferred to NE Caucasian by Proto-Indo-Iranian (Dolgopolsky 1989: 

27), but it is very likely that the proper PIE formation postdates the departure of Anatolian 

(and possibly also Tocharian). The Kartvelian, or, rather, Georgian-Zan as there is no Svan 

cognate (cf. Klimov 1998: 216 and Fähnrich 2007: 468f.), forms need rather be compared to a 

sufficiently early stage of PIE (or, alternatively, a centum branch), or, perhaps most 

tantalizing, the ultimate origin of the term. 

 

17. *ĝenu- 

Gloss: ‘chin, jaw(-bone)’ 

Attestations: Toch. A śanwe-ṃ (du.); OIr. gin; Goth. kinnus; Gr. γένυς; Phr. α-ζήν ‘beard’; Ved. 

hanu-, Av. zanva (acc. du.). 

Notes: The problematic velar reflexes in Indo-Iranian formally require *ĝh, which has been 

proposed as “Homoionymenflucht”, i.e. dissimilation from *ĝonu- ‘knee’ (item 20) with 

which it was colliding in the Indo-Iranian vowel collapse of *e and *o to a (Mayrhofer 1996: 

801f.), although *-o- in ‘knee’ is lengthened due to the effects of Brugmann’s Law. 

External comparanda: 

NE Caucasian: *č̣ ănV ‘chin’ (NCED s.v.) 

Discussion: S. Starostin makes no distinction as to the stage of transfer (2009: 85), but the 

palatal development of an inherited plain velar in front of a front vowel is a strong argument 

in favor of a dialectal loan from a stage of Indo-Iranian into NE Caucasian (Dolgopolsky 1987: 

19), and, if the vowel reconstructed by Nikolayev & Starostin is to be preferred to 

Dolgopolsky’s cover symbol, the vocalism helps substantiate a loan with the hallmark traits 

of Indo-Iranian (§ 1.3.2.13).  
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18. *ĝhor-io- 

Gloss: ‘pig’ 

Attestations: Alb. derr ‘pig’; Gr. χοῖρος ‘piglet’. 

Notes: Slight irregularities in Albanian does not challenge the ultimate adherence to the 

Greek form (Demiraj 1997: 131f.), but the uniqueness of the two Balkan forms cause Beekes 

to suggest an unspecified substrate origin for the term (2010: 1640f.). Possibly derived from 

the noun *ĝher- ‘bristle’ (Mallory & Adams 1997: 425), this word is obviously an innovation 

and cannot be projected back onto PIE proper. 

External comparanda: 

Kartvelian: Georgian-Zan *γor- > Georgian γor-, Mingrelian, Laz γeǯ- (Fähnrich 2007: 491f.) 

Afro-Asiatic: Chadic *γr 

Discussion: Tentatively posited by Gamkrelidze & Ivanov as a mutually dialectal loan 

relation (1995: 774 fn.15), this connection suffers from sporadic attestations in both IE and 

Kartvelian. An ostensible connection must consequently be assigned to a late stratum, likely 

dialectal, which is geographically difficult. Alternatively, Kaiser & Shevoroshkin suggest 

ancient relations to Afro-Asiatic, notably without Semitic cognates (1986: 378 fn.8), but the 

lack of PIE continuation makes a tentative connection to agricultural substrate preferable. 

 

19. *ĝlh̥3-(wos) 

Gloss: ‘sister-in-law’ 

Attestations. Lat. glōs; OCS zŭlŭva; Gr. γάλως; Phryg. (Hes.) γελλαρος; Arm. tal; Skr. giri- 

Notes: Sanskrit giri- is not formally compatible with the other satəm representation, OCS 

zŭlŭva, and it has been suggested that the velar contamination in Indic stems from the 

(secondary) association with giriká- ‘mouse’ (for a concise treatment of this widespread type 

of affiliation with references, see Martirosyan 2010: 799f.). No Anatolian and Tocharian 

cognates establish the item for late middle PIE. 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: *kälV- (UEW) or *käliw (Koivulehto 1994: 140) 

Yukaghir: kel’il ‘any relation through marriage’ (Nikolaeva 2006: 205) 

Semitic: *kall-at- ‘daughter-in-law, bride’ 

Kartvelian: Georg. kal- ‘female’ 

Discussion: Widespread reflexes of this item across Eurasia lends credibility to an ancient 

Wanderwort, if not, as Illič-Svityč infers (1971: 295ff., where also Turkic *kälin and some 

Dravidian forms are included), ultimately Nostratic. Koivulehto considers the Uralic forms 

borrowed from PIE (1994:140), but the IE material cannot conclusively be extended to the 

oldest strata without Anatolian and Tocharian evidence, so the item may have spread 

culturally into late middle PIE either before its ultimate dissolution or, perhaps, even as 

slightly differentiated dialects; cf. how the northwesternmost branches (Germanic, Celtic, 

and Baltic) do not partake in this lexical isogloss either. The lack of strong reflexes in the 

Caucasian languages is noteworthy considering its linguistic spread and how often 

comparanda from the region otherwise come up within this particular sphere (cf. § 6.5.7). 

Gamkrelidze & Ivanov include the Semitic item (1995:834), and according to Orel & Stolbova 

Afro-Asiatic cognates exist in Western Chadic *kalya- ‘woman’ and perhaps also Hausa kōlō 

‘daughers’ (1995:310), but, given the formal likeness between PIE and Semitic and the specific 
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semantics of a quintessential lexical item of cultural exchange, the external northern 

affinities seem stronger. A Semitic origin of the term would demand the feminine formation 

*-(a)t (Lipińsky 1997: 230f.) to show up in the recipient languages, making it all the more 

plausible that Semitic received the term from an outside source and only secondarily fitted 

it with the feminine suffix (cf. also Militarev 2006: s.v. ‘daughter-in-law’). The very sporadic 

Kartvelian comparandum, cf. the Georgian example kal-c ul ‘girl’, where c ul means ‘baby’ 

(Klimov 1998: 316), is similarly semantically weak, already conceded as “doubtful” by Illič-

Svityč when he included it in the stock (1971: 295ff.). 

 

20. *ĝónu- 

Gloss: ‘knee’ 

Attestations: Hit. gēnu; Toch. A kanw-, Toch. B kenī-ne (du.); Lat. genū; OIr. glūn; Goth. kniu; 

Alb. kju; Gr. γόνυ; Arm. cunr; Ved. ja ́nu-, Av. zānu-. 

Notes: It may be observed that different Ablaut and derivational formations are needed to 

account for all of the attestations, most notably the subsequently metathesized *-l- 

derivations of Old Irish and Albanian, but the age of this item is beyond reproach, missing 

only in Balto-Slavic. The connection to *ĝenu- ‘chin, jaw(-bone)’ (item 17) proposed by 

Mallory & Adams (1997: 336) is warranted both formally and semantically for the ‘bend’ both 

body parts represent. 

External comparanda:  

Uralic: FU *kińä > e.g. Fin. kyynär ‘elbow’ (Helimski 2001: 197 fn.24) 

Discussion: The distribution, only in the Fenno-Ugric languages to the exclusion of 

Samoyedic, as well as some internal inconsistencies question a truly old item in Uralic, but 

further connections may be found in the Tungusic languages of Siberia and northern China, 

cf. *kǖ͑ńče(n) ‘elbow’ (UEW 158), which lends credibility to a widespread lexeme and that the 

lack of Samoyedic evidence is a consequence of loss rather than innovation in the West. 

These northern comparanda require the mending of the semantic gap between ‘elbow’ and 

‘knee’, which is hardly insurmountable; there is no strong evidence for a single item for 

‘elbow’ in PIE, cf. Mallory & Adams (1997: 176). Although there can be no discussion of its 

ancient status within PIE, this suggested comparandum is very difficult to stratify; body parts 

are strange lexemes to wander, and there is no obvious phonological or semantic point of 

tangency between any reconstructed stages of (P)IE and Uralic. These observations 

combined suggest that the relation, if viable, predates the PIE horizon. 

 

21. *ghaid-o- 

Gloss: ‘goat’ 

Attestations: Lat. haetus ‘young g., kid’; Germ. *gait- > ON geit, Goth. gaits. 

Notes: The connection of the Latin and Germanic forms seem beyond reproach, but remain 

isolated as a European regionalism. a-vocalism similarly makes a PIE origin of this item 

unlikely (Dolgopolsky 1987: 16). 

External comparanda: 

Afro-Asiatic: Semitic *gadi-̯ > Arab. jadyun, Heb. ge𝛿ī 

Afro-Asiatic: Berber aġăyd  

NE Caucasian: Proto-Nakh *gāʒa, Lak gada ‘kid’ 
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Discussion: The Semitic and IE correspondence is difficult to ignore, but whereas 

Dolgopolsky considers it a direct loan from Proto-Semitic into PIE (1987: 14), Kroonen 

proposes a (likely extinct and unattested) third party origin for both, ultimately stemming 

from waves of early agriculturalists that first introduced the term to Semitic and later into 

European IE from an already present adstrate (2013: 163ff.).The dearth of proper PIE evidence 

affects both theories, but less detrimentally the latter. Nichols’ analysis of the NE Caucasian 

forms as old dialectal borrowings due to the internal inconsistencies (1997:129) seems to 

corroborate the adstrate hypothesis; it is noteworthy, however, that Nikolayev & Starostin 

reconstructs a Proto-NC *gēʒ́wV that would remove the Caucasian item from comparison 

with PIE and Afro-Asiatic. It seems callous to posit the root for PIE proper and invites further 

inquiry into the ancient relations of European IE and its agricultural prehistory (cf. *h1ln̥bh- 

‘lamb’, item 36, for a similar correspondence between Germanic and NE Caucasian). 

 

22. *ĝhalgho- 

Gloss: ‘pole’ 

Attestations: OHG galgo; Lith. žalgà; Arm. jałk. 

Notes: Despite formal problems with the second velar, the Armenian form surely belongs to 

the set (Martirosyan 2010: 429f.). Such a very limited distribution of the term is hardly 

conducive for a reconstruction dating to the earlier strata of PIE. 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: FU *śalka- 

Discussion: It seems strange that Koivulehto prefers ascribing this word to PIE proper (2001: 

238) rather than a dialectal continuant hereof, given the limited distribution within Uralic. 

Regional distribution of this term within IE likewise questions the claim of a truly ancient 

borrowing (cf. Kroonen 2013: 165). Phonetically, this word resembles *śata- ‘hundred’ which 

is traditionally considered a borrowing from early Indo-Iranian on account of the palatal 

treatment of the initial PIE palato-velar as well as the a-vocalism. Such an origin for this case 

is, obviously, unattractive without Indo-Iranian cognates, but the fact remains that there is 

no evidence suggesting great antiquity for the relation. A substrate word from an unknown 

source in Northern Europe could be defended in the same stratum as *kond-u- ‘hand’ (item 

77), although the connection with Armenian then requires special attention. The great 

resemblance between Lithuanian and Fenno-Ugric thus makes a dialectal borrowing most 

likely. 

 

23. *ghebh- 

Gloss: ‘to give’ 

Attestations: Goth. giban 

Notes: Only positively attested in Germanic, Kroonen (2013: 172f.) rejects both the traditional 

connection with Old Irish gaibid ‘to take, hold’ (Pokorny 1959: 407ff.), on formal grounds, 

and the more recent association with Lithuanian gebù ‘to be able’ (LIV2: 193) for lack of 

semantic compatibility, from which the Celtic connection evidently also suffers. Stronger 

ties to a PIE complex with the same specific meaning was introduced by Kortlandt, viz. the 

verbal root *h1ep- (1992: 104f.), that in Germanic requires prefixation, possibly then 

connected with Latin co-ēpī ‘seized’, and further conflation to be comparable with the bulk 
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of IE evidence, e.g. Hittite epzi ‘to take, seize’. Either the form is isolated in Germanic, at best 

northern Europe, or, with Kortlandt, its PIE provenance barely recognizable. 

External comparanda: 

HU: Hurrian giban 'to bring' 

Discussion: Fournet & Bomhard are responsible for the connection (2010: 111), but since the 

form is problematic already within IE and few would argue in favor of a unique Germano-

Hurrian isogloss, chance resemblance seems the obvious point of tangency between the 

geographically and temporally displaced languages. 

 

24. *ghel-u(H)- 

Gloss: ‘turtle’ 

Attestations: RusCS želvĭ; Gr. χέλυς ‘t., chest cavity’ 

Notes: While Vasmer considers the Slavic forms derived from a verbal root ‘to bend’ (1955: 

414f.), the Greek forms are significantly more contested (cf. Frisk 1966: 1086f.), and Beekes 

even prefers substrate origin (2010: 1623ff.). 

External comparanda: 

Kartvelian: *γl-az1- 'crocodile’  

Discussion: The scattered yet very concretely matched IE evidence does lend credibility to 

external origins, but the Kartvelian comparandum does not match semantically. The 

comparison, suggested by Smitherman (2012: 510), is unfocused and draws on a proposed 

common verbal root ‘twist, turn’ (cf. Fähnrich 2007: 488f.) that would render the animal 

derivations secondary anyhow. Further circumstantial evidence may bolster future 

attempts, but the connection seems quite improbable. 

 

25. *ĝherd- 

Gloss: ‘pear’ 

Attestations: (?)Alb. dardhë; Gr. ἂχεδρος ‘wild p.’, ἀχράς ‘id.’; Mac. ἀγέρδα ‘id.’ 

Notes: Limited distribution to a very compact geographical region, the Balkan, has very weak 

bearings on PIE etymology, even more so if Orel’s reservations on Albanian are heeded (1998: 

56). Furnée considers it a particular pre-Greek substrate word (1972 :127). 

External comparanda: 

NW Caucasian: *q(w)a 

NE Caucasian: *qcör (Dolgopolsky 1989: 15) 

Kartvelian: *msxal- (Fähnrich 2007: 296f.) 

Discussion: Nikolayev & Starostin, scrutinizing the North Caucasian connections, further 

compare the Kartvelian forms, although they concede the formal difficulties the inclusion 

entails (NCED s.v. ‘pear’). The linguistic travels of the fruit may be compared to that of the 

apple (item 42) that nonetheless appear to have wider distribution within IE. If connected, 

Dolgopolsky’s suggestion of a loan from North Caucasian *qcōrV (NCED *qHǖre, s.v.) or one 

of its descendants into a dialectically diversifying PIE (1989: 15) best fit the picture (cf. also S. 

Starostin 2009: 88f.), although the geographic discontinuity poses a serious obstacle (cf. 

Matasović 2012: 290). Caucasian connections for the Balkan languages are also pertinent in 

the discussion of *ĝhor-io- ‘pig’ (item 18). 
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26. *gwelh1- 

Gloss: ‘to die’  

Attestations: OIr. at-baill; OEng. cwelan; Lith. gélti ‘to sting, hurt’; OCS žalĭ ‘pain’; (?)Gr. βέλος 

‘missile, sting’; Arm. keł ‘wound’ 

Notes: The distribution fails to secure the oldest branchings, but appears cogent. The Greek 

form is part of an internal complex with the more semantically awkward βάλλω ‘to throw’, 

but the ultimate connection seems tight. 

External comparada:  

Uralic: *k(w)ola > e.g. Fin. kuolla, Selkup qu- 

Discussion:  This item has been posited as evidence for Indo-Uralic unity, cf. Collinder (1965: 

120), and further comparanda may even be found in Dravidian *kol ‘to kill’ (Helimski 2001: 

197 fn.24), requiring Wanderwort status if not to be treated as chance resemblance or 

primordially Nostratic. The lack of Tocharian and Anatolian evidence may posit an entrance 

into late middle PIE, possibly from Uralic, where the Selkup evidence may reflect old 

labiality (cf. the discussion of *(h2s)kwalos ‘catfish’, item 78). There is an inconsistent reflex 

of the PIE sequence *-lh1- in Finnish, contradicting the ostensible continuation of *kwelh1- ‘to 

turn, wander’ (item 80). 

 

27. *gwem- 

Gloss: ‘to come’ 

Attestations: Toch. A kum-, Toch. B käm; Lat. veniō; Goth. qiman; Lith. gemù ‘be born’; Gr. 

βαίνω; Ved. & Av. gam-.  

Notes: Although the item is missing in Anatolian the distribution surely qualifies for a 

reconstruction for early middle PIE. 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: Samoyedic *kån ‘go’ (Janhunen 1977: 59f.) > e.g. Selkup qən  

Discussion: The interesting distribution within Uralic as only Samoyedic is represented 

combined with the nature of the item suggest a very deep relationship. Alternatively, a 

borrowing from either Uralic or Proto-Samoyedic into PIE could account for the distribution, 

while chance resemblance, of course, never can be ruled out entirely. The Selkup form may 

to reflect the IE labiovelar (cf. the discussion of *(h2s)kwalos ‘catfish’, item 78).  

 

28. *gwher-nu- 

Gloss: ‘millstone’ 

Attestations: (?)Toch. B kärweñe ‘stone’; Welsh breuan; Goth. qaírnus ‘mill’; OPrus. girnoywis; 

OCS žrŭny; Arm. erkan; Ved. gra ́van- ‘stone for pressing soma’ 

Notes: The noun is traditionally derived from *gwher- ‘heavy’, and despite some controversy 

to the provenance of Tocharian it seems best reflected within this bulk (Adams 2013:176); 

this evidence is accompanied by the question whether ‘millstone’ is a narrowing of original 

‘stone’ (Winter 1998: 351) or a broadening of the inherited ‘millstone’. If, indeed, Tocharian 

represents the second (known) branching of ancient PIE, the former hypothesis seems 

natural, and consequently preferable. 
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External comparanda: 

Semitic *gúrn-u ‘threshing floor’ > e.g. Ugaritic grn (examples in Tyloch 1975: 57) 

North Caucasian: *χIwĕrV ‘mill, m.’ > e.g. Ingush ħajra ‘mill’, aha ‘to mill’ 

Discussion: The Semitic loan etymology is defended by Dolgopolsky (1987: 16 and 1989: 6) 

and Takács (1997: 374) for their phonetic similarity, while Mallory & Adams (1997: 474) and 

Diakonoff (1985: 128f.) ascribe the similarity to sheer chance. The latter addresses the 

semantic gap between an IE ‘millstone’ and a purported Semitic ‘threshing floor’, which may 

only be bridged through the dialect semantics of Arabic ‘mortar’ (Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 

1995: 770f.), but without similar variation in the ancient Semitic languages, this meaning is 

most probably innovated and without consequence for the present inquiry. Thematically 

the implement, or facility, belong to the agricultural package and should, if viable, be 

considered within that same context. All things considered, the Semitic comparandum 

requires a difficult semantic drift, especially for a purported technical loan, that renders 

chance resemblance the favorable option. Otherwise semantically attractive is the case for a 

North Caucasian connection, where a native verbal root seems to constitute the derivational 

basis for the implement (S. Starostin 2009: 96f.), which is a point of criticism with Matasović 

(2012: 290). Such a connection would, however, render the PIE system folk-etymologically 

associated with the root for ‘heavy’ and possibly separate Tocharian from the stock, 

rendering a transfer into late or late middle PIE the most likely scenario. 

 

*(s)gwes- ‘extinguish’, see item 104 under *s- 

 

29. *gworH- 

Gloss: ‘mountain’ 

Attestations: Lith. girià ‘forest’; OCS gora ‘mountain’; Alb. gur ‘rock, stone’; (?)Ill. bora; (?)Gr. 

βορέας ‘north wind’, (?)Hes. δεῖρος ‘hill’; Ved. girí-, Av. gairi-.  

Notes: The Greek forms may well continue the inherited labiovelar, and the semantic drift 

seems to be defended by the ethnonym Ὑπερ-βόρεοι as ‘beyond the mountains’ (Frisk 1960: 

252f.). Several other stronger items establish a late middle PIE item, that nonetheless is 

without the decisive Anatolian and Tocharian representation. 

External comparanda: 

Sumerian: kúr  

Kartvelian: *gor- 

Uralic: FU *wer̮e (*wōri) 

Discussion: Gamkrelidze & Ivanov suggests the Sumerian connection (1995: 774), but the 

Kartvelian and Fenno-Ugric (possibly Uralic, cf. UEW 571) material included by Sahala (2009: 

8f.) seems of equal comparative quality. Diakonoff vehemently rejects the connection on 

principle alone, questioning why Russian gora was not included in the comparison (which 

it, obviously, is through PIE) (1985: 134), but his criticism is only relevant inasmuch the 

general makeup of the comparative work on lexical items is forced to rely on more or less 

isolated forms; such is the case for all comparanda. Internal stratification may provide some 

information, seeing that in neither IE nor Uralic the attestations warrant secure 

reconstructions for the oldest strata, while Kartvelian and the isolate Sumerian both answer 

the internal requirements (for the Kartvelian evidence, including Svan, see Fähnrich 2007: 
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111). To claim PIE or Uralic origins of the item would thus seem callous, and the item may 

conceivably have emanated from either Kartvelian or Sumerian, possibly passing through 

PIE en route to its Uralic destination.  

 

30. *gwṓu- 

Gloss: ‘cow’ 

Attestations: HLuw. wa/i-wa/i-(i); Toch. A ko, Toch. B keu; Umb. bum (acc.); OIr. bō; ON kýr; 

Latv. gùovs; OCS go-mĭno ‘threshing floor’; Alb. ka; Myc. qo-u-, Gr. βοῦς; Arm. kov; Ved. gáu-, 

Av. gāuš. 

Notes: Albanian shows some irregularity in the exact type of velar (Mallory & Adams 1997: 

134ff.), but does not question the PIE reconstruction. The phonetic complements in Hittite 

(GUD-us, GUD-un) do allow a continuation of this root, but cannot be known for certain 

(Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995: 483), but the Hieroglyphic Luwian attestation appears solidify 

evidence for the Anatolian branch (Melchert 2003: 195). 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *ġi ‘to bellow’ (Schott 1936: 66f.) 

Egyptian: gw ‘bull’ (Mallory & Adams 1997: 135) 

Kartvelian: *pur (attestations see Klimov 1998: 206) 

NW Caucasian: *č’:amə > e.g. Kabardian gwaw 'bull' (Nichols 1997: 143) 

NE Caucasian: *ʒ ̣̌VW > e.g. Chechen-Ingush govr 'horse' (ibid.) 

Sumerian: gu4 ~ gud ‘bull’  

Discussion: It is likely that the PIE root originally was generic only for the species (and not 

also for the gender), denoting both ‘cow’ and ‘bull’, i.e. ‘cattle’ (cf. Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995: 

482), which is practically demanded by the external comparanda. According to Mallory & 

Adams the domestication of the cow began during the Neolithic revolution in the Middle 

East in the 7th millennium BC and had spread through Europe by the inception of the fourth 

(1997: 137). Considering the rather extensive list of proposed comparanda, the possibility of 

onomatopoetic homophony may justifiably be argued, but the ostensible motivation is 

elusive and perhaps best represented by the Semitic verbal connection proposed by Schott, 

but it is weak compared to all other comparanda that clearly relate a very narrow semantic 

value to each other; the only possible scenario that could comprise this root as viable would 

be as the primordial verbal root from which the term was originally derived. Against this 

notion, the Egyptian evidence stands comparatively stronger denoting the animal itself and 

seems strengthened by further Afro-Asiatic cognates in West Chadic *warar ‘vicious bull’ 

(Orel & Stolbova 1995: 527). These forms may gain further credibility through the similarly 

positive situation in Sumerian (cf. Sahala 2009: 7) that represents the earliest attestation and 

is perpetuated as Sumerograms in Hittite where it curiously eclipses a word that might 

ultimately be related. Further suggested borrowings include Old Chinese (Mallory & Adams 

1997: 135), but especially noteworthy is the proposed connection to Altaic which includes a 

demonstrable semantic generalization that allows a shift to other quadrupeds, cf. as a link 

Manchurian geo ‘mare; cow; female (of quadrupeds)’ and consequently Classical Mongol 

gegün ‘mare’ (Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995: 491f.), particularly relevant for the inclusion of the 

NE Caucasian comparandum suggested by Nichols (1997: 143). The NW Caucasian 

attestation, obviously semantically incompatible with its western neighbors, is formally 
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interesting from a PIE point of view as it retains an initial labiovelar. Labiality is also the 

proposed recipient rendition of *gw- in Kartvelian, which necessitates either an early 

borrowing directly from PIE, a centum continuant, or a non-IE language with similar 

retention of the feature, e.g. NW Caucasian, but the proposed concordance poorly matches 

‘to extinguish’ (item 110) where PIE *gw- yields Kartvelian *kw-, and is therefore quite 

improbable. All things considered the item may well be foreign in PIE, but it is of 

considerable age; it seems to significantly predate the spread of other agricultural terms, e.g. 

*(s)teuros ‘bull’ (item 118), but may, too, be connected with the same general wave of 

technological innovation, as widespread borrowings certainly suggest. The somewhat 

difficult Anatolian material could be secondarily introduced, but there is no imperative to 

favor such an interpretation.  

 

*H1* 

 

31. *h1edhro- 

Gloss: ‘fence’ 

Attestations: OHG etar; Rus. odrina ‘mow (n.), cattle or sheep shed’; (?)Gr. ὂστριμον ‘stable, 

fold’ 

Notes: The Greek cognate is rightly questioned on formal grounds (cf. Beekes 2010: 1120), 

while the Slavic branch traditionally has been ascribed to a prefixed derivation of *dru- 

‘wood, tree’ (cf. Vasmer 1955: 256), which would render it incompatible with the Germanic 

stock. Regardless of the exact cognate set, this item has extremely limited distribution. 

External comparanda: 

NE Caucasian: *HaʒʒārV ‘enclosure, pen, sheepfold, fence’ > e.g. Rutul addar 

Discussion: This connection, proposed by S. Starostin (2009: 95), has limited distribution in 

both families (Lezgian and Nakh in NE Caucasian), but gains plausibility in strong semantic 

likeness as well as its very vague IE identity. Further connections with Semitic *ḥḏr ‘enclosed, 

fenced-in plot, courtyard’ (S. Starostin 2009: 98) may support the transfer of a technical 

innovation of sorts, although the concept seems banal. 

 

32. *h1ékŵ-os 

Gloss: ‘horse’ 

Attestations: HLuw. azu(wa), Lyc. esbe-; Toch. A yuk, Toch. B yakwe; OLat. equos; Gaul. epo-; 

ON jór, Goth. aíhwa-; Lith. ašvíenis ‘stallion’; Myc. i-qo, Gr. ἳππος; Arm. ēš; Ved. áśva-, Av. aspa- 

Notes: Only the Slavic and Albanian branches miss this lexeme, and the horse can safely be 

ascribed to the earliest strata of PIE on internal evidence alone, despite Dolgopolsky’s 

attempt to discredit the inherent nature of the Anatolian forms (1993: 240). The root gives 

valuable insights to the intricacies of the velar series with the co-occurrence of the palatal 

*k-̂ with the labial element *-w-: While satəm languages retain the independence of the labial 

element, basically [+pal] + [+lab], the centum languages fuse the phonemes into one, [+vel, 

+lab], and subsequently follow the rules governing the inherited labiovelars. The Greek 

forms remain, although clearly related, problematic, probably reflecting some kind of 

dialectal borrowing (Beekes 2008: 597f.), although Sihler suggests that at least the geminate 

may be a regular outcome of the inherited palatal-labial cluster (1995: 159f.). Internal 
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derivation has been proposed from a root ‘swift’ attractive due to a common Graeco-Aryan 

collocation, ‘swift horses’, Gr. ὠκέες ἳπποι, Ved. áśvāḥ āśávaḥ, but the connection is formally 

difficult (Mallory & Adams 1997: 273), if not impossible (Beekes 2008: 597f.). 

External comparanda: 

Kartvelian: e.g. Georgian ačua (children’s language) 

North Caucasian: *ɦɨ[n]čwĭ 

NW Caucasian: *č̣ ̫́ ǝ > e.g. Abkhaz, Ubykh ačy (pl.) 

NE Caucasian: Avar, Lak ču, Akhvakh ičwa, Andi iča, etc. 

HU: Hur. eššǝ  

Discussion: The domestication of the horse represents a central pillar in Anthony‘s 

archaeological location of the PIE speakers on the Pontic Steppes (2007: 193-224), and 

intense and selective exploitation of the horse was widespread from around 4.500 BCE in 

the region from southern Ukraine through to Kazakhstan (Mallory & Adams 1997: 273ff.). It 

is thus noteworthy that Uralic did not borrow the PIE word. A common Proto-North 

Caucasian reconstruction has been posited, *ɦɨ[n]čwĭ, without convincing internal 

derivation, although the authors do not explicitly make the connection with PIE (NCED s.v. 

‘horse’). Such a reconstruction, however, gives depth of time comparable to PIE, and 

invalidates Colarusso’s intricate and very idiosyncratic analysis of NW Caucasian and PIE 

with the aim of uniting the phyla in Proto-Pontic (2003: 41ff.). The Hurrian form is proposed 

as a loan from the satəm Mitanni-Aryan superstrate that brandished a particularly 

specialized equestrian vocabulary, especially owing to the assibilated geminate 

(Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995: 809). A similar origin has been suggested for Semitic, cf. 

Akkadian sisū and Ugarit ssw (despite confounding factors, cf. Militarev & Kogan 2005: 

261ff.), Sumerian sí-sí (Sahala 2009: 10), some NE Caucasian languages (Dolgopolsky 1987: 19) 

as well as Abkhaz (Mallory & Adams 1997: 274), but these latter can just as well be explained 

from the bulk of Caucasian attestations treated below. According to Nikolayev & Starostin 

the sporadic Kartvelian forms can be ascribed to intra-Caucasian loan relations (NCED s.v. 

‘horse’), and are thus considered secondary and beyond the scope of the present paper. The 

evidence presented by Dolgopolsky to substantiate the entry into Caucasian languages as an 

early Proto-Indo-Iranian loan rests solely with the palatal treatment of the internal velar in 

the Daghestanian dialects (1987: 19), but the argument is mute because palatals are 

reconstructed for PIE and there is no evidence to suggest that a proposed Proto-North 

Caucasian recipient language would not have treated them as such (§ 1.3.2.13). Indeed, if 

horses were a trademark of ancient PIE culture (predating the split of Anatolian) with 

concomitant mercantile prowess, and the PIE speakers interacted intensely with the North 

Caucasian linguistic area at an early date, it is very likely that the ‘horse’ represented a 

sufficiently valuable item to be transferred from PIE and subsequently thrive in the Caucasus 

(cf. Matasović 2012: 291). Tantalizing both in the initial laryngeal PNC *ɦ- to mirror PIE *h1- 

and the internal sequence of palatalized velar plus labial glide, the only aberrant element in 

the North Caucasian stock is the nasal found in the Lezgian branch of NE Caucasian 

(reconstructed *ʡɨnšʷ [~ħ-], see NCED s.v. ‘horse’), but the circumstances are internally 

unclear. Alternative solutions, albeit less attractive, are chronological adjustments either (1) 

further back into prehistory and approaching Nostratic, or (2) later as a dialectal PIE loan, as 

suggested by Dolgopolsky (1987: 19). 
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33. *h1esh2-r/n- 

Gloss: ‘blood’ 

Attestations: Hit. ēsḫar-, CLuw. āsḫar-; Toch. A ysār, Toch. B yasar; Lat. aser, san-guīs; Latv. 

asins; Gr. ἒαρ; Ved. asnás (gen.). 

Notes: An inherited heterokliticon (alternating *-r and *-n- in the casus rectus and obliquus, 

respectively) and thus grammatically considered part of the oldest strata of PIE, the antiquity 

of the item is, of course, corroborated by the distribution in all the ancient branches. Latin 

aser is known only from a gloss, but seems to be continued in the first element of the 

common form san-guis (the latter part is more obscure, cf. de Vaan 2008: 537f.). According 

to Mallory & Adams this term signifies the internal ‘living’ blood as opposed to external 

‘dead’ *kréuh2-, but this latter form is without reflexes in Anatolian and Tocharian (1997: 71). 

External comparanda: 

Kartvelian: *zisxl-̥ > e.g. Georgian sisxl-, Svan zisx 

Sumerian: úš- ‘b., gore’ 

Discussion: Although formally hardly a direct match, the Kartvelian form may inform the 

phonology of PIE, where *h1- should match with *z-, *e with *i, *s = *s, *h2 with *x, and, 

ultimately, possibly *-r with *-l.̥ But since Gamkrelidze & Ivanov connect Kartvelian by 

positing voiced reduplication of the root (1995: 774), the resemblance is rendered 

significantly less transparent. If viable, the item may then be compared semantically with 

‘heart’ (item 69) as they find themselves within same technical field, and can thus 

conceivably have been transferred as technical or cultic epithets, cf. how Latin and Greek 

technical terms in medicine are used in modern English, e.g. (neo-Greek) rhinoplasty of the 

(inherited Germanic) nose. Weak circumstantial evidence supporting such a scenario may 

be found in the fact that it’s the only demonstrably inherited term in Kartvelian, whereas PIE 

may have distinguished two roots, but note that PIE, then, are more likely to have absorbed 

an additional term. The directionality proposed by Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1995: 774) would 

leave Kartvelian without a native word for blood. Kaiser & Shevoroshkin reject the 

comparison on typological grounds since “the word for blood is among the first 25 [most 

stable] words” (1986: 369), but the history of the term in the IE languages attest differently 

with demonstrable loss in the Celtic, Germanic, and Slavic branches. The simple Sumerian 

comparandum brings little to the table and may be internally derived (cf. Sahala 2009: 13). 

This must, at best, be considered a tentative comparison pending further evidence. 

 

34. *h1ienh2-ter- 

Gloss: ‘female in-law’ 

Attestations: Lat. ianitrīcēs; Lith. jentė; OCS jet̜ry; Hom.Gr. εἰνάτερες (pl.); Phryg. ἰανατερα; Arm. 

ner; Ved. yātar-. 

Notes: No Anatolian nor Tocharian cognates. 

External comparanda: 

NW Caucasian: Abzhywa a-jén 'female (of animals)' (Bomhard 2015: 55)  

Discussion: With only one dialectal attestation the NW Caucasian evidence is patently weak, 

even if the PIE item had demonstrable animal connotations (very common for female terms, 

cf. the notes on *ĝlh̥3-(wos-) ‘sister-in-law’, item 19), which it does not. 
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35. *h1ís(h2)-u- 

Gloss: ‘arrow’ 

Attestations: (?)Hit. isḫuwa(i)- ‘to throw, scatter, pour’; (?)Irish io-dhan ‘spear’, (?)Welsh eog 

‘salmon’; Gr. ἰός; Ved. iṣu-, Av. išu-. 

Notes: The Irish form, not traditionally connected with this group, has been proposed by 

Mann (1984: 434), but the accompanying Celtic comparanda definitely do not favor the 

proposition semantically. Mayrhofer ventures the Hittite connection (1988: 200), but faces 

opposition by Kloekhorst who prefers to consider the initial i- epenthetic and thus ascribes 

it to an earlier un-metathesized variant *sh2u- to the verb traditionally reconstructed *suh2- 

‘to rain’ (2008a: 396ff.). It seems, however, that both solutions could work semantically as 

well as formally (cf. Kimball 1999: 143). If the distribution is limited to Graeco-Aryan, it can 

hardly qualify as a candidate for the oldest strata of PIE, and may alternatively be an 

innovation to the verbal root *h1eish2- ‘set in motion’, as suggested by Mallory & Adams (1997: 

78), notably only attested in Graeco-Aryan.  

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *ḥiϑ w-  

Discussion: If, indeed, a foreign element in (P)IE, as suggested by Dolgopolsky (1987: 15, 1989: 

7), the regional distribution suggests later transfer, comparable to *pelekû- ‘axe’ (item 102) 

into Graeco-Aryan or late PIE. There seems to be a dearth of Afro-Asiatic cognates (cf. Orel 

& Stolbova 1995 and Militarev 2006 s.v. ‘arrow’), which questions its age in Semitic, too, and 

an unattested third source may be posited, but this seems unnecessarily complicated, and 

the item may well represent a borrowing from Semitic into late PIE. 

 

36. *h1ln̥bh- 

Gloss: ‘lamb’ 

Attestations: Goth. lamb ‘sheep’; (?)Gr. ἒλαφος ‘red deer’ 

Notes: If rightly connected by Kroonen, this root has very limited and semantically difficult 

IE distribution, and for both branches necessarily different Ablaut grades (2013: 325f.). The 

traditional etymology for the Greek item departs from a possible Aeolic origin of the 

alternate form ἐλλός ‘fawn’ < *el-n-os, cf. Arm. eln ‘id.’, Lith. élnis ‘id.’, OCS elenĭ ‘id.’, Welsh 

elain ‘id.’ (e.g. Frisk 1960: 483ff.). Adams surely connects to these forms Toch. A yäl ‘gazelle’, 

B yal ‘id.’ and the rather elusive Hit. aliyan(a)- ‘(?)roebuck’ (2013:523), and further, more 

semantically tantalizing, Toch. B āl- ‘ram’ (2013:58). The labial obstruent in the main Greek 

lemma has then been compared to the identical ending of ἒρι-φος ‘youngling’ that is 

decisively derivational in Ved. vṛṣa-bhá- ‘bull’ from vr ṣ́an- ‘manly, powerful’ (Chantraine 

1968: 333,372). This PIE suffix *-bhé- may be relevant for Germanic regardless of the heritage. 

Lehmann hesitantly connects all of the above from a root *el- ‘brown’ (1986: 226), which may 

as well be fitted with the initial laryngeal *h1-, but Germanic is formally difficult to include 

in this bulk. The Greek branch, along with its possible cognates, would surely help establish 

the root as of PIE origin, but the comparison is doubtful. Prudence dictates isolation for the 

root in Germanic. 

External comparanda: 

NE Caucasian: *ɫVmbagV ‘sheep’ > Avar lémag, Akhvakh lãgi; Lezghian lap:ag 
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Discussion: What appears to be a new comparison nonetheless suggests itself 

straightforwardly with almost perfect alignment of three identical radicals; moreover, the 

Avar gloss is a) ‘sheep’ b) ‘1yr old sheep’ (NCED s.v.), mirroring the Germanic semantics. 

According to Nikolayev & Starostin the NE Caucasian form is likely to have been borrowed 

(ibid.). It is possible that this lexeme at an early stage complimented the proper PIE *h3ewi- 

‘sheep’ (item 58), either as a loan from an unidentified source but in common with NE 

Caucasian, or as an internal derivation; the semantic fate in Germanic and possible 

elsewhere in IE surely indicates a kind of specialization. The lexeme was transferred into 

Finnish lammas ‘sheep’ from a Germanic language spoken in the Baltic region, either 

Gutnish or Gothic (Kroonen 2013: 326), both of which developed (or retained) the less 

specialized meaning. The connection may thus be compared to PIE *h2e(i)ĝ- ‘goat’ (item 40) 

as a lexical isogloss unique to NE Caucasian and western IE. 

 

37. *(h1)oi- ‘one’ (see § 5.1) 

 

38. *(h1)raudh- 

Gloss: ‘copper’ 

Attestations: ON rauði ‘red iron ore’; OCS ruda ‘ore, metal’; Skr. lohá-, Farsi rōd 

Notes: The distribution fails to cover the ancient branches, but nonetheless shows decent 

conformity across the board. The form in PIE appears to be an obvious derivation to its color, 

red < *h1reudh-.  

External comparanda: 

Sumerian: urudu (Dolgopolsky 1987: 23, Nichols 1997: 143)  

Discussion: The Sumerian connection would be stronger if Semitic or Caucasian languages 

showed similar reflexes, so although a connection cannot be ruled out entirely, perhaps most 

strongly of an original Wanderwort subjected to folk etymological remodeling, the presence 

of a true cognate here seems ill-fated (Mallory & Adams 1997: 379). 

 

*(h1)reugh- ‘sour milk, butter’, see item 107 under *r- 

 

39. *h1webh- 

Gloss: ‘to weave’ 

Attestations: Hit. wep-; Toch. A wäp-, Toch. B wāp-; OHG weban; Alb. vej; Myc. e-we-pe-se-so-

me-na (fut.part.), Gr. ὑφαίνω 

Notes: Mallory & Adams suggests that this familiar item is an extension of the simpler root 

*h2/3eu- ‘to weave’, which seems to continue its existence in the shadow of the derivation 

(1997: 572). The quality of the initial laryngeal, however, seems settled with the Mycenaean 

evidence as *h1- (Kloekhorst 2008a: 1001f.). This root extension can obviously be traced back 

to earliest strata of PIE, i.e. before the departure of Anatolian. 

External comparanda: 

Kartvelian: *γweb- > e.g. Georgian γob, Svan γweb 'log-trough; beehive' 

NW Caucasian: *x̆a- > e.g. Abkhaz -ħa-  

Discussion: The Svan material is somewhat obscure but may reasonably be included to 

establish a common Kartvelian etymology (cf. Klimov 1998: 225). If from PIE, the initial 
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consonant in Kartvelian is tantalizing as might reflect an original PIE laryngeal, but the 

comparison is more attractive as an early loan from a developing Armenian language, cf. 

*woin- ‘wine’ (item 133), where the Kartvelian initial reflex is paralleled, but the root is 

unattested (Matasović 2012: 288), and the chronology for ‘wine’ remains disputed. A loan 

etymology has also been proposed for another item within the same semantic field, viz. from 

PIE *tek(?)-(s)- ‘to craft’ (item 122), also borrowed into Kartvelian. Although presumably fairly 

archaic, the semantic field does appear conducive for lexical borrowing of a specialized skill 

or trade. The evidence presented by Colarusso for NW Caucasian (2003: 55) is wholly 

unconvincing, especially in light of Nikolayev & Starostin’s reconstruction of a Proto-North 

Caucasian root, *-iqăr (NCED s.v. ‘weave’), that accounts for the forms while irrevocably 

severing all formal ties to PIE. 

 

*(h1)wer- ‘water, rain’, see item 130 under *w- 

 

*H2* 

 

40. *h2e(i)ĝ-  

Gloss: ‘goat’ 

PIE (1) *h2eiĝ- 

Attestations: Alb. dhi; Gr. αἲξ; Arm. aic; (?)Ved. eḍa- ‘kind of sheep’, Av. īzaena- ‘leathern’ 

Notes: The Vedic requires analogy to fit the picture, but seems plausible (cf. Mayrhofer 1986: 

264). Attestations only warrant reconstruction for late PIE. 

PIE (2) *h2eĝ- 

Attestations: Lith. ožýs; OCS azno ‘goat-skin’; Alb. edh; Ved. aja-, Av. aza- 

Notes: The homophonous verbal root *h2eĝ- ‘to lead’ (item 43) has quite naturally been 

suggested as the derivational base, but the likeness to (1) complicates this connection (cf. 

also Mallory & Adams 1997: 229). This form also brands cognates in Balto-Slavic, but still fails 

to secure the decisive old branches for ancient strata. 

External comparanda: 

North Caucasian: *Hējʒ́u (cf. *ʡējʒ́wē of NCED s.v. ‘goat, she-goat’) 

Discussion: The variant forms within (P)IE do suggest a foreign source, which, indeed, may 

be found in North Caucasian, as suggested by S. Starostin (2009: 80 fn.8). This is certainly 

suggested by the phonological compositions that are close to being superimposable, 

especially on reconstruction (1) with the diphtongue. The second reconstruction may under 

this paradigm be explained as either stemming from folk-etymological analogy with the 

homophonous verbal root *h2eĝ- ‘to lead’, or as the natural yet inconsequent treatment of a 

foreign sequence in (P)IE (cf. Matasović 2012: 290 fn.16). Further phonological confusion is 

encountered if PIE *h2egw-no- ‘lamb’ (item 45) is considered a derivative to the present form. 

 

41. *h2ebh- 

Gloss: ‘river’ 

Attestations: (?)Hit. ḫapa-, (?)Luw. ḫāpa/i-; Lat. amnis; OIr. aub. 

Notes: Although the validity of the Anatolian forms is questioned by Mallory & Adams (1997: 

486), rendering the extent of distribution geographically close Italo-Celtic, Kloekhorst 
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confidently connects the ancient branch (2008a: 294f.) which establishes the item for early 

PIE. The distribution suggests that the item was lost in many central IE branches, possibly as 

a common innovation. 

External comparanda: 

Egyptian: hpi  ‘go, travel’  

Discussion: Suggested by Bomhard as evidence of genetic relationship (1981: 436), this 

comparandum suffers from semantic discontinuity, and does not reflect loan relations to or 

from PIE. No further Afro-Asiatic can safely be established, either. 

 

42. *h2ebVl- 

Gloss: ‘apple’ 

Attestations: (?)Osc. Abella (toponym); OIr. ubull; ON epli; Lith. obuolỹs; OCS (j)ablŭko; (?)Thr. 

dinopula, synopula; (?)Pashaei wālī, (?)Kashmiri ambari-trel ‘small kind of a.’, (?)Pashto maṇá 

Notes: The Thracian forms may well be connected as literal ‘dog-apple’, a perfect cognate of 

Lithuanian šun-obuolỹs (Markey 1988: 51), but there is no evidence for a PIE term (ibid. 

passim.). An Indo-Iranian strain may be included, but requires some irregular developments 

to fit with the European stock (Mallory & Adams 1997: 25), especially if the more erratic 

Iranian strain continuing *marnā- (Morgenstierne 1927: 45) is heeded. Here, like elsewhere, 

the reconstruction of *h2e- rather than *a- is based on assumptions of PIE that was evidently 

resolved by the ultimate dispersal of the dialect continuum. 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: Fenno-Volgaic *omɜrɜ or*omena 

Discussion: Apples were only domesticated in the 1st millennium BC (Zohary 1990:39), and 

the item is a clear wanderwort and traces its entrance to a handful of IE languages long after 

the dissolution of PIE (Campbell 1990: 163f., cf. also S. Starostin 2009: 93f.). 

 

43. *h2eĝ- 

Gloss: ‘to lead’ 

Attestations: Toch. A ākeñc, Toch. B āśäṃ; Lat. agō; OIr. -aig; ON aka ‘convey’; Gr. ἂγω; Arm. 

acem; Ved. ájati, YAv. azaiti. 

Notes: The lack of Anatolian cognates for an otherwise prolific root only safely establishes a 

reconstruction for early middle PIE. The reconstruction of this root is tied to the question 

whether PIE *a was a natural part of the phonological system or merely introduced and 

developed. Due to the clear cases of laryngeal coloring of *e to *a in the immediate vicinity 

of *h2, there are few examples where a PIE *a need be posited. Depending on which 

hypothesis is preferred, and, more generally, what stage of PIE an item belongs to, this 

reconstruction may as well be *aĝ-. The root is generally assumed to be the derivational basis 

for *h2eĝ-ros (item 44). 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: FU *aja 

Semitic: *ḥak’-ak’- ‘command’ 

NW Caucasian: *x̂we- 'drive, push' 

HU: Hurrian and Urartian ag- ‘to bring, to lead’  
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Discussion: This type of root more easily finds comparanda because of the short root form 

and basic meaning, cf. *dheh1- ‘to put, place’ and *deh3- ‘to give’ (items 11 and 8, respectively). 

Such is the case with the Hurro-Urartian material (suggested as connected by Fournet & 

Bomhard 2010: 107 and Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995: 779, respectively) where it is extremely 

difficult to substantiate that the sequence VG is not simply due to chance; semantically there 

is no problem. Additional phonological evidence hereto may thus be found in Nikolayev & 

Starostin’s reconstruction of a North Caucasian *-ărḳĔw ‘to drive, urge’ (NCED s.v.) that 

seems to have a more complex consonant cluster than PIE in addition to reconstructed a-

vocalism which seldom favors very old strata of PIE. Where the North Caucasian evidence 

alone then appears too far removed to constitute a viable formal connection, with the added 

consequence of rendering Colarusso’s NW Caucasian comparison (2003: 56) obsolete, the IE 

material nowhere demands an aboriginal sequence *h2e-, and, strictly tentatively, a source 

may thus be found in a simplified descendant of North Caucasian, possibly resembling 

Hurro-Urartian. The Uralic forms probably have been borrowed from Indo-Iranian due both 

to vocalism and consonantism (cf. Koivulehto 1994: 137f.), a connection that still stands 

scrutiny if a North Caucasian origin is accepted. More difficult seems the connection with 

Semitic that evidently brands a more complex morphological structure, so the comparison 

need be weighed against the intended genetic affinity theory (Bomhard 1981: 432, 2008: 647f.) 

which is beyond the scope of the present investigation. 

 

44. *h2eg̑-ro-s  

Gloss: ‘field’ 

Attestations: Lat. ager; Goth. akrs; Myc. a-ko-ro, Gr. ἀγρός; Arm. art; Ved. ájra- ‘plain’.  

Notes: Possibly a PIE, but, due to distribution, hardly ancient, derivation of the verbal root 

*h2eg̑- ‘to lead, drive (cattle)’ (item 43), and thus semantically developed from ‘pasture’, 

which may be indicated by the semantics of the Vedic cognate (Mallory & Adams 1997: 200). 

The connection is questionable (cf. Sihler 1995:45), however, requiring a strange *-ro- 

derivation, and the association to PIE word stock may thus be ascribed to folk-etymological 

reinterpretation. 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *ḫagar ‘arable field’ > Ge’ez hagar, Aramaic haǧar ‘village’ (Dolgopolsky 1987: 23)  

Semitic (alternative): *ḥk’l > Arabic haql, Akk. eqlu, Aramaic ḥaglā (Bomhard 1981: 431)  

Sumerian: agar ‘irrigated territory, grainfield’ (Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995: 773) 

NE Caucasian: *ˁüć ć  ürV ‘meadow, glade, clearing’ (S. Starostin 2009: 98) 

Discussion: An external source is necessarily challenged by the proposed internal PIE 

derivation of the item, but it is, of course, conceivable that a technical innovation that 

followed the spread of agriculture carried along with it a lexical item that was absorbed by 

the recipient linguistic community. Dolgopolsky suggests that the Sumerian term only 

relates to (P)IE through Semitic (1987: 23), while Diakonoff questions the connection 

altogether (1985: 134). Whereas Bomhard’s group may have Afro-Asiatic cognates, cf. Orel & 

Stolbova who posit East Chadic *kVl- ‘earth’, from a common *ḥaḳVl- ‘earth, field’ (1995: 271), 

*ḫagar appears to be isolated in a few Semitic forms and may well be connected with 

Sumerian (originally proposed by Schott 1936: 83) and the IE comparanda (cf. Tyloch 1975: 

56 fn.5). The Caucasian connection appears comparatively weaker, both formally and 
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semantically, although the latter may be offset by the meaning in Vedic. As with the verbal 

root *h2eg̑- (item 43), the similarities can ultimately stem from chance resemblance, but may 

as well be a part of the extensive linguistic influx of agricultural terms in primarily western 

IE languages. 

 

45. *h2egw-no- 

Gloss: ‘lamb’ 

Attestations: Lat. agnus; OIr. úan; OEng. ēanian ‘to yean’; OCS agnę; Gr. ἀμνός 

Notes: Attestations reflect limited distribution, that nonetheless seems tightknit despite 

minor differences (Frisk 1969: 93f.). The item cannot be posited for the earlier stages of PIE, 

and appear to be a European regionalism. 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: cigl- ‘young animal’ (Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995: 769) 

Discussion: Orel & Stolbova connect Semitic with cognates in Central Chadic, Cushitic, and 

Omotic to establish Afro-Asiatic *cigal ‘cow, calf’ (1995: 247), and note should be made of the 

semantics that are consistently bovine except for the generalization that incurred very 

sporadically in Ge’ez to ‘young animal’ and possibly also Akkadian agalu ‘donkey’. 

Gamkrelidze & Ivanov choose to weigh the more general meaning (ibid.) that more readily 

resonates with the (P)IE reconstruction despite considerable evidence pointing to the 

conclusion of higher specialization (cf. also Diakonoff1985: 129f.); the Semitic comparanda 

should consequently be rejected. Rather, the word may be connected with *h2e(i)ĝ- ‘goat’ 

(item 40), which requires both semantic drift and an explanation of the formally 

incompatible velars, that may be ascribed to its putative foreign nature. 

 

46. *h2eis- 

Gloss: ‘metal’ 

Attestations: Lat. aes; ME ore; Av. ayah-, Skr. áyas- 

Notes: The internal semantic development in the individual branches that seems to 

corroborate a technological transition from general ‘metal’, or possibly ‘copper’, to more 

sophisticated stages of metallurgy, e.g. Skr. áyas- ‘iron’ (Mallory & Adams 2006: 241), is 

expected in light of the fact that copper is among the earliest metal known to have been 

used, probably along with gold (Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995: 773). The limited distribution 

makes a reconstruction to early PIE untenable. 

External comparanda: 

NW Caucasian: *yəx̂a ‘iron, metal’ 

Discussion: Colarusso’s connection to NW Caucasian (1997: 144) is, as always, hard to weigh 

given the intricacies of the language family crossed with the complexities and bias of the 

proposer. The lack of a North Caucasian root renders the form isolated, and must be 

considered an unlikely candidate, although difficult to disproof. A foreign origin for the (P)IE 

term would help explain the limited distribution. 
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47. *h2elut- 

Gloss: ‘beer’ 

Attestations: (?)Lat. alūmen ‘alum’; ON ǫl; Lith. alùs; OCS olŭ; (?)Gr. ἀλύδ(ο)ιμον (Hes.) ‘sharp 

(of taste)’; Ossetic ælūton. 

Notes: The Latin and Greek connections are attractive and help focus the inherited meaning 

behind the derivation that likely occurred in a late PIE stratum. Mallory & Adams attempt 

to connect it with Hittite alwanz- ‘bewitched, affected by sorcery’ (1997: 60), but Kloekhorst 

finds it improbable on phonological grounds (2008a: 171). 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *ḥalíj- ‘sweet’ 

Discussion: There is not much that warrant a comparison since the formal resemblance is 

sporadic, at best, while the semantic unison of ‘sweet’ and ‘bitter’ is hopeful rather than 

substantially grounded; the proponent Dolgopolsky concedes the questionability of the 

comparison (1989: 7). 

 

48. *h2em-s- 

Gloss: ‘to beget, progenate’  

Attestations: Hit. ḫasi-, CLuw. hamsa- ‘grandchild’; ON áss ‘god’, German Ans-helm (PN); Ved. 

ásura ‘godly, mighty’, Av. ahura ‘lord, god’. 

Notes: An Anatolian complex is demonstrated by Kloekhorst (2008: 319, 328) and must be 

based on the verbal root *h2ems ‘to beget’; the nominal forms are trivially derived. The 

development of *VNsV > VssV in Hittite seems beyond reproach (cf. Kimball 1999: 329-

332). Core-IE has uniformly assimilated *Vms > *Vns, so that Luwian (Cuneiform Luwian 

hamsa and Hieroglyphic Luwian hamasa ‘grandchild’), then, is the sole informant of the 

aboriginal labial nasal. 

External comparanda: 

HU: Hurrian ḫan- (Fournet & Bomhard 2010: 112ff.) 

Discussion: Although Fournet & Bomhard are careful to make the connection (2010: 112), a 

single root for ‘grandmother’ and ‘progenate’ seems difficult in light of the inherent 

masculine traits associated with the latter (Eichner 2002: 137), but that need not be an 

ultimate consequence of the correlation; *h2en-Ho- ‘grandmother’ (item 49) may well be a 

separate formation. 

 

49. *h2en-Ho- 

Gloss: ‘grandmother’ 

Attestations: Hit. ḫanna, Lyc. χñna ‘old woman’; Lat. anus; OHG ana; OPrus. ane, Lith. anýta; 

Arm. han. 

Notes: This PIE item represents an old feminine o-stem with Anatolian evidence, unlike 

*snuso- (item 114). Distribution points to an old formation, but see further in the discussion 

immediately below. 

External comparanda: 

NW Caucasian: *anə́- ‘mother’ (Bomhard 2015: 14) 

NE Caucasian: Tabasaran ana ‘mother’; Tsezi eniju 

HU: Hurrian ḫan- ‘to bear (a child), beget’ (Fournet & Bomhard 2010:112ff.) 
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Discussion: The NW Caucasian evidence may be expanded since Nikolayev & Starostin 

actually proposes a Proto-North Caucasian etymology for this root, *ʔānV(jV) ‘mother’ with 

NE Caucasian reflexes (listed above, cf. NCED s.v.). Individually, both the PIE and PNC roots 

are reconstructable with little formal difficulty, although scholars of both phyla concede the 

obvious chance of a Lallwort phenomenon. The junction of the two families faces 

exponentially greater obstacles, including semantics, but cannot be ruled out; cf., then, PIE 

*h2enHo- ‘grandmother’ with PNC *ʔānV- ’mother’. The Hurrian material, not included in the 

NCED, would relate to the potential root of PIE *h2en-Ho- and is treated under *h2em-s- 

‘beget, progenate’ (item 48). 

 

50. *h2endh- 

Gloss: ‘edible plant’ 

Attestations: (?)Alb. end ‘pollen’; Gr. ἂνθος ‘flower’; Arm. and ‘field’; Ved. ándha- ‘soma plant’ 

Notes: The distribution is limited to Graeco-Armeno-Aryan with the added complexity that 

none of the meanings are identical. A range of explanations have been proposed for 

Armenian (see Martirosyan 2010: 72ff.), but the semantic connection of all forms may be 

found in Albanian (Demiraj 1997: 166 and Orel 1998: 87). Considered the very latest stage of 

PIE, this item probably does not belong to the oldest strata.  

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *ḥinṭ-(at-) ‘wheat, grains’ (Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995: 770) 

Discussion: The possibility of a borrowing from Semitic remains (cf. Martirosyan 2010: 73f.), 

despite the fact that the semantic variation in IE seems unconducive to a cultural transfer, 

which prompts Diakonoff to reject the comparison altogether (1985: 127f.).  

 

51. *h2esinos 

Gloss: ‘donkey, ass’ 

Attestations: HLuw. targaš(ša)nalli(ya)- ‘of a muleteer’; Lat. asinus; (?)Welsh asyn; ON asni, 
(?)OEng. assa; (?)Lith. asilas; (?)OCS osl; (?)Gr. ὂνος, (?)Myc. o-no; Arm. eš 

Notes: The item is only attested in western branches of IE, suggesting a regional 

phenomenon, matched in the east by the possible Akkadian origin of the Indo-Iranian 

synonym (cf. Mayrhofer 1989: 447). All the North European attestations appear to have been 

borrowed from the Mediterranean sphere (Onions 1966: 55). The initial a- in most IE 

branches is per tradition reconstructed with the sequence *h2e-.  

External comparanda: 

Sumerian: anše ‘equid, d.’ 

Semitic: Hebrew athon 

Discussion:  

Sahala proposes further connections with Egyptian āa which corroborate an entry to the 

Middle East from Northern Africa (2009:5), probably an Afro-Asiatic language, and such a 

trajectory certainly favors either direct continuation, through Sumerian, into the IE 

languages, or a secondary entry from the source language. Militarev’s Afro-Asiatic 

reconstruction for Sahala’s Egyptian comparandum has further cognates in Western Chadic 

and Omotic and continues *ʕay/wr- (2006: item 1977) which formally veers from the IE 

attestations, and the Hebrew form suggested by Mallory & Adams (1997: 33) does not match 
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the set provided by Orel & Stolbova (1995:243). Be that as it may, the item only entered IE 

languages at a late stage, possibly at multiple more or less independent occasions. 

 

52. *h2eus-  

Gloss: ‘gold’ 

Attestations: Toch. A wäs, B yasa; Lat. aurum; OLith. ausas, OPrus. ausis; (?)Arm. oski.  

Notes: The Tocharian forms point back to a different root vocalization than the rest of the 

stock, viz. PToch. *h2ues-eh2 (Adams 2013: 525), if PIE at all (see discussion below). Modern 

Lithuanian auksas represents the innovation of velar insertion common to the Baltic 

languages (Endzelin 1922: 172ff.), and should consequently not be compared with the Uralic 

forms. Armenian stands out with an old velar akin to the Uralic forms below. The connection 

to the root for the ‘dawn’ (Mallory & Adams 2006: 241), i.e. ‘red-glowing’, is probable, and 

thus ultimately no more archaic than ‘silver’ *h2erĝ-ent-, lit. ‘bright-shining’. Driessen 

suggests that the item in PIE was reduplicated, thus *h2eh2us- (2003). 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: *vaśke or *vaske (Joki 1973: 339) 

NW Caucasian: *γwe-č'a 'iron'  

NE Caucasian: e.g. Andi misidi, Khinalug mis ‘copper’ (Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995: 773) 

HU: Hur. ušḫi 

Sumerian: guškin (Nichols 1997: 143)  

Discussion: According to Driessen, the Tocharian evidence is best explained as a loan from 

Samoyedic (2003: 349) and would consequently be irrelevant for PIE, but this notion is 

challenged by Napolskikh (2001: 375). The Uralic connection is unlikely to be anything but a 

Wanderwort, probably connected to Armenian somehow (Aalto 1959: 36), especially 

considering inconsistencies within Uralic itself (Joki 1973: 339), although the details are 

elusive. Rédei maintains it as a common Proto-Uralic word (UEW: 560), which does allow 

for time depths more favorable to a sufficiently old root in PIE for Armenian to have retained 

it. Objections to a connection to Sumerian guškin and Hurrian ušḫi are the same here as for 

‘copper’, PIE *raudh- (item 38), i.e. that color associations account for internal formations, 

although an otherwise linguistically unaffiliated suffix *-ki for metals may account for some 

of the variation, cf. Hurrian ḫabalginnu-, Georg. rḳina ‘iron’, etc. (Martirosyan 2010: 533). A 

folk-etymological reinterpretation of loanwords may yet confound actual connections. The 

NE Caucasian collection would require a shift from *w- > *m- as suggested by Gamkrelidze 

& Ivanov (1995:773), but Nikolayev & Starostin reconstruct *mVlsē (NCED s.v.) for the proto-

language and thus remove the item further from the alleged comparanda. Colarusso’s NW 

Caucasian comparandum *γwe-č'a 'iron' (1997:144) is difficult to scrutinize in light of his 

Pontic hypothesis, but may as well be connected. All things considered, the most prudent 

hypothesis regarding the IE stock seems to be at least two, possibly more, separate loans 

from a highly attractive traded metal, entering the early stages of the differentiating dialects. 
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53. *h2mei-gw- 

Gloss: ‘to exchange’ 

Attestations: Toch. B mäsk-; Lat. migrāre ‘to change (location)’; OCS mĕna; Gr. ἀμείβω; Ved. 

ví mayante, YAv. fra-mita- ‘change’ 

Notes: The velar extension is only evident for Greek and Latin, although Tocharian may have 

lost it in the complex cluster created with the present *-sk-̂ formation (Adams 2013: 492). The 

lack of cognates in Anatolian makes a reconstruction to the oldest layers untenable. 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: *miγ(w)e ‘give, sell’ (UEW 275) > e.g. Fin. myy-, Selkup miqo 

Discussion: Koivulehto agrees with Rédei in the PIE resemblance, but posits a slightly 

different reconstruction for Uralic, *mexe-, due to Saami vocalism (2001: 237). The Uralic 

comparanda require the velar extension in IE, and it is, again, tantalizing to find what 

resembles a reflex in Selkup (cf. the discussion of item 78). The semantics are clearly 

favorable to a loan relation in the cultural context of trade and exchange. Rédei’s proposition 

of a loan from early Indo-Iranian (1983: 216) is untenable, both due to the lack of a-vocalism 

and, ignoring this, the lack of the velar extension needed to account for the Uralic forms. 

 

54. *(h2)nepōt 

Gloss: ‘nephew’ 

Attestations: Lat. nepōt; OIr. nia; OHG nefo; OLith. nepuotis; OCS netĭjĭ; Gr. ἀνεψιός ‘cousin’; 

Ved. & Av. napāt 

Notes: Technically the original meaning of the root is probably closer to ‘(younger) second-

degree relation’ as the attestations alternate between ‘nephew’ and ‘grand-son’ (Benveniste 

1969: 231ff.). There seems to be little detriment in positing an initial laryngeal to account for 

the Greek material. The item can be established for late middle PIE. 

External comparanda: 

NW Caucasian *pa 'son; to rear' 

Discussion: According to Colarusso also connected with PIE *ne-pot- ‘nephew’ with a 

diminutive prefix *ne- (1997: 145), which is rather inelegant. The vocalism does not match 

‘son’ with ‘nephew’, and the comparison is altogether unconvincing. 

 

*(h2)(s)kwal-o-s ‘catfish’, see item 78 under *kw- 

 

55. *h2ster- 

Gloss: ‘star’ 

Attestations: Hit. ḫaster-; Toch. A śreñ (pl.), Toch. B ścirye; Lat. stēlla; OIr. ser; Goth. staírno; 

Gr. ἀστῆρ; Arm. astl; Ved. stár-, Av. star-. 

Notes: Latin requires an *-l- derivation that seems to be resonated in Celtic (de Vaan 2008: 

585). The term is widespread and retains its meaning in all branches of attestation, making 

a reconstruction for the earliest strata of PIE unavoidable. Bomhard suggests that the noun 

is internally derived from the verb *h2eh1-s- ‘to burn, dry’ (1986). 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *ʕaθar(-at)- ‘Venus, deified star’ 
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Discussion: Apparently a religious symbol in the Proto-Semitic world, the formation is not 

included by Orel & Stolbova (1995), which necessarily has consequences for the evaluation 

of possible provenance. Since the word is attested in IE to warrant reconstruction of an old 

and concrete meaning ‘star’, it is significantly more attractive to posit PIE as the potential 

provider vis-a-vis from the specialized and culturally dependent meaning in Semitic as 

propounded by Dolgopolsky (1987: 15f., 1993: 244). Moreover, the connotations in Semitic 

conducive for the comparison are demonstrably secondary cultural attributes to the deity 

(Diakonov 1985: 122f.), so this comparison can safely be ascribed to chance. 

 

56. *h2uerg-  

Gloss: ‘wheel’ 

Attestations: Hittite GIŠḫurki-; Toch. A wärkänt-, Toch. B yerkwanto-; Lat. vergere ‘to incline’; 

OE wrencan ‘to turn, wring’; Ved. varj- ‘to turn’ 

Notes: These nominal formations in Anatolian and Tocharian, of the same root, but of 

different derivational paths, are traditionally related to the verbal root directly continued in 

the other languages (Kloekhorst 2008a: 365), likely also in Tocharian A wärk- ‘to turn’ 

(Adams 2013: 547f.). 

External comparanda: 

North Caucasian: *ħəlkwV ‘vehicle’ > e.g. Avar hokó ‘kind of bullock cart’ 

Discussion: A Hurrian cognate may be deduced from the non-native Hittite word ḫulukanni- 

‘light carriage’ (cf. Kloekhorst 2008a: 361) that may grand further support to the North 

Caucasian connection proposed by S. Starostin (2009: 97f.), but formal problems, most 

importantly the lateral and labiovelar reflexes in the Caucasian stock, makes direct relations 

improbable. A transfer of a technological item like this is very likely (cf. *kwekwlo- ‘wheel’, 

item 79), but the semantic discontinuity retains the case for objection. If viable, the 

directionality is certainly established from PIE to North Caucasian. 

 

*H3* 

 

57. *h3ep- 

Gloss: ‘wealth’ 

Attestations: Hit. ḫappina- ‘rich’; Lat. ops; ON afl ‘strength, power’; (?)Gr. ὂμπνη ‘food, corn’; 

Ved. ápnas- ‘possessions’, YAv. afnaŋvhaṇt ‘rich in property’ 

Notes: Hittite, Indo-Iranian, and possibly Greek (although Beekes prefers a pre-Greek origin, 

2010: 1079f.), agree to derive the root, found in Latin, with an *-en- suffix. The Anatolian 

cognates secures the root for the oldest strata of PIE. Common thematic derivations similarly 

abound, cf. Latin opus and Vedic apás. 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *ḥpɬ 'gather, collect' > e.g. Arab. ḥafaša ‘to gather wealth’ (Bomhard 1981: 404) 

NW Caucasian: Abkhaz *ápš’ə ‘to venture, undertake’  

Discussion: Both comparanda suggested by Bomhard, the Semitic forms are presented with 

the aim of establishing genetic relations (1981: 404), but seems without Afro-Asiatic cognates 

(cf. Orel & Stolbova 1995 and Militarev 2005) and is consequently difficult to substantiate, 

while the Northwest Caucasian connection (2015: 25) suffers from semantic discontinuity 
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and a lack of NE Caucasian support. Both comparisons must, at best, be considered strictly 

tentative. 

 

58. *h3ewi- 

Gloss: ‘sheep’ 

Attestations: Hit. ḫawa-, HLuw. hawi-, Lyc. xawa-; Toch. B ā(u)w ‘ewe’; Lat. ouis; OIr. oí; ON ǽr 

‘ewe’, OHG ou; Lith. avìs; OCS ovĭca; Gr. οι  ς̃ (dial. ὀϝις); Arm. hoviw ‘shepherd’; Ved. ávi-. 

Notes: It has been suggested that an initial *h2 better suit the Lycian and Tocharian B forms 

(e.g. Adams 2013: 38), but Kloekhorst treatment of the issue in favor of *h3- seems cogent 

(2008a: 338). The semantic shift seen independently in Tocharian B and Old Norse (‘sheep’ 

→ ‘ewe’) is trivial. Regardless of the debacles this item is quintessentially of early PIE date. 

External comparanda: 

Afro-Asiatic: Egypt. u-t ‘small cattle’ (Bomhard 1981: 437; Schott 1936: 75) 

NW Caucasian: *χʷǝ ‘sheep’ (NCED s.v.) 

NW Caucasian (alt.): *wə-ʕə 'feed', *x̆we- 'set to graze' (Colarusso 1997: 143 and 2003: 57) 

HU: Hur. ha-wi-ir-ni ‘lamb’ (Fournet & Bomhard 2013: 114) 

Sumerian: u8(.a) / us5 

Uralic: FU *uče > Fin. uuhi ‘ewe’; Mord. uča; Khanty as (Uesson 1970: 98) 

Discussion: The material suggested for Afro-Asiatic is negligible and may only secondarily 

be considered given further evidence. The Uralic correspondence set is formally limited to 

Fenno-Ugric (Samoyedic forms appear to have been borrowed from Khanty, cf. UEW 541, 

but a complete rejection of a Uralic provenance is, of course, not possible, especially given 

the lack of sheep in the Samoyed world, cf. Dybo & Normanskaya 2016), while a tentative 

inclusion of Samoyedic would be semantically more attractive as reconstructions trace the 

item’s appearance several millennia back in time and into a context that allows comparison 

with PIE. The spread of sheep at an early date, too, grants probability to Indo-Uralic relations. 

There is, however, no compelling phonetic evidence to formally scrutinize an ostensible 

early loan from PIE to proto-Uralic, and any relation is likely to date back to the appearance 

of sheep in the area several millennia before the ultimate dissolution of PIE. The fact that 

Colarusso employs NW Caucasian cognates in an attempt to prove “Pontic” as a viable proto-

linguistic unit complicates the criticism seeing that they rely on hosts of individual 

developments that are very idiosyncratic, hardly falsifiable, and necessarily predating the 

reconstructed proto-languages, but it is worth noting that Nikolayev & Starostin separate the 

reconstructed NW Caucasian homophones ‘to graze’ and ‘sheep’ (NCED s.v.), potentially 

invalidating Colarusso’s hypothesis already from a Caucasian perspective. The North 

Caucasian reconstruction *ʡīlχU is even further removed from the PIE comparandum, 

rendering the connection untenable. The Hurrian item is certainly feasible, but might as well 

be a later loan directly from the Anatolian branch of IE, although the slight semantic shift 

does warrant some caution. The brevity of the Sumerian forms complicates in-depth 

scrutiny (cf. Sahala 2009: 12), but a connection is certainly conceivable, especially in relation 

to *ulh̥2neh2 ‘wool’ (item 127), to which the North Caucasian languages may be added. 
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59. *h3n̥bh- 

Gloss: ‘navel’ 

Attestations: Lat. umbilīcus; OIr. imbliu; OHG nabalo; Latvian naba; Gr. ὀμφαλός; Ved. na ́bhi-, 

YAv. nāfa (also ‘blood relationship’) 

Notes: Different derivations are required to account for the attestations that all appear to 

specify a more semantically broad ‘nave, hub’ (Kroonen 2013: 380). The dearth of Tocharian 

and Anatolian evidence makes an old reconstruction difficult. 

External comparanda: 

Kartvelian: Georgian-Zan *o(m)p e- (Klimov) or *up e- (Fähnrich) 

Discussion: The curious semantic shift in Mingrelian to ‘upper log of roof’ is defended by 

Klimov (1998: 146), but discarded by Fähnrich (2007: 419f.), while the identity of Laz and Old 

Georgian is undisputed in their semantic agreement. Chance resemblance needs to be 

posited for the equation with the Native American *ump- ‘navel’ also made by Klimov to 

treat the possibility of some sort of sound symbolism (Klimov 1998: 146). The Northeast 

Caucasian reconstruction for ‘navel’, *ʒ_ŏnʔŭ (NCED s.v.), only remotely resembles PIE and 

Kartvelian, but the connection may, tentatively, provide a possible solution for the “delayed” 

Kartvelian appearance. It may well be noted that the Kartvelian forms correspond to the 

basic stem in IE, i.e. without the specialized meaning ‘navel’, which further complicates the 

connection. The most likely scenario, barring chance resemblance, seems to be a dialectal 

loan from a hypothetical proto-Armenian form or, as suggested, through North (East) 

Caucasian. 

 

60. *h3n̥gw-nis 

Gloss: ‘fire’ 

Attestations: Lat. ignis; Lith. ugnis; OCS ogónĭ; Ved. agní- 

Notes: Distributed in Italic, Balto-Slavic, and Indian, this item probably has PIE status, 

although the oldest branches are without cognates. Čop also connects IE *h3eng(w)-l-̥ 'coal' 

(1970: 157f.), attested in Celtic (OIr. aingel ‘light, fire’), Baltic (e.g. Lithuanian anglìs 

‘charcoal’), Slavic (e.g. Old Church Slavonic ǫglĭ), and Indo-Iranian (e.g. Vedic ángāra-) 

(Mallory & Adams 1997:104), which may inform the otherwise isolated and somewhat 

erratically behaving words for ‘fire’. Semantically the connection seems viable. 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: FU *iŋax- ‘flame; to burn’ > e.g. Mari əŋg- (v.), Komi yń (n.), Hun. ég (v.)  

Discussion: Proposed as evidence of Indo-Uralic genetic affinity (Čop 1970: 157f.), the limited 

Uralic distribution on the Steppe to the exclusion of Samoyedic in the east and Balto-Fennic 

in the west suggests that the term may rather be considered a late arrival, possibly from early 

Baltic, Slavic, or Indo-Iranian. It is not inconceivable that an innovation in the process of 

producing coal, or, perhaps, a cultic use, could have spurred the transfer, but this otherwise 

attractive loan hypothesis is weakened by the more abstract semantics of the Uralic stock. 
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61. *h3neh3-mn- 

Gloss: ‘name’ 

Attestations: Hit. lāman, HLuw. álaman-, Lyc. alãman-; Toch. B ñem, Toch. A ñom; Lat. 

nōmen; OIr. ainm; Goth. namo; OPrus. emens; OCS ime;̜ Alb. emër; Gr. ὂνομα (Dor. ἐνυμα Hom. 

νώνυμ[ν]ος ‘nameless’); Phryg. ὀνομαν; Arm. anown; Ved. nāman-, Av. naman-. 

Notes: At least Balto-Slavic, Albanian, and Celtic require a zero-grade of the root, but are 

otherwise unproblematic. The disputed color of the initial laryngeal is undetectable in all 

but Greek and Anatolian, and none is decisive. The Armenian prothetic vowel is a- from all 

laryngeals, and thus only helps establish the presence of a laryngeal. The Greek forms, which 

usually determine the nature of the laryngeal on account of its triple representation, 

nonetheless fail to settle the score as various dialects show either o- (most) or e- (Doric); this 

leaves *h1 and *h3 in the race. According to Kloekhorst, *h3 merged with *h1 in preconsonantal 

position in Proto-Anatolian, yielding the oldest branch mute (2008a: 518), too. The Anatolian 

stock must have dissimilated the first nasal consonant at a very early stage. The opposite 

development, i.e. that an original *Hleh3-mn- assimilated to the Core-IE forms is phonetically 

less likely. Internal derivation has been proposed by Kloekhorst to the PIE verbal root 

*h3neh3- ‘to accuse’, reflected in Hit. ḫann- ‘to sue’ and Gr. ὂνομαι ‘to call names’ (2008a:518). 

See also Beekes (1987a) for a thorough discussion of the term. 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: *nime 

Yukaghir: *nime > e.g. niu, nim (Nikolaeva 2006: 312) 

Discussion: The Proto-Uralic provenance of the word is beyond reproach with cognates 

across the dialect continuum, including Samoyedic and Yukaghir. Its presence here has been 

suggested as a loan by Sammallahti, Rédei and Joki (1973: 291 “cultural dissemination”, cf. 

even Chukchi ninn [UEW 305]). It is, however, problematic to establish the phonological 

circumstances under which the lexeme was distributed since no PIE reconstruction nor 

sufficiently old descendant mirrors the Uralic vocalism (Kortlandt 1989: 80). Regardless, the 

strong resemblance coupled with the systematic pronominal correspondences (cf. § 3.4) 

renders chance resemblance almost impossible. Alongside ‘water’ (item 128), Uralic *nime 

thus represents one of the central and perhaps most obvious proposals for lexical evidence 

of Proto-Indo-Uralic (e.g. Collinder 1965:127), but here, too, formal correspondences 

accounting for the individual developments are still wanting. What the Uralic 

correspondence does settle, however, is whatever doubt there could have been left as to the 

original initial consonant of the PIE material. 

 

*(h3)okt̂ṓ ‘eight’, item 97 (see § 5.8) 

 

62. *h3or-(bh-) 

Gloss: ‘to change allegiance; heir; orphan’ 

Attestations: Hit. ḫarp- ‘to change allegiance, join’; (?)Toch. AB yerpe ‘orb, disc’; Lat. orbus; 

OIr. orb ‘heir, inheritance’; Goth. arbi ‘inheritance’, ON arfr ‘ox’; OCS rabŭ ‘slave, servant’; Gr. 

ὀρφανός; Arm. orb; (?)Ved. árbha- ‘small’ 

Notes: The Hittite e-graded verb form clearly points to an internal derivation in PIE, which 

is further substantiated by divergent semantic paths in the dialects. Kroonen convincingly 
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posits Germanic ‘inheritance’ as a common judicial development with Celtic, which leaves 

Old Norse ‘ox’ and the derivative Gothic arbaiþs ‘labor’ in the same semantic field as the 

Slavic continuation (2013: 32f., cf. also Derksen 2008: 373). The formal similarity of Latin orbis 

‘orb, disc’ and Tocharian AB yerpe ‘id.; image’ is connected here by Weiss (2006) and adds 

additional semantic variation to the root. Although Mayrhofer denies links to Hittite (1986: 

119f.), Vedic appurtenance to this complex is highly probable and belongs semantically with 

Greek, Latin, and Armenian. 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: Akk. arb- ‘fugitive, person without family’  

North Caucasian: *Hu(r)bV̆ (~ -o-) ‘orphan, step-relation’ 

NE Caucasian: *hup V-  

HU: Hur. χu/ob-idi- ‘boy; calf’ 

Kartvelian: *ombol ‘orphan’ > Georgian obol-, Mingrelian ombol- 

Uralic: FU *orpa 

Discussion: The internal analysis of IE suggests that the meaning ‘orphan’ only developed 

late in PIE, and it is likely from these ultimate strata of the proto-language that Fenno-Ugric 

received the term; the lack of Samoyedic correspondences tacitly corroborates this analysis. 

Dating the transfer to Indo-Iranian times, as Joki does (1973: 297f.), is phonetically 

incompatible and semantically unlikely, although the meaning ‘orphan’ must be expected 

en route from late PIE to Vedic, ‘change allegiance’ → ‘orphan’ → ‘small’, which may have 

lasted well into the Indo-Iranian proto-language (cf. Weiss 2006: 256 fn.30). The North 

Caucasian reconstruction can similarly belong to this late PIE stratum which may 

secondarily include Kartvelian, as suggested by Dolgopolsky (1989: 8) and Nikolayev & 

Starostin (NCED s.v. ‘orphan’), although neither Fähnrich (2007) nor Klimov (1998) includes 

the form in their respective Kartvelian etymological dictionaries. The North Caucasian 

forms, distilled by Nikolayev & Starostin to the reconstruction *HubV̆ (NCED s.v.), similarly 

require the semantic specialization attained only in late PIE; Dolgopolsky here rightly notice 

the initial laryngeal (1989: 14). An alternative analysis could have the meaning ‘orphan’ enter 

late middle PIE from North Caucasian. The Hurro-Urartian form may either be connected to 

the pan-Caucasian exchange of the item, or, less likely, have entered independently from the 

Indo-Iranian superstrate of the Mittani kingdom; this latter hypothesis requires a 

significantly earlier transfer than the equestrian terminology visible in Hittite where the 

dialectal features are much more pronounced. Seemingly isolated within its own phylum, 

the Akkadian form may be connected with a different developmental strain of IE, either 

borrowing *arb(h)- or *orb(h)- (the language did not carry the phoneme o, cf. Buccellati 1997: 

70). Depending on the philological details within Akkadian, a possible transfer could have 

been from some of the earliest contacts with Anatolian speakers, cf. Akkadian ‘fugitive’ with 

Hittite verb ‘to change allegiance, join’, which, of course, may not be the exact original 

meaning, cf. PIE *h3ebh- ‘to turn’; the direct connection with ‘orphan’ suggested by 

Dolgopolsky (1989:8) is unnecessary, even more so the suggestion that PIE should have 

imported the term from proto-Semitic (Dolgopolsky 1989:14), for which there is no evidence. 

To maintain the distillation of the meaning ‘orphan’ as truly old in PIE, it requires alternative 

analyses with a dichotomy of the IE complex, separating at least the verbal root in Hittite, 

possibly also the otherwise attractive cognates in Germanic, Celtic, and Slavic from Latin, 
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Armenian, and Greek. Ultimately, a case for a borrowing into late (middle) PIE with 

subsequent folk-etymological reinterpretation could be raised. 

 

63. *h3or-(n-) 

Gloss: ‘eagle’ 

Attestations: Hit. ḫāran-, Pal. ḫāran-, CLuw. ḫarran(i)- ‘bird’; (?)Middle Irish irar; Goth. ara; 

Lith. erẽlis; OCS orĭlŭ; Myc. o-ni-ti-ja-pi ‘of a bird’, Gr. ὂρνις ‘bird’; Arm. oror ‘gull’ 

Notes: Greek has inverted the inherited words for ‘eagle’ and ‘bird’ (*h2euei-) so that the 

former means ‘bird’ and the latter ‘eagle’ (Mallory & Adams 1997: 173), while the Luwian shift 

is without consequence thanks to semantically more conservative inner-Anatolian cognates. 

Different derivations are required to account for all of the branches, but especially the *-n- 

desinence appears widespread and old, while Balto-Slavic are alone to extend with the *-l- 

formant. The appurtenance of the Celtic stock is tentatively questioned by Matasović (2009: 

117f.). The distribution suggests early PIE origins, but the lack of Indo-Iranian and Tocharian 

cognates may indicate a more regionally confined phenomenon, cf. PIE *woin- ‘wine’ (item 

133). 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *γVrVn > Akk. urinnu, Arab. γaran   

Sumerian: erin, (ḫ)u11-rí-in ‘e., standard’ 

Discussion: The sporadic Semitic evidence could indicate a borrowing from an Anatolian 

language; Militarev & Kogan, who hesitantly propose this connection, also include Central 

Chadic ‘white-bellied stork’, that, however, more probably should be considered a later loan 

from Arabic (2005: 131); it may be added that the item is not included by Orel & Stolbova 

(1995), and that a connection between Akkadian and Sumerian seems solid (Sahala 2009: 6). 

Phonetically the value of PIE *h3 is in play and the evidence does seem to point in a direction 

of ancient affinities, the question, of course, is how old. 

  

*I* 

 

64. *ieg-  

Gloss: ‘ice’ 

Attestations: Hit. eka; OIr. aig; ON jaki ‘piece of i.’; Lith. yže; (?)Wakhi yaz ‘glacier’ 

Notes: Mallory & Adams suggest the Iranian comparanda (1997:286), and Turner further 

connects Kati, a Kafir language, yūċ ‘cold’, possibly related to Vedic śyai- ‘to freeze’ (1966: 

38,601), which would require prefixation, and the Indo-Iranian branch remains unsecure. 

This does not change the fact that the strong evidence in Anatolian with sound cognates 

elsewhere establish the item for early PIE. 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: FU *jäŋe > e.g. Fin. jää, Hun. jég 

Discussion: Formal and semantic identity makes this connection attractive. Although this 

comparison is usually included in the Indo-Uralic hypothesis (cf. Čop 1970: 158 and Collinder 

1965: 124), the limited distribution of a geographically important item in Uralic suggests a 

later entry. Semantically this item may be compared with *wed-r ‘water’ (item 128) with pan-

Uralic distribution. 
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65. *(l)iekw-r  

Gloss: ‘liver’ 

Attestations: Lat. iecur; Middle Irish i(u)chair ‘fishroe’; (?)ON lifr; Latv. aknas (pl.f.); Gr. ἧπαρ; 
(?)Arm. leard; Ved. yaknás (gen.), YAv. yakarə-. 

Notes: Aberrant forms in Armenian and Germanic with initial *l- have been suggested as 

stemming from internal analogies (cf. Martirosyan 2008: 267f. and Kroonen 2013: 336). 

Heterocliticon points, grammatically, to the very oldest strata of PIE, although attestations 

are wanting for both Anatolian and Tocharian. 

External comparanda: 

NE Caucasian: *läHäƛ wV > e.g. Andian reƛ iƛ̱i 

Discussion: Otherwise formally unattractive, S. Starostin does suggest that the East 

Caucasian form betrays the archaic nature of the initial consonant in Germanic and 

Armenian (2009: 83f.), conceivably continuing a borrowed palatalized *l- that was lost in the 

glide elsewhere. Chronologically a reconstruction through to North Caucasian form would 

strengthen its case, but all things considered this connection remains meagre. 

 

66. *iug-o-m 

Gloss: ‘yoke’ 

Attestations: Hit. yūk-; Lat. iugum; Old Welsh iou; ON ok; Lith. jùngas; Gr. ζυγόν; Arm. luc; Ved. 

yugám, Av. yugam. 

Notes: One of the school-book examples of an IE cognate set, this root is only missing in 

Albanian and Tocharian, demanding a very ancient PIE provenance (cf. Mallory & Adams 

1997: 655). While the Core-IE forms are transparent thematizations, likely derived from the 

verb *ieug- ‘to harness’ (LIV2: 316), the Hittite cognate demonstrably enters history as a root 

noun (Kloekhorst 2008a: 423). 

External comparanda: 

NE Caucasian: *δ-uλ λ - > e.g. Dargi δykI 

Kartvelian: *uɣ-el > e.g. Georgian uɣel, Svan ūɣwa 

Semitic: *ǥull > Old Canaanite ḫullu, Akk. ullu ‘kind of pole’ 

Discussion: According to Klimov, the Kartvelian comparanda represent an ancient 

borrowing from PIE (1998: 196, cf. also Deeters 1957: 390 and Nichols 1997: 146). Further 

comparanda have been suggested by Illich-Svitych to include NE Caucasian and Semitic 

(1965: 334f., continuing Dumézil 1933: 15), but while the former has some merit in the perfect 

semantic continuation, the Semitic branch is so removed in both meaning and form as to 

warrant caution. Kaiser & Shevoroshkin argue that the word entered Kartvelian from Semitic 

(1986: 369), but this trajectory is formally implausible and semantically discontinuous. 

Gamkrelidze & Ivanov suggest that even the Kartvelian suffix may come from PIE as 

Sanskrit, Homeric Greek, and Latin all have similar derivations (1995: 626), which, obviously, 

suggests that the transfer emanated from a late PIE, or even dialectal, strain. Diakonoff 

denies the direct comparison, preferring a North Caucasian origin for the term in Kartvelian 

(1985: 169fn.), but distributional patterns and the fact that a separate root accounts for most 

of the North Caucasian forms (cf. NCED s.v. ‘yoke’) certainly suggest a different entry. 
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*K̂, K, Kw, etc.* 

 

67. *kêr-(kêr-) 

Gloss: ‘chickpea’ 

Attestations: Lat. cicer; Alb. thjer ‘lentil’; (?)Gr. κριός; Mac. κίκκεροι; Arm. sisəṙn 

Notes: De Vaan rejects the Greek comparandum as a chance resemblance and tentatively 

posits the verbal root *kêrh3- (2008: 113). The widespread reduplication points to an old 

phenomenon (Greppin 1981: 6f.), and the Greek form, if connected, may thus be simplified. 

The distribution is very centralized in the circum-Pontic area, especially the Balkans, which 

may provide lexical evidence of an ancient Armenian presence in that particular region (cf. 

Solta 1960: 331f.). 

External comparanda: 

NE Caucasian: *qarhV  

Discussion: Dolgopolsky bases his loan trajectory (PIE → NC Caucasian) on paleobotanical 

arguments (1989: 16), but the linguistic side certainly does not warrant a reconstruction for 

PIE. A similar root is visible in NW Caucasian with the meaning ‘pea’, and a pan-North 

Caucasian phenomenon is substantiated by similar items in all branches, of which Abkhaz 

and Kryts show reduplication (Mikić & Vishnyakova 2012). A further comparandum is 

suggested in Burushaski gərk ‘peas’ and thus shows hallmark signs of a wanderwort scenario. 

A reconstruction for PIE looks more like an example of biased science than a valid inference 

of the scattered and inconsequent IE data, unfortunately prompting an indefensible 

conclusion on directionality.  

 

68. *ké̂r-(h2/u-) 

Gloss: ‘horn’ 

Attestations: Hit. karāwar; Toch. B krorīya; Lat. cornum; Gaulish κάρνυξ ‘trumpet’; Goth. 

haúrn; Latv. sirna ‘roedeer’; Myc. ke-ra, Gr. κέρας; Arm. ełjĕwr; Ved. śr̥ń-ga-. 

Notes: This set of cognates is widespread, but reflects a number of different derivations 

(Mallory & Adams 1997: 272f.) and sometimes also means ‘head’. The present discussion 

refrains from further treatment of the derivations as long as the very ancient nature of the 

root can be established with internal evidence alone. For an in-depth scrutiny, see 

Nussbaum (1986). 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *ḳar-n- < Afro-Asiatic *ḳar- 

Discussion: Further Afro-Asiatic comparanda in Egyptian ḳr.ty (dual) and Omotic [ḳ]ar (Orel 

& Stolbova 1995: 337) actually suggest loan from Afro-Asiatic → PIE, although the n-

derivation is only known from Semitic. The fact that PIE and Afro-Asiatic both share the 

stem form, while Proto-Semitic only betrays the n-extended form also known in PIE does 

suggest some correlation, the exact nature of which, however, is difficult to pinpoint, 

including the conditions conducive for the transfer of such a common item that must have 

played an important role already in hunter-gatherer communities. Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 

(1995: 773) adduce from the material that Semitic borrowed its term from PIE, but the 

internal evidence of Afro-Asiatic is problematic for this analysis. It remains, however, 

difficult to extricate the relationship since both families have an identical development of 
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original *KVr- > *KVr-n-. Similar seemingly inexplicable parallel phenomena are observable 

also between Kartvelian and PIE in the word for ‘wine’ (item 133). 

 

69. *kêr-d- 

Gloss: ‘heart’ 

Attestations: Hit. kir, CLuw. UZUzārt-; Toch. B käryāñ (pl.); Lat. cor; OIr. cride; Goth. haírtō; 

Lith. širdis; OCS srŭdĭce; Gr. κῆρ; Arm. sirt; (?)Ved. hr̥d́-, (?)Av. zərəd- 

Notes: The root is indisputably reconstructable for the oldest stratum that may be arrived at 

with internal evidence alone. Formally the Indo-Iranian initial velar is incompatible with the 

rest of the stock, which prompts Mayrhofer to dismiss the connection altogether, preferring 

instead Ved. śrád- (II:818), which, indeed, trumps the voiced option. This anomaly does not 

question the ultimate fate of the reconstruction. A thorough treatment of the forms is given 

by Szemerényi (1991:172-190). 

External comparanda: 

Kartvelian: *m̥-k’erd- ‘chest’ (Klimov 1998:123) or *ḳward (Fähnrich 2007:234) 

Discussion: The Svan comparandum (Klimov məč̣ wed, muč̣ od ‘chest’; Fähnrich ḳward-wim 

‘body, hull’) is contended which brings the initial *m-, as reconstructed by Klimov, into 

question. Fähnrich’s reconstruction seems preferable as it dispenses of the prefix that 

appears productive in nominal formations (cf. also Klimov 1998: 111f.). This PIE-Kartvelian 

comparison may be grouped with *h1esh2-r ‘blood’ (item 33) that falls within the same 

semantic category, albeit with significantly less appealing formal correspondences. The 

comparison is, altogether, convincing, despite the slight semantic shift. 

 

70. *kŝeh1-ro- 

Gloss: ‘dry’ 

Attestations: (?)Toch. A ksär ‘in the morning’; (?)Lat. serēnus ‘clean’; (?)OHG serawēn ‘weaken’; 

Gr. ξερόν; (?)Arm. čՙor; (?)Ved. kṣārá- 

Notes: Only the Graeco-Aryan cognates are secure according to Mallory & Adams, who 

assume it derived from *kŝeh1- ‘to burn, singe’ (1997: 170), but Mayrhofer rejects the 

appurtenance of the Vedic item to this group (1989: 430), and there are formal quantitative 

problems with the vocalism in the European languages (Beekes 2010: 1035f.). Excluding the 

elusive Tocharian form (cf. Adams 2013: 199), the whole set is accepted by Solta (1960: 234), 

but a clear picture cannot be drawn at present. 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: *kośke > e.g. North Saami goikat and Mordvin kośke 

Discussion: Sammallahti suggests that the Uralic form continues a borrowing from PIE (1998: 

118). The meaning ‘dry’ is not evident in the oldest layers of PIE as it is only continued in 

Graeco-Armeno-Aryan, and the general confusion as to the exact appurtenance of the IE 

forms further hampers a clear chronological stratification. All older layers betray meanings 

that, at best, may continue the verbal root suggested by Mallory & Adams (1970:170), 

although this remains speculative. The semantics thus tentatively suggest that the item 

transferred into Uralic from late PIE. 
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71. *kŝeul- 

Gloss: ‘beam, post, piece of wood’ 

Attestations: Goth. sauls ‘column, post’; Lith. šùlas ‘post, jamb, doorpost’; Rus. šúla ‘garden 

post’; Gr. ξύλον, var. σύλον. 

Notes: Several aspects make the native status of this item highly questionable, including the 

atypical onset cluster, the very specific meaning in all attestations, and the distribution 

limited to a small handful of (nearly contiguous) European branches (cf. Beekes 2010: 1037f.). 

External comparanda: 

NE Caucasian: *č̣ ɨwłu ‘beam’ > e.g. Chechen č̣ erg ‘transversal ceiling crossbeam’ 

Discussion: The phonetic shape of this reconstruction certainly seems to correspond with 

the reception in the IE languages, and the superimposable semantics bolster this scenario. 

Somewhat problematic is the geographic distance between the IE languages in Europe and 

the NE Caucasian family, but the fact that prehistoric migrational patterns, of people and, 

especially, words remain ephemeral, this cannot be elevated to a decisive counter-argument 

when, on linguistic evidence alone, the comparison is so attractive. Given the lack of internal 

explanation for the item in PIE, the item may well have emanated from NE Caucasian, as 

suggested by S. Starostin (2009: 97), or a language related hereto.  

 

72. *kŵon- 

Gloss: ‘dog’ 

Attestations: Hit. LUkuwan-/kun- ‘dog-man’, HLuw. zú-wa/i-n(i)-; Toch. A & B ku; Lat. canis; 

OIr. cū; Goth. hunds; OPrus. sunis; Rus. súka ‘bitch’; Gr. κύων; Arm. šown; Ved. śva ́-, Av. spā-.  

Notes: An early extension of the root accounts for the Germanic stock, which is comparable 

to Latvian sùntena ‘big dog’ and Armenian skund ‘small dog’ (Mallory & Adams 1997: 168), 

but this formation need not be old. It may be noted that there is a different treatment of the 

sequence *kŵ- in the centum languages than in ‘horse’ (item 32).  

External comparanda: 

Uralic: *kVn- > e.g. Selkup kanan, Udmurt kyjon, North Saami gaidne ‘wolf’ 

Yukaghir: *keδe ‘wolf, dog’ 

Discussion: The semantic gap from ‘wolf’ to ‘dog’ is hardly insurmountable, cf. that the shift 

also occurs in certain IE branches (Mallory & Adams 1997: 168), and the somewhat scanty 

attestations from across the Uralic pallet (Samoyedic, Volgaic, and Saami) may thus be 

considered likely comparanda. Chronologically the Uralic proto-language is required, 

making a transfer from dialectal IE implausible. The term may have migrated as far as China, 

where, according to Gamkrelidze & Ivanov, it was adopted around the middle of the second 

millennium BCE, cf. Old Chinese k’iwen (1995: 507), but this, obviously, has to be seen as a 

secondary transfer, possibly from Proto-Tocharian. This protracted journey suggests that an 

earlier loan into Uralic from PIE is probable, although the relative scarcity of Uralic material 

makes an exact reconstruction difficult, which further makes the comparison with exact IE 

strata difficult; that it cannot be compared to a satəm continuant, e.g. Indo-Iranian, is, 

however, very clear. This comparison requires that Selkup k- is the reflex of PIE *k-̂ (cf. the 

discussion of ‘catfish’, item 78), and a case for an Indo-Uralic item could easily be assembled. 
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73. *kaĝo-  

Gloss: ‘goat’ 

Attestations: Old Low German hōken; OCS koza; Alb. kedh, kec ‘kid’ 

Notes: Very limited distribution questions ancient PIE moorings for this item. Connections 

with PIE *h2e(i)ĝ- (item 40) are formally impossible (cf. Mallory & Adams 1997: 229). The 

reconstructed a-vocalism is noteworthy. 

External comparanda: 

NE Caucasian: *q oVcV > e.g. Lezgian ʁec  

Discussion: The Slavic forms may, according to Derksen, be borrowed from a Turkic language 

relatively late (2008: 242), ostensibly within the first millennium CE. S. Starostin proposes 

this Northeast Caucasian connection (2009: 81), but the formal correspondence is not very 

attractive.  

 

74. *kə2p- 

Gloss: ‘monkey, ape’ 

Attestations: (?)Celt. abrános (Hes.); (?)ON api; (?)ORus. opica; Gr. κῆπος; Skr. kapí- 

Notes: The forms are obviously incompatible, agreeing only barely in the internal labial stop, 

which naturally prompts Mallory & Adams (1997: 384f.) to deny that the PIE lexicon should 

have had a term for ‘monkey’, corroborating the lack of convincing cognates with 

palaeozoological and archaeological evidence; that Sanskrit and Greek likely ultimately are 

related rests on a common donor language. Gamkrelidze & Ivanov’s suggestion that the word 

should be of PIE origin (1995: 442) is consequently bordering the preposterous. 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: Akk. uḳūpu, Heb. ḳôp a, Aram. ḳōp ā 

Egyptian: gif 

Discussion: There is little doubt that this item represents a later loanword in a few IE 

branches, as suggested by Mallory & Adams (1997: 384f.), and although it may thus ultimately 

be related to the Semitic (and Egyptian) forms in question, it is beyond the scope of the 

current investigation and hardly an argument in the discussion of the location of an 

ostensible PIE homeland. 

 

75. *kist- 

Gloss: ‘container’ 

Attestations: Welsh cest ‘hull, basket’; Gr. κίστη ‘box, chest’ 

Notes: Only possibly inherited in Celtic and Greek, the term has demonstrably travelled as a 

loan across the European branches of IE, cf. Old High German kista, Latin cista, and even 

Irish ciste (Beekes 2010: 705). It is thus conceivable that the older Celtic layer also represents 

an item culturally transferred through borrowing. 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *kīs ‘small bag’ 

Discussion: Weak IE evidence makes a PIE item highly unlikely, and the grammatical 

derivation (*-at) suggested as the proof of its origin (Dolgopolsky 1989: 8) is not documented 

in Semitic. The forms may be connected, but it is not relevant for PIE and consequently 
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beyond the scope of the present paper. A comparable item of trade is PIE *kwer- ‘kettle’ (item 

83). 

 

76. *kleh2-u- 

Gloss: ‘lock, key’ 

Attestations: Lat. clāvis; Welsh clo ‘bolt’; Lith. kliu ́ti ‘to get stuck’; OCS ključĭ; Gr. κλᾱΐς (Doric) 

Notes: The age of the item within PIE is questioned by the lack of Anatolian and Tocharian 

comparanda. A tentative connection with the verbal root *kleh2- ‘to strike, beat’ is formally 

attractive, but requires some semantic qualification, possibly from the action of barring a 

door.  

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *k-l-’ ‘to detain, lock’ > e.g. Akk. kalû, Ge’ez k-l-’, Arab. kala’a ‘guard’  

Kartvelian: Old Georgian klite 

North Caucasian: *ḳułɨ- > e.g. Lak k’ula  

Discussion: Gamkrelidze & Ivanov proposed that PIE borrowed the term from a Semitic 

source (1995: 771), but the semantics are, perhaps, a bit too loosely affiliated to warrant the 

loan relation of a concrete cultural item (Diakonoff 1985: 123f.), and the phonetics may 

similarly be questioned as major root restructurings are needed for the IE forms to continue 

the attested Semitic forms (cf. Mallory & Adams 1997: 272). Old Georgian is convincingly 

ascribed to a late borrowing from Parthian *klīt, ultimately from Greek (Diakonoff 1985:124), 

but the sporadic yet consistent attestations in the North Caucasian languages may 

convincingly posit the root as an attractive item, cf. also Hattic kaluḫ ‘bolt, bar’ (S. Starostin 

2009: 96). Matasović denies the connection because of the internal PIE derivation (2012: 

289), but if that derivation is questioned, perhaps in light of folk-etymological association or 

a secondary denominal verb formation, it renders an external connection more attractive; 

the formal and semantic likeness certainly makes a rejection hard to substantiate. 

 

77. *kond-u- 

Gloss: ‘hand’ 

Attestations: Goth. handus 

Notes: However widespread in Germanic where it is the primary word for ‘hand’, the 

distribution is severely limited. According to Kroonen, it is derived from the Germanic verb 

*hinþan- ‘to reach for’ (2013: 207f.). It is generally difficult to establish a common PIE word 

for ‘hand’ as several substitutions demonstrably have occurred (cf. Ringe et al. 2002: 73f.), 

although *ĝhés-r- seems to have solid evidence in Anatolian, Tocharian, and Greek.  

External comparanda: 

Uralic: FU *käti > Fin. käsi  

Discussion: Schrijver actually posits a lost substratum language as the origin of both the 

Fenno-Ugric and the Germanic forms (2003: 223), and the etymology is consequently beyond 

the scope of the present paper. 
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78. *(h2)(s)kwal-o-s 

Gloss: ‘catfish’ 

Attestations: Lat. squalus ‘large fish’; Germ. *hwali- ‘whale’; OPrus. kalis ‘wels catfish’; Gr. 

(Hes.) ασπαλος ‘fish’; YAv. kara ‘name of a fish’, MPers. kar māhīk ‘mythical fish’. 

Notes: The inclusion of the Greek form demands an extension of the root with initial *h2s- 

not otherwise warranted, although possible. De Vaan’s suggestion that Latin is an internal 

derivation to homonymous squālus ‘unkempt, dirty’ (2008: 584) is semantically 

unconvincing, and the Italic s- form gains plausibility in light of Greek. The semantic 

development of a riverine ‘fish’ to a maritime ‘whale’ in Germanic, Old Prussian ‘catfish’ or 

Italic ‘large sea fish’ is not surprising in light of the native distribution of the catfish, a large 

river fish, historically absent in Western Europe (fishbase.com). The circumstantial evidence 

in favor of the Graeco-Aryan sub-set is presented by Rodriguez (1989). Kroonen reconstructs 

the word internally in PIE as a derivation from the verbal root *kwelh1- ‘to turn’ (item 80) → 

*kwol- ‘the turner’ (2013: 262), but this fails to explain the consistent a-vocalism, which 

presents an additional problem for the age of the stock. In defense of an old PIE item, and 

given the distribution of the wels catfish on the Pontic steppes, loss may be expected in 

emigrant branches such as Anatolian, Celtic, Armenian, etc., although this is very ad hoc and 

fails to account for the lack of Slavic evidence. There are no reflexes in Anatolian and 

Tocharian, but the intricacies regarding this particular sphere are salient, especially in the 

former branch (cf. Mallory & Adams 1997: 204f.). 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: *k(w)ala 

Discussion: There are several phonemic features that are relevant to the comparison with 

the Uralic material. Most salient is the unquestionable IE labiovelar which does not exist in 

traditional reconstruction of Proto-Uralic, and there is no vocalism that could round the 

velar from assimilation. Although strictly tentative, Samoyedic Selkup does alternate two 

different reflexes of Uralic initial *k-, viz. q- and k-, that are seemingly unconditioned by the 

phonetic environment (Collinder 1960:50), and further seems to correspond to IE labiovelar 

comparanda, cf. *gwelh1- ‘die’ (item 26) with q- for PIE *gw- opposing k- for *k-̂, e.g. *kûon (item 

72) and pronominal kut ‘who’ for PIE *ku- (traditionally reconstructed as PIE *kw-, cf. Bjørn 

2016: 9ff.); Attractive, of course, in light of the Indo-Uralic hypothesis, the ramifications to 

Uralic linguistics of this analysis are palpable as it demands an expansion of the traditionally 

reconstructed phoneme inventory of Proto-Uralic, and it is important to stress the caution 

with which this proposal is put forward, including this author’s very limited familiarity with 

the Samoyedic languages in general, and Selkup in particular. Confounding factors include 

some variation within the interrogative pronoun. Rédei suggests further connections among 

the steppe languages, cf. Proto-Tungusic *kcolo ‘fish’ (UEW: 119), that similarly could provide 

a comparable phonetic environment. Within such a paradigm, ancient loan relations may 

work in either direction. A substrate origin has been suggested by Schrijver (2001: 423), but 

it has to be very old to account for widespread Uralic occurrences, incl. Samoyedic, as well 

as a diverging PIE dialect continuum. A very early loan Uralic > PIE seems to be the most 

probable solution, although chance resemblance in some of the more southern IE branches 

may strengthen the case for a later borrowing with more limited regional distribution in 

Northeastern Europe.  
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79. *kwekwlo-  

Gloss: ‘wheel’ 

Attestations: CLuw. kalut(t)i- ‘to make the rounds of (?)’; Toch. A kukäl ‘wagon’, Toch. B 

kokale ‘id.’; ON hvél; Lith. kãklas; Gr. κύκλος; Ved. cákra-, Av. čaxra 

Notes: The formation is at least of early middle PIE date with secure semantic continuation 

from Tocharian. The more sporadic Anatolian evidence probably relate a ‘circle’ (cf. 

Melchert 1993: 99) and may prove diagnostic in matching the linguistic data with the 

archaeological record. The formation is morphologically transparent PIE with reduplication 

of the verbal root *kwelh1- ‘to turn’ (item 80., cf. Mallory & Adams 1997: 639). Of stratificational 

interest is another lexical ‘wheel’ isogloss shared by Tocharian and Anatolian, *h2urgis (item 

56), but note that the formations are demonstrably different. 

External comparanda: 

Kartvelian: *grgar 

Semitic: (?) *galgal  

Sumerian: gigir(2)(a) 

Discussion: Possibly further evidence in Dravidian *tikVr (Sahala 2009: 6f.). The 

reduplication of all examples is curious, especially as a direct phonetic match with PIE is 

impossible, e.g. in Kartvelian where the connection with the native old verbal root *kr- ‘to 

turn, wallow’, too, is evident (Klimov 1998: 31); the form is scarcely attested, known only from 

a 17th century dictionary (Fähnrich 2007: 110f.). Albeit less phonetically complex, the case for 

Sumerian is similarly complicated by the native verb kìr ‘to roll’. The morphological and 

phonetic accidence suggest that the demonstrable technological invention of the wheel was 

absorbed across linguistics boundaries but quickly gained local folk-etymological reshaping. 

The item was also borrowed into Uralic languages, but demonstrably later, e.g. Komi gögylʹ. 

The Semitic form has proved difficult to substantiate and is not included by Militarev (2006). 

A case for chance resemblance requires too many identical yet, then, necessarily 

independent innovations of a technical implement that spread at a rapid pace; this 

phenomenon is reminiscent of the modern advent of the computer which has been 

borrowed directly in some languages, e.g. Danish, Russian, and Zulu ikhompyutha, but given 

calques or reinterpretations in other, e.g. Icelandic tölva and Catalan ordenador. 

 

80. *kwelh1- 

Gloss: ‘to turn, wander’ 

Attestations: CLuw. kuwalīti; Toch. AB käl- ‘to lead, bring’; Lat. colō to ‘inhabit, honor’; Welsh 

pall- ‘to end’; Alb. sjell; Hom. πέλομαι; Ved. cárati, Av. caraiti. 

Notes: The antiquity of this root in PIE is beyond dispute, although the mercurial semantics 

understandably bring some comparanda into question. The common IE word wheel is 

naturally considered a derivation hereof, *kwekwl-o-s (item 79). 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: *k(w)ulke- > e.g. Saami golga-, Fin. kulkea, Hun. halad, Selkup qur- ‘swim’ etc. 

Yukaghir: *kel- ‘to come’ (Nikolaeva 2006: 205, UEW 198) 

Discussion: Semantics, as within IE itself, are difficult to pinpoint, but the (relatively) stable 

situation within Uralic surely makes the comparison more attractive. Formally this root 
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echoes the curious parallel of PIE *Kw and Selkup q (cf. the discussion of item 78) and may 

additionally show a reflex of PIE *h1 (Koivulehto 2001: 237). Nikolaeva prefers connecting 

Yukaghir with Uralic *kälä ‘to wade’, which may have further comparanda in Turkish kel- ‘to 

come’ (UEW: 133f.), but as of yet there is no decisive evidence for assigning Yukaghir to one 

root or the other. All things considered, this connection, if viable, is necessarily of great 

antiquity as it likely answers the criteria for the oldest stratum of both PIE (Anatolian and 

Core-IE) and Uralic (Samoyed and Fenno-Ugric), including Yukaghir.  

 

81. *kwen- 

Gloss: ‘to kill’ 

Attestations: Hittite ku-en-zi; Lat. -fendō; OIr. gonim; OHG gund- ‘battle’, (?)Germ. *banjō 

‘wound’; Lith. giñti ‘to hunt, drive’; OCS goniti ‘id.’; Gr. φόνος ‘murder’; (?)Arm. gan ‘beating’; 

Ved. hánti, Av. janaiti. 

Notes: Olsen considers the Armenian form a reflex of a Middle Iranian loan on account of 

missing i-epenthesis (1999:872), but Martirosyan defends the connection (2010:198). 

Kroonen drives a wedge through the Germanic stock by positing a PIE provenance *bhon- for 

‘wound’, a root also also found in OAv. bąnaiiən (3pl.inj.) ‘to make ill, afflict’ (2013:51); such a 

split would obviously not jeopardize the rest of the IE cognate set. 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *gny > Arab. ğanā ‘to commit a crime, harm, inflict’ 

HU: Urartian gunušə ‘battle, war’  

Kartvelian: Georgian-Zan *gwem- ‘to beat, torment’ (cf. Fähnrich 2007: 105) 

Discussion: A Hurro-Urartian loan of an o-graded nominal form, as suggested by 

Dolgopolsky, cf. the Greek derivation (1987: 22), is not impossible, although by no means 

necessary. The connection with Arabic ğanā (Bomhard 1981: 433) has nothing by shallow 

resemblance in its favor. Internal evidence alone establishes *gwhen- as PIE; the extra-familiar 

evidence is unconvincing, although unfalsifiable. Considering the Germanic unrelated and 

derived from PIE *bhon- ‘wound’ (item 6), Bomhard suggests a connection with NW 

Caucasian *ban- 'to fight' (2015: 18), but neither semantics nor further Caucasian connections 

establish circumstantial evidence in favor of this proposal. Kartvelian is included here by the 

present author on shallow resemblance alone. There is no imperative to consider any of the 

proposed comparanda related to the PIE, although the downright rejection, as most often, is 

beyond our reach; it is, nonetheless, not excluded that the comparanda may be revisited if 

circumstantial evidence demand it. 

 

82. *kwep-  

Gloss: ‘smoke’ 

Attestations: (?)Lat. vapor; (?)Goth. af-hwapjan ‘to suffocate, extinguish’; Lith. kvãp- ‘smoke, 

seethe’; Gr. καπνός, Myc. ka-pi-ni-ja; Ved. kapi- ‘pleasant odor’ 

Notes: This set contains some formal problems, most notably the glide as it appears to be 

part of the preceding phoneme for a reconstruction with initial *kw- instead (but Mycenaean 

clearly does not continue a labiovelar) or, as Schrijver suggests (1991: 260f.), from *kuh2p-, 

which, too, could explain the vocalism. A completely satisfactory phonological equation 
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cannot, however, be drawn without dialectal idiosyncrasies (cf. Frisk 1960: 782f.). Limited 

distribution renders late or late middle PIE the earliest secure stratum for the formation. 

External comparanda: 

Kartvelian: *ḳwam > e.g. Georgian ḳwam-li, Svan ḳwām-e 

Discussion: This item is phonetically comparable to the Kartvelian comparandum under PIE 

*(s)gwes- ‘to extinguish’ (item 110). Formally a Georgian-Svan lexical isogloss (Fähnrich 

2007:233), the distribution suggests loss in the Zan languages (Klimov 1998:91). Irregularity 

in the IE reflexes prompts Smitherman to posit Kartvelian as the point of departure 

(2012:508), an analysis tacitly corroborated by the distributional patterns of both families. 

The final *-m in the Kartvelian is ostensibly matched by PIE *-p, which, although 

homorganic, represent distinct phonemes in both languages.  

 

83. *kwer- 

Gloss: ‘kettle’ 

Attestations: OIr. coire; ON hverr; OCS črěnŭ ‘frying pan’; Ved. carú- 

Notes: Despite various derivations the PIE nature of the root seems well-established, at least 

for the middle strata, as it is without Tocharian and Anatolian evidence. 

External comparanda: 

NE Caucasian: *ḳwӑrV ‘clay vessel’ > e.g. Lak ḳwara ‘v. for flour; oven for bread’ 

HU: Urartian kiri ‘kettle, basin’ 

Discussion: The item is an obvious candidate to the Wanderwort category, as proposed for 

the Urartian item by Dolgopolsky (1987:23), and could have disseminated as a special item 

of trade value. Formally the labiovelar seems to be satisfied with the NE Caucasian 

connection posited by S. Starostin, who further suggest that Hattic karam ‘wine vessel’ be 

related (2009:96). Altogether these data indicate a tentatively promising loan etymology. 

 

84. *kwrei(h2)- 

Gloss: ‘to pay’ 

Attestations: Toch. A kuryar ‘trade’, Toch. B käry ‘to buy’; OIr. crenaid; OLith. krieno (gen.) 

‘brideprice’; ORus. krĭnuti ‘to buy’; Gr. πρίαμαι; Ved. krīṇāti. 

Notes: An old form, although there is no indication of Anatolian reflexes, rendering early 

middle PIE the prudent reconstructional stratum. 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *krj- ‘to trade’ > e.g. Heb. krj/w 

Discussion: Dolgopolsky suggests a loan from Proto-Semitic (1989: 7), but Diakonoff argues 

that the distribution is limited to its western branch and further relates it to an Afro-Asiatic 

root *kr̥- ‘expenditure’ (1985: 124,170 fn.36). Note that Orel & Stolbova do not include the 

term at all (1995) and the genesis of the term cannot be securely established here. The 

direction of transfer may thus preferably be posited from PIE. Semantically, the item 

evidently fits right into a trade jargon which constitutes its strongest positive argument. 
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85. *lāp- 

Gloss: ‘cattle’ 

Attestations: (?)OIr. lá-eg ‘calf’; Swiss German loobe, lioba ‘cow’; Latv. lõps; Alb. lopë ‘cow’ 

Notes: The sporadic evidence only in European languages leave little room for ancient PIE 

status. The Celtic connection, suggested by Pedersen with -g- extension (1913:22), is not 

imperative for the reconstruction. The attempt to connect Latvian with ‘lamb’ in the 

Germanic languages (item 36) by Mikkola (1896: 219f.) is outdated. 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *álap- ‘bull, cattle’ > e.g. Phoenician āleph ‘cattle, the letter a’. 

Discussion: Proposed by Dolgopolsky as a direct loan relation between PIE and Semitic 

(1989: 9), the scanty European attestations suggest a regional innovation, perhaps from 

substrate (Demiraj 1997: 245), likely connected with the general dispersal of agricultural 

terms, which may, however, help associate the Semitic forms. The item is well-established 

in Semitic (cf. Tyloch 1975: 56), but appears to be without Afro-Asiatic cognates (cf. Orel & 

Stolbova 1995 and, particularly, Militarev 2006: item 2315), further substantiating the 

substrate hypothesis. 

 

86. *leĝ- 

Gloss: ‘to gather, collect’ 

Attestations: Lat. legō; Goth. lēkeis ‘doctor’; Alb. mb-leth; Gr. λέγω. 

Notes: Apart from the affixed Albanian verb and the Gothic nominal derivation, there is no 

problems in establishing the above comparanda as cognates. Rather limited distribution, on 

the other hand, both in the number of branches and their mutual geographic proximity, 

suggests that the lemma is an innovation. It may be noted that a synonym exists 

reconstructed for PIE as *les- with reflexes in Hittite, Gothic, and Lithuanian (Beekes 

2010:842). 

External comparanda:  

Semitic: *lk' > e.g. Akk. laḳāṭu 

Uralic: FU *luke ‘to count’ > e.g. Mari lõda-, luda- 

Uralic (alternative): FU *leŋ̮e ̮ ‘throw, remove’ > e.g. Est. lō- ‘load’, Udmurt le-d- ‘pick (up)’, 

Mansi kβän loŋχəj ‘to give birth too early’ 

Discussion: The Semitic form is directly comparable both formally and semantically, but the 

aim for which the comparison is employed by Bomhard (1981: 451), i.e. to prove genetic 

affinities, is severely hampered by the lack of further Afro-Asiatic cognates, which neither 

Orel & Stolbova (1995), Militarev (2006), nor Bomhard himself (2008) have been able to 

identify. The basic meaning of the form, then ostensibly continued uninterrupted for 

millennia in Semitic and PIE, surely would be expected to have been preserved in at least 

one of the other Afro-Asiatic branches. The nature of the term, although in its essence very 

basic and presumably pertinent even in hunter-gatherer communities, may also be 

conducive for borrowings with connotations of knowledge and learning. Such is the case 

with the first Uralic comparandum (UEW 253) where the term is used in a very concise 

technical manner, that, despite the lack of a direct semantic match in (P)IE, suggests itself 
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as a loan exactly because of this narrow reception. Its distribution may be extended beyond 

Fenno-Ugric with a single semantically discontinuous Samoyedic form in Nenets lāχnā- ‘to 

speak’, which would render the formation archaic in Uralic. As argued in the case of Semitic, 

widespread loss of the term would be unexpected and the status of the lonely Samoyedic 

item is thus likely ascribable to chance resemblance; a defence of the form, however, could 

be based on the extended meaning ‘to count, read; to tell, say, give one’s opinion’ in Saami, 

another branch on the periphery of the Uralic language belt, but these connotations do 

appear to be secondary. This first Uralic form consequently seems to have been borrowed 

from some late stage of PIE. Despite similar distributional challenges, the alternative Uralic 

form may rather reflect an inherited item, especially due its more basic and dialectally varied 

meaning; Čop includes the term in a defence of the Indo-Uralic hypothesis (1970: 159f.), but 

such a use is inhibited by the constraints in (P)IE, where it hardly constitutes a native 

formation in PIE. Its roots may thus tentatively be traced to the Semitic languages, arguably 

through agricultural substrate, and borrowed into a late stage of Uralic.  

 

87. *legh- 

Gloss: ‘to lie (down)’ (intr.) 

Attestations: Hit. lāki (caus.); Toch. A lake ‘bed’, Toch. B lyaśäṃ; Fal. lecet; OIr. laigaid; Goth. 

ligan; OCS lęgǫ; Gr. λέχεται 

Notes: This item may safely be reconstructed for the oldest layers of PIE on internal evidence 

alone. 

External comparanda: 

Kartvelian: *lag- ‘to plant, lay’ > e.g. Georgian lag-, Svan laǯ- 

Discussion: Although there is some disagreement as to the semantic value of the Svan 

cognate (‘sacrifice’ apud Fähnrich 2007: 263; ‘to plant, attach, fasten’ according to Klimov 

1998: 106), the comparison, suggested both by Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1995: 774) and Klimov 

(ibid.), concerns the earliest strata of the established proto-languages, which prompts 

Bomhard to posit a Nostratic origin (2008: 897f.). Despite the obvious similarities, there is a 

semantic mismatch between the intransitive basic meaning ‘to lie (down)’ in PIE and the 

overtly transitive ‘to lay, plant’ in Kartvelian. The vowel qualities, too, are incompatible, 

unless a borrowing into a PIE so early that a received foreign [a] were treated as a native /e/ 

can be established, but such a scenario fails to explain the aspiration in PIE of a Kartvelian 

plain media. Preferably, Kartvelian could have borrowed a dialectal strain of IE that had 

developed the a-vocalism, e.g. from Anatolian, where the derived Hittite form has obtained 

transitive meaning but without excessive suffixal morphology to render the simple 

Kartvelian counterpart untenable. Chronologically it does seem to fit Smitherman’s estimate 

of a Kartvelian dialectal diversification no later than 2.600 BCE (cf. § 2.1.5). Against such a 

transfer is the more violent connotations of the Hittite verb; a broader meaning for the 

Kartvelian proto-form through the semantics of the Svan cognate may bring Anatolian and 

Kartvelian closer again. 
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88. *leh2u- 

Gloss: ‘to wash’ 

Attestations: (?)Hit. laḫḫu- ‘to pour’, CLuw. lā(ḫ)un(a)i; Lat. lavō; Gaul. lautro ‘tub’; ON laug; 

Gr. λοῦσις, Myc. re-wo-to-ro-ko-wo; Arm. loganam 

Notes: Widespread o-vocalism makes a verbal derivation difficult to substantiate (Frisk 1960: 

138f.), although a connection to the, probably denominative, molō verbs (cf. Weiss 2011: 397f. 

and Fortson 2010: 181) would explain this phenomenon. Kloekhorst questions the 

appurtenance of the Anatolian forms to the rest of the stock on formal grounds, insisting 

that they require a different laryngeal, thus from *leuh3- (2008a: 512f.), but the clear 

resemblance in form and function, especially through Luwian, makes the comparison 

difficult to discard. 

External comparanda:  

Sumerian: luḫ(u) ‘to wash, clean’ 

Discussion: The Sumerian connection is defended by Sahala (2009: 9), and the semantic 

nature of the item either requires old relations or, more probable, a ritualistic meaning for a 

transfer. This latter notion may be corroborated by the Hittite ‘offering tablet for cups and 

pots (vel sim.)’ (GIŠ)laḫḫura-, which seems to be connected to the Hittite verb and have 

regional ties with a putative Old Assyrian *laḫuzzinnum ‘a vessel’ (cf. Kloekhorst 2008a: 

513f.), and, if this implement ultimately does come from Middle Eastern cultic rituals, the 

Hittite forms may, indeed, be cut off from the rest of the IE, and likely even Anatolian, stock. 

To conclude that the entire bulk of IE evidence belongs to Sumerian seems too radical. 

 

*(l)iekw-r ‘liver’, see item 63 under *i- 

 

89. *linom 

Gloss: ‘flax, linen’ 

Attestations: Lat. līnum; OIr. lín ‘net’; (?)Goth. lein; Lith. lìnas; OCS lĭněnŭ; Gr. λίνον. 

Notes: The Germanic forms have traditionally been considered borrowings from Latin, but 

the phonetic shape of the word makes it rather resilient to change, and it may well be 

inherited. Confined only to European branches, this item can hardly be considered ancient 

within PIE, and even stratification to middle or late stages is hampered by the lack of Indo-

Iranian evidence. 

External comparanda: 

NE Caucasian: *λ̱winˀɨ ‘seed (esp. flaxen)’ > e.g. Lak hanna ‘seeds’ 

Discussion: Mallory & Adams assert that the most likely origin of the PIE data is to be found 

in a non-IE language of Europe (1997: 206), and, although the geographic requirement is not 

exactly met, a good candidate is found in the NE Caucasian forms suggested by S. Starostin, 

ostensibly internally derived from a verbal root (2009: 92). A point of entry is difficult to 

pinpoint in light of the lopsided IE evidence and almost necessarily requires loss in the Indo-

Iranian branch, but the connection seems inevitable, in the direction from the Caucasus into 

(P)IE, possibly spread secondarily as a wanderwort that stayed impervious to etymological 

detection due to its almost universally agreeable shape. 
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90. *mat-  

Gloss: ‘insect, worm, maggot’ 

Attestations: Goth. maþa ‘worm’; (?)Rus. motýl ‘maggot’; Arm. mat ՙil ‘louse’; Ved. matkuṇa- 

‘bed bug’, Av. maδaxa- ‘grasshopper’ 

Notes: Widespread comparanda possibly span Germanic, Slavic, Indo-Iranian, and 

Armenian, yet the reconstruction cannot be extended to the earliest layers of PIE as it fails 

to reveal cognates in Tocharian and Anatolian. This may tacitly be corroborated by the a-

vocalism. Russian is questioned by Vasmer (1955: 165f.), but shows morphological 

resemblance with Armenian. The Vedic suffix -kuṇa- is prolific for bugs in the Indian 

languages, and on its own simply means ‘bug’ (Turner 1966:167), leaving the cognate mat- (cf. 

possibly also mat-kōṭaka ‘termite or white ant’). The suffix in Armenian seems to be a 

diminutive (Holst 2009: 236f.), evidently shared with other small insects (Ciakciak 1837: 939, 

Ačaṙyan 1971: 223). 

External comparanda: 

Kartvelian: *maṭl-̥ ‘worm’ > e.g. Georgian maṭl-, Svan məṭ-  

Discussion: Already Bugge considers the Armenian stock a borrowing from Bats (1893: 78), a 

NE Caucasian language, but, while the identification of foreign relations to the word is 

commendable, the identification is less than convincing. Gamkrelidze & Ivanov suggests 

that Kartvelian borrowed the item from PIE (1995: 774), but the strong similarity between 

Armenian and Kartvelian, including an irregular vowel reflex in Svan, lends credibility to a 

transfer post-dating the IE derivation. While the distributional pattern, on the other hand, 

actually favors the opposite directionality of a potential borrowing, the weighty arguments 

treated above, especially the derivational suffix internally transparent in Armenian, 

denounce this trajectory. Klimov, otherwise intently focused on mapping the 

correspondences between IE and Kartvelian, notably refrains from making such a 

connection (1998: 117). The case for chance resemblance remains alive in the simple root 

structure, but, all things considered, directionality and chronology seems fairly convincing. 

 

91. *mə2g-  

Gloss: ‘(to be) able, powerful; much, many’ 

Attestations: Hit. mekki-, CLuw. maia-; Toch. A māk, Toch. B māka; Lat. magnus; OIr. maige; 

Goth. mikils; Lith. magėti; OCS mogą; Alb. madh; Gr. μέγας; Arm. mec; Ved. magha-, Av. maz- 

Notes: Despite some irregularity with the continuations of the velar phoneme, this item is 

widespread and indubitably a part of the oldest layers of PIE.  

External comparanda: 

Sumerian: maḫ(a) ‘(to be) great, powerful, numerous’ 

Discussion: The connection is attractive thanks to formal and semantic similarities (cf. 

Sahala 2009: 9). It could conceivably have been borrowed from an old Indo-Iranian source 

due to the fricative nature of PIE velar stop in Sumerian. Such a conclusion depends upon 

cultural substantiation which cannot be reached on linguistic evidence alone, and the 

possibility of mere chance resemblance remains. 
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92. *médhu- 

Gloss: ‘mead; sweet’ 

Attestations: (?)Hit. mitgaimi- ‘sweetened’, Toch. B mit ‘honey’; OIr. mid; ON mjo̜ðr; Lith. 

medùs ‘honey’; OCS medŭ ‘honey, wine’; Gr. mέθυ ‘wine’; Ved. mádhu- ‘honey, wine’; Av. ma𝛿u 

‘berry wine’. 

Notes: With comparison to the PIE word *mélit- ‘honey’, it seems clear that already in PIE 

times the current item had a distinct meaning, requiring that the semantic shifts to ‘honey’ 

in Tocharian, Lithuanian, Old Church Slavonic, and Vedic can be explained by synecdoche 

(Mallory & Adams 1997: 271). The suggested Hittite cognate is used to describe bread, but is 

not the primary word for ‘sweet’, perhaps borrowed from an unattested Luwian formation. 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *mVtḳ- ‘sweet’ (Nichols 1997: 143) 

NE Caucasian: *miʒʒV ‘sweet’ > e.g. Ingush merza 

Uralic: *mete ‘honey’ (Thomsen 1869: 2, Wiklund 1906: 63) 

Discussion: Orel & Stolbova connects Semitic with the almost identical Central Chadic 

*mVtak- ‘sweet’ (1995: 393), sufficiently removed on the other side of the Sahara to 

substantiate Afro-Asiatic origins, which has consequences for the reconstruction in PIE, e.g., 

how a received *-tḳ- is organized into the native phonological system; in this Gamkrelidze & 

Ivanov’s analysis seems convincing (1995: 771), despite Diakonoff’s scepticism (1985: 129). The 

disputed Hittite form may be a secondary entry directly from a Semitic source. The NE 

Caucasian forms could alternatively represent an intermediate step; the prefixed version 

*hwi-miʒʒV ‘honey’ certainly qualifies the semantic connection. The internal PIE connection 

to *mélit- ‘honey’ is thus likely to be ascribed to chance; cf. Bomhard & Kerns for a 

primordially Nostratic connection to Afro-Asiatic (1994:657). The Hittite form may even be 

an independent and later loan from Semitic (Tischler 1990:221), separating the IE stock and 

possibly granting a relative chronology of the term. The Uralic connection is obvious and has 

been proposed as a loan by, e.g., Koivulehto (1993:184), but the exact stratum for a transfer is 

disputed. Although a number of IE loanwords in Uralic can be diagnosed convincingly as 

Indo-Iranian (§ 1.3.2.13), this cannot be extended to this stratum on linguistic grounds. 

Napolskikh’s invocation of a Proto-Tocharian or, alternatively, Proto-Balto-Slavic form to 

account for both semantics and vocalism (2001: 372) seems convincing, the former especially 

so when confronted with the seemingly strong cultural force it yielded, cf. thus similarly Old 

Chinese *mjit ‘honey’ (Lubotsky 1998). The only linguistic evidence directly against a loan 

from PIE proper is the lack of Samoyedic cognates to the root, which, too, may prove 

problematic for the Tocharian relation (cf. also items 52 and 109), although, on the other 

hand, it is conceivable that the term was simply lost in proto-Samoyedic (cf. Joki 1973: 283ff.). 

With the word seemingly also entering the NE Caucasian languages, the cultural dispersal 

hypothesis is attractive in light of the similarly shaped comparanda in many other languages 

(e.g. Japanese mitsu). The circumstances, including time and space, for such a spread need 

to be further interdisciplinarily investigated before conclusions can be drawn. A tentative 

hypothesis may be to consider PIE the recipient of a different strain of a, perhaps, ancient 

root parallelly passed down directly to PIE *mélit-. 
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93. *mesg- > *mezg- 

Gloss: ‘to submerge’ 

Attestations: Lat. mergere; Lith. mazgóti ‘to wash’; Ved. majjáyati. 

Notes: Limited distribution questions the antiquity of the root in PIE. 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: *mośke ‘to wash’ > e.g. Hun. mos-, Proto-Samoyed *måsȇ 

Discussion: Semantically the very strong Uralic evidence only corresponds directly to Baltic, 

although a shift from the less specific meaning reconstructed for PIE is not impossible. 

‘Washing’, or ‘submerging’, seems an odd action to import linguistically, but cannot be ruled 

out on a theoretical basis alone. Voicing is the one feature that sets the IE material apart as 

more complex and consequently as the most likely origin of a borrowing; this notion may be 

similarly supported by what appears to be a hint of indecisiveness on the quality of the first 

vowel in the Uralic languages (UEW 289). A borrowing in the opposite direction, from Uralic 

into late middle PIE, is warranted by the distributional patterns. 

 

94. *misdho- 

Gloss: ‘payment’ 

Attestations: Goth. mizdō; OCS mĭzda; Gr. μισθός; Skt. mīḍha-, Av. mižda- 

Notes: Kroonen considers it a combination of the the two verbal roots *dheh1- ‘to put, place’ 

(item 11) and *mi(s)- ‘to exchange (gifts)’ (2013: 370), the latter ultimately continued from 

Persson (1912: 326fn), which makes semantic sense but the final *s required for all 

attestations is not substantiated. The item is comparable to the similar compound in *kr̂ed-

dheh1- ‘to put on the heart > trust’ in Lat. crēdō, Welsh credu, Ved. śraddhā-, Av. zrazdāiti (cf. 

de Vaan 2008: 141f.). There are two obvious inconsistencies that both pertain to grammatical 

categorization: Firstly, the first component is obviously nominal in this latter construction, 

while *mei- is a verbal root; this could, however, be offset by the derivation required for the 

coda that may be be expected to be nominal. Secondly, a demonstrable verbal basis for 

*misdho- would have strengthened the case for this scenario, but all continuations seem to 

find their simplest form in the nominal category (cf. Beekes 2010: 957f.). The exact etymology 

consequently remains controversial, and the distribution precludes reconstruction to the 

oldest strata, but may safely be posited for middle PIE. 

External comparanda: 

North Caucasian: *maśwV ‘worth, trade’ > e.g. Archi mas 

Discussion: S. Starostin proposes an alternative to the analysis of the first item as a native 

element by positing the North Caucasian comparandum (2009:100), but the NW Caucasian 

languages show great semantic discontinuity to (or, as S. Starostin suggests, from) ‘ram’. 

Semantically the connection is viable as an item related to trade relations and would provide 

a nominal first element to the PIE compound. This scenario requires that the import 

seemingly exclusively was employed in this collocation, which is not entirely inconceivable 

(cf. the possible fate of PIE *dekm̥̂ ‘ten’ in Uralic, § 5.10), but, more problematically, the 

formal correspondence is incompatible in the vocalism. This ultimately renders the 

comparison improbable. 
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95. *moro- 

Gloss: ‘blackberry’ 

Attestations: (?)Lat. mōrum; (?)Welsh merwydden ‘mulberry’; Gr. μόρον; Arm. mor 

Notes: Welsh may, like the more secure cases of OHG mūrbeere ‘mulberry’ and Lithuanian 

mõras ‘id.’, be a loan from Latin, that again may have transferred from Greek (Schindler 1964: 

172); Beekes even suggests that the Armenian cognate be borrowed from Greek, too (2010: 

968), which would render it solitary in Greek, but this idea is rejected by Martirosyan (2010: 

474ff.). Despite the resemblance of Hittite mūri(yan)- ‘grape’ (Tischler 1990: 233f.), there 

seems to be no reason to posit the noun for the oldest layers of PIE. 

External comparanda: 

NE Caucasian: *mer(ʔ)V ‘a kind of berry’ 

Uralic: *mura ‘cloudberry’ 

Discussion: The Uralic stock is exceptionally consistent both formally and in terms of 

semantic scope, which suggests that the word entered (P)IE from Uralic. There is hardly a 

semantic gap between the cloudberry of Uralic and the black- and mulberries of IE that all 

resemble each other, and the fact that the cloudberry (also called arctic raspberry) is 

confined to very northern latitudes practically forces a shift. The item was also borrowed 

into Turkic and Tungusic languages, probably from Ob-Ugric, and later even Russian (UEW 

287), so the directionality is certainly established. Campbell also posits the more general FU 

*marja ‘berry’ as related in a wider complex (1990: 165f.), but enough of a connection can be 

drawn from the more immediate resemblances. Nikolayev & Starostin have showed that a 

similar noun is of significant age in the Northern Caucasus (NCED s.v. ‘berry’), but the vowel 

quality seems better to have been affected by a desinential *-i- somewhere, possibly the 

derivation for the associated bush or plant (cf. Martirosyan 2010: 474ff.). Friedrich similarly 

suggests that Burushaski biranč may be connected (1970:150) and thus substantiates a 

widespread root. A transfer likely happened into a very late stage of PIE, if not purely 

dialectal; the geographic distance between the Uralic languages and the attested Greek and 

Armenian is obviously insurmountable, as noted by Joki (1973:287f.). 

 

*N* 

 

96. *néh2-u- 

Gloss: ‘boat’ 

Attestations: (?)Toch. A new ‘flood’; Lat. nāvis; OIr. nāu; ON nór ‘ship’; Gr. ναῦς; Ved. nāu- 

Notes: It has been suggested that the noun is derived from the verbal root *(s)neh2- ‘to swim’ 

(LIV2: 572f.) with convincing cognates from Anatolian, too, which seems semantically 

cogent, but curiously lacks reflexes of the initial *s- of the root. Amble evidence thus suggests 

an internal derivation after the breakup of Anatolian, and likely also Tocharian. 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *’unw-(at-) > Ugaritic ‘anyt ‘ship’, Arab. ‘inā’- ‘vessel’  

Discussion: Gamkrelidze & Ivanov suggest that the term was borrowed into PIE from Semitic 

(1995: 771f.), but, due to the proposed internal PIE derivation, Mallory & Adams’ rejection of 

this comparison (1997: 74) seems well-founded (cf. also Diakonoff 1985: 125). 
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*(h2)nepōt ‘nephew’, see item 53 under *h2- 

 

*O* 

 

*(h1)oi- ‘one’, item 37 (see § 5.1) 

 

97. *(h3)okt̂ṓ ‘eight’ (see § 5.8) 

 

*P* 

 

98. *peh2- 

Gloss: ‘to protect’  

IE cognates: Hittite paḫ-s-; Toch. B pā-sk- ‘to look after, watch’; Lat. pā-sc-ō (pā-vī) ‘to graze’; 

OCS pa-s-ti ‘to pasture, to look after’; Ved. pa ́-ti ‘protect, keep’. 

Notes: The root shows different extensions along with the root form, but semantics render 

the assemblage impeccable. Hittite requires the extension *-s- also present in the Italic and 

Slavic forms, yet common Anatolian may also retain the bare stem in Luwian pád-du ‘may 

he protect’ (Kloekhorst 2008a: 612).  

External comparanda: 

NW Caucasian: *px̆a 'authority, respect, honor' (Bomhard 2015: 43) 

Discussion: Extra-familiar connections to NW Caucasian has been suggested by Bomhard 

(2015: 43), but semantic as well as formal connections are dubious, and the pure “Pontic” 

connection is hardly substantial. 

 

99. *peh2-u- 

Gloss: ‘son’ 

Attestations: (?)Lat. puer; Goth. fawai ‘few’; Gr. παῖς; (?)Ved. putra 

Notes: Despite internal problems, there is little doubt to the reconstruction of a PIE root 

*peh2-, but with the original adjectival meaning ‘few, little’ (Beekes 2010: 1142f.). Inclusion of 

Vedic would require an instrumental derivation *-tlo-. 

External comparanda: 

NW Caucasian *pa 'son; to rear'  

Discussion: Colarusso suggests a Proto-Pontic form *pa with an unexplained *-w- extension 

to account for the IE material (1997: 144), but the fact that semantic divergence increases, 

and not diminishes, as one moves towards the PIE reconstruction, the comparison is weak 

and founded on shallow resemblance, at best. 

 

100. *peisk-  

Gloss: ‘fish’ 

Attestations: Lat. piscis; OIr. íasc; Goth. fisks; (?)Czech pisk ‘young feather’; (?)Ved. piccha ‘id.’ 

Notes: The semantic gap to the Slavic and Indic forms appears insurmountable (cf. Kroonen 

2013: 142), and the attestations thus point to a western regionalism. 

External comparanda: 

North Caucasian: *p VśwV- > e.g. Tsezian besuro 
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Discussion: The comparison requires the IE forms to have been extended with a k-suffix (S. 

Starostin 2009: 83), but despite the perfect semantic match, the formal side is insufficiently 

founded. From the point of view of the IE attestations, an external source is attractive to 

explain the innovation, but there is not enough compelling evidence to establish this North 

Caucasian comparandum as the source. 

 

101. *pekû-  

‘livestock’ 

Attestations: Lat. pecu; Goth. faíhu; (?)Lith. pekus; Ved. páśu-, Av. pasu. 

Notes: The Baltic forms fail to reflect the palatal development of the internal obstruent as 

formally expected, and may have to be considered secondarily borrowed from a centum 

language (Mallory & Adams 1997: 23), conceivably Germanic, but similar discontinuations 

of satəm traits are not unheard of in Baltic. Certainly of PIE origin, the lack of Anatolian and 

Tocharian cognates renders the oldest stages beyond the reconstructional reach of prudent 

scholarship. 

External comparanda: 

North Caucasian: *p äHäƛ wV 

Discussion: The comparison, proposed by S. Starostin (2009: 82), appears formally strained, 

although semantics and the host of other proposed comparanda concerning livestock, 

primarily ‘goats’, purportedly emanating from the Caucasus adds circumstantial plausibility 

to a borrowing. 

 

102. *pelekû- 

Gloss: ‘axe’ 

Attestations: Myc. pe-re-ke-we, Gr. πέλεκυς; Ved. paraśú-, Oss. færæt 

Notes: The distribution is limited to Graeco-Aryan, so only barely late PIE, although 

decisively so as it predates the phonologically distinctive split between the former 

constituent as centum and the latter as satəm. The item later entered Tocharian through an 

Iranian language. 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *p-l-ḳ ‘split apart, axe’ 

Discussion: The item is also found in the Tungusic and Mongolian languages, still 

purportedly with Semitic as the ultimate origin (cf. Poppe 1953), and also eventually wound 

up in East Caucasian through an Iranian source (NCED s.v. ‘axe’). Similar late borrowings 

introduced descendants of the term to the Fenno-Ugric languages in the greater Volga 

region, most likely also from an Iranian source (Joki 1973: 305f.). These trajectories surely 

bolster the attractiveness of a loan relation also into late PIE. The item is somewhat shakily 

connected with a Berber term meaning ‘blade’ by Orel & Stolbova (1995: 423f.), while 

Militarev include Chadic cognates, all with the common meaning ‘stone’ (2006: item 287) to 

further substantiate an Afro-Asiatic origin of the term. Semantically the journey seems 

admissible, albeit not from the most often cited form, Akkadian pilaḳḳu, due to the simple 

fact that it means ‘spindle’; this prompts Diakonoff to reject the connection on semantic 

grounds (1985: 125f., cf. also Beekes 2010: 1166f. and Fortson 2010: 79), but an Akkadian source 

is not excluded altogether as the same trilateral root is employed with a different vowel 
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makeup to form puluḳḳu with a secondary meaning ‘a sharp tool’, attractive in light of the 

desinental vocalism (see also Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995: 620f.), but less so semantically. 

Other attested Semitic languages (ibid.: 771) show perfect semantics in ‘axe’, but fail to 

provide the vocalic material that could justify a u-stem in Graeco-Aryan. The overall 

attractiveness of a triconsonantal lexical item perfectly semantically mirrored in a limited 

and very probable subgrouping of PIE makes the connection uncircumventable; its proven 

track record of borrowing similarly adds credibility to this analysis, but the exact trajectory 

likely involves undocumented intermediaries. The item evidently does not belong to the 

earliest stages of PIE, only with clear reflexes in Graeco-Aryan, but needs to be posited 

sufficiently early to account for the developments discussed; for an in-depth treatment 

including archaeological discussion, see Makkay (1998). 

 

103. *pelh1- 

Gloss: ‘to swing, shutter’  

Attestations: (?)Lat. populus ‘population’, (?)Umb. poplom ‘militants’; Goth. us-fil-ma 

‘frightened’; (?)Slovenian pó ljem ‘undulate’’; Gr. πελεμίζω ‘to shake, cause to tremble’. 

Notes: The distribution is limited and semantically difficult, although the Italic forms gain 

credibility in light of the Greek nominal derivation πόλεμος ‘war’, ostensibly from ‘(lance) 

wielding’ (LIV2: 469).  

External compranda: 

Uralic: *pele ‘to fear’ > Saami balla, Proto-Samoyed *pij- 

Discussion: Collinder considers it a sign of deep ancestry (1965: 126), while Koivulehto 

proposes a loan directly from PIE (1994, 2001: 236). Finnish pelkää ‘id.’ is likely related, and 

the extension then the reflex of PIE *-h1 (ibid.). Semantics, however, pose a problem as the 

suggested Uralic borrowing does not seem to represent the original meaning ‘swing’; the fact 

that Germanic and, in particular, Greek only secondarily have developed into ‘fear’ is of 

serious detriment to the comparison. The most probable IE point of departure would be the 

earliest possible detachment of the stock to which Proto-Germanic belonged. This analysis 

could allow for a semantic drift while retaining laryngeal features. 

 

104. *pen(kw)-sti- 

Gloss: ‘fist’ 

Attestations: PIE *penkwe ‘five’; OHG fūst; Lith. kúmstė; OCS pęstĭ; (?)Gr. πέμπω ‘to send’ 

Notes: The provenance of the Greek evidence is elusive (cf. Chantraine 1968: 879f. and Beekes 

2010:1170), and it begs the question how a root with seemingly defined verbal and nominal 

connotations was lost on such a massive scale. The connection with *penkwe ‘five’ (§ 5.5) is 

straightforward, semantically as well as formally, and the limited distribution of this 

derivation is then isolated to the derivation as all IE branches, with the possible exception 

of Anatolian, continue this numeral. The velar does not have any obvious reflex in Germanic 

and Balto-Slavic, and may only be included to satisfy the traditional reconstruction of PIE 

‘five’, so that the *-kw- here may be considered optional in the cluster *n-(kw)-st-; this 

formation may even be secondary to the grammaticalization of *-kwe in PIE ‘five’ (cf. Mallory 

& Adams 1997: 255), and thus wholly without consequence for this discussion. If Germanic 
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*fingraz ‘finger’, however, belongs here, the velar becomes evident in the anatomical stock 

(cf. Kroonen 2013: 141). 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: *piηз ‘palm of the hand’ 

NE Caucasian: *χwinḳwV ‘fist’  

Discussion: Semantically the Uralic connection is awkward unless the point of tangency is 

something like ‘the fingers’, then either clenched or spread out, and the trajectories would, 

rightfully, have to be connected only very early (Čop 1970: 161, cf. also discussion in § 5.5). A 

loan from PIE to Uralic seems most probable if the velar element is secondary in PIE, while 

a reconstruction to the root would level the playing-field. The Caucasian connection has far 

better semantic prospects but rests on an alternative interpretation of the IE data, viz. that 

the obstruent sequence in the Italo-Celtic continuation of ‘five’ is the original, but such a 

scenario requires widespread and independent, yet identical, dissimilation, across the IE 

branches which is highly improbable. Alternatively, the item should have been borrowed 

into a dissipating PIE dialect continuum where the initial cluster from NE Caucasian was 

incorporated independently, but such conjectures remain extremely speculative and would 

punctuate the otherwise convincing continuity of PIE ‘five’. 

 

105. *pes- 

Gloss: ‘penis’ 

Attestations: Hit. pesn- ‘male’; Toch. B paṣe ‘hare’; Lat. pēnis; OHG fasal ‘seed, descendant’; 
(?)Czech o-peska; Gr. πεός; Ved. pásas-. 

Notes: While de Vaan questions the Latin item’s place within this particular cognate set 

(2008: 458), different suffixes (Hit. and Latin *-n-; Graeco-Aryan *-os) indicate IE derivation 

from a common root, whose actual semantic basis has yet to be determined. The inclusion 

of the Czech form is dubious, while Tocharian, though semantically off, has scholarly 

erudition on its side (Adams 2013: 387). The possibility of a late Core-IE, perhaps exclusively 

Graeco-Aryan, semantic derivation may thus explain the distribution. 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: FU *paćɜ  

Discussion: A loan into FU is not impossible, although the distribution in only Saami buoččâ 

and Hungarian fasz (with early attestation, c. 1380) demands caution. Further, the 

distributional pattern does not warrant a significantly old transfer as to compare with PIE. 

Takács also posits the PIE term as the origin of Dravidian (with questionable semantics) and 

Old Uighur äs < *päs (1997:373). Given the semantic nature of the term, nursery-word 

phenomena cannot be excluded, while the conditions under which it ostensibly should have 

been borrowed are difficult to ascertain, so that any formal conclusions must consequently 

be suspended. The internal IE evidence alone similarly suggests that if a borrowing occurred, 

it postdates the split of Anatolian and Tocharian, and may even be attributed to the very last 

stratum that with the slightest grain of scientific merit could be dubbed PIE, i.e. Graeco-

Aryan. 
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106. *pə2-ter-s 

Gloss: ‘father’ 

Attestations: Toch. A pācar, Toch. B pācer; Lat. pater; OIr. athair; Goth. fadar; Gr. πατήρ; Arm. 

hayr; Ved. pitár-, Av. ptā-. 

Notes: The word father in almost all of the IE languages correspond neatly, yet some 

languages betray, sometimes alternating, a nursery word, e.g. Gothic atta and Hittite attas, 

but the matter is further cmplicated by the long-held etymology that the father is actually 

the ‘defender’, i.e. PIE *pə2-ter-s is derived from the verbal stem *peh2- ‘to protect’ as evident 

in Hittite paḫs- and Toch. B pā-sk-, etc. (item 98). The root may, indeed, betray the internal 

formation of the formal head of the family cf. discussion in Benveniste, who rightly attributes 

special functionality to the more complex form (1969: 209-212). The complete absence of the 

otherwise prolific *pə2-tér-s in Anatolian could be explained as simple lexical loss, although 

it seems unlikely as not a single trace is left of it; the situation in core-IE is more easily 

explained if the term is an innovation: The abandonment of the lexeme is rare and it almost 

certainly requires a strongly institutionalized functionality to withstand the constant 

encroachment Lallwörter necessarily presents (ibid., although with opposing view of the fate 

in Anatolian). The formal term for ‘mother’ *meh2-ter- is, while clearly related, likely 

secondarily derived from the masculine; its distribution roughly mirrors that of ‘father’, 

including the important absence from Anatolian. 

External comparanda: 

NW Caucasian: *px̆a 'authority, respect, honor' (Bomhard 2015: 43) 

Discussion: The external comparanda is treated under the entry *peh2- ‘to protect’ (item 98). 

 

*R* 

 

107. *(h1)reugh- 

Gloss: ‘sour-milk, butter’ 

Attestations: ON rjúma ‘cream’; (?)Lith. ráugas ‘sourdough, acid,’ (?)Latv. raûgs ‘yeast, lye’, 
(?)OPrus. ructan-dadan ‘sour-milk’; Av. raoγna- 

Notes: The Baltic forms are traditionally ascribed to a different set of cognates (cf. Fraenkel 

1965: 705f.), but certain collocations seem to indicate that the inherent meaning did, indeed, 

pertain to dairy (Schmalstieg 1976: 278f.). The distribution limited to Germanic, Iranian, and 

likely Baltic is suspicious, but otherwise the connections appear to be reasonable. The initial 

laryngeal is posited to avoid a solitary *r- in the onset, but is not directly warranted by any 

of the attestations. 

External comparanda: 

North Caucasian: *renχwV- > e.g. Budukh juχ ‘milk’ (S. Starostin 2009: 103) 

Discussion: Formally this connection requires that PIE *-Vgh- is represented by North 

Caucasian *-nχ-, which is not inconceivable. More important, however, is the apparent 

mismatch of categories, where the nominal forms in Germanic and Avestan have 

derivational suffixes, suggesting a verbal basis, whereas the North Caucasian comparanda, 

supposedly exported, are basic nouns. Representing a certain technique in the treatment of 

dairy, this item is comparable to *twer- ‘curdled milk, curds’ (item 125), and can roughly be 
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assigned the same distributional patterns. The connection, though tantalizing, requires 

further circumstantial evidence. 

 

*(h1)raudh- ‘copper’, see item 38 under *h1- 

 

*(w)ruĝh- ‘rye’, see item 135 under *w- 

 

*S* 

 

108. *sekur- 

Gloss: ‘battleaxe’ 

Attestations: Lat. secūris; OCS sekyra 

Notes: The Latin term is easily ascribed to a nominal derivation to the verb secō’ to cut, sever’ 

(e.g. de Vaan 2008: 550f.), and a similar formation may be posited for Slavic (cf. von Miklosich 

1970: 290 and Vasmer 1955: 603), but the exact derivation of either remains obscure. There is 

no evidence pointing to an old item within PIE. 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: Akk. šukurru ‘javellin’, Heb. seḡōr  

Discussion: Gamkrelidze & Ivanov suggest that the term was transferred into (P)IE from a 

Semitic language (1995: 771), though possibly ultimately from Sumerian (cf. von Soden 1981: 

1266). The semantic discontinuity (Diakonoff 1985: 126) and the possibility of internal 

derivation in Latin and Slavic makes the connection untenable, although the effects of folk-

etymological reinterpretation cannot be excluded as the primary factor in connecting a 

borrowed ‘axe’ with the native *sekh1- ‘to cut’. Most probable, however, seems a transfer into 

Old Latin (cf. Makkay 1998: 183 fn.3) that continued to the proto-Slavic speech community.  

 

109. *septm̥ ‘seven’ (see § 5.7) 

 

110. *(s)gwes- 

Gloss: ‘to extinguish’ 

Attestations: (?)Hit. kist- ‘to perish, be extinguished’; Toch. A käs- ‘to go out’, Toch. B kes- ‘id.’; 

Goth. qist ‘destruction’; Lith. ge s̨ti ‘’to go out’; OCS u-gasiti; Gr. σβέννῡμι; Ved. jásate ‘be 

extinguished’. 

Notes: Disregarding the rather elusive s- mobile in Greek (cf. Beekes 2010: 1315 and 

Chantraine 1968: 992), this collection of IE comparanda is still not formally compatible, and 

they likely have to be split into two or three groups depending on the quality of the initial 

velar and possibly also semantics. While the satəm languages pose no problem, the 

unmistakable labiovelars of Greek and Gothic cannot be united with the Hittite material. 

According to Adams, the Tocharian forms may be interpreted either way and could thus be 

ascribed to both *K and *Kw (2013:118). Additional evidence may then be drawn from the 

exclusive Hittito-Tocharian cognates for ‘hunger’ (Hit. kāst- and Toch. A kaṣt, Toch. B kest-), 

that in Anatolian clearly belongs with the verb form ‘to perish’ (Kloekhorst 2008a: 461ff., who 

reconstructs *ghósd-), but in Tocharian may well be isolated from the verb forms from *gwes. 
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It thus seems that the most attractive fault line runs through Tocharian, and that this root 

consequently is without Anatolian evidence. 

External comparanda: 

NW Caucasian: *k'oasa 'go out; escape'   

Kartvelian: Georgian-Zan *ḳwes ‘to strike fire’ 

Discussion: Proposed as an indication of proto-linguistics contacts between PIE and the NW 

Caucasian proto-language (Bomhard 2015: 35), there is seemingly no common North 

Caucasian root for the comparandum (NCED), which makes a direct comparison with PIE 

problematic for chronological reasons. Whereas the phonetic correlation could be attractive 

as a later loan from a centum language, semantics, especially in the Abkhaz branch 

(‘hardened wood’, Bomhard 2015: 35), complicate matters. Kartvelian, on the other hand, is 

a perfect opposite semantic match (cf. Fähnrich 2007: 240), but there is no reason to dismiss 

the proposed connection (Smitherman 2012: 508) on the semantic lopsidedness alone. The 

reflex of PIE *gw is then *ḳw- as opposed to *p-, purportedly in pur for PIE *gwou- ‘cow’ (item 

30), which almost certainly means that, if viable at all, the transfers belong to different strata. 

The fact that the forms are only represented in Mingrelian and Georgian, failing the cladistic 

requirement of attestation in Svan for secure Proto-Kartvelian reconstruction (Fähnrich 

2007: 240), does seem to corroborate a later transfer. Essential for the Kartvelian connection 

is the retention of the initial labiovelar of PIE at the point of transition, a feature that is 

generally lost in the IE branches historically present in the region. This item is phonetically 

comparable to the Kartvelian comparandum under PIE *kwep- ‘smoke’ (item 82). 

 

*(h2)(s)kwal-o-s ‘catfish’, see item 78 under *kw- 

 

111. *skel(H)- 

Gloss: ‘to owe’ 

Attestations: Goth. skal ‘is guilty, must’; OLith. skelù ‘to be guilty’ 

Notes: Very limited distribution in only Baltic and Germanic suggests regional phenomenon. 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: FU *kelke- ‘shall, must’ > e.g. Saami galga ‘shall, must, need’, Hung. kell- ‘id.’ 

Discussion: Both Koivulehto (2001: 236f.) and Sammallahti (1998: 242) adduce PIE 

provenance of this Fenno-Ugric root and point to the velar reflex of an ostensible PIE 

laryngeal, but there is no other evidence that could help justify its reconstruction to such an 

early stratum. IE evidence could, however, defend a regionalism that predates the phonetic 

diversification of Germanic and Baltic (or Balto-Slavic), respectively, with retention of the 

laryngeals. Such a stratification might also work with the western distribution in Uralic, 

where the lack of evidence in Samoyedic as well as Ob-Ugric may render Hungarian a later 

contact induced phenomenon. Direction of transfer is indicated by the more complex initial 

cluster in IE. This item surely does not belong to the earliest strata of PIE. 
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112. *smók-̂ur 

Gloss: ‘beard’ 

Attestations: Hit. zama(n)kur; Lith. smãkras ‘chin’; Alb. mjekër; Arm. mawrow-kʿ; Ved. 

śmáśru-.  

Notes: According to Kloekhorst, the Anatolian evidence suggests that metathesis has 

reshaped the desinence in Core-IE (2008: 1029). Altogether less consequential is the 

assimilation of the initial sibilant in Vedic. 

External comparanda: 

NE Caucasian: *moč̣ r̥  

Discussion: The simplification of the initial cluster is suggestive of a loan direction from a 

stage of IE (be that proto-linguistic or dialectal) to NE Caucasian, that disallowed such 

features (Dolgopolsky 1987:18). Nikolayev & Starostin has a somewhat different 

reconstruction in *mēc _́uri (~-ī-) (NCED s.v.) that notably seems to mirror the ending 

proposed for early PIE. A strict interpretation hereof requires that the transfer into NE 

Caucasian occurred before the Core-IE metathesis, albeit such a stratum would be more 

desirable with NW Caucasian cognates. 

 

113. *snéh1ur 

Gloss: ‘tendon, vein’ 

Attestations: Toch. B ṣñor; Lat. nervus; Gr. νεῦρον; Arm. neard; Ved. snāvan-, Av. snāvarə. 

Notes: Necessarily old within PIE, this item is possibly a derivation of the verb *sneh1(u)- 

(Mallory & Adams 1997: 568), but notably lacking any Anatolian comparanda (Kloekhorst 

2008a: 395f.). 

External comparanda: 

Uralic *sen̮e 

Discussion: Not unlike the situation with ‘name’, there is no obvious point of transfer in 

either direction (cf. Kortlandt 1989: 81). Rédei’s connection to Tocharian (1988: 652) is 

implausible, and Indo-Iranian is disqualified on sequence and vocalism. The PIE 

reconstruction is itself structurally different, and the use of anaptyxis to break up a foreign 

initial cluster is unwarranted as Uralic languages demonstrably simplifies such 

constructions (cf. *skel(H)- ‘to owe’, item 111). This situation has led scholars to suggest that 

the root is evidence of common Indo-Uralic heritage, e.g. Helimski (2001: 196 fn.19) and 

Collinder (1965: 122), the defence of which, of course, requires an explanation of the loss in 

Anatolian. 

 

114. *snusós 

Gloss: ‘son’s wife’ 

Attestations: Lat. nurus ‘(grand)son’s wife’; ON snør; Rus. snocha ‘id.; bride’; Gr. νυός ‘id.’; Arm. 

nu; Ved. snuṣa ́ ‘daughter-in-law’ 

Notes: Internal explanations have been suggested, most probably an unattested verbal root 

*sneu-, yet consequently related to the *-bh-extended forms in Latin nūbō ‘wed, veil’, Rus. CS 

snubiti ‘to court, love’, and Alb. nuse ‘bride’ (Mallory & Adams 1997: 148). Cognates are 

missing in Anatolian and Tocharian. The old o-stem suggests that the formation predates 
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the core-IE innovation of the feminine gender *-eh2 (on the significance of fem. o-stems, see 

e.g. Clackson 2007: 105). 

External comparanda: 

NW Caucasian: *nəsa '(father's) brother's wife; id.' (Bomhard 2015: 42) 

NE Caucasian: *nusV (Dolgopolsky 1987: 20) 

HU: *nas- > Hur. naž-ardǝ ‘concubines’ 

Kartvelian: *nusa > Laz nusa (ibid.)  

Discussion: Despite strong semantics and good cognates across Caucasia, the question 

ultimately comes down to chronology and whether the term was introduced from PIE or 

only a later IE daughter language, likely either Iranian or Armenian (Matasović 2012:288f.). 

The Caucasian correlates all miss the initial sibilant, which suggests that either the etymon 

was borrowed directly from an IE dialect without, e.g. early Armenian, or that the primary 

recipient language disallowed such phonotactics, e.g. NE Caucsian (Dolgopolsky 1987:21). 

The Hurrian cognate has been suggested by Nikolayev & Starostin, Hur. naž-ardǝ 

'concubines' < HU *nas-, further connected with Arab. niswa ‘women’ and Turkish nisa ‘id.’ 

as evidence of “an old Eurasiatic Wanderwort” (NCED s.v.), but veers significantly from the 

PIE and North Caucasian forms both formally and semantically, demanding individual 

treatment for these Middle Eastern items that can hardly be considered cogent with PIE 

‘daughter-in-law’. Although a complete loss in Hittite and its consanguines is feasible, 

perhaps due to a renewed cultural framework (cf. Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995:676ff. and 

Bremmer 1976), it nonetheless seems preferable that the lexeme emanated to, and 

consequently also from, PIE in time after the departure of Anatolian. A borrowing from 

Caucasian is nonetheless highly unlikely given the more complex stem in PIE, and the fact 

thus remains that a truly ancient source of the Caucasian stock is difficult to substantiate 

due to the uniform structure across the three different families, and a borrowing into an 

ostensible North Caucasian proto-language, which would be required to satisfy the temporal 

side of the argument, is expected to show considerably more dialectal variation. A 

tantalizing cultural artifact, *snusós, although of an old IE stratum, must thus be considered 

a later borrowing into the Caucasian languages where the internal relations remain elusive 

(Dolgopolsky 1989: 28 fn.20).  

 

115. *sor 

Gloss: ‘girl’ 

Attestations: PIE *swe-sor ‘sister’; Lat. uxor ‘wife’; Av. hāriši ‘girl, female’ 

Notes: Benveniste suggests connection with Ved. strí- ‘woman’ < *sr-ih2 (1969: 215), but the 

obvious Avestan cognate strī- makes this suggestion untenable (Mayrhofer 1996: 763). PIE 

provenance is substantiated by the widespread lexeme *swe-sor ‘sister’ (missing only in 

Anatolian, cf. Szemerényi for a thorough discussion, 1991:107-122), literally ‘own-girl’, possibly 

also Latin uxor ‘wife’ (see de Vaan for an etymological discussion 2008: 648f.); Pârvulescu 

prefers an interpretation of the *-sor element in ‘sister’ as ‘blood’ (1989: 71ff.) that, however, 

lacks convincing cognates and thus remains wholly unconvincing. A series of feminine 

ordinals may similarly contain the item, cf. OIr. cethe-oir and Ved. cata-sr-a < *kwete-sor 

‘fourth (fem.)’ (Benveniste 1969: 215), akin to the feminine derivative in Hittite, cf. ḫassu-ssar-

a ‘queen’ from ḫassu- ‘king’. If ‘sister’ is then transparent within PIE and Anatolian seemingly 
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did not partake in that innovation, it begs the question whether the Hittite translation neka- 

is somehow more ancient within PIE; why the substitution occurred is elusive, but the ‘own-

girl’ may have been part of a restructuralization of the social roles. A possible comparandum 

for Hittite may be found in Uralic *niŋä ‘wife, woman’ (cf. UEW 305f.), albeit with 

questionable semantic discontinuity (cf. a parallel situation in the discussion immediately 

below).  

External comparanda: 

NW Caucasian: *(w)śəmc'a 'woman' (Colarusso 1997: 145f.) 

North Caucasian: *s_wēsǝ ‘bride’ > e.g. Chechen sesag 

Discussion: The argument for the reconstruction of a PIE *sor ‘girl’ is convincing, which 

renders Colarusso’s Proto-Pontic connection to *swe-sor obsolete. Fortunately, at least from 

a methodological point of view, Colarusso himself allows for a dismissal of this connection 

if *sor can be distilled for PIE (1997: 146 fn.6). Matasović rather treats the word as 

continuation of a loan of the entire root *swe-sor into North Caucasian as *śwasa ‘wife’ (2012: 

289 fn.15) that suspiciously resembles the Vedic reflex svasā-, but here the quality of the first 

vowel may have been inspired by the perceived donor language, cf. how both the Nakh and 

Lezgian branches agree on the e-vocalism (NCED s.v. ‘bride’). A connection necessarily 

would have to emanate from PIE on the internal reconstruction and requires a semantic shift 

from ‘sister’ to ‘bride’ which could be tied to inter-marriage. 

 

116. *spen-(d-) 

Gloss: ‘to plait, spin’ 

Attestations: Toch. A pänw- ‘draw out, stretch’, Toch. B pänn- ‘id.’; Goth. spinnan; Lith. pìnti; 

Rus. pyat’; Alb. pe ‘thread’; Gr. πένομαι ‘to toil (with household tasks)’; Arm. hanum ‘weave, 

bring near’  

Notes: Without Anatolian data, this root nonetheless appears stable from after the initial 

split. Italic and Balto-Slavic seem to agree on an extension of the root (de Vaan 2008: 457) 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: *puna > Saami botni-, Proto-Samoyed *pə̑n- 

Yukaghir: *pun ‘to tell’ (Nikolaeva 2006: 370, UEW 402) 

Discussion: The pan-Uralic and Yukaghir cognates, the latter with notable semantic change 

(although hardly improbable, cf. Modern English to spin a story), could potentially trace this 

set far back in time. Borrowing can realistically only have occurred from PIE into Uralic due 

to complexity (as indeed is the suggestion, cf. Koivulehto 2001:236), and only at a decisively 

ancient point in time as part of a cultural diffusion; within such a paradigm, however, the 

dearth of comparanda in other linguistic phyla of the area (e.g. Turkic) is noteworthy. 

 

117. *spongh- 

Gloss: ‘mushroom, sponge’ 

PIE (1) *sp(h)ong- 

Attestations: Lat. fungus; Gr. σπόγγος; Arm. sownk; (?)Ved. paṅgú ‘lame, crippled’ 

Notes: The formal problems in connecting the forms nonetheless fall short of dismantling 

the ultimate connection; only Vedic can rightfully be questioned within this context on 

semantic grounds.  
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PIE (2) *suómbh- 

Attestations: OHG swamp 

PIE (3) *g(w)umb(h)- 

Attestations: OCS gǫba 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: *paŋka > e.g. Mari poŋgə̑ and possibly Nganasan fanka- ‘drunk’ (Joki 1973: 300f.) 

Kartvelian *c umb- ‘to become wet, soaked’ 

Discussion: The disparate yet somehow similar attestations support the consistent practice 

of identifying the item as non-native within IE in the standard etymological dictionaries (e.g. 

Beekes 2010: 1385, de Vaan 2008: 250), and there is ample reason to assume that the Uralic 

forms are somehow connected.  A comparison with the spread of ‘orphan’ (item 62) from 

late PIE into FU could establish the relevant stratum for a transfer, while a loan from Uralic 

into IE is harder to substantiate given the initial cluster in IE. The Kartvelian form, suggested 

by Klimov (1998: 302), is less appealing, partly due to its semantic discontinuity, but an old 

Wanderwort could account for the spread as well as the internal IE inconsistencies, which 

may be corroborated by the exclusive distribution in European IE and Armenian; Kroonen 

thus suggests that the word stems from a substrate present in Europe before the arrival of 

the Indo-Europeans, which similarly makes a loan from (P)IE into Kartvelian implausible 

(2013: 495). 

 

118. *(s)teuros 

Gloss: ‘bull’ 

PIE (1) *steuros 

Attestations: OHG stior; Av. staora- ‘large (domestic) animal (i.e. horse, ass, cow, camel)’ 

Notes: The suggested Avestan correlate to OHG stior may also derive from *steh2uro- ‘big’ 

(Kroonen 2013: 478), which would render the Germanic forms isolated. 

PIE (2) *tauros 

Attestations: Lat. taurus; Gaul. tarvos; ON þjórr; OPrus. tauris ‘bison’; OCS turŭ ‘aurochs, bull’; 

Alb. ter; Gr. ταῦρος; Khot. ttura- ‘mountain goat’ 

Notes: Celtic shows metathesis, but fits otherwise unproblematically with the European 

cognates. Germanic has *-e- instead of *-a-, which has been explained as analogy to *steur-, 

but see the discussion immediately below for a different solution. The Khotanese item, 

however, stands out semantically, but fits with the Avestan continuation of PIE (1) *steur- if 

part of a Proto-Iranian shift as suggested by Bailey (1979: 132). 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *tawr > Akk. šūru, Arab. tawr, Heb. šôr, etc. (Bomhard 1981: 416) 

Semitic (alt.): Arab. ṭaraḳa ‘to impregnate (of camels)’ (Schott 1936: 78) 

NE Caucasian: *stw- (Nichols 1997: 143) 

Discussion: The very obvious correlation between the Semitic and IE forms certainly 

suggests them as related, obvious even to philologists (Levin 1995, cf. § 3.2.6). The nature of 

this relation, however, is disputed. Schott’s attempt at a connection with Arabic ṭaraḳa ‘to 

impregnate (of camels)’ to substantiate internal semitic derivation (1936: 78) is improbable, 

potentially even more so in light of Militarev & Kogan’s Afro-Asiatic reconstruction 

(2005:307ff.) that nonetheless requires some semantic leniency, covering both ‘elephant’ 
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(Central Chadic) and ‘rhinoceros’ (Northern Omotic), but it is noteworthy that Orel & 

Stolbova do not include to form (1995), and Lipińsky seems to share this uncertainty of origin 

(1997: 561). The two disparate PIE words, although clearly related, seem to have entered the 

language at two different stages; *steuros likely prior to *tauros, where the latter is 

phonetically less complex and also brands a-vocalism. Dolgopolsky initially considered the 

IE complex descendants of a single form borrowed directly from proto-Semitic into PIE 

(1987: 14), but later suggested only partial common heritage for Semitic and PIE that was 

subsequently confounded by a loan (1993: 244). Weak Indo-Iranian evidence, however, as 

well as a complete lack of Anatolian and Tocharian cognates, question the antiquity of the 

noun in PIE while the Semitic provenance itself may be inhibited by the questionable nature 

of the Afro-Asiatic evidence for the root. Alternatively, Kroonen suggests that the e-vocalism 

in Germanic *steur- and *teur- is a consequence of raising from an otherwise unidentified 

donor language (cf. Haarmann 1994: 269f. and the treatment of *ghaid-, item 21) that similarly 

shows up in Etruscan thevru- (2013: 540), and may additionally account for the Germanic 

forms with initial s- from a foreign spirant not found at the recipient stage of the language 

(2013: 478). Nichols’s suggestion of a NE Caucasian*stw- (1997: 143) is tantalizing as it 

seemingly reflects the sporadic s-forms in IE, but the root is not included by Nikolayev & 

Starostin (NCED) and has not been validated. 

 

119. *súH- 

Gloss: ‘pig’ 

Attestations: Toch. B suwo; Lat. sūs; Welsh hwch; ON sýr ‘sow’; OPrus. swintian; OCS svinū; 

Alb. thi; Gr. ὗς, σῦς (var.); Ved. sūkará-, Av. hū-.  

Notes: Only lacking in Anatolian (possibly hiding behind Sumerograms) and Armenian, the 

word has old status in PIE and has been proposed connected to the verbal root *seuH- ‘to 

bear, bring forth’. Although Mallory & Adams criticize that it appears not to be restricted to 

the sow (1997: 425), semantic widening may well have rendered the term more general 

already before the breakup of PIE. More problematic is the fate of the laryngeal that is 

missing, formally inadmissibly, in some derivational forms, and a more onomatopoetic 

origin may alternatively be posited (e.g. Mańczak 2000: 232f.), a notion which Beekes denies 

(2010: 1425). 

External comparanda: 

Kartvelian: *(h)ešw- > Georgian ešw- ‘tusk’, Mingrelian o-sk-u ‘pigsty’  

Sumerian: šáḫ(a)  

Discussion: The semantics of Kartvelian are marked by great dispersal, but Klimov seems 

right to connect ‘tusk, fang’ and ‘pigsty’ under a common denominator ‘(wild) boar’ (1998: 

48), according to Fähnrich also attested in Old Georgian (2007: 152), which suggests an early 

transfer to account for the divergence that nonetheless cannot directly be honored since the 

item is lacking in Svan and thus, conservatively, may only be secured for Georgian-Zan; a 

loss in the Svan language is, of course, conceivable, and must be posited for the relation to 

be of PIE date as Gamkrelidze & Ivanov suggest (1995: 774). Kaiser & Shevoroshkin prefers 

common heritage from Nostratic with the common meaning ‘to give birth’ (1986: 369), but 

this scenario requires that Kartvelian independently innovated the same meaning, which is 

hardly preferable to a loan from early middle PIE where the meaning already had been 
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attained. A borrowing in the opposite direction, i.e. from (antecedent of) Kartvelian is 

theoretically possible, and may be corroborated by the archaeological data (Anthony 2007: 

285f.). The Sumerian comparandum is semantically unproblematic, but likely requires the 

reconstructed PIE laryngeal questioned by some. The item may well be the same in all three 

families (cf. Sahala 2009: 10) and have travelled from a Middle Eastern origin at an early date, 

although the exact origin, possibly related to the spread of agriculture, remains elusive.  

 

120. *(s)wekŝ ‘six’ (see § 5.6) 

 

121. *swekûro- 

Gloss: ‘father-in-law’  

Attestations: ΟLat. socerus; Welsh chwegrwn; Goth. swaíhra; Lith. šẽšuras; OCS svekrъ; Alb. 

vjehërr; Gr. ἑκυρός; Arm. skesr-ayr ‘mother-in-law’s husband’; Ved. śváśura-, YAv. xvasura- 

Notes: Beekes considers it likely that the first element is the reflexive *swe- (2010:399), which 

is formally unproblematic, but leaves the second part, *-kûro-, unaccounted for. Szemerényi 

suggests that it is related to the PIE word for ‘head’ (and ‘horn’, item 68), and is to be seen 

from the displaced wife’s perspective (1991:1462), but the connection has not been widely 

accepted; formally more problematic is Pârvelescu’s connection with *kru ́- ‘blood’ 

(1989:79ff.). Although decisively Indo-European in the strictest and 19th century sense of the 

word, obvious cognates are missing in Anatolian as well as Tocharian; an external source or 

internal derivation may then tentatively be sought to account for its appearance. 

External comparanda: 

NE Caucasian: *swic ̣̌c ̣̌V > Tabasaran siǯar, Archi šekerttu ‘cousin’, Chechen šiča ‘id.’, Ingush 

šuča ‘id.’ (Dolgopolsky 1989: 27). 

Discussion: The connection was proposed by Dolgopolsky as an early Indo-Iranian loan into 

Proto-NE Caucasian(1989: 27), but no linguistic traits demand any real kind of dialectal 

differentiation (§ 1.3.2.13); the obstruent is simply palatalized, whatever phonetic 

consequences it has, which answers the PIE reconstruction, and there is no sign of the a-

vocalism that irrevocably sets Indo-Iranian apart from its parent stage (as opposed to the 

ostensible reception of  *ĝemH- ‘son-in-law’, item 16). Semantics shroud the better part of 

the NE Caucasian material (‘cousin’ rather than ‘father-in-law’), and there is little evidence 

to maintain that such a shift has happened to a borrowing with otherwise very concrete and 

stable semantic value. Without a common North Caucasian root, it is difficult to defend a 

loan relation in the opposite direction, i.e. into PIE from Proto-NE Caucasian. 

 

*T* 

 

 

*(s)tauros ‘bull’, see item 118 under *s- 
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122. *tek(?)-(s)- 

Gloss: ‘to craft’ 

PIE (1) *tekŝ-  

Attestations: Lith. tašaũ; OCS tešǫ; Gr. τέκτων ‘craftsman’, Myc. te-ko-to-no ‘id.’; Ved. tāṣṭi, Av. 

tāšt.  

Notes: Despite the shallow resemblance (Mayrhofer 1986: 613f.), the cluster in this root does 

not formally compare with *tek- ‘the weave, braid’ (cf. LIV2: 619f., 638f. and Kloekhorst 2008a: 

814f.). This analysis leaves the root without cognates in both Anatolian and Tocharian, and 

the attestations are even confined to two uncontroversial dialect groupings, viz. Balto-Slavic 

and Graeco-Aryan.  

PIE (2) *tek- ‘weave, braid’ 

Attestations: Hit. takkeszi ‘to undertake, agree, prepare’; Lat. tēla ‘cloth’; OIr. tál ‘id.’; OHG 

dehsa ‘ax, hatchet’; Gr. τέχνη ‘craft’; Arm. hiwsem ‘braided’; OPers. ham-ataxš-atā ‘strove, 

tried, co-operated’ 

Notes: A broad semantic scope of the items on this list makes the connection with the PIE 

root (1) straightforward, and especially the bridging of the OHG form with the meaning ‘to 

weave’ requires a substantial drift. Borrowings between the IE dialects or languages with 

subsequent folk-etymological re-association of the forms may thus confound the general 

picture of two distinct inherited roots, and the ultimate extrication of all the data may yet be 

achieved. The widespread cognates of this root allow for a reconstruction to the earliest 

strata of PIE thanks to the Hittite attestation. 

External comparanda: 

Kartvelian: Georgian-Zan *txaz- ‘to plait, weave, compose’ 

Discussion: Kartvelian *x representing PIE *k ̂ may be regular, cf. *(h3)okt̂ō- ‘eight’ (§ 5.8). 

Semantically, both the broad (‘craft, make’) and specialized (‘plait’) meanings are 

represented in both families (Klimov 1994: 476, 1998: 76f.). It is not inconceivable that a 

technical item like this could be borrowed. Strict chronological adherence to the cladistic 

evidence in Kartvelian suggests that the item is a late entry, but similar conclusions could be 

drawn for PIE if the relevant root is lacking in Anatolian. The great similarity of all 

constituents of the root in Old Persian certainly suggests that the transfer only occurred late, 

although here, again, the semantic match is less than convincing. All things considered, this 

comparison is attractive, but with continued uncertainty regarding the development and 

dispersal of forms and meaning within IE, the exact circumstances of the borrowing remains 

elusive. Fairly safe is the directionality from (P)IE to Kartvelian. 

 

123. *tep- 

Gloss: ‘to be warm, hot’ 

Attestations: Lat. tepeō; OIr. té ‘hot’; Rus. topít ‘heat, melt’; (?)Alb. f-toh ‘to cool’; Ved. tápati, 

Av. tafsa- 

Notes: Without Anatolian and Tocharian cognates, this root nonetheless spans the classical 

PIE world. 

External comparanda: 

Kartvelian *ṭep- (see Fähnrich 2007: 396f. and Klimov 1998: 186 for attestations) 
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Discussion: This comparison is both formally and semantically attractive, although the 

circumstances conducive to the transfer of such a common verb are elusive. Chronologically 

IE evidence points to a phenomenon that postdates the earliest forms of the proto-

languages. Of the alternatives, chance resemblance and common heritage, the former is 

more attractive as proponents of deep ancestry face lack of evidence in both Anatolian and 

Tocharian, required to secure the oldest strata for PIE, while a loan from Kartvelian to late 

middle PIE seems straightforward, answering all formal requirements. 

 

*(s)teuros, see item 118 under *s- 

 

124. *tuék 

Gloss: ‘body’ 

Attestations: Hit. tuekk-, Lyc. tukedri- ‘statue’; Gr. σάκος ‘shield of leather, skin’; Ved. tvác- 

‘skin’ 

Notes: The very limited distribution is weighed up by the fact that the Anatolian material is 

matched in Graeco-Aryan. One of the strains has experienced a slight semantic drift. The 

vocalism of Greek and Anatolian are incompatible, but the former must be expected to 

reflect the inherited quality of the Indian vowel, too. 

External comparanda: 

NE Caucasian: *c c ə̃kwV ‘hide’ > e.g. Avar c ̱oko 

Discussion: The direction of the semantic shift in IE is of tantamount importance to the 

stratification of the East Caucasian comparandum suggested by S. Starostin (2009: 85) since 

it clearly matches the Graeco-Aryan meaning much better than that of Anatolian. The vowel 

quality in Anatolian, on the other hand, seems to mirror that of East Caucasian, but all things 

considered a loan from late PIE to East Caucasian seems the strongest alternative. 

 

125. *twer- 

Gloss: ‘curdled milk, curds’ 

Attestations: Rus. tvaróg ‘quark’; Gr. τῡρός ‘curdled milk’; Ved. tuvara- ‘astringent’, Av. tūiri- 

Notes: Attestations only pertinent for the Graeco-Aryan and Slavic branchings, this produce 

term nonetheless appears to be reconstructable for late or late middle PIE. On the somewhat 

discontinuous semantics in Vedic, it may be noted that Middle Indic continuations retain 

the meaning ‘cheese’ (Turner 1966: 336). A case for an internal verbal derivational basis has 

not been satisfactorily posited (cf. Mallory & Adams 1997: 382f.). The phonetic structure is 

void of phonemes that represent the telltale developments of the pertinent dialects, and a 

wanderwort phenomenon cannot formally be excluded; the modern English word quark is 

similarly assumed to have travelled from Slavic through Middle High German. 

External comparanda: 

North Caucasian: *ˀV-twVr- ‘to become rolled up, turn sour, rot, putrefy’ > e.g. Archi tar-as ‘to 

roll up (of milk)’  

Discussion: A North Caucasian origin of this term, as suggested by (S. Starostin 2009: 102) 

seems rather attractive as a technical term that emanated from the Caucasus, where the 

verbal derivational basis is transparent. The prefix here has to be discarded to fit the IE 

attestations, but this seems a minor problem; verbal roots normally interact more 
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extensively with prefixes than nominals do (cf. Nikolayev & Starostin 1994: 82ff.). The 

possible linguistic fixpoints allow for a very concrete chronological hypothesis: The item 

likely departed from North Caucasian and entered either late PIE or, alternatively, 

differentiated IE languages still in close contact, and lastly reached the Germanic languages 

through Slavic. 

 

*U* 

 

126. *ukws- 

Gloss: ‘ox’ 

Attestations: Toch. A ops-, Toch. B okso; Welsh ych; Goth. aúhsa ‘bull’; Ved. ukṣán, Av. uxšan- 

Notes: The connection with Skr. ukṣati ‘sprinkles, wets’ (e.g. Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995:483), 

semantically linked as ‘breeding bull’, is weakened by its use which inclines towards spayed 

specimens. Note also that Indo-Iranian employs an obvious root of virility to denote 

breeders, cf. Vedic vr̥ṣ́aṇau ‘testicles (du.)’ and vr̥ṣ́ā- ‘bull’. The item is without Anatolian 

cognates. 

External comparanda: 

Kartvelian: *usx- 

Discussion: Klimov’s connection of the common Kartvelian *usx- as a metathesized version 

of a dialectal IE loan word (1998: 196; he thus seems to have departed from the earlier notion 

of a loan directly from PIE, cf. 1994: 476) is especially attractive in light of the semantics, Old 

Georgian ‘ox, bull-calf (fattened for slaughter)’ and Svan ‘sacrificial ox’ (2008: 195), that 

position the term within the cultural sphere, pertinent to ritual bull slaughter that was 

widespread in the IE world (Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995: 492ff.), but it is noteworthy that the 

all IE references to the ritual is from the cow root (item 30). Formal correspondences among 

the proposed Kartvelian comparanda allow for a more thorough evaluation of certain 

elements; there are instances where Kartvelian *-x- seemingly reflects PIE *k ̂ (cf. *okt̂ō- 

‘eight’, § 5.8, and ‘craft’, item 122), but while the velar may be labial in the present form, it is 

difficult to reconstruct a palatalized version. Opposing Klimov, Greppin points to these 

Kartvelian formalities, namely the fricative x as an Iranian development rather than Proto-

Kartvelian **-k- or **-p- (see discussion of ‘cow, item 30) directly from PIE *-kw-, and specific 

cultural evidence (bull-slaughtering rituals in the Gathas, Yasna 29.1 & Yasna 29.6) in 

asserting that the item only emanated as a later loan from Iranian (1997). Although the 

cultural connection is fraught with the lexical problems mentioned above, the velar 

replacement is difficult to ignore.  

 

127. *ulh̥2neh2  

Gloss: ‘wool’ 

Attestations: (?)Hit. ḫulana-, (?)CLuw. ḫulana/i-; Lat. lāna; Welsh gwlan; Goth. wulla; Lith. 

vìlna; OCS vlŭna; Gr. λῆνος; Ved. u ́rṇa-, Av. varənā- 

Notes: While the Anatolian connection recently has enjoyed special and thorough attention 

by Pinault (2016) who provides a relatively shallow PIE genesis for the term, the formal 

correspondences have also been questioned, e.g. by Kloekhorst on formal grounds (2008a: 
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357f.), but the overall resemblance and direct semantic match does make the comparison 

worth entertaining. 

External comparanda: 

NE Caucasian: *ƛ̱wähnɨ > e.g. Avar ƛ̱uh (S. Starostin 2009: 84) 

Sumerian: ú-li-in / wux-li-in ‘colored twine/wool’ 

Discussion: According to Mallory & Adams (1997: 648) wool is not a naturally occurring 

material, but was dependent on the domestication and breeding of certain strains of sheep 

that appear to have been kept only in the fourth millennium BCE. This chronology is of some 

influence on the spread of the IE languages whose earliest historical identification is 

Anatolian in the late third millennium BCE. The exact sequence of the PIE reconstruction is 

also of great consequence to the strength of this comparison, but may, if viable, even be 

informed by the NE Caucasian material (the connection is continued by Matasović 2012: 

290f.); metathesis is required no matter what paradigm is preferred. Note, too, that words for 

‘goat’ show an incredible resilience to reconstructional fixation and enter the same general 

semantic field as the present item. An inferred Hurrian noun *ḫul(a) (Kronasser 1967: 45) 

very closely resembles the Anatolian material, and several different scenarios are thus 

conceivable depending on the mutual compatibility of the IE forms; most probable seems 

the proposition that wool entered the IE languages as a loan on at least two different 

occasions, very likely from the Caucasian and Middle Eastern cultures, where it also appears 

early as borrowing into Sumerian with specialized meaning (Sahala 2009: 11f.); the apparent 

lack of Semitic comparanda is in this regard interesting. 

 

*W* 

 

128. *wed-r 

Gloss: ‘water’ 

Attestation: Hit. wātar; Toch. A wär, Toch. B war; Lat. unda ‘wave’; OIr. uisce; Goth. watō; 

Lith. vanduó; OCS voda; Alb. ujë; Gr. ὓδωρ; Phr. βεδυ; Arm. get ‘river’; Ved. udan-, Av. vaiδi 

‘watercourse’. 

Notes: Attested in all branches of IE, this item indubitably constituted the common PIE word 

for ‘water’. The various Ablaut grades required to connect all the forms are 

unproblematically explained from analogy of the inherited heterocliticon, still very much 

alive in Hittite, and necessarily also so in Proto-Germanic where the Western branch has 

generalized the casus rectus, hence German Wasser and English water, while the Northern 

branch opted for the oblique *-n-desinence, cf. ON vatn. 

External comparanda: 

Uralic *wetä 

Semitic: e.g. Arabic wādin ‘river, valley’  

Discussion: Along with ‘name’ (item 61), this item represents the central lexical material in 

favor of the Indo-Uralic theory (cf. Kortlandt 1989: 81), but has similarly been sought 

explained as a loanword by, e.g., Koivulehto (1993: 184), and even Collinder (1960: 81), 

although Joki concedes the possibility of greater antiquity for the item (1973: 344). Unlike 

‘name’, however, the formal correspondences are more favorable to a direct loan from PIE 

to Uralic, namely in corresponding vocalism and consonantal sequence. Salminen (1989 and 
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2001:394) provides the best defence of the loan hypothesis by drawing attention to the fact 

the the two branches of Uralic that do not brand the PIE comparandum, i.e. Saami čáhci and 

Khanty seč, continue the ostensibly inherited Uralic root for water, *śäčä-, albeit in the latter 

with a slight semantic drift to ‘flood’; this scenario may be compared with the proposed 

comparanda for *ieg- ‘ice’ (item 64). The Semitic comparandum, suggested by Brunner 

(1969:131-132), is certainly not as attractive and may only gain weight in light of Nostratic, 

albeit a lack of clear Afro-Asiatic cognates obstructs this path. Alternatively, and rather 

unlikely, a relatively late borrowing from an Iranian language could provide both formal and 

semantic circumstances for the connection. 

 

129. *wedh- 

Gloss: ‘to lead’ 

Attestations: (?)Hit. uwate- ‘to bring (here)’, (?)CLuw. uwata- ‘to bring’; OIr. fedid; Lith. vedù; 

OCS vedǫ; (?)Gr. ἓδνα ‘dowry’; Ved. vadhū- ‘wife, young woman’, Av. vaδrya-. 

Notes: Melchert brings the Anatolian forms together (1993: 248), but Kloekhorst remains 

unconvinced of their affinity to the IE group (2008a: 935f.). Vedic is secured through the 

Avestan verbal form and carries the connotation of bringing (‘leading’) the bride home. 

Semantically Greek falls in the same category and has traditionally been considered derived 

from the root in question (cf. Chantraine 1968: 312), but the formal incompatibility of the 

media with the Indo-Iranian and Baltic mediae aspiratae rightly forces Beekes to separate 

the set on formal grounds (2010: 374, cf. also Frisk 1969: 442f.), despite Mayrhofer’s attempt 

to explain the aspiration as secondary from PIE *wegh- (1964: 190f.), which also seems to be 

the solution echoed by Mallory & Adams (1997: 369). The PIE nature of the item is well-

established without Greek, but the lack of Tocharian and possibly also Anatolian cognates 

makes a positive statement regarding the oldest strata difficult. Further elucidation of the 

Anatolian comparanda could significantly aid the understanding of the word. 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: FU *weta > e.g. Fin. vetä, Hun. vezet 

Discussion: The verb can only be securely established for Fenno-Ugric lacking cognates not 

only in the Samoyedic, but also the Ob-Ugric languages (UEW: 569f.). Questioning the 

circumstances conducive for the transfer of basic verbs, Kortlandt posits this item among a 

list of eight verbs that may potentially be considered Indo-Uralic (1989: 82f., cf. already 

Paasonen 1907: 23 and Collinder 1965: 126). Koivulehto contrarily argues for a loan (1994: 139), 

which may be tacitly corroborated by the lack of Samoyedic attestations, and the 

directionality is thus likely to be from (P)IE to FU, which implicitly anticipates an old IE 

formation, Anatolian pending. If a viable context for a transfer can be established, the item 

may have entered the Fenno-Ugric dialect continuum shortly after the separation of 

Samoyedic and before the decisive dialectal developments in IE that ushered in the more 

recent layers of established borrowings from Indo-Iranian. Alternatively, the item may have 

emanated from a more western source with greater retention of the archaic features, e.g. a 

Balto-Slavo-Germanic continuum. 
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130. *(h1)weh1r-  

Gloss: ‘water, rain’ 

Attestations: (?)Hit. warsa- ‘downpour’, CLuw. wār(sa); (?)Toch. A wär; Lat. ūrīna ‘urine’; (?)OIr. 

fír ‘milk’; ON úr ‘fine rain’; (?)OPrus. wurs ‘pool’; Gr. οὐρέω ‘to urinate’; Ved. va ́r(i)-, Av. vār. 

Notes: While Kloekhorst convincingly argue that Hittite ḫarna- ‘to sprinkle’ does not belong 

here (2008a: 308f.), Watkins thoroughly scrutinizes the Luwian form and further suggests 

the Old Irish connection (1989: 401ff.). Adams considers Tocharian appurtenance to this 

cognate set unlikely (2013: 627f.). The chronological consequence is not detrimental as long 

as the Cuneiform Luwian form represents the Anatolian branch, and an item already present 

in early PIE may thus be reconstructed. A connection with the general PIE term for water 

*wed- (item 128) is formally untenable. 

External comparanda: 

Egyptian ḥwr ‘a mass of water’, ḥw; ‘moisture, water; damp’ (Bomhard 1981:439) 

Discussion: The formally most attractive item has a decisively different meaning than its PIE 

counterpart, and the semantic likeness found in other Egyptian forms and in the Afro-Asiatic 

*ḥVw- ‘to rain’ with cognates in Semitic, East Chadic, and possibly also Omotic (cf. Orel & 

Stolbova 1995: 287 and Militarev 2006: item 2700) is offset by the the lack of final *-r 

obviously part of the root in PIE. The comparison remains tantalizing, but there are obvious 

incongruencies that render a convincing scenario difficult to envisage.  

 

131. *weis-go- 

Gloss: ‘snare, trap’ 

Attestations: (?)Lat. vīscus ‘intestines’; OHG wisc ‘whisk’; Rus. věcha ‘branch’; (?)Ved. veṣ-ká-. 

Notes: Supposedly derived from the PIE verb *weis- ‘to turn, bend’ with a velar extension 

(Nielsen 1966: 498), there is serious doubt to the wider distribution of the noun: de Vaan does 

not believe the etymology for Latin (2008: 683), and Vedic does not provide the consistent 

evidence expected of a native word, cf. the variants vleṣká-, bleṣká-, etc. (Mayrhofer 1996: 

598f.). 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: *wirka ‘trap’ (UEW 576) 

Discussion: There is no imperative that traces this root to the earliest strata of PIE, and the 

derivation may thus either be a late or middle PIE innovation that was transferred into 

Uralic, or, perhaps more attractively, a loan in the opposite direction. 

 

*(s)wekŝ ‘six’, item 120 (see § 5.6) 

 

132. *wisondh- 

Gloss: ‘wisent’ 

Attestations: ON vísundr; Lith. stum̃bras; Rus. zubr; Ossetic dombaj ‘aurochs’ 

Notes: While Germanic needs some kind of prefix to fit the picture, the items remain 

formally incompatible with limited distribution, making a reconstruction to PIE impossible. 

Ossetic, spoken in the northern Caucasus, does not constitute an argument in favor of 

eastern affinities as representation in the Indo-Iranian usually does. 
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External comparanda: 

NW Caucasian: Abkhaz a-dəwp-éy ‘aurochs’ 

Discussion: Kroonen suggests a substrate word that spread from the northern Caucasus to 

the Germanic and Balto-Slavic languages in the latest stages of their ancestral proximity 

(Kroonen 2013: 588f.); this may be compared to the situation for items from the same 

semantic sphere, but the formal side is hardly met and conclusions pend further evidence. 

 

133. *w(ó)ih1-no- 

Gloss: ‘wine’ 

Attestations: Hit. wiyana-, HLuw. wi(y)ana; Lat. vīnum; Alb. vẽnë; Myc. wo-no, Gr. οἶνος; Arm. 

gini 

Notes: An internal IE derivation has been proposed for this root, rather transparent even, 

from *ueih1- ‘to wind, twist’ with o-grade (de Vaan 2008: 680), and great antiquity is, indeed, 

conceivable with relative wide distribution, including Anatolian. Forms in Germanic, Baltic, 

Slavic, and Celtic forms are usually assumed to be through Latin, but the relative simplicity 

of the root renders any clear separation difficult, even of the cognates included above. The 

absence in the Central Asian branches of Indo-Iranian and Tocharian is noteworthy, see 

further under discussion. For a thorough treatment of the reconstruction and the overall 

likelihood of internal derivation, see Beekes (1987b).  

External comparanda:  

Semitic: *wajn  

Kartvelian: *ɣwin- (Nichols 1997: 143 and Smitherman 2012: 505) 

Kartvelian: Georgian-Zan *wenaq ‘vineyard’ 

Discussion: The point of dispersal of the technical aspects of winemaking is of some 

pertinence to the current inquiry as viticulture may be traced to the Caucasus in the 6th 

millennium BCE (Fortson 2010: 42), but there need not be a contradiction when Zohary 

concludes that grapes, along with olives and dates, were only domesticated between 3700-

3.500 BCE in modern day Israel and Jordan (1990: 39), since the fermentation of grapes, 

obviously, could have been done with wild species. The important lesson here, of course, is 

that the entire region, from the Caucasus mountains in the northeast, to the eastern 

Mediterranean in the west, were areas of possible early winemaking. Favoring a Semitic 

origin, Dolgopolsky notes that the root-final consonantal cluster is otherwise uncommon for 

PIE (1987: 16), but the donor language can hardly be Semitic since the internal cognates are 

only relevant in the western languages in immediate contact with the Mediterranean trade 

network, while the southern forms are considered secondarily borrowed (Lipiński 2001: 573). 

There is no trace of the root in any other Afro-Asiatic branch, which precludes a more 

ancient origin within that particular language family. Proof is an elusive phenomenon in 

historical comparative linguistics, so a strong conclusion like the one Dolgopolsky reaches 

on this term, i.e. that PIE and Semitic necessarily were in close proximity to one another 

(1993: 244), is bordering on tendentious. Diakonoff prefers a late borrowing from Mycenaean 

(1990: 59). The same term appears to be continued also in Hattic windu- (Chirikba 1996: 427), 

but due to the problematic nature of the language, the consequences of its presence here are 

difficult to evaluate. In Kartvelian Fähnrich (2007: 486) prefers an internal derivation, not 

much unlike the formation in PIE, to the verb *ɣun- ‘wind, bend’. The traditional explanation 
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for these forms is a later loan from early Armenian that developed g- from PIE *w- via *gw- 

(Matasović 2012: 288 and Gippert 1995: 117ff.) and thus in formal accordance with the 

Kartvelian forms, but this still fails to account for the internal verbal connection. 

Consequently, both a loan from PIE → Semitic and Kartvelian, and, in the opposite direction, 

a loan from Kartvelian → PIE and Semitic, with subsequent folk etymological 

reinterpretation, are both viable trajectories. Otherwise a wholesale borrowing of the entire 

complex, i.e. with verbal root and nominal derivations, is required, but this scenario is hardly 

conceivable. A third option is a calque that coincidentally resembles the external proto-type. 

The fact that Fähnrich accepts the loan etymology for Georgian-Zan ‘vineyard’ (2007: 159) 

thus introduces another layer of confusion; Dolgopolsky similarly deduces that the 

Kartvelian forms were borrowed directly from PIE *-ah2 due to the *-q that he considers a 

reflex of the PIE laryngeal (1989: 12f.). A peculiarity of the IE distribution is its complete 

absence in the eastern and likely also northern branches, and thus, conversely, presence only 

in the languages historically attested in the Mediterranean region in contiguous geographic 

relation with Kartvelian, Hattic, and Semitic. All things considered, a Kartvelian provenance 

seems more likely, emanating from the Caucasus throughout the region. 

 

134. *wos-no- 

Gloss: ‘price’ 

Attestations: Hit. wās- ‘to buy’; Lat. vēnus ‘sale’; (?)OCS vēno ‘bride-p.’; Myc. o-no, Gr. ὧνος; Arm. 

gin; Ved. vasná- 

Notes: A zero-grade is found in Hit. usniye- ‘to put up for sale’, and the range of IE cognates 

qualifies for an ancient item that, showing all the signs of PIE morphology, surely was 

considered native in the earliest strata. This may similarly help explain the otherwise 

problematic variation in Ablaut; while Greek points to o-grade, the Italic and Armenian 

items are inherited e-grades. Gamkrelidze & Ivanov’s inclusion of Tocharian B wäs- ‘gave’ 

(1995: 650) is rejected by Adams (2013: 106f.). OCS vēno ‘bride-price’, suggested in this context 

by Mallory & Adams (1997: 185), is traditionally reconstructed on the basis of the root *wed- 

(Derksen 2008: 520) and consequently dubious in the present connection. 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: FU *wosa (Anthony 2007: 95) 

NW Caucasian: *wasa (Bomhard 2015: 55) 

NE Caucasian: e.g. Chechen üstaʁ  

Discussion: ‘Price’ is an attractive loan and a quintessential item of the phenomenon of trade 

and exchange, that, if anything, defines incipient contact relations without more complex 

strings attached. While the vocalism and semantics of the NW Caucasian forms correspond 

neatly with Indo-Iranian, Uralic likely requires a different strata or IE donor dialect. A NE 

Caucasian correspondence in Nakh with the meaning ‘ram’, e.g. Chechen üstaʁ, has been 

proposed by S. Starostin (2009: 99f.) that, however, suffers from significantly discontinuous 

semantics and must be considered unaffiliated. Koivulehto assigns the Uralic forms to a 

transfer from PIE (2001: 238), but the simplification of the internal consonant cluster *-sn- 

combined with its absence in Samoyedic point to a relatively late borrowing, although, as 

noted, not from Indo-Iranian proper but rather late PIE. 
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135. *(w)ruĝh- 

Gloss: ‘rye’ 

Attestations: ON rugr; Lith. rugiai (pl.); ORus. rŭžĭ; (?)Thr. βρίζα 

Notes: The distribution is limited to northern Europe. The initial labial glide does not 

resonate well with the Germanic where initial *wrV- usually is preserved, and it is only 

relevant with the inclusion of Thracian, which may have been influenced by the similar 

looking Greek ὂρυζα ‘rice’ that seems to derive from Eastern Iranian, cf. Pashto vrižē ‘id.’ 

(Chantraine 1968: 828). 

External comparanda: 

NE Caucasian: *reĉ  ĉ  V  

Uralic: FU *rućV- 

Discussion: Dolgopolsky suggests that the NE Caucasian originate from in a loan from early 

Indo-Iranian (1989: 28), but there is no evidence for the root in the branch, and the 

proposition is weak despite the possibility of later, and necessarily widespread, loss. The 

presence is Fenno-Ugric may not be very old (cf. Paasonen 1905), but the regional 

distribution does suggest a certain locus of dispersal on the Pontic Steppes. All things 

considered, there is no reason to assume that the item is of considerable PIE date, and may 

rather be of substrate origin, possibly in the western periphery
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5 Numeral etymologies 
While a couple of items have unmistakable external connections and established loan 

etymologies (wherefore these items also formally are included in the main part of the 

wordlist, § 4.1), the following treatment of the IE numerals will also take the form of an 

excourse discussing the strictly internal arguments for the traditionally reconstructed 

system in PIE.  

 

5.1 ‘One’ (item 37) 
Two PIE roots produce the first cardinal in the attested languages, viz. *(h1)oi- and *sem- (cf. 

Ringe et al. 2002: 74f.), but there is some reason to assume that the former may have been 

the first choice, given that it by far is the most widespread base (different derivations 

abound, e.g. *-no- and *-ko-); that Anatolian, Tocharian, Greek, and Albanian employ the 

latter may thus be ascribed to semantic innovation (cf. Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995: 740f.). 

Martínez holds that, strictly speaking, the numeral ‘one’ is not really counting (1999: 211), and 

other language families, including Uralic, Kartvelian, and Semitic, are similarly without a 

single ‘one’ (Mallory & Adams 1997: 398). 

External comparanda: 

NW Caucasian: Abkhaz *ajə́ba 'orphan' 

Discussion: Bomhard suggests the connection of PIE *(h1)oi- 'one' with the Northwest 

Caucasian item as a sign of an ancient adstrate relation (2015: 17), but for multiple obvious 

reasons the proposition has to be rejected, most saliently because the Abkhaz form 

convincingly can be connected with the Northeast Caucasian stock treated under *h3orbh- 

‘to change allegiance’ (item 62). 

 

5.2 ‘Two’ 
The PIE reconstruction of the second numeral is wholly unproblematic and all branches are 

securely attested. It may be noted that no convincing external comparanda has been 

proposed for this item. 

 

5.3 ‘Three’ 
As with the preceding numeral there is no reason to question its ancient status within PIE, 

and there is no obvious external comparanda for this numeral either. Martínez has, however, 

suggested that it is transparently derived from *ter ‘beyond’ (1999:207), but this has no 

consequence for the present inquiry without proposed loan etymologies and with the 

numerical value established by the split of the Anatolian branch from the rest of PIE. 

 

5.4 ‘four’ 
PIE (1) *kwetwor  

Attestations: Toch. A śtwar, Toch. B śtwer; Lat. quattuor; OIr. cethair; Goth. fidwor; Lith. 

keturì; OCS četyre; Alb. katër; Myc. qe-to-ro-pi ‘four-footed’, Gr. τέσσαρες; Arm. c ՙork̔; Ved. 

catva ́ra-, Av. čaθvārō 
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Notes: Entirely consistent in all branches except for Anatolian, this PIE forms may be a 

compound *kwe-twor, and, following Villar (1996: 158), be a mis-segmentation that originally 

belonged to the numeral ‘three’, that thus shared desinence with ‘five’, cf. the simpler 

attestations in Ved. turīya- ‘fourth’ (Martínez 1999: 214), YAv. tūiriia- ‘id.’, and possibly also 

Greek τράπεζα (Myc. to-pe-za) ‘four-leg’, the standard explanation for which is zero grade 

*kwtuṛ- without realization of the initial consonant (cf. Mayrhofer 1991: 657 and Beekes 2010: 

1499). The assumption, then, is that the sequence went ‘three-and-four-(and)-five-and’, viz. 

*tres-kwe-twor-pen-kwe (cf. also Bammesberger 1995: 218f.); the fact that ‘four’ does not have a 

separate *-kwe nonetheless remains suspicious. It does not amount to much of a counter-

argument to accept *pen(kw)-sti- ‘fist’ (item 104) as the base word for the numerical 

derivation, since the vital *kw is eclipsed in a consonant cluster. 

PIE (2) *méh1-u- 

Attestations: Hit. miyu-, CLuw. maauua-, Lyc. mupm̃m- ‘fourfold?’; (?)Myc. mi-we-jo ‘less’ 

Notes: This item introduces problems for the otherwise consistent IE decimal system with 

Anatolian discontinuation. Under the binary paradigm methodologically employed here the 

Anatolian forms may have a profound impact of the traditionally reconstructed numerical 

system of early PIE, if, indeed, the difference cannot simply be ascribed to loss and 

substitution, which would be unique within IE where, as far as the attestations show, all 

other branches retain all numerals from ‘two’ through ‘ten’ (cf. Fortson 2010: 145f.). This form 

may well be an innovation, likely derived from an adjective also continued in Mycenaean, as 

suggested by Martínez (1999: 207), but this says nothing about whether the traditionally 

reconstructed root (1) was discarded. Indeed, there are dozens of uninterrupted modern 

continuations of *kwetwor (in Danish, Spanish, Kurdish, Hindi, Welsh, etc.) and substitutions 

are demonstrably exceptionally rare, if not phantasmal. The point that is being driven at here 

is, of course, that a claim of such an exceptional substitution in the Anatolian languages of 

an ostensibly inherited word for ‘four’ requires solid evidence; tantalizingly, according to 

Kloekhorst, the common IE root may actually be continued in the legal term kutruuan 

‘witness’, literally the fourth part, after defendant, plaintiff, and judge (2008a: 499ff., see also 

Eichner 1992: 80ff.), yet this claim is disputed and other likely cognates exist (cf. Puhvel 1997: 

299f.). This dichotomy is a fundamental differentiation in the stratification of PIE and adds 

plausibility and urgency to the internal (or, theoretically, external, cf. the numbers 6 ‘six’ 

through 8 ‘eight’, § 5.6-5.8) derivation of the other root (1). Ultimately this analysis elucidates 

a stage of innovative morphology was disrupted by the branching of the ancestor of the 

Anatolian languages. 

PIE (3) *(h3)okt̂- 

Attestations: (?)PIE *(h3)okt̂ṓ- ‘eight’ (du.); Av. ašti- ‘breadth of four fingers’ 

Notes: See § 5.8 ‘eight’ that appears to be a dual form. Widespread loss of the original form is 

required, only directly attested in Avestan. 
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5.5. ‘five’ 
PIE *penkwe 

Attestations: (?)Luw. 5-w(a) /panku-/; Toch. A päñ, Toch. B piś; Lith. penki; OCS pętĭ; Alb. pesë; 

Gr. πέντε; Arm. hing; Ved. páñca, Av. panča; OIr. cōic; Lat. quīnque; Goth. fimf 

Notes: Italic, Celtic, and Germanic all require altogether unproblematic assimilations of the 

inherited stops, although Germanic does so in the opposite direction from the rest. 

According to Carruba an Anatolian alternative may possibly be attested in Lycian cm̃ne ‘five’ 

(1979: 192), but this is emphatically denied by Melchert (1994: 32), the form is not mentioned 

by Eichner in his treatment of Anatolian numerals (1992), and the phonetic complement in 

Luwian does seem to hint at the common root. Treating *-kwe as ‘and’ (cf. § 5.4) is certainly 

favored by the otherwise aberrant desinence *-e. The strongest hypothesis considering the 

numeral a complete root is Polomé’s connection to Hittite panku- ‘all, whole’ (1969: 99-101), 

although this is questioned by Kloekhorst (2008a: 624ff.). Sequentially it is worth noting that 

Anatolian here appears to agree with all other branches, rendering ‘four’ an isolated case of 

noncompliance. Treating this evidence with some degree of consequence, it may be 

surmised that the numeral ‘five’ was established at an earlier stage in PIE, which does seem 

intuitive glancing at the number of fingers on each authoring hand. Further, the suggested 

derivation of Anatolian ‘four’ is from the meaning ‘less’ which fittingly necessitates the 

greater number as its referent. 

External comparanda: 

Uralic: *piηз ‘palm of the hand’ 

Discussion: 

Trombetti (1923 :549) suggests a connection with Uralic *piηз ‘palm of the hand’ (UEW: 384), 

which would constitute a lexical rather than numerical argument, and is consequently 

treated as such, see *pen(kw)-sti- ‘fist’ (item 104); typologically parallelled is the origin of the 

Semitic numeral ‘five’ ḫamš- (Lipiński 2001: 295). Regardless of the many different proposals, 

it seems beyond contention that the lexeme is an internal innovation that likely predates 

the split of Anatolian, although this cannot be securely established. 

 

5.6 ‘six’ (item 120) 
PIE *(s)wekŝ 

Attestations: Toch. A ṣäk, Toch. B ṣkas; Lat. sex; Welsh chwech; Goth. saíhs; Lith. šešì, OPrus. 

us(ch)ts ‘sixth’; OCS šestĭ; Myc. we-pe-za ‘six-footed’, Gr. ἓξ; Arm. vec; Ved. ṣáṣ, Av. xšvaš. 

Notes: Formally the union of all of the IE comparanda is problematic, parts of which may be 

explainable with s-mobile, or, perhaps better yet, as sequential assimilation of initial *s- from 

‘seven’ (§ 5.7, cf. Szemerényi 1996: 222), but this still fails to explain all of the variation in the 

onset. Moreover, there is no Anatolian data for this item (Eichner 1992: 83). 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *šidt- > Akk. šiššet 

Egyptian: śrś.w 

NW Caucasian *səx̑cə (Colarusso 1997: 144) 

NE Caucasian: Khinalug zäk  

Kartvelian: *ekws > Georg. ekws-, Ming. amšw- Laz a(n)š, Svan usgwa (Klimov 1985:206) 
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Discussion: The Kartvelian material requires metathesis akin to the one seen in IE to make 

all forms fit (Fähnrich 2007: 151f.), making a foreign origin probable in that family. This is 

usually ascribed to Armenian (cf. Kaiser & Shevroshkin 1986: 369f.), but Klimov is 

unwavering in positing a PIE loan and rejects a later Armenian source on chronological 

grounds, and is thus comparable to ‘seven’ (§ 5.7). The solitary attestation in Northeast 

Caucasian (Blažek 1999c:83) makes an old relation highly unlikely, and is, if related, more 

likely a later cultural transfer. Note, however, that Nikolayev & Starostin unproblematically 

include this and the Northwest Caucasian comparandum (suggested by Colarusso 1997: 144) 

into the North Caucasian material, thus from *ʔrǟnƛ_E (NCED s.v. ‘six’) and evidently not 

related to the PIE form. For the IE material, Levin (1995: 402) invokes the initial sibilant in 

Vedic, otherwise only a consequence of the RUKI rule, i.e. minimally requiring a preceding 

phoneme, or in peripheral lexical items such as onomatopoetic ṣthu ‘spit’, as evidence of a 

foreign element; this anomaly could, however, also be explained as assimilation to the 

iternal sibilant (cf. Sihler 1995:413 and, more elaborately, Lubotsky 2008: 357), while Martínez 

(1999:208-209) and Mallory & Adams (1997: 402) all accept the loan hypothesis. A question 

of chronology still remains, however, to explain how the original borrowed sound was 

retained to produce distinct outcomes in the different IE dialects; perhaps late diffusion, 

which perhaps may be tacitly supported by the non-evidence from Anatolian. The Semitic 

form is formally removed from the PIE reconstruction with a different occlusive quality and 

without the initial glide, and the later Akkadian form is evidently assibilated and thus 

difficult to posit as primary to the hard velar treatment continued in the IE centum 

languages. Considering the the strong case for a Semitic origin of ‘seven’, it is difficult to 

discard this proposition, but the connection is not as obvious and may require intermediate 

languages, possibly in the Caucasus, but more probably in the Balkans, to fit the picture. 

 

5.7 ‘seven’ (item 109) 
PIE *septm̥ 

Attestations: Hit. sipta-; Toch. A ṣpät, Toch. B ṣukt; Lat. septem; OIr. sechtN; Goth. sibun; Lith. 

septynì; OCS sedmĭ; Gr. ἑπτά; Arm. ewt ՙn; Ved. sápta, Av. hapta. 

Notes: The PIE provenance of ‘seven’ is indisputable, since a Hittite cognate has been 

demonstrated in si-ip-ta-mi-ya ‘drink of seven’ conclusively mirrored in VII-mi-ya (cf. Neu 

1999). There is little internal variation, although obvious external comparanda make a loan 

etymology unavoidable. 

External comparanda: 

Semitic: *sb’t-  

Kartvelian: *šwid- > Georg. šwid-, Ming. škwit-, Laz šk(w)it, Svan išgwid-. 

HU: Hurrian s itta 

Discussion: The number ‘seven’ has convincing cognates transcending most other linguistic 

divides, thus PIE *septm, Finnish seitsemän, as well as Arabic sa’ba and Georgian šwid- 

(Dolgopolsky 1987: 15, Katlev 2004). It was borrowed into Uralic from IE languages at up to 

three different stages (Dolgopolsky 1995); Janhunen suggests that Proto-Samoyedic *sejtɜwe 

be a loan from Proto-Tocharian (1983: 5), but the formal resemblance with Finnish seitsen 

leaves some internal chronology left accounted for (cf. Joki 1973: 313); these occurrences 
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clearly are of a secondary nature and the scope of the present investigation does not allow 

further scrutiny. Note that, according to Napolskikh, the Tocharian form travelled even 

further afield, cf. Old Chinese sjɛt ‘seven’ and Turkic *jetti (2001: 373). Klimov entertains the 

idea that Hurro-Urartian could be a center for much of this cultural distribution (1985: 209), 

but its simpler structure questions this hypothesis, and the form is, indeed, considered a 

secondary borrowing by Diakonoff & Starostin (1986: 20); a different, and supposedly native 

form, is shared with the North Caucasian languages that do not attest the root presently 

under scrutiny. The Kartvelian forms are generally assumed to stem from Semitic, cf. Klimov 

(1985: 206) and even Fähnrich, who agrees that the item exhibits obvious traits of a loan 

character (2007: 531), most likely from a form closely related to Akkadian sibittu. The saliency 

of this particular numeral no doubt emanates from the measure of the important seven-day 

week (Nichols 1997: 127), probably associated with the spread of agricultural practices and 

cultic rituals. With sound quasi-Afro-Asiatic cognates in Egyptian, Semitic, and Berber, an 

internal genesis for the form has been proposed by Blažek as deriving from a numeral ‘three’, 

cf. East Chadic *sab̩u/sub̩a (1997b: 18f.). It is thus highly probable that PIE similarly received 

the item from Semitic, and although the PIE desinence *-m has been explained as an internal 

sequential phenomenon from ‘nine’ and ‘ten’ (Mallory & Adams 1997: 402), the definite form 

in Semitic (*šab’a-t-Vm, where V = *-u- in the nominative, and *-a- in the accusative), too, 

could provide the coda (Dolgopolsky 1993: 243), wrapping the whole package that all but 

technically proves the origin of the term. A theoretical later borrowing directly into 

Anatolian from the, probably, Semitic origin seems unlikely considering the close 

phonological affinity with the rest of the IE stock. The unvoiced PIE reflex of the voiced 

Semitic origin is probably due to voicing assimilation to the following *-t-, although an 

argument could be made as to the exact phonetic nature of the earliest PIE phoneme system. 

Adding the sequential correspondence for the same families also for the preceding numeral 

‘six’ (§ 5.6) renders Diakonoff’s criticism (1985: 124) insufficient to reject these very 

convincing comparanda.  

 

5.8 ‘eight’ (item 97) 
PIE*(h3)okt̂ṓ- 

Attestations: (?)HLuw. (see notes); Toch. A okät, Toch. B okt; Lat. octō; OIr. ochtN; Goth. ahtau; 

Lith. aštuonì; OCS osmĭ; Alb. tetë; Gr. ὀκτώ; Phr. *o(t)tuos; Arm. ut ՙ; Ved. aṣṭa ́-, Av. ašta- 

Notes: There is ample evidence to suggest that the desinence is the grammatical dual marker, 

perhaps most obviously with the Avestan singular ašti- ‘breadth of four (4) fingers’ (cf. § 5.4). 

Though hard Anatolian evidence must be considered lost, there is a slight suggestion in 

Hieroglyphic Luwian, 8-wa-a-ī for *(h)ak(?)-tauanzi, where the IE dual ending might be 

discerned (Eichner 1992:85), and the form may likely be ascribed to the oldest strata of PIE. 

The initial laryngeal is not attested but may be posited to meet the expectations of the PIE 

root structure. 

External comparanda: 

Kartvelian: *otχo ‘four’ 

Discussion: The importance of the dual in PIE is essential for the comparison with the 

Kartvelian form that then represents the basic meaning lost in most branches of IE. Already 
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Bopp noted the similarity (1847), and the unmistakable parallels are upheld by Klimov (1994) 

and Dolgopolsky (1987: 21). The Kartvelian fricative may thus relate to the palatal nature of 

PIE, albeit metathesized. Curiously, the Kartvelian numeral ‘eight’ *arwa is likely a 

borrowing directly from Semitic ‘four’, cf. Arabic arbaʔ, and the connection between eight 

and four appears to be typologically common (cf. Klimov 1985: 206); Kartvelian likely also 

got its number ‘10’ *a(š)t from Semitic, cf. Arab. ašr ‘ten’ (Nichols 1997: 142). Semantically the 

transfer requires the basic meaning to have been alive, but with the attestation in Avestan 

this can safely be posited for, at least, the Iranian branch, which blunts the imperative for a 

particularly old phenomenon. The conditions favorable for a transfer of the numeral ‘four’ 

eludes, and a borrowing in the opposite direction may justifiably be posited as an alternative, 

especially given the confusing state of the numeral in PIE (§ 5.4). There are clearly some 

interesting stratificational consequences of the numeral exchange between PIE, Kartvelian, 

and Semitic. 

 

5.9 ‘nine’ 
PIE *(h1)néun 

With cognates attested in Anatolian this numeral may safely reconstructed for the earliest 

strata of PIE; unmistakable traces of the common IE root are thus found in Lycian nuñtãta ‘a 

number (with nine as a component)’. Internal derivation has been proposed as ‘the new one’ 

fra *neu- (cf. Martínez 1999: 212). Greek and Armenian requires special attention for this 

etymology to work, and it was suggested already by Pedersen that Graeco-Armenian 

represents the innovation of prefixing *en- (1893: 272), then literally ‘anew’, possibly after 

‘eight’, which, too, helps explain the conundrum of the Greek geminate in the classical 

reconstruction *h1neu- (cf. e.g. Beekes 2010: 427-428). No obvious external comparanda have 

been proposed. 

 

5.10 ‘ten’ (item 9) 
PIE *dekm̥̂ 

Attestations: Toch. A śäk; Lat. decem; Welsh deg; Goth. taíhun; Lith. dẽšimt; OCS desętĭ; Alb. 

dhjetë ; Gr. δέκα; Arm. tasn; Ved. dáśa, Av. dasa. 

Notes: Without Anatolian attestations (Eichner 1992: 88) this item is otherwise well-

represented in all other branches. Mallory & Adams convincingly argue in favor of a 

derivation to *dek-̂s ‘right hand’ continued in Latin dexter (1997: 403).  

External comparanda: 

Uralic: Fenno-Volgaic *-tVksVn > e.g. Fin. -deksan 

Discussion: The use of the number in Finnish is of some interest as it is confined to 

compounds, thus kah-deksan ‘eight’ and yh-deksän ‘nine’, literally ‘two (and one, 

respectively) from ten’ (the standard term for ‘ten’ is kymmenen). It is tempting to assume 

that this expression of the numeral ‘ten’ in some western branches of Uralic is of IE origin 

(Hakulinen 1946: 33), but an internal collocation may also be posited (Itkonen 1973: 337ff.), 

and is preferred in both SKES (1978: 1856, s.v. yhdeksan) and UEW (1988: 643f.). If a transfer 

did occur, it must have happened earlier than that of *śata- ‘hundred’ (§ 5.12). Note that the 

existence of extensive trade relations between stages of PIE and Uralic is uncontroversial, 
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and seeing that at least early middle PIE had a concrete number ten, very likely tied to a 

decimal system, while Uralic demonstrably did not, it is by no means inconceivable that the 

numeral could have transferred in certain collocations where the exact place in the native 

system was undetermined, allowing a different root for ten to be adopted when the system 

finally was established. 

 

5.11 Teens 
Seeing that the numeric sequence even through to ‘ten’ are ripe with internal 

inconsistencies, it can be no wonder that even more complex formations pick up the mantel 

in more or less idiosyncratic ways in the various dialects. One particular, and, from the looks 

of it, odd, system that spans a wide geographical as well as linguistic area is the “left-over” 

teens of Proto-Germanic (only eleven and twelve), Lithuanian, and the Samoyedic language 

Tundra Nenets (Martínes 1999: 212). The Indo-European forms are very likely to be cognate 

(Germ. *-lif and Lith. -lika, despite the problem of labiovelar reflexes in Germanic), but are 

formally different from Tundra Nenets yəŋk°nʹa ‘separate’ (Nikolaeva 2014: 52). The very 

limited geographical distribution renders this suggested correspondence highly speculative. 

 

5.12 A short note on higher order numerals 
Just like Fenno-Ugric borrowed ‘hundred’ from Indo-Iranian *śata- → FU *śata, so did 

Kartvelian adopt its *as1ir ‘hundred’ from Semitic, cf. Akkadian ‘esr ‘ten’ (Klimov 1985:208). 

A similar derivation from ‘ten’ is likely found in PIE *(d)km̥̂tóm ‘100’ ~ *dekm̥̂ ‘10’ (Mallory & 

Adams 1997:404).
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6 Discussion of the evidence and its implications 
The etymologies above, while undoubtedly not exhaustive, allow a discussion of the 

semantic spheres into which the PIE linguistic community was susceptible to external 

influence. While a significant number of the forms remain difficult to extricate from the 

snares of the undocumented past, the comparative method provides sufficient analytical 

power to substantiate that a significant part of the oldest items of PIE are ancient 

borrowings, ripe to harvest in the continuous search for linguistic continuity. Further, a 

conservative relative chronology may be established, ranging from the two extremes pre-PIE 

to dialectal IE, both of which transcend the scope of the present inquiry; the intermediate 

strata constitute PIE. While being conservative in the attestations, boldness is attempted in 

assigning borrowings; not through callousness, but by treating plausible etymologies as 

probable. The 135 etymologies above allow general categorization. Only selected indicative 

excerpts are included in the analysis below (the entire grid is available in the appendix), a 

treatment inspired by and an extensive elaboration of the similar method employed by 

Nichols (1997: 142ff.). 

 

6.1 Pre-PIE 
A small number of items that are otherwise formally and semantically attractive defy 

stratification within PIE. Points of tangency are consequently likely to have occurred in the 

pre-PIE period, either as borrowings or genetic heritage, betraying unchartered archaic 

sound laws. While chance resemblance can never be excluded completely, certain features 

make a formal connection seem inevitable for the group below. Seven items belong to this 

group: 

 

 

Uralic thus continues six lexical items while Afro-Asiatic retain a seventh; this latter may, 

however, be attributed to the extinct neolithic language of the Balkans (§ 2.5), rendering 

Uralic the only family with obvious ancient cognates. These items may be tested for regular 

correspondences for the substantiation of the Indo-Uralic hypothesis. 

 

6.2 PIE as the donor language 
That the historically attested IE languages, with shifting hegemonies, have wielded 

significant influence on neighboring speech communities is a demonstrable fact, and many 

comparanda in other language families similarly appear to originate in PIE. While these 

phenomena miss the intended target of the present inquiry by reversing the trajectory, their 

PIE Gloss Item Semantic sphere External comparanda 

*ĝonu-  knee 20 Inalienable parts Uralic 

*gwem- to come 27 Verb Uralic 

*h3neh3m- name 61 Inalienable parts Uralic and Yukaghir 

*kêr- horn 68 Nature Afro-Asiatic 

*kwelh1- to turn 80 Verb Uralic and Yukaghir 

*sneh1ur tendon 113 Inalienable parts Uralic 

*spen-(d-) to spin 116 Verb Uralic and Yukaghir 
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descriptive potential in the stratification and further illumination of the features of PIE 

should be obvious. Borrowings from PIE into other families testify to the semantic spheres 

in which its speakers wielded particular strong influence. A few of the most instructive 

examples are given immediately below: 

 

6.2.1 Semantic change and contact chronologies 

(item 62) 

 

Form Semantics Stage Branches Borrowed into 

*h3er- 
‘to change 

allegiance’ 
pre-PIE Anatolian Akkadian (?) 

*h3or-bh- ‘orphan’ late middle PIE 

Italic, Greek,  

Armenian, Indo- 

Iranian 

North Caucasian, 

Fenno-Ugric 

 

The widespread borrowing of the term orphan has to postdate the formation of late middle 

PIE from where the earliest attestations of this particular meaning originate. 

 

6.2.2 Metathesis 

(item 10 ‘earth’) 

Form Stage Branches Borrowed into 

*dheĝh-om early middle PIE Anatolian, Tocharian  

Kartvelian *dhĝhom- late middle PIE Germanic, Italic, Baltic 

*ĝh(e)dh-om late middle PIE Celtic, Albanian, Greek, 

Indo-Iranian 

N/A 

 

Kartvelian necessarily adopted the item from a stage unaffected by the metathesis (and 

reduction) visible in certain branches already from late middle PIE. 

 

6.2.3 The spread of equestrian expertise 

(item 32) 

Form Stage Borrowed into 

*h1ekû-o-s pre-PIE North Caucasian 

*eš- dialectal Akkadian, Hurrian(?) 

 

The familiarity the speakers of PIE evidently had with horses was gradually disseminated in 

contact relations, first in the immediate vicinity of the Pontic homeland into North 

Caucasian (and possibly also the lost Balkan culture) and only later, arguably with the arrival 

of the Mitanni-Aryans, were the languages of the Fertile Crescent introduced to the word. 
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6.2.4 Nature of the decimal system 

(item 97 ‘eight’) 

 

Form Stage Borrowed into 

*okt̂ṓ- early middle PIE Kartvelian as ‘four’ 

 

The complexities of this process are discussed in detail elsewhere (§ 4.0 and § 6.5.4). 

 

6.3 Internal stratification 
The items below are not exhaustive, even of the material included here, but represent the 

most persuasive loan etymologies that deserve proper scrutiny. 

 

6.3.1 Borrowings into Early PIE 

including at least Anatolian 

Two words probably entered PIE before the Anatolian branch departed. Both items are, 

quite naturally, considered part of the inherited stock, but reconstruction to early PIE does 

not, however, exclude the possibility of foreign origins. 

 

Form Gloss Item Borrowed from 

*gwṓu- cow 30 (ultimately) Afro-Asiatic 

*septm̥ seven 109 Semitic 

 

The inevitable acceptance of ‘seven’ as a borrowing from Semitic begs the inclusion of its 

formally somewhat less attractive numerical antecedent ‘six’: 

 

Form Gloss Item Discontinuation Borrowed from 

*swekŝ six 120 Anatolian, the 

fragmentary languages 

Semitic 

 

Another item is geographically absent in the eastern IE branches and may be considered a 

later entry depending on the exact analysis. 

 

Form Gloss Item Discontinuation Borrowed from 

*woin-o- wine 133 

Tocharian, Indo-Iranian 

and roughly north of 45° 

northern latitude in 

Europe (secondarily 

introduced) 

Kartvelian 
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Unresolved comparanda in Anatolian render the following three items inconclusive for early 

PIE. 

 

 

6.3.2 Borrowings into Early Middle PIE 

including at least Tocharian 

Like the preceding stratum, assignment to this layer is entirely dependent on attestation in 

a single branch, rendering inclusion here extremely susceptible to bias. A couple of items 

may nonetheless justifiably belong here; the fact that both are verbal roots remains 

suspicious. 

 

 

 

 

 

6.3.3 Borrowings into Late Middle PIE 

including Italic, Celtic, Germanic, Baltic, and/or Slavic 

This stratum represents the first bulk of the languages known to 19th century scholars. As 

argued elsewhere (§ 1.3), there is no need to perpetuate the notion of the incipient field of 

Indo-European studies, adduced with significantly less available facts, that Graeco-Aryan 

reflects the oldest layer of PIE. Although grammatical isoglosses typically are difficult to fix 

neatly, convincing lexical borrowings actually allow a fairly concise demarcation of this 

stratum. Methodologically it should be noted that five distinct and extant branches provide 

material for comparison, and further differentiation within this group should be tested; 

material for such detail may be gathered from the items treated here. This group is 

characterized by geographic continuity, inhibiting the ability to separate heritage from 

borrowings, possibly in the form of wander words. 

Form Gloss Item Borrowed from 

*dig- goat 15 North East Caucasian 

*ĝemH- son-in-law 16 Kartvelian 

*ĝlh3-wos sister-in-law 19 Uralic 

*h2eĝros field 28 (ultimately) Sumerian  

*h2e(i)ĝ- goat 40 North Caucasian 

*(h2s)kwal- catfish 78 Uralic 

*kwer  kettle 83 North East Caucasian 

*(s)teuros bull 118 Agricultural substrate (Afro-Asiatic?) 

*tep- to heat 123 Kartvelian 

 

Form Gloss Item Secure stratum Borrowed from 

*də2p- sacrifice 7 
Early or late middle PIE 

(Tocharian disputed) 
Semitic 

*medhu- mead, sweet 92 Early middle PIE Semitic 

*ulh̥2neh2  wool 127 Late middle PIE North East Caucasian 

Form Gloss Item Borrowed from 

*h2eĝ-  to lead 43 North Caucasian 

*kwrei(h2)- to pay 84 Semitic 
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Wool (item 127) may have entered late middle PIE and Anatolian independently from North 

Caucasian (§ 6.3.1). Additional items lack eastern cognates in Indo-Iranian and may be 

analyzed as European substrate words: 

 

Form Gloss Item Note on attestation Borrowed from 

*bhar- 

 

barley  2 Not in Baltic, Armenian, 

Indo-Iranian, and 

possibly Greek 

Agricultural substrate 

(Afro-Asiatic?) 

*ghaid- goat 21 Only Italic and 

Germanic 

Agricultural substrate 

(Afro-Asiatic?) 

*gwelh1- to die 26 Not in Indo-Iranian Uralic 

*kŝeul- beam, post 71 Only in Germanic, 

Balto-Slavic, and Greek 

North East Caucasian 

*kleh2-u- lock, key 76 Not in Indo-Iranian Semitic 

*lāp- cattle 85 Only in Germanic, 

Baltic, Albanian, and 

possibly Celtic 

Agricultural substrate 

(Afro-Asiatic?) 

*leĝ- to gather 86 Not in Indo-Iranian Agricultural substrate 

(Afro-Asiatic?) 

*linom  flax, linen 89 Not in Indo-Iranian North East Caucasian 

*penkw-sti- fist 104 Only in Germanic and 

Balto-Slavic 

Uralic 

*weis-go- trap 131 Only in Germanic and 

Slavic 

Uralic 

 

One final item, showing irresistible resemblance with other language families, remains 

difficult to stratify without a clear analysis of Tocharian 

 

Form Gloss Item Borrowed from 

*gwher-nu- millstone 28 North Caucasian 

 

6.3.4 Borrowings into Late PIE (Graeco-Aryan) 

including Albanian, Greek, Armenian, and/or Indo-Iranian 

These items may be considered the last borrowings into a unified PIE after which the 

branches absorbed external influences independently. 
 

Form Gloss Item Borrowed from 
*h1ish2- arrow 35 Semitic 
*pelekûs axe 102 Semitic 
*twer- curdled milk 125 North Caucasian 

 

The Slavic cognate in this latter item makes it approach late middle PIE.  
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6.3.5 Borrowings into dialectal PIE (defined branches) 

Borrowings that have entered multiple IE languages after the ultimate breakup of their 

common proto-language are quintessentially Wanderworts. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The items are all nouns with distinct transferable content, five from the field of flora, one 

animal, and one precious metal. 

 

 

  

Form Gloss Item Branches Borrowed from 

*ĝherd- pear 25 Greek, Macedonian, and 
possibly Albanian 

North East 
Caucasian 

*h2ebVl- apple 42 Celtic, Germanic, Balto-Slavic, 
and possibly Italic, Thracian, 
and Indo-Iranian 

Unknown 

*h2eus- gold 52 Tocharian, Italic, Baltic, and 
possibly Armenian 

Unknown 

*k̂er- chickpea 67 Celtic, Germanic, Balto-Slavic, 
and Indo-Iranian 

Agricultural 
substrate or North 
Caucasian 

*kap monkey 74 Greek and Indo-Iranian Possibly Semitic 

*spongh- mushroom 117 Italic, Germanic, Slavic, Greek, 
Armenian, and possibly Indo-
Iranian 

Unknown 
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6.4 Language families 
The scrutiny of more than a hundred proposed comparanda allows for some general remarks 

on the contributions of each language family to the PIE lexicon. 

 

6.4.1 North West Caucasian 

Many of the correspondences between IE and NW Caucasian suggested by Bomhard (2015) 

are meagre, and even despite the methodological difficulties, nine out of 24 treated 

comparanda can justifiably be rejected (items 34, 37, 39, 43, 54, 58, 98, 99, and 110), while the 

bulk of the positive (nine items) evidence may be identified as later contact induced 

phenomena, all shared with North East Caucasian (items 30, 32, 62, 67, 76, 114, 115, 120, and 

134). Profound semantic drift is required to account for some of the other items that 

nonetheless cannot be downright discarded at present (items 6, 46, 49, 52, and 57), and it 

generally appears that the suggested forms do not stand up to scrutiny. Although there may 

be grammatical and phonological evidence to support the claim, in the form of particles and 

places of articulation, the lexical evidence considered here does not constitute a substantial 

argument in favor of either Bomhard’s adstrate or Colarusso’s phyletic hypothesis. The 

Pontic correspondences have little foundation in the actually attested languages, but are 

spun from a thin thread of NW Caucasian reconstructions (cf. the intrinsic difficulties of the 

phylum § 2.1.2), that are biasly informed by assumptions of Proto-Pontic (e.g. Colarusso 

1997), which is of great detriment to the wealth of knowledge he evidently holds on the 

otherwise sparsely studied group of languages. A major disclaimer thus ought to have been 

made when Colarusso makes “modifications to the PIE inventory which make it far more 

plausible typologically as a basis for correspondence sets” (1997: 121). It is, indeed, worrying 

when the first among the “best and simplest cognates” (1997: 140-141) is (Pontic gloss) “‘fire’ 

(‘that which descends (from heaven)’, i.e. ‘lightning’)” compared with the familiar Hittite 

representative peḫḫur ‘fire’ and correlated with Proto-NW Caucasian *-pha-, with reflexes in 

Circassian (‘down, to descend’) and Ubykh (‘ignite’). Despite the fact that the etymology is 

plausible, especially in light of Ubykh ‘ignite’, the saliency which this set is given speaks 

volumes of the quality of the PIE-NW Caucasian correspondences. Further, Bomhard (2015: 

43) even cites a different NW Caucasian root, viz. Proto Circassian *Px’aq:oa ‘torch’ and 

Common Abkhaz *px’a ‘warm’. Although it is commonplace also in IE linguistics to connect 

different cognates to account for a PIE root, the best and simplest should be expected defy 

such confusion. Resisting the temptation to discard the entire set on the sheer number of 

less than convincing etymologies alone, real correspondences may, indeed, be included in 

the material. Consequently, no coherent substantiation of NW Caucasian influence on PIE 

has yet been presented, yet the scientific community has been awarded an accumulation of 

possible comparanda; what it lacks in quality it certainly makes up for in quantity. In the 

defense of the intricacies of NW Caucasian comparisons, the fact that word stems generally 

consist only of CV obviously complicates matters, so a downright rejection of the claims (with 

the notable exceptions mentioned immediately above), as always in the field of 

paleolinguistics, is beyond our reach; a strong skepticism, however, along with varying, but 

generally extremely low, chances of inheritance, is obviously in order. Comparanda from the 
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NW Caucasian phylum have far stronger bearings through the North Caucasian hypothesis 

(§ 6.4.3). 

 

6.4.2 NE Caucasian 

Out of 34 proposed comparanda, eight may with some confidence be considered borrowed 

into PIE, four of which are uniquely North East Caucasian (items 15, 71, 83, and 89), while the 

rest seem to belong to North Caucasian proper (§ 6.4.3). In combination with another six 

items borrowed from PIE these phenomena add credibility to a period of contact in the area 

north of the Caucasian mountain range. The somewhat complicated relationship with North 

West Caucasian and, even more so, Hurro-Urartian still clouds the ability to extract more 

descriptive relative chronologies from the phylum.  

 

6.4.3 North Caucasian 

Five lexical items in PIE are probable borrowings from the proposed North Caucasian 

language family (items 25, 40, 43, 125, and 127), while four others were transferred in the 

opposite direction (items 2, 32, 62, and 115). The interpretation of these analyses continues 

that of North East Caucasian by adding substantiation to contact relations in the southern 

Pontic Steppes. The Spread Zone hypothesis could, however, account for the presence of 

certain Caucasian elements only found in European languages (Nichols 1997: 128-129), 

otherwise commonly attributed to contact with PIE proper (cf. Smitherman 2012: 514). 

 

6.4.4 Hurro-Urartian 

Despite the paucity of material, a few items may nonetheless convincingly originate in this 

ancient cultural complex (items 43, 83, and 127), all of which have comparanda also in North 

Caucasian. The exact nature of Hurro-Urartian on a developmental scale in comparison to 

the North Caucasian languages still require further illumination, and before stronger 

bearings can be established the comparanda remain tentative.  

 

6.4.5 Kartvelian 

Although three comparanda may be rejected (items 4, 19, and 32) and an additional nine are 

impossible to properly evaluate (items 11, 12, 18, 24, 30, 81, 87, 110, and 117), contacts with the 

ancient speakers of Kartvelian seems to be corroborated by borrowings in both directions, 

most convincingly from PIE with seven etymologies (items 10, 39, 66, 69, 90, 97, and 122) 

while Kartvelian likely has supplied PIE with three lexemes (16, 123, and 133). This may 

bolster the Transcaucasian hypothesis (§ 3.1.4), but the presence of old PIE roots in proto-

Kartvelian has alternatively been proposed as relicts of an early IE migration “right by 

Kartvelian territory” (Smitherman 2015: 518), however at odds with the pervasive Steppe 

argument of a Balkan route (§ 3.1.1). Allowing such later periods of contact between dialectal, 

yet phonologically essentially still proto-, IE and Kartvelian would remove the argument for 

the influx of Kartvelian material into PIE proper, but fails to account for their widespread 

distribution in the IE languages, making the scenario altogether untenable. The ancient 

bearings of the Kartvelian family must be held against the geography demanded by the North 

Caucasian and Hurro-Urartian languages (cf. § 2.1), and a solution to this particularly 

problem is presented by Nichols with the controversial Central Asian hypothesis (§ 3.1.2). 
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Particularly diagnostic of this relation is the numeral ‘four’ in Kartvelian, if, indeed, of PIE 

origin (item 97). It should be noted that sound and diligent comparative work has prompted 

Harris (1990) to deny some of the typological arguments propounded in favor of a PIE-

Kartvelian Sprachbund (Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995: 276, see § 3.4.2). 

 

6.4.6 Uralic 

A period of contact between the proto-languages seems inevitable with 18 borrowings from 

PIE (items 5, 8, 9, 29, 52, 53, 62, 64, 70, 72, 86, 92, 93, 103, 109, 128, 129, and 134) while Uralic 

influence is probable in six PIE etymologies (items 19, 26, 78, 95, 104, and 131). The fact that 

the trajectory from PIE to Uralic seems overrepresented should be no more surprising than 

the similar situation with Semitic, treated above, where the more culturally and 

technologically complex society exports some of its attractive inventory to its less developed 

neighbors; most surprising is the fact that PIE does appear to have borrowed a number of 

items in the opposite direction, i.e. from a society of hunter-gatherers or, perhaps incipient, 

reindeer-herders, indicating relative high levels of contact intimacy. Substantiation of the 

Indo-Uralic hypothesis requires formal correspondences with the pre-PIE items (§ 6.1), 

tentatively corroborated by the Selkup labiovelar reflexes (items 26, 27, 53, 72, 80, and, 

particularly 78). 

 

6.4.7 Afro-Asiatic, Egyptian, and Semitic 

This family requires at least three distinct discussion, and possibly four if an extinct branch 

representing the Neolithic expansion into southeastern Europe (§ 2.5) can be substantiated.  

 
6.4.7.1 Semitic and Balkan-Neolithic 

Especially thanks to deep and established chronologies, a more detailed scrutiny is possible, 

allowing four Semitic etymologies to be discarded completely (items 28, 45, 55, and 96), 

while another thirteen do not look promising, but still await further evidence before a final 

verdict can be reached (items 30, 31, 33, 43, 47, 50, 57, 66, 75, 79, 81, 108, and 128). A significant 

number of items are in favor of ancient transfers into PIE (items 7, 14, 35, 51, 76, 84, 86, 92, 

and 102), but need not demand a southern homeland if the possibility of a cognate language 

in the Balkans is retained. From a positivist perspective, there is no reason to deny affinity 

to Semitic off the bat, and it is, indeed, tempting to entertain the idea of, at least, an 

Anatolian homeland. What this exercise cannot demand, however, is the rejection of a bulk 

of evidence suggesting common Afro-Asiatic unity on one hand, and a PIE Pontic point of 

departure on the other. All data is permissible, and the hypotheses that best describe the 

observed phenomena get to inform the trajectory that the field may posit. The Balkan 

hypothesis may thus be corroborated by the very limited number of ascertained borrowings 

in the opposite direction (arguably only wine, item 133, and that of a demonstrably later 

stage), that, while asymmetry surely is warranted by the great technological innovation of 

agriculture and associated mythical practices (cf. Uesson 1970: 97f.), begs the question why, 

if PIE and proto-Semitic were in sustained contact, attractive PIE traits like the horse (item 

32) only entered the extant Semitic languages with an IE satəm continuant and not from PIE 

proper, as seems inevitable with North Caucasian (see also § 6.2.3). This lopsidedness could 

consequently be explained with an extinct Afro-Asiatic sister language that, hypothetically, 
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could have absorbed a number of PIE items, where after it succumbed entirely to the IE 

migrations, leaving no traces except for its contribution to the PIE vocabulary. Such “gap-

hypotheses” are extremely unwieldy, but some language, whether entirely lost or, as 

suggested, with extant relative, was necessarily employed by the culture. 

 
6.4.7.2 Egyptian 

While three Egyptian etymologies can be rejected (items 3, 41, and 130) and another two still 

pend further evidence (items 58 and 11), the only positive examples are reflected in Semitic, 

too, which makes unique contacts extremely improbable. 

 
6.4.7.3 (Quasi-)Afro-Asiatic 

Contacts with African languages other than, at best, the communities immediately on the 

Mediterranean, is unlikely, so information from Chadic, Omotic, and Cushitic is only 

relevant in so far as it aids in establishing the age of a term within the family. A single item 

(‘horn’, item 68) circumvent both Semitic and Egyptian evidence, but may, again strictly 

tentatively, be ascribed to an extinct branch. An alternative, and very unappealing on the 

basis of a single item, point of tangency has to be sought at the inception of PIE, i.e. as shared 

inheritance, either exclusive, which seems very doubtful, or as part of Nostratic; the former 

presupposes immediate geographic cohabitation, whereas the latter allows much wider 

distribution. Especially attractive are the numerals where the Semitic (or quasi-Afro-Asiatic) 

continuum indubitably supplied the numerals six (item 120, § 5.6) and seven (item 109, § 5.7). 

The very attractive loan etymology of the latter makes Semitic origins almost inevitable, 

while the Balkan scenario only provides a back-door explanation. 

 

6.4.8 Sumerian 

Never really considered a plausible candidate for direct contact with PIE, Sumerian only 

seems to be responsible for a single item in PIE, namely *h2eĝros ‘field’ (item 44), but 

intermediary languages are almost certainly involved in its transfer into PIE. Another item, 

*kwekwlos ‘wheel’ (item 79) seems to have travelled in the opposite direction. Five 

etymologies are inconclusive (items 33, 38, 58, 91, and 108), and can be expected to remain 

so until languages related with Sumerian can be established, if ever. 

 

6.4.9 Unknown languages 

The space reserved for etymologies of unknown external origins remains occupied (items 

42, 77, and 117), although the items pertaining particularly to agriculture (items 21, 67, 85, and 

118) may be grouped with Semitic and the Afro-Asiatic languages (§ 6.4.7). 
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6.5 Semantic fields 
Independent of language families and stratification of PIE, the data may also be arranged 

semantically, allowing the observer to scrutinize areas of periodical hegemony or instability. 

It turns out that the historical treatment of the loan components in especially three distinct 

semantic spheres opens a window to a PIE world in transition, viz. numerals (§ 6.5.4), 

agriculture & animal husbandry (§ 6.5.5), and relationship terms (§ 6.5.7). Further semantic 

studies may focus on alternative roots for same and similar concepts and attempt to map 

distributions in relation to the borrowing. This section employs the following notational 

practices: 

 

←   borrowed into PIE from …  

→   borrowed from PIE into … 

Ancient  the relation with … seems to predate early PIE 

Probable the item is a likely borrowing into PIE, but the origin is unknown 

Questionable the proposed loan etymology is questionable, but cannot be rejected 

Dialect → borrowed from an IE dialect into …  

None  a proposed loan etymology has been rejected 

 

6.5.1 Trade 

A quintessential phenomenon of sporadic contact relations, these items indicate nothing 

more than the PIE speakers engaged in trade relations. 

 

PIE Gloss Item Attested PIE stratum External relations 

*h2meigw- ‘to exchange’ 53 Early middle PIE → Uralic, etc. 

*h3ep- ‘wealth’ 57 Early PIE Questionable 

*kist- ‘container’ 75 Late middle PIE Probable 

*kwer- ‘kettle’ 83 Late middle PIE ← NE Cauc., HU 

*kwrei(h2) ‘to pay’ 84 Early middle PIE ← Semitic 

*misdho- ‘payment’ 94 Late middle PIE None 

*wos-no- ‘price’ 134 Late middle PIE → Uralic, etc. 

 
6.5.1.1 Metallurgy 

Three items, while certainly valuable objects of trade, represent artefacts that can be tested 

directly against the archaeological record. 

 

PIE Gloss Item Attested PIE stratum External relations 

*h1raudh- ‘copper’ 38 Late middle PIE Questionable 

*h2eis- ‘metal’ 46 Late middle PIE Probable 

*h2eus- ‘gold’ 52 Early middle PIE Questionable 

 

Unfortunately, there are no obvious loan etymologies, and these items consequently fail to 

indicate anything in particular about external relations. Two items (38 and 52) likely 

continue the tradition of assigning color terms to the metals, thus, e.g., ‘blue’ in Hittite 
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kuwannu ‘copper’, cf. Greek κύρανος ‘blue’ (Mallory & Adams 1997: 379), and further ‘shining’ 

(gold), ‘yellow’ (gold), ‘red’ (copper), and ‘white’ (silver). Suggestions that names for metals 

may travel, as it may have in item 46, is proven by the origins of the English word for silver 

(Kroonen 2013: 436, not included here). 

 

6.5.2 Technology and crafts 

Items of innovation may be linked to trade and enter that semantic sphere of relatively 

uncontroversial transfers. Single items relate very little without a wider framework to 

substantiate the context of the transfer. 

 

PIE Gloss Item Attested PIE stratum External relations 

*bherH- ‘to drill’ 5 Late middle PIE ← Uralic 

*ĝalgho- ‘pole’ 22 Late middle PIE Dialect → Uralic 

*h1edhro- ‘fence’ 31 Late middle PIE Questionable 

*h1ish2- ‘arrow’ 35 Late PIE ← Semitic 

*h1webh- ‘to weave’ 39 Early PIE → Kartvelian 

*h2uerg- ‘wheel’ 56 Early PIE Questionable 

*kŝeul- ‘beam, post’ 71 Late middle PIE ← NE Caucasian 

*kleh2-u- ‘lock’ 76 Late middle PIE ← Semitic 

*kwekwlo- ‘wheel’ 79 Early middle PIE → Kartvelian, 

Sumerian 

*neh2-u- ‘boat’ 96 Late middle PIE None 

*pelekûs ‘axe’ 102 Late PIE ← Semitic 

*sekûr ‘battleaxe’ 108 Late middle PIE Questionable 

*tekŝ- ‘to craft’ 122 Early PIE → Kartvelian 

*weis-go- ‘trap’ 131 Late middle PIE ← Uralic 

 

6.5.3 Culture 

Arguably less concrete than technology and crafts, cultural practices may transfer with 

shifting prestige and hegemonies. 

 

PIE Gloss Item Attested PIE stratum External relations 

*də2p- ‘sacrifice’ 7 Late middle PIE ← Semitic 
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6.5.4 Numerals 

“The more developed system is likely to influence the others 

[in the numerical system], in the same way as the usual 

direction of cultural influence is from technologically more 

developed societies to less developed ones.”  

Martínez (2009:202) 

 

PIE Gloss Item Attested PIE stratum External relations 

*dekm̥̂ ‘ten’ 9 Early middle PIE → Uralic 

*h1oi- ‘one’ 37 Early PIE None 

*ok̂tṓ- ‘eight’ 97 Early middle PIE → Kartvelian 

*septm̥ ‘seven’ 109 Early PIE ← Semitic 

*swekŝ ‘six’ 120 Early middle PIE ← Semitic 

 

The traditional proof of Indo-European affinity found in the numerals through ten cannot 

be extended to other language families, e.g. Uralic, for the obvious reason that it shows no 

consistent internal system; exceptions are ‘two’ and possibly ‘five/ten’ (cf. Napolskikh 2003: 

53, the latter questioned by Honti 1999: 245). Moreover, neither the attractive IE unity can 

be traced unambiguously to its earliest stratum since Anatolian, markedly shrouded in 

scribal tradition (Eichner 1992: 31), nonetheless appears employ some different numerals. 

The situation may thus reflect the spread of the decimal system across Eurasia between 

5.000 and 3.000 BCE (cf. Mallory & Adams 1997: 398, Helimski 2007: 190-192), especially 

interesting in the case of IE as the numeric revolution then constitutes another shared 

innovation separating Anatolian from the rest of the stock (cf. Martínez 1999: 211 and § 1.3). 

It is thus worthwhile comparing the numeral system of PIE to that of linguistic communities 

with a similar or higher level of technological sophistication that could have innovated the 

sequence earlier, and an obvious candidate is found the quasi-Afro-Asiatic system of the 

Middle East, where the Semitic unity seems to be matched by the (geographically 

contiguous) Egyptian and Libyco-Berber branches (Lipiński 2001: 288ff.).  

The data betray that the decimal system was not fully implemented by early PIE, and 

the numbers six and seven were thus very probably borrowed from Semitic or, tentatively, a 

related language in the Balkans. The table does not show the all the intricacies of the 

numeral four that provide the second major argument against a stable system before the first 

branching occurred; Anatolian shows complete discontinuation of the common root, while 

the combination of the dual marker in eight, marginal, yet very convincing, Avestan singular 

usage related to four, and the Kartvelian borrowing as four attest a third proto-word for the 

numeral. The development of the PIE decimal system was thus likely spurred on by the 

absorption of these foreign numerals which lead to a grammaticalization of the descriptive 

terms used earlier. This process of forming concrete numerals divorced from their lexical 

meaning must not have been concluded by the departure of Anatolian as its speakers saw fit 

to describe four as the ‘lesser’. Circumstantial evidence for the absorption may be found 

through trade and culture (§ 6.5.1-3). 
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6.5.5 The Neolithic package 

The following category and its historical and geographic dispersal are very reliant on the 

archaeological and paleozoological interpretations of finds, including DNA and C-14 

analyses. This treatise concedes the difficulty of keeping up with the discussion and relates 

only the information included in former inquiries into the nature of the PIE dialect 

continuum (primarily Anthony 2007, Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995, and Mallory & Adams 

1997). The contribution of the present paper, of course, is that of ancient linguistic 

connections, which, too, aids the ultimate and holistic conclusions that science may draw 

on prehistoric cultures. An overview may be taken from Zohary (1990: 36), according to 

whom agriculture first appeared in the Fertile Crescent of the Middle East several millennia 

before recorded history, more specifically in the 8th or 7th millennia BCE with an assemblage 

of some eight or nine starter-crops; animals, and consequently incipient animal husbandry, 

rapidly followed the plant domestication in two distinct phases, first sheep and goats, and 

subsequently swine and cattle. By 6800 BCE lentils were included in the package, and by 

6000 BCE also peas, flax, chickpeas, and bitter vetch. These features generally required 

sedentary lifestyles, although ovicaprids and cattle were adaptable to nomadic cultures. 

 
6.5.5.1 Agriculture 

The cultivation of crops requires a sedentary lifestyle not usually attributed to the PIE speech 

community on the steppes. 

 

PIE Gloss Item Attested PIE stratum External relations 

*bha-bh/k̂- ‘bean’ 1 Late middle PIE Probable 

*bhar- ‘barley’ 2 Late middle PIE Probable 

*dheĝh-om ‘earth’ 10 Early PIE → Kartvelian 

*dhoHn- ‘grain’ 14 Early middle PIE ← Semitic 

*h2eĝros ‘field’ 44 Late middle PIE ← Sumerian 

*h2endh- ‘edible plant’ 50 Late PIE Questionable 

*kêr- ‘chickpea’ 67 Late middle PIE Probable 

*linom ‘flax, linen’ 89 Late middle PIE ← NE Caucasian 

*(w)ruĝh- ‘rye’ 135 Late middle PIE Probable 

 

The high number of Semitic and “Probable” items could be combined to an argument in 

favor of a language closely related to Semitic that prospered in the Balkans and supplied PIE 

with a whole set of agricultural terms before succumbing to the migrational waves 

emanating from the steppes (cf. § 2.5 and § 6.4.7.1). 

 
6.5.5.2 Domesticated animals 

When domesticated animals were introduced to the steppes, it must have happened in 

contact with the linguistic communities from which they were adopted, and it seems as 

plausible, if not more so, that the recipients employed the accompanying word as opposed 

to forming a neologism from native roots. 
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6.5.5.2.1 Sheep and goat 

Ovicaprids were domesticated in the immediate aftermath of the agricultural beginning in 

the Middle East, probably during the 8th or 7th millennium BC (Zohary 1990: 36, Cunliffe 2008: 

92f.), and show up in the Caucasus and maybe also the southern Urals within another 

thousand or so years (Mallory & Adams 1997: 511), which, at least theoretically, makes it 

possible for a dispersal to the unified PIE homeland before the initial break-up.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Probable external origins for practically every item makes foreign influence in this particular 

sphere very plausible. The four separate words for ‘goat’ demand a separate treatment with 

detailed attestation and semantic data. Item 40 has been split into its two variants. 

 

PIE: *dig- *ghaid- *h2eiĝ- *h2eĝ- *kaĝo 

Item: 15 21 40 40 73 

External 

origin? 

← NE 

Caucasian 

← Balkan- 

Semitic 

← North Caucasian Questionable 

Italic:  Lat. ‘young goat, 

kid’ 

   

Germanic: OHG ‘goat’ Goth., ON, OHG 

‘she-goat’ 

  OLG ‘goat’ 

Baltic:    Lith. ‘goat’  

Slavic:    OCS ‘goat-skin’ OCS ‘goat’ 

Albanian: ‘she-goat’  ‘he-goat’  ‘kid’ 

Greek: ‘goat’ (Hes.)  ‘goat’   

Armenian: ‘hide, skin’  ‘goat’   

Indo-

Iranian: 

Ishkashimi 

‘goatskin bag’ 

 Ved. ‘kind of 

sheep’, Av. 

‘leathern’ 

Ved., Av. ‘goat’  

PIE Gloss Item Attested PIE stratum External relations 

*dig- ‘goat’ 15 Late middle PIE ← NE Caucasian 

*ghaid- ‘goat’ 21 Italo-Germanic Probable 

*h1ln̥bh- ‘lamb’ 36 Germanic → NE Caucasian 

*h2e(i)ĝ- ‘goat’ 40 Late middle PIE ← North Caucasian 

*h2egw-no- ‘lamb’ 45 Late middle PIE Probable 

*h3ewi- ‘sheep’ 58 Early PIE Probable 

*kaĝo ‘goat’ 73 Late middle PIE Questionable 
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*dig- (item 15) seems have been marginalized with the introduction of *h2e(i)ĝ- (item 40). 

Goats (and possibly sheep) may thus have entered PIE through the Caucasus; the paucity of 

Anatolian and Tocharian cognates may further help establish the more exact stratum for the 

transfer. The distinctive features separating sheep from goats may not have been as 

pronounced in the early Neolithic (Brandt 2015: 71f.), which makes the possible derivation of 

*h2egw-no- ‘lamb’ (item 45) from *h2e(i)ĝ- ‘goat’ (item 40) slightly more appeasing (cf. § 6.6.2). 

 
6.5.5.2.2 Cattle 

Wild populations of bovines were gradually supplanted by domesticated specimens 

beginning around 7.000 BCE in the Middle East (Mallory & Adams 1997: 136ff.). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
6.5.5.2.3 Pigs 

Although domestication patterns and subsequent spread are comparable to bovines and 

ovicaprids, pigs are native to the entire Eurasian supercontinent. 

 

 

 

 

 

The archaeological data (noted in the discussion of item 119) suggest that the domesticated 

pig reached the Pontic Steppes through the Caucasus, substantiating a reversal of the 

proposed trajectory so that the item emanated from Kartvelian. 

 
6.5.5.2.4 Other items related to domesticated animals 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The horse constitutes a central argument in establishing the speakers of PIE on the Pontic 

Steppes (Anthony 2007: 193ff.), and it should consequently be of little surprise that the item 

was exported on multiple occasions. 

PIE Gloss Item Attested PIE stratum External relations 

*gwṓu- ‘cow’ 30 Early PIE ← Afro-Asiatic 

*lāp- ‘cattle’ 85 Late middle PIE ← Semitic 

*(s)teuros ‘bull’ 118 Late middle PIE ← Semitic 

*ukws ‘ox’ 126 Late middle PIE Dialect → 

Kartvelian 

PIE Gloss Item Attested PIE stratum External relations 

*ĝhor-io- ‘pig’ 18 Graeco-Albanian Questionable 

*suH- ‘pig’ 119 Early middle PIE → Kartvelian 

PIE Gloss Item Attested PIE stratum External relations 

*h1ekŵo- ‘horse’ 32 Early PIE → North Caucasian 

etc. 

*h2esino- ‘donkey’ 51 Early middle PIE ← Semitic 

*iugom ‘yoke’ 66 Early PIE → NE Caucasian, 

Kartvelian 

*pekû ‘lifestock’ 101 Late middle PIE Questionable 
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6.5.5.3 Produce 

An immediate correlation of the agricultural package is the secondary stage of working some 

of the materials into other products; this process entails both implements and products. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.5.6 Verbs 

Verbs are more seldom borrowed than nouns. The more specific, and likely also technically 

innovative, a given action is, the more likely it is to transfer, cf. the Danish legal term angive 

‘accuse’ from Low German angeven and the host of Latin and French loanwords in Modern 

English in the same semantic category. On the other hand, verbs for very basic concepts are 

unlikely items of exchange, although no item, neither lexical nor grammatical, is completely 

exempt from borrowing. 

 

PIE Gloss Item Attested PIE stratum External relations 

*deh3- ‘to give’ 8 Early PIE → Uralic 

*dheh1- ‘to put’ 11 Early PIE Questionable 

*dhenh2- ‘to flow’ 12 Early middle PIE Questionable 

*ghebh- ‘to give’ 23 Germanic Questionable 

*gwelh1- ‘to die’ 26 Late middle PIE ← Uralic 

*gwem- ‘to come’ 27 Early middle PIE Ancient Uralic 

*h2eĝ- ‘to lead’ 43 Early middle PIE ← North Caucasian 

*h2em-s- ‘to beget’ 48 Early PIE Questionable 

*kwelh1- ‘to turn, wander’ 80 Early PIE Ancient Uralic 

*kwen- ‘to kill’ 81 Early PIE Questionable 

*leĝ- ‘to gather’ 86 Late middle PIE ← Semitic 

*legh- ‘to lie (down)’ 87 Early PIE Questionable 

*leh2u- ‘to wash’ 88 Early PIE None 

*mesg- ‘to submerge’ 93 Late middle PIE → Uralic 

*peh2- ‘to protect’ 98 Early PIE None 

*pelh1- ‘to shutter’ 103 Late middle PIE → Uralic 

*(s)gwes- ‘to extinguish’ 110 Early middle PIE Questionable 

*skel(H)- ‘to owe’ 111 Balto-Germanic → Uralic 

PIE Gloss Item Attested PIE stratum External relations 

*gwhernu- ‘millstone’ 28 Late middle PIE ← North Caucasian 

*h2elut- ‘beer’ 47 Late middle PIE Questionable 

*medhu- ‘mead’ 92 Early middle PIE ← Semitic 

*(h1)reugh- ‘sour milk’ 107 Late middle PIE Questionable 

*twer- ‘curdled milk’ 125 Late middle PIE ← NE Caucasian 

*ulh2neh2 ‘wool’ 127 Early PIE ← North Caucasian 

*woino- ‘wine’ 133 Early PIE ← Kartvelian 
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PIE Gloss Item Attested PIE stratum External relations 

*spen-(d-) ‘to spin’ 116 Early middle PIE Ancient Uralic 

*tep- ‘to heat’ 123 Late middle PIE ← Kartvelian 

*wedh- ‘to lead’ 129 Late middle PIE → Uralic 

 

Although a couple of items unavoidably entered Uralic from PIE, verbal borrowings are 

difficult to extract meaningful correlations from. It is generally accepted that verbal 

borrowings necessitate intimate contact relations, but the difference between verbs and 

nouns may not be clear-cut, and an item like *tep- ‘to heat’ could technically have been 

borrowed as an adjective hot or, better yet, a common noun heat with subsequent simple 

verbal derivation. While plausible, such conjectures are difficult to pinpoint at should be 

addressed in dedicated treatments, and the comparanda in this group and their 

interpretations are based on the verbal nature of both side of a given transfer. 

 

6.5.6 Nature 

While some items represent ubiquitous phenomena, e.g. ‘water’ and ‘fire’, other may have 

limited geographical distribution and lexical innovation required, e.g. ‘turtle’. 

 
6.5.6.1 Natural phenomena 

PIE Gloss Item Attested PIE stratum External relations 

*dheubh- ‘deep’ 13 Late middle PIE Questionable 

*gworH- ‘mountain’ 29 Late middle PIE Probable 

*h2ebh- ‘river’ 41 Late middle PIE None 

*h2ster- ‘star’ 55 Early PIE None 

*h3n̥gw- ‘fire’ 60 Late middle PIE Dialect → Uralic 

*ieg- ‘ice’ 64 Early PIE → Uralic 

*kŝeh2-ro- ‘dry’ 70 Late middle PIE → Uralic 

*kwep- ‘smoke’ 82 Late middle PIE ← Kartvelian 

*wed- ‘water’ 128 Early PIE → Uralic 

*(h1)weh1r- ‘water’ 130 Early PIE None 

 

A significant number of terms for natural phenomena seems to have been borrowed from 

PIE into Uralic. The conditions under which such transfers should have occurred seem 

enigmatic, and may be further elucidated by a semantic study of the pertinent spheres 

within Uralic (cf. Salminen 1989). 
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6.5.6.2 Animals 

The distribution of various fauna has constituted an argument in the classical homeland 

discussion and could potentially be diagnostic also in loan word studies. 

 

PIE Gloss Item Attested PIE stratum External relations 

*bhei- ‘bee’ 3 Late middle PIE None 

*ghel-u(H)- ‘turtle’ 24 Greek and Slavic Questionable 

*h3or-n- ‘eagle’ 63 Early PIE Dialect → Semitic 

*kêr-(h/h2-) ‘horn’ 68 Early PIE Afro-Asiatic 

*kŵon- ‘dog’ 72 Early PIE → Uralic 

*kə2p- ‘monkey’ 74 Late PIE ← Semitic 

*(h2s)kwal- ‘catfish’ 78 Late middle PIE ← Uralic 

*mat- ‘insect’ 90 Late middle PIE Dialect → Kartvelian 

*peisk- ‘fish’ 100 Early middle PIE Questionable 

*wisondh- ‘wisent’ 132 Late middle PIE Probable 

 

A word like ‘eagle’ may be semantically widened to culture if religiously or regally inspired, 

and the mythical importance of various animals should not be ignored. The diagnostic 

powers of the current set are fairly limited, most notably the obvious late influx of ‘monkey’ 

at odds with Gamkrelidze & Ivanov’s ill-fated homeland theory (§ 3.1.4). 

 
6.5.6.3 Flora 

While ultimately wild, all items treated here are edible and consequently attractive 

incorporations to the culture. Further items may be explored within this category (cf. 

Campbell 1990 and Friedrich 1970). 

 

PIE Gloss Item Attested PIE stratum External relations 

*ĝherd- ‘pear’ 25 Greek and Albanian ← North Caucasian 

*h2ebVl- ‘apple’ 42 Late middle PIE Probable 

*moro- ‘blackberry’ 95 Late PIE ← Uralic 

*spongh- ‘mushroom’ 117 Late middle PIE Probable 

 

Certain practices involving the dedicated cultivation of particular types of flora all point to 

late entries. 

 

6.5.7 Relationship terms 

Family structures, and especially marital patterns, are not stable, and have been used to 

consolidate alliances. A familiar example of the impact linguistic contact zones can have on 

such terms is the (Old Norse) husband marrying his (native English) wife.  
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PIE Gloss Item Attested PIE stratum External relations 

*ĝemH- ‘son-in-law’ 16 Late middle PIE ← Kartvelian 

*ĝlh̥3-wos- ‘sister-in-law’ 19 Late middle PIE ← Uralic 

*h1ienh2-ter- ‘in-law (fem.)’ 34 Late middle PIE None 

*h2en-Ho- ‘grandmother’ 49 Early PIE Questionable 

*h2nepot ‘nephew’ 54 Late middle PIE None 

*h3er-(bh-) ‘to change 

allegiance’ 

62 Early PIE → various transfers 

*peh2-u- ‘son’ 99 Late PIE None 

*pə2ter- ‘father’ 106 Early middle PIE None 

*snuso- ‘daughter-in- law’ 114 Late middle PIE Probable 

*sor- ‘girl’ 115 Early middle PIE → North Caucasian 

*swekûro- ‘father-in-law’ 121 Late middle PIE → NE Caucasian 

 

Relational terms derived from the conjoining of families abound in adjacent language 

families, and appear to be common items borrowed from an early stage. Problematic for the 

IE stock, however, is the absence of all terms in Anatolian (only ‘son-in-law’, item 16, has 

been proposed, but looks improbable), and may thus reflect yet another innovative cultural 

sphere substantiating an aboriginal bifurcation of the dialect continuum, but at least the 

alliance system seems to predate the split of Anatolian (cf. Bremmer 1976). These items may 

then indicate increasing numbers of marriages alliances with non-PIE speakers, as is, indeed, 

suggested by recent genetic data, sampling ancient DNA, suggesting that there is a Caucasian 

component in the steppe population that entered Europe in the onset of the Bronze Age 

(Allentoft et al. 2015: 169). Exogamous practices have similarly been demonstrated in the 

Corded Ware culture of Northern Europe, probably associated with the Germanic branch 

(Kristiansen et al. forthc.). This phenomenon may thus continue an unbroken tradition from 

PIE, and the borrowings consequently indicate a period of intensified inter-linguistic 

marriages, possibly constituting the vehicle for some of the other foreign items in PIE. A 

parallel may be found in Heath’s work in Australia’s Arnhem Land, where linguistic change 

was facilitated exactly through an exogamous marital system, where the displaced wives 

carried their native languages into a new setting (1978: 19,142). 

 

6.5.8 Inalienable parts 

While it should be a great discovery to substantiate that the speakers of PIE replaced some 

of their limbs, the true explanation to all of these items probably vary with cultic practices, 

medical knowledge, and intimate contact relations. 
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PIE Gloss Item Attested PIE stratum External relations 

*bhon- ‘wound’ 6 Late middle PIE Questionable 

*ĝenu ‘chin’ 17 Early PIE Dialect → NE Cauc. 

*ĝonu ‘knee’ 20 Early PIE Ancient Uralic 

*h1esh2-r- ‘blood’ 33 Early PIE Questionable 

*h3n̥bh- ‘navel’ 59 Late middle PIE Questionable 

*h3neh3m- ‘name’ 61 Early PIE Ancient Uralic 

*(l-)iekw-r ‘liver’ 65 Late middle PIE Questionable 

*kêrd- ‘heart’ 69 Early PIE → Kartvelian 

*kond-u- ‘hand’ 77 Germanic Probable 

*penkw-sti- ‘fist’ 104 Late middle PIE ← Uralic 

*pes- ‘penis’ 105 Early PIE Questionable 

*smok-̂ur ‘beard’ 112 Early PIE → NE Caucasian 

*sneh1ur ‘tendon’ 113 Early PIE Ancient Uralic 

*tuek- ‘body’ 124 Early PIE → NE Caucasian 

 

Name (item 61) could be considered a cultural phenomenon, although its history within the 

IE languages testifies to a very stable item. General tendencies are difficult to extract from 

this data set, but items with particularly attractive etymologies deserve special scrutiny to 

account for possible transfers. 
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6.6 Phonology 
As noted in the introduction (§ 1) vocabulary is the point of departure of all other layers of 

linguistic comparison; without the nominal core of real world referents with defined and 

limited semantic content, there are no desinences to build a grammatical system on, no 

phonological framework to compare. A set of lexical items with foreign origins thus provide 

material for the in-depth scrutiny of practically any aspect of PIE, which, self-evidently, is an 

impossible task within the present scope. While a brief commentary on some of the 

implications of the loan etymologies have been treated above, a short introduction to some 

of the aspects of PIE phonology that may be further elucidated with loan words is included 

in this section. Difficulties in harnessing the power of this methods are particularly salient 

in the parallel processes of extricating the systems of other proto-languages, and the ultimate 

extraction of usable data is likely only achieved with cooperative efforts. Attempts at 

phonological analyses of PIE loanwords include Koivulehto (1991) and Joki (1973) on Uralic, 

Gippert (1995) and Smitherman (2012: 515f.) for Kartvelian, and Kaiser & Shevroshkin (1986) 

on some Semitic items. 

 

6.6.1 a-vocalism 

In the etymological discussions above, a-vocalism has been discussed under several items as 

a foreign trait (§ 1.4.6). It is thus noteworthy that the same items that reflect this vowel 

quality seldom have comparanda in Anatolian and Tocharian. The following items are only 

represented in the European branches: 

 

PIE Gloss Item Attestations External source 

*bha-bh/k-̂ bean 1 Italic, Germanic, Balto-Slavic, 

Albanian, and Greek 

Unknown (plausible) 

*bhar- barley 2 Italic, Germanic, Slavic, Albanian, 

and possibly Celtic and Greek 

Semitic (probable) 

*ghaid- goat 21 Italic and Germanic Unknown (plausible) 

*ĝhalgho- pole 22 Italic, Germanic, and Armenian Unknown (plausible) 

*h2egwno lamb 45 Italic, Celtic, Germanic, Slavic, and 

Greek 

North Caucasian 

(possible) 

*kaĝo- goat 73 Germanic, Slavic, and Albanian North Caucasian 

(possible) 

*kleh2-u- lock 76 Italic, Celtic, Baltic, Slavic, and 

Greek 

Semitic (possible) 

 

The only two examples with reflexes in either of the two oldest branches are: 
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- *h2esino- ‘donkey’ (item 51) is attested in Anatolian and emanates from the Fertile 

Crescent with attractive Semitic and Sumerian comparanda. The word probably did not 

reach early PIE, but was rather incorporated independently in Anatolian and elsewhere. 

- *də2p ’sacrifice’ (item 7), where the distribution is less transparent, inconclusively 

suggested associated with Anatolian and Tocharian items (also Greek, but this has less 

stratificational consequence). The connection of the Italic, Germanic, and Armenian 

forms with Semitic seems beyond reproach. 

 

6.6.2 Stop series 

The phonetic value of both the centum- satəm obstruents and the contested mediae may be 

elucidated. A minimal pair of the former may tentatively be found in the, somewhat 

semantically awkward, comparison of *h2e(i)ĝ- ‘goat’ (item 40) and, the possible derivative, 

*h2egw-no- ‘lamb’ (item 45). 

 

6.6.3 Laryngeals 

The phonetic realization of the PIE laryngeals is another area of potential illumination 

through external sources. Extensive work has been done on Uralic (e.g. Koivulehto 1991) and 

attempts have similarly been made for Semitic (Bomhard 1981), while the implications of 

items shared with the North Caucasian languages remain largely unexplored, cf. 

 

 ‘horse’ (item 32) ‘goat’ (item 40) ‘wool’ (item 127) 

PIE *h1ékŵ-os *h2e(i)ĝ-  *ulh̥2neh2 

North Caucasian *ɦɨ[n]čwĭ *Hējʒ́u / *ʡējʒ́wē  *ƛ̱wähnɨ (NE Cauc.) 
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7 Conclusion 
 

Proto-Indo-European had extensive contacts with neighboring speech communities; this 

conclusion is neither new nor controversial. The immense descriptive powers of borrowings 

nonetheless remain a largely untapped source of information for the identification of 

particular aspects of reconstructed stages of PIE. This appears to be attributable to a dearth 

in methodologically sober studies of the phenomenon, to which this survey hopefully 

contributes, although the difficulties with which such undertakings are engaged remain 

salient and an ever-important arena of methodological sophistication and interdisciplinary 

cooperation. PIE demonstrably adopted numerals from the quasi-Afro-Asiatic stock, 

ultimately establishing the familiar decimal system that was still lexically based by the split 

of Anatolian; the host of agricultural terminology subsequently entering the language seems 

to indicate that the borrowings are tied to contacts with early Neolithic communities in the 

Balkans, whose language ultimately went extinct. Vocabulary pertaining to animal 

husbandry, another Neolithic trait, appear earlier and are predominantly transmitted 

through the Caucasus; at least two distinct words for goats were borrowed from the North 

Caucasian languages at different times during the latter stages of PIE. Alliances through 

inter-marriage were probably a contributing factor to the increasing vocabulary exchange as 

is indicated by a number of foreign terms for in-laws, especially women, that are believed to 

have joined the family of the husband as is already indicated on internal PIE evidence. These 

items are difficult to assign a particular point of dispersal, but the wide distribution of some, 

even to Semitic and Uralic, suggests that they were cross-culturally significant; the complete 

lack of these terms in Anatolian and Tocharian may aid the pertinent chronologies. Other 

obvious borrowings exist, but they are less systemically bound and difficult to interpret on 

their own, although the future holds promise that analyses of the data on the relevant 

semantic spheres may explain the transfers, justifiably in combination with further 

substantiation of the cultural circumstances surrounding the exchange. 

 A more composite picture of PIE thus begins to emerge, with Uralic tribes to the 

north, North Caucasian to the south, and the agricultural language to the west in Eastern 

Europe, while the eastern front remains unidentified. This latter contact zone disintegrated 

with the eastward expansions of the Tocharians and Indo-Iranians, and no obvious 

connections with extant languages have been established for ancient Central Asia. 

Convincing etymologies with Kartvelian are notoriously difficult to assign directionality for 

and are harder to fix in time and space; contacts through the Caucasus are rivalled by the 

North Caucasian languages and the temporal depths are inhibited by the limited number of 

informants. The solution of circum-Caspian contacts, as presented by Nichols (§ 6.4.5), is 

generally unattractive, but would fulfil the dual purpose of identifying eastern relations of 

PIE while allowing contiguous North Caucasian and Hurro-Urartian hegemony in the 

Caucasus region.  

 This study was instigated by a curiosity to investigate the disparate vocabularies of 

PIE and Uralic, and avenues certainly still exist for their ultimate unification. The vague 

contours of the lexical component of the Indo-Uralic hypothesis seem tacitly corroborated 

by the current findings, especially in § 6.1 and § 6.4.6. The necessity to establish sound laws 
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is the obvious next step, but this process is significantly hampered by the likely presence of 

both inherited and early loanwords bundled together on the horizon of the established 

language families. Further tests of Uhlenbeck’s hypothesis may thus be warranted to 

establish the feasibility of PIE as an Indo-Uralic language precipitated in the Pontic-Caspian 

steppes. On the other hand, reluctance to pursue this hypothesis further is also, to a certain 

extent, scientifically sound; it would seem rash for an entire field to embrace a proposition, 

although imbued with several tantalizing features, that may be explained by an aggregate of 

other confounding factors. The scientific imperative of trying these claims should, however, 

be evident. Several of the items in the word list may be tested by tracing the archaeological 

artefacts simultaneously with their linguistic spread, as Makkay has done with ‘axe’ (item 

102). If nothing else, this study hopefully will have underlined the importance of loanwords 

for the understanding of PIE. 
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Index 
 

The index is arranged alphabetically. Variations in spelling of the initial letter gets two (or 

three) separate entries. The order of IE branches follows the stratification (§ 1.3), thus: 

 

Anatolian, Tocharian, Italic, Celtic, Germanic, Baltic, Slavic, Albanian, Greek, fragmentary 

languages, Armenian, Indo-Iranian 

 

Then follow non-IE languages in the following order: 

 

NW Caucasian, NE Caucasian, North Caucasian (reconstructions only), Hurro-Urartian, 

Kartvelian, Uralic (incl. Yukaghir), Semitic, Afro-Asiatic, Sumerian, Turkic, other languages 

 

Separate treatment is then granted reconstructions for PIE and glosses for PIE 

 

Indo-European languages 

Anatolian (Hittite unsp.) 

5-w(a) (Luw.) 123 

8-wa-a-ī (HLuw.) 125 

alãman- 78 

álaman- 78 

aliyan(a)- 65 

alwanz- 71 

āsḫar- (CLuw.) 64 

attas 102 

azu(wa) (HLuw.) 62 

cm̃ne (Lyc.) 123 

dai- 51 

dāi- 50 

dannas 53 

eka 80 

epzi 58 

esbe- (Lyc.) 62 

ēsḫar- 64 

gēnu 56 

GUD-us 61 

hamasa (HLuw.) 71 

hamsa- (CLuw.) 71 

ḫann- 78 

ḫanna 71 

ḫapa- 67 

ḫāpa/i- (Luw.) 67 

ḫappina- 75 

ḫāran- 80 

ḫāran- (Palaic) 80 

ḫāran(i)- (CLuw.)- 80 

ḫarp- 78 

ḫasi- 71 

ḫassu- 106 

ḫassussara 106 

ḫaster- 74 

ḫawa- 76 

ḫawi- (HLuw.) 76 

ḫulana- 113 

ḫulana/i- (CLuw.) 113 

ḫulukanni- 75 

ḫurki- 75 

isḫuwa(i)- 65 

kaina- 54 

kalut(t)i- (CLuw.) 88 

kammars- 10 

karāwar 82 

kāst- 103 

kir 83 

kist- 103 

kuenzi 89 

kuwalīti (CLuw.) 88 

kuwan-/kun- 84 

kuwannu 140 

lā- (CLuw.) 50 

lā(ḫ)un(a)i (CLuw.) 93 

laḫḫu- 93 

laḫḫura- 93 

lāki 92 

lāman 78 

maia- (CLuw.) 94 

mauua- (CLuw.) 122 

mekki- 94 

mitgaimi- 95 

miyu- 122 

mupm̃m- 122 

mūri(yan)- 97 

neka- 107 

nuñtãta (Lyc.) 126 

pád-du (Luw:) 98 
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Anatolian (cont.)  

paḫs- 98 

park- 48 

parraia- (CLuw.) 48 

peḫḫur 135 

pesn- 101 

si-ip-ta-mi-ya 124 

sipta- 124 

takam- (HLuw.) 51 

takkeszi 111 

tannas (Luw.) 53 

tappala- 49 

targaš(ša)nalli(ya)- 72 

tēkan 51 

tuekk- 112 

tukedri- (Lyc.) 112 

tūwa- (CLuw.) 51 

usniye- 118 

uwata- (CLuw.) 115 

uwate- 115 

VII-mi-ya 124 

wa/i-wa/i-(i) (HLuw.) 61 

wār(sa) (CLuw.) 116 

warsa- 116 

wās- 118 

wātar 114 

wep- 66 

wi(y)ana (HLuw.) 117 

wiyana- 117 

xawa- (Lyc.) 76 

yūk- 81 

zama(n)kur 105 

zārt- (CLuw.) 83 

zú-wa/i-n(i)- (HLuw.) 84 

χñna (Lyc.) 71 

 

 

 

Tocharian (B unsp.) 

ā(u)w 76 

ākeñc (A) 68 

āl- 65 

āśäṃ 68 

kanw- (A) 56 

kaṣt (A) 103 

keṃ 51 

kenī-ne 56 

kenmer 10 

kes- 103 

kest 103 

keu 61 

ko (A) 61 

kokale 88 

krorīya 82 

ksär (A) 83 

ku  84 

kukäl (A) 88 

kum (A) 59 

kuryar (A) 90 

käl- 88 

käm 59 

kärweñe  59 

käry  90 

käryāñ 83 

käs- (A) 103 

lake (A) 92 

lyaśäṃ 92 

māk (A) 94 

māka 94 

mit 95 

mäsk- 74 

ñem 78 

new (A) 97 

ñom (A) 78 

okso 113 

okt 125 

okät (A) 125 

ops- (A) 113 

pācar (A) 102 

pācer 102 

paṣe 101 

pāsk- 98 

piś 123 

pitkenmer 11 

päñ (A) 123 

pänw (A) 107 

pärk- 48 

śanwe-ṃ (A) 54 

ścirye 74 

ṣkas 123 

ṣñor 105 

ṣpät (A) 124 

śreñ (A) 74 

śtwar (A) 121 

śtwer 121 

ṣukt 124 

suwo 109 

śäk (A) 126 

ṣäk (A) 123 

tā- (A) 51 

tāno 53 

tāpā- (A) 49 

tapre 52 

tkaṃ (A) 51 

tkeṃ 51 

tparske  52 

tpär (A) 52 

tsnamo 52 

tsnāntär (A) 52 

tättā- 51 

wāp- 66 

war 114 

wäp- (A) 66 

wär (A) 114, 116 

wärk- (A) 75 
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Tocharian (cont.) 

wärkänt- (A) 75 

wäs- 118 

wäs (A) 73 

yakwe 62 

yal 65 

yasa  73 

yasar 64 

yerkwanto- 75 

yerpe 78 

ysār (A) 64 

yuk (A) 62 

yäl (A) 65 

 

Italic (Latin unsp.) 

Abella (Osc.) 68 

aes 70 

ager 69 

agnus 70 

agō 68 

alūmen  71 

amnis 67 

anus 71 

aser (gloss) 64 

asinus 72 

aurum 73 

bum (Umb.) 61 

caepola 6 

canis 84 

caupō 6 

cicer 82 

cista 85 

clāvis 86 

co-ēpī 57 

colō 88 

cor 83 

cornum 82 

crēdō 96 

daps 49 

decem 126 

-dere 51 

dō 50 

equos (OLat.) 62 

faba 47 

fār 47 

farīna 48 

-fendō 89 

fōns  52 

forctis (OLat.) 48 

forō 49 

fortis 48 

fūcus  48 

fungus 107 

gener 54 

genū 56 

glōs 55 

grados (Sp.) 7 

haetus 56 

homō 51 

humus 51 

ianitrīcēs 64 

iecur 81 

ignis 77 

iugum 81 

lāna 113 

lavō 93 

lecet (Fal.) 92 

legō 91 

līnum 93 

magnus 94 

mergere 96 

migrāre 74 

molō 93 

mōrum 97 

nāvis 97 

nepōt 74 

nervus 105 

nōmen 78 

nūbō  105 

nurus 105 

octō 125 

ops 75 

opus 75 

orbis 79 

orbus 78 

ordenador (Catalan) 88 

ouis 76 

pāscō 98 

pater 102 

pecu 99 

pēnis 101 

piscis 98 

poplom (Umb.) 100 

populus 100 

puer 98 

quattuor 121 

sanguīs 64 

secō 103 

secūris 103 

septem 124 

serēnus  83 

sēricum 7 

sex 123 

socerus 110 

squalus 87 

stēlla 74 

sūs 109 

taurum 44 

taurus 108 

tēla  111 

tepeō 111 

umbilīcus 77 

unda 114 

uxor 106 

vapor 89 
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Italic (cont.)  

veniō 59 

vēnus 118 

vergere 75 

vīnum 117 

vīscus 116 

 

Celtic (Old Irish unsp.) 

abrános (Hes.) 85 

aig 80 

-aig 68 

aingel  77 

ainm 78 

asyn (Welsh) 72 

atbaill 59 

athair 102 

aub 67 

bairgen 47 

bech 48 

bō 61 

breuan (Welsh) 59 

cest (Welsh) 85 

cethair 121 

cetheoir 106 

chwech (Welsh) 123 

chwegrwn (Welsh) 109 

ciste (Mod.Ir.) 85 

clo (Welsh) 86 

coire 90 

credu (Welsh) 96 

crenaid 90 

cride 83 

cū 84 

deg (Welsh) 126 

dú 51 

dwfn (Welsh) 52 

elain (Welsh) 65 

eog (Welsh) 65 

epo- (Gaul.) 62 

fedid 115 

fír 116 

gaibid 57 

gin 54 

glūn 56 

gonim 89 

gwlan 113 

hwch (Welsh) 109 

i(u)chair (Mid.Ir.) 81 

íasc 98 

imbliu 77 

io-dhan (MIr.) 65 

iou 81 

irar (Mid.Ir.) 80 

κάρνυξ (Gaul.) 82 

láeg 91 

laigaid 92 

lautro (Gaul.) 93 

lín 93 

maige 94 

merwydden (Welsh) 97 

mid 95 

nāu 97 

nia 74 

ochtN 125 

oí 76 

orb 78 

pall- (Welsh) 88 

rhoddaf (MWel.) 50 

sechtN 124 

ser 74 

tál 111 

tarvos (Gaul.) 108 

té 111 

úan 70 

ubull 68 

uer-đoniti (Celtiberian) 52 

uisce 114 

ych 113 

Germanic (Gothic unsp.) 

*banjō  89 

*fingraz 101 

*gait- 56 

*hinþan- 86 

*hwali- 87 

*-lif 127 

afhwapjan 89 

afl (ON) 75 

ahtau 125 

aka 68 

akrs 69 

ana (OHG) 71 

angeven (Low German) 145 

angive (Danish) 145 

Anshelm (German) 71 

api (ON) 85 

ara 80 

arbaiþs  79 

arbi 78 

arfr (ON) 78 

asni (ON) 72 

áss (ON) 71 

assa (OEng.) 72 

atta 102 

aúhsa 113 

Ball (German) 6 

barizeins 47 

bjarg (ON) 48 

bōna (OHG) 47 

bora (ON) 49 

bý (ON) 48 

cwelan (OEng.) 59 

dehsa (OHG) 111 

diups 52 

dōn (OEng.) 51 

ēanian (OEng.) 70 
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Germanic (cont.)  

epli (ON) 68 

etar (OHG) 62 

fadar 102 

faíhu 99 

fasal (OHG) 101 

fawai 98 

fidwor 121 

fisks 98 

fūst (OHG) 100 

gaits 56 

galgo (OHG) 57 

geit (ON) 56 

giban 57 

guma 51 

gund- (OHG) 89 

haírto 83 

handus 86 

haúrn 82 

hōken (OLG) 85 

hunds 84 

hvél (ON) 88 

hverr (ON) 90 

jaki (ON) 80 

jór (ON) 62 

kaupon 6 

kinnus 54 

kista (OHG) 85 

kniu 56 

konungur (Icel.) 1 

kráka (Icel.) 8 

kýr (ON) 61 

König (German) 1 

lamb 65 

laug (ON) 93 

lein 93 

lēkeis  91 

lifr (ON) 81 

ligan 92 

lioba (Swiss German) 91 

loobe (Swiss German) 91 

maþa  94 

mikils 94 

mizdō 96 

mjo̜ðr (ON) 95 

mūrbeere (OHG) 97 

nabalo (OHG) 77 

namo 78 

nefo (OHG) 74 

nór 97 

ok (ON) 81 

ǫl (ON) 71 

ore (Mod.Eng.) 70 

ou (OHG) 76 

qiman 59 

qist 103 

quaírnus 59 

rauði (ON) 66 

rjúma (ON) 102 

rugr (ON) 119 

saíhs 123 

sauls 84 

serawēn (OHG) 83 

sibun 124 

skal 104 

snør (ON) 105 

spinnan 107 

staírno 74 

stior (OHG) 108 

swaíhra 110 

swamp (OHG) 108 

sýr (ON) 109 

tafn (ON) 49 

taíhun 126 

þjórr (ON) 108 

tveir (Far.) 5 

tölva (Icel.) 88 

úr (ON) 116 

usfilma 100 

vatn (ON) 114 

vísundr (ON) 116 

Wasser (German) 114 

watō 114 

weban (OHG) 66 

wisc (OHG) 116 

wrencan (OEng.) 75 

wulla 113 

Übermensch (German) 7 

ziga (OHG) 53 

Zwiebel (German) 6 

ǽr (ON) 76 

  

Baltic (Lithuanian unsp.) 

aknas (Latv.) 81 

alùs 71 

ane (OPrus.) 71 

anglìs 77 

anýta 71 

asilas 72 

asins (Latv.) 64 

aštuonì 125 

ašvíenis 62 

auksas 73 

ausas (OLith.) 73 

ausis (OPrus.) 73 

avìs 76 

babo (OPrus.) 47 

barti (OLith.) 49 

bìte 48 

dẽšimt 126 

de t́i 51 
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Baltic (cont.)  

dubùs 52 

dúona 53 

duoti (OLith.) 50 

élnis 65 

emens (OPrus.) 78 

erẽlis 80 

gebù 57 

gélti 59 

gemù 59 

ge s̨ti  103 

giñti 89 

girià 60 

girnoywis (OPrus.) 59 

gùovs (Latv.) 61 

jentė 64 

jùngas 81 

kãklas 88 

kalis (OPrus.) 87 

keturì 121 

kliu ́ti 86 

krieno (OLith.) 90 

kúmstė 100 

kvãp- 89 

-lika 127 

lìnas 93 

lõps (Latv.) 91 

magėti 94 

mazgóti 96 

medùs 95 

mõras 97 

naba (Latv.) 77 

obuolỹs 68 

ožýs 67 

pekus 99 

pìnti 107 

ráugas 102 

raûgs (Latv.) 102 

ructan-dadan (OPrus.) 102 

rugiai 119 

septynì 124 

šešì 123 

šẽšuras 110 

širdis 83 

sirna (Latv.) 82 

skelù (OLith.) 104 

smãkras  105 

stum̃bras 116 

šùlas 84 

sunis (OPrus.) 84 

šun-obuolỹs 68 

sùntena (Latv.) 84 

swintian (OPrus.) 109 

tašaũ 111 

tauris (OPrus.) 108 

ugnis 77 

us(ch)ts (OPrus.) 123 

vanduó 114 

vedù 115 

vìlna 113 

wurs (OPrus.) 116 

yže 80 

žalgà 57 

žẽmė 51 

 

Slavic (OCS unsp.) 

ablŭko 68 

agnę 70 

azno 67 

bičela 48 

bobŭ 47 

bor (Rus.) 47 

brašĭno 47 

brati 49 

četyre 121 

črěnŭ 90 

damĭ 50 

desętĭ 126 

dĕti 51 

dŭbrĭ  52 

elenĭ  65 

gǫba 108 

gomĭno 61 

goniti 89 

gora 60 

ime ̜ 78 

jablŭko 68 

jet̜ry 64 

ključĭ 86 

koza 85 

krĭnuti (ORus.) 90 

lęgǫ 92 

lĭněnŭ 93 

medŭ 95 

mĕna 74 

mĭzda 96 

mogą 94 

motýl (Rus.) 94 

netĭjĭ 74 

odrina (Rus.) 62 

ǫglĭ 77 

ogónĭ 77 

olŭ 71 

opeska (Czech) 101 

opica (ORus.) 85 

orĭlŭ 80 

osl 72 

osmĭ 125 

ovĭca 76 

pasti 98 

pęstĭ 100 

pisk (Czech) 98 

pó ljem 

(Slovenian) 100 

pyat' (Rus.) 107 

rabŭ 78 
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Slavic (cont.)  

ruda 66 

rŭžĭ (ORus.) 119 

sedmĭ 124 

sekyra 103 

šestĭ 123 

snocha 105 

snubiti (RusCS) 105 

srŭdĭce 83 

súka (Rus.) 84 

šúla (Rus.) 84 

svekrъ 110 

svinū 109 

tešǫ 111 

topít (Rus.) 111 

turŭ  108 

tvaróg 112 

ugasiti 103 

věcha (Rus.) 116 

vedǫ 115 

vēno 118 

vlŭna 113 

voda 114 

žalĭ  59 

želvĭ (RusCS) 58 

zemlja 51 

žrŭny 59 

zubr (Rus.) 116 

zŭlŭva 55 

 

Albanian  
bar 47 

bathë 47 

dardhë 58 

derr 55 

dhae 50 

dhe 51 

dhëndërr 54 

dhi 53 

dhi 67 

dhjetë 126 

edh 67 

emër 78 

end 72 

ftoh 111 

gur 60 

han 71 

ka 61 

katër 121 

kec 85 

kedh 85 

kju 56 

lopë 91 

madh 94 

mbleth 92 

mjekër 105 

nuse 105 

pe 107 

sjell 88 

ter 108 

tetë 125 

thi 109 

thjer 82 

ujë 114 

vej 66 

vẽnë 117 

vjehërr 110 

 

Greek (Att.-Ion. unsp.)  
ἀγρός 69 

ἂγω 68 

αἲξ 67 

ἀλύδ(ο)ιμον (Hes.) 71 

ἀμείβω 74 

ἀμνός 70 

ἀνεψιός  74 

ἂνθος  72 

ασπαλος (Hes.) 87 

ἀστῆρ 74 

ἂχεδρος  58 

ἀχράς  58 

βαίνω 59 

βάλλω  59 

βέλος  59 

βορέας  60 

βοῦς 61 

βυθός 52 

γάλως 55 

γαμβρός 54 

γαμέω  54 

γένυς 54 

γόνυ 56 

δαπάνη  49 

δάπτω  49 

δεῖρος (Hes.) 60 

δέκα 126 

δίδωμι 50 

δίζα (Hes.) 53 

ἒαρ 64 

ἓδνα  115 

ἒθανον  52 

εἰνάτερες (Hom.) 64 

ἑκυρός 110 

ἒλαφος 65 

ἐλλός  65 

ἐνυμα (Doric) 78 

ἓξ 123 

ἑπτά 124 

ἒριφος 65 

ζυγόν 81 

ἧπαρ 81 

ἰός 65 

ἳππος 62 

καπνός 89 

κέρας 82 

κῆπος 85 

κῆρ 83 

κίστη  85 

κλᾱΐς (Doric) 86 

κόραξ 8 

κριός 82 

κύκλος 88 

κύρανος  139 

κύων 84 

λέγω 91 

λέχεται 92 

λῆνος 113 

λίνον 93 

λοῦσις 93 

μέγας 94 

μέθυ  95 
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Greek (cont.)  

μισθός 96 

μόρον 97 

ναῦς 97 

νεῦρον 105 

νυός  105 

νώνυμ(ν)ος (Hom.)  78 

ξερόν 83 

ξύλον 84 

οἶνος 117 

οι  ς̃  76 

ὀκτώ 125 

ὂμπνη  75 

ὀμφαλός 77 

ὂνομα  78 

ὂνομαι  78 

ὂνος 72 

ὂρνις  80 

ὂρυζα 119 

ὀρφανός 78 

ὂστριμον  62 

οὐρέω  116 

ὀϝις (dial.) 76 

παῖς 98 

πατήρ 102 

πέλεκυς 99 

πελεμίζω  100 

πέλομαι 88 

πέμπω  100 

πένομαι  107 

πεός 101 

Περσεφόνη  47 

πόλεμος  100 

πρίαμαι 90 

σάκος  112 

σβέννῡμι 103 

σπόγγος 107 

σύλον 84 

σῦς 109 

ταῦρος 108 

τέκτων  111 

τέσσαρες 121 

τέχνη  111 

τίθημι 51 

τράπεζα  122 

τῡρός  112 

ὓδωρ 114 

Ὑπερ-βόρεοι  60 

ὗς 109 

ὑφαίνω 66 

φακός 47 

φόνος  89 

φράγνυμι 48 

φράσσω 48 

χέλυς  58 

χθών 51 

χοῖρος  55 

ὠκέες  63 

ὧνος 118 

 

Mycenaean  
a-ko-ro 69 

e-we-pe-se-so-me-na 66 

i-qo 62 

ka-pi-ni-ja 89 

ke-ra 82 

mi-we-jo 122 

o-ni-ti-ja-pi 80 

o-no 72 

o-no 118 

pe-re-ke-we 99 

qe-te-ro-pi 121 

qo-u 61 

re-wo-to-ro-ko-wo 93 

te-ko-to-no 111 

to-pe-za 122 

we-pe-za 123 

wo-no 117 

 
Fragmentary  

languages (Phrygian unsp.) 

ἀγέρδα (Mac.) 58 

α-ζήν 54 

βεδυ 114 

bora (Ill.) 60 

βρίζα (Thr.) 119 

γελλαρος (Hes.) 55 

dinopula (Thr.) 68 

δίζα (Hes.) (Thr. or Ill.?) 53 

δύβρις (Ill.) 52 

ἰανατερα 64 

κίκκεροι (Mac.) 82 

ὀνομαν 78 

*ot(t)uos (Phryg.) 125 

synopula (Thr.) 68 

Armenian  
acem 68 

aic 67 

anown 78 

art 69 

astl 74 

barjr 48 

č ՙor 83 

c ՙork̔ 121 

cunr 56 

ełjĕwr 82 

eln  65 

erkan 59 

erku  5 

eš 72 

ēš 62 

ewt̔n 6 

ewt̔n 124 

gan 89 

get 114 

gin 118 

gini 117 

hanum 107 

hayr 102 

hiwsem 111 

hoviw 76 

inʒ  4 

jałk 57 

keł  59 

kov 61 

leard 81 

loganam 93 

luc 81 

mat̔il 94 

mawrowkʿ 105 

mec 94 

mor 97 

ner 64 

nu 105 
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Armenian (cont.) 

orb 78 

oror 80 

oski 73 

sirt 83 

sisəṙn 82 

skesrayr 110 

skund 84 

šown 84 

sownk 107 

tal 55 

tam 50 

tasn 126 

tawn 49 

tik 53 

ut̔ 125 

vec 123 

xnjor  28 

 

Indo-Iranian  

(Sanskrit unsp.) 

 

*klīt (Parthian) 86 

*marnā- 68 

*śata- 127 

afnaŋvhaṇt (Av.) 75 

agní- 77 

ahura 71 

aja- 67 

ájati 68 

ájra- 69 

ambari-trel (Kashmiri) 68 

ándha- 72 

ángāra- 77 

apás 75 

ápnas- 75 

árbha- 78 

āśávaḥ 63 

asnás 64 

aspa- (Av.) 62 

aṣṭa ́- 125 

ašta- (Av.) 125 

ašti- (Av.) 122, 125 

ásura 71 

áśva- 62 

ávi- 76 

ayah- (Av.) 70 

áyas- 70 

aza- (Av.) 67 

azaiti 68 

bąnaiiən (Av.) 89 

barh- 48 

bhr̥ṇāti 49 

bleṣká- 116 

br̥hánt 48 

cákra- 88 

caraiti (Av.) 88 

cárati 88 

carú- 90 

catasra 106 

catva ́ra- 121 

čaxra (Av.) 88 

čaθvārō 121 

dádāti 50 

dádhati 51 

dāna- (Av.) 53 

dáśa 126 

dasa (Av.) 126 

daδāiti (Av.) 50 

dec (Ishkashimi) 53 

dhāna- 53 

dhani- 52 

dombaj (Ossetic) 116 

eḍa- 67 

fra-mita- (Av.) 74 

færæt (Ossetic) 99 

gairi- (Av.) 60 

gam- 59 

gáu- 61 

gāuš (Av.) 61 

giri- 'mouse' 55 

girí- 'mountain' 60 

giriká- 55 

gra ́van- 59 

ham-ataxš-atā (OPers.) 111 

hánti 89 

hanu- 54 

hapta (Av.) 124 

hāriši (Av.) 106 

hr̥d́- 83 

hū- (Av.) 109 

iṣu- 65 

išu- (Av.) 65 

īzaena- (Av.) 67 

jāmātā- 54 

janaiti (Av.) 89 

ja ́nu- 56 

jāra- 54 

jásate 103 

kapi- 89 

kapí- 85 

kar māhīk (Mid.Pers.) 87 

kara (Av.) 87 

krīṇāti 90 

kṣārá- 83 

kṣa ́s 51 

lohá- 66 

mádhu- 95 

magha- 94 

majjáyati 96 

maṇá (Pashto) 68 

matkōṭaka 94 

matkuṇa- 94 

mayante 74 

maz- (Av.) 94 

maδaxa- (Av.) 94 
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Indo-Iranian (cont.)  

maδu- (Av.) 95 

mīḍha- 96 

mižda- (Av.) 96 

na b́hi- 77 

nāfa (Av.) 77 

nāman- 41, 78 

naman- (Av.) 78 

napāt 74 

nāu- 97 

paṅgú 107 

paraśú- 99 

pásas- 101 

páśu- 99 

pasu (Av.) 99 

pa -́ti 98 

piccha 98 

pitár- 102 

ptā- (Av.) 102 

putra 98 

raoγna- (Av.) 102 

rōd (Farsi) 66 

sápta- 124 

ṣáṣ 123 

satəm (Av.) 13 

siṁha- 4 

śmáśru- 105 

snāvan- 105 

snāvarə (Av.) 105 

snuṣa  ́ 105 

spā- (Av.) 84 

śrád- 83 

śraddhā- 96 

śr̥ń-ga- 82 

staora- (Av.) 108 

stár- 74 

star- (Av.) 74 

ṣthu- 124 

strí- 106 

sūkará- 109 

śva ́- 84 

śváśura- 110 

śyai- 80 

tafsa- (Av.) 111 

tápati 111 

tāšt (Av.) 111 

tāṣṭi 111 

ttura- (Khotanese) 108 

tūiri- (Av.) 112 

tūiriia- (Av.) 122 

turīya- 122 

tuvara- 112 

tvác- 112 

udan- 114 

ukṣán 113 

u ́rṇa- 113 

uxšan- (Av.) 113 

vadhū- 115 

vaiδi (Av.) 114 

vār- (Av.) 116 

va ́r(i)- 116 

varənā- (Av.) 113 

varj- 75 

vasná- 118 

vaδrya- (Av.) 115 

veṣ-ká- 116 

ví mayante 74 

vleṣká- 116 

vrižē (Pashto) 119 

vr̥ṣ́ā- 113 

vṛṣa-bhá- 65 

vr ṣ́an- 65 

vr̥ṣ́aṇau  113 

wālī (Pashaei) 68 

xšvaš (Av.) 123 

xvasura- (Av.) 110 

yakarə- 81 

yaknás 81 

yātar- 64 

yaz (Wakhi) 80 

yūċ (Kati) 80 

yugám 81 

yugam (Av.) 81 

zam- (Av.) 51 

zāmātar (Av.) 54 

zānu- 56 

zanva- (Av.) 54 

zərəd- (Av.) 83 

zrazdāiti (Av.) 96 

ælūton (Ossetic) 71 
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Non-IE Languages 
 

NW Caucasian  

(Abkhaz unsp.) 

 

*(w)śəmc'a 107 

*ajə́ba 121 

*anə́- 71 

*ápš’ə 75 

*ban- 89 

*č’:amə 61 

*č̣ ̫́ ǝ 63 

*k'oasa 104 

*nəsa 106 

*pa 74 

*pa 98 

*-pha- 135 

*px’a 135 

*Px’aq:oa 135 

*px̆a 98, 102 

*q(w)a 58 

*səx̑cə 123 

*wasa 118 

*wə-ʕə 76 

*x̆a- 66 

*x̂we- 68 

*x̆we- 76 

*yəx̂a 70 

*γwe-č'a 73 

*χʷǝ 76 

ačy 63 

a-dəwp-éy 117 

a-jén 64 

cā (Adyghe) 47 

cə  47 

gwaw 61 

ħa- 66 

 

 

 

NE Caucasian  

(Ingush unsp.) 

 

*bVrc ̣̌inV- 47 

*c ámV 54 

*č̣ ănV 54 

*c c ə̃kwV 112 

*č̣ ɨwłu 84 

*gāʒa (P-Nakh) 56 

*HaʒʒārV  62 

*hup V- 79 

*hwi-miʒʒV 95 

*ḳwӑrV  90 

*ɫVmbagV  65 

*ƛ̱wähnɨ 114, 151 

*läHäƛ wV  81 

*mēc _́uri (~-ī-) 105 

*mer(ʔ)V  97 

*miʒʒV 95 

*moč̣ r̥ 105 

*mVlsē 73 

*nusV 106 

*qarhV  82 

*qcör  58 

*q oVcV  85 

*reĉ  ĉ  V 119 

*-s 28 

*s_wēsǝ 107 

*stw- 108 

*swic ̣̌c ̣̌V 110 

*t  Vq V 53 

*ˁüć ć ürV 69 

*ʒ_ŏnʔŭ 77 

*ʒ ̣̌VW 61 

*δ-uλ λ - 81 

*λ̱winˀɨ 93 

addar (Rutul) 62 

aha 60 

ana (Tabasaran) 71 

besuro (Tsezian) 98 

c ̣̌am (Lezgian) 54 

č̣ erg (Chechen) 84 

c ̱oko (Avar) 112 

ču (Avar, Lak) 63 

eniju (Tsezi) 71 

gada (Lak) 56 

govr 61 

ħajra 60 

hanna (Lak) 93 

hokó (Avar) 75 

iča (Andi) 63 

ičwa (Akhvakh) 63 

juχ (Budukh) 102 

k’ula (Lak) 86 

ḳwara (Lak) 90 

lãgi (Akhvakh) 65 

lap:ag (Lezg.) 65 

lémag (Avar) 65 

ƛ̱uh (Avar) 114 

mas (Archi) 96 

merza 95 

mis (Khinalug) 73 

misidi (Andi) 73 

ʁec  (Lezg.) 85 

reƛ iƛ̱i (Andi) 81 

šekerttu (Archi) 110 

sesag (Chechen) 107 

šiča (Chechen) 110 

siǯar (Tabasaran) 110 

šuča 110 

tar-as (Archi) 112 

t  ɨq o 53 

üstaʁ (Chechen) 118 

zäk (Khinalug) 123 

ǯam (Tabasaran) 54 

δykI (Dargi) 81 
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North Caucasian 

*-ărḳĔw 68 

*gēʒ́wV 57 

*Hējʒ́u 67, 151 

*ħəlkwV  75 

*ɦɨ[n]čwĭ 63, 151 

*Hu(r)bV̆ (~ -o-) 79 

*-iqăr 67 

*ḳułɨ- 86 

*maśwV 96 

*p VśwV- 98 

*p äHäƛ wV 99 

*qcōrV 58 

*qHǖre 58 

*renχwV- 102 

*śwasa  107 

*ˀV-twVr- 112 

*ʔānV(jV) 72 

*ʡējʒ́wē 67 

*ʡīlχU 76 

*ʔrǟnƛ_E 124 

*χIwĕrV 60 

*χwinḳwV  101 

 

Hurro-Urartian  

(Hurrian unsp.) 

 

*ḫul(a) (Hurrian) 114 

*nas- 106 

*-s(ə) 28 

ag- 68 

ag- (Urart.) 68 

burgana (Urart.) 48 

eššǝ 63 

giban 58 

gunušə (Urart.) 89 

ḫabalginnu- 73 

ḫan- 71 

ha-wi-ir-ni 76 

ḫinzuri  28 

ḫulukanni- (loan in Hit.) 75 

kiri (Urart.) 90 

naž-ardǝ 106 

s itta 124 

taɣə  53 

ušḫi 73 

χu/ob-idi- 79 

 

Kartvelian 
(Georgian unsp.) 

 

a(n)š (Laz) 123 

ačua 63 

amšw- (Ming.) 123 

burǰ-aph-i (Ming.) 48 

c ul  56 

d- (Svan) 52 

daq- (Svan) 53 

dew-/dw- 52 

diɣwam- 51 

diɣwam (Svan) 51 

din, dən (Ming.) 52 

dw-/dew- 52 

ekws- 123 

ešw- 109 

gim (Svan) 51 

gim-e (Ming.) 51 

išgwid- (Svan) 124 

kal- 55 

kal-c ul 56 

klite (Old Georg.) 86 

ḳwām-e (Svan) 90 

ḳwam-li 90 

ḳward-wim (Svan) 83 

lag- 92 

laǯ- (Svan) 92 

li-burǰ-iel (Svan) 48 

maṭl- 94 

məč̣ wed (Svan) 83 

məṭ- (Svan) 94 

muč̣ od (Svan) 83 

n- (Svan) 52 

nusa (Laz) 106 

obol- 79 

ombol- (Ming.) 79 

osku (Ming.) 109 

pur 61, 104 

rḳina 73 

sisxl- 64 

šk(w)it- (Laz) 124 

škwit- (Ming.) 124 

šwid- 124 

tixa 51 

txa 53 

uɣel 81 

ūɣwa (Svan) 81 

usgwa (Svan) 123 

zisx (Svan) 64 

γeǯ- (Laz) 55 

γob 66 

γor- 55 

γweb (Svan) 66 

 

Proto-Kartvelian  
*arwa 126 

*as1ir 127 

*ašt 126 

*at 126 

*brj1- 48 

*c umb- 108 

*dew- 52 

*diɣwam- 51 

*diqa-  51 

*dn- 52 

*dqa  53 

*ekws 123 

*ešw- 109 

*gor- 60 

*grgar 88 

*ɣun- 117 

*gwem- (G.-Zan) 89 
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Kartvelian (cont.)  

*ɣwin- 117 

*hešw- 109 

*kmar- 54 

*kr- 88 

*ḳwam 90 

*ḳward 83 

*ḳwes (G.-Zan) 104 

*lag- 92 

*maṭl-̥ 94 

*m̥-k’erd- 83 

*msxal- 58 

*nusa 106 

*o(m)p e- (G.-Zan) 77 

*ombol 79 

*otχo 125 

*šwid- 124 

*ṭep- 111 

*txaz- (G.-Zan) 111 

*uɣ-el 81 

*up e- (G.-Zan) 77 

*usx- 113 

*wenaq (G.-Zan) 117 

*zisxl-̥ 64 

*γl-az1- 58 

*γor- (G.-Zan) 55 

*γweb- 66 

 

Uralic (Finnish unsp.) 

ala 41 

as (Khanty) 76 

balla (Saami) 100 

botni- (Saami) 107 

buoččâ (Saami) 101 

čáhci (Saami) 115 

-deksan 126 

ég (Hun.) 77 

əŋg- (Mari) 77 

fanka- (Nganasan) 108 

fasz (Hun.) 101 

gaidne (N.Saami) 84 

galga (Saami) 104 

goikat (N.Saami) 83 

golga (Saami) 88 

gögylʹ (Komi) 88 

halad (Hun.) 88 

jég (Hun.) 80 

jää 80 

kahdeksan 126 

kanan (Selkup) 84 

kel’il (Yuk.) 55 

kell- (Hun.) 104 

kośke (Mordvin) 83 

kulkea 88 

kuningas 1 

kuolla 59 

kyjon (Udmurt) 84 

kymmenen 126 

kyynär 56 

käsi 86 

kβän loŋχəj (Mansi) 91 

lammas 66 

lāχnā- (Nenets) 92 

led- (Udmurt) 91 

lō- (Est.) 91 

lõda- (Mari) 91 

loŋχəj (Mansi) 91 

luda- (Mari) 91 

miqo (Selkup) 74 

mos- (Hun.) 96 

myy 74 

nim (Yuk.) 78 

nimi 41 

niu (Yuk.) 78 

pelkää 100 

poŋgə̑ (Mari) 108 

punoa 41 

pura 49 

qən (Selkup) 59 

qu- (Selkup) 59 

qur- (Selkup) 88 

sata 13 

seč (Khanty) 115 

seitsemän 124 

seitsen 124 

tadi (Yuk.) 50 

tuo- 50 

uča (Mordvin) 76 

uuhi 76 

vesi, veten 41 

vetä 115 

vezet (Hun.) 115 

yəŋk°nʹa (Tundra Nenets) 127 

yhdeksän 126 

yń (Komi) 77 

 

Proto-Uralic  
*aja (FU) 68 

*čow- (Yuk.) 52 

*iŋax- (FU) 77 

*jäŋe (FU) 80 

*k(w)ala 87 

*k(w)ola 59 

*k(w)ulke- 88 

*kel- (Yuk.) 88 

*kelke- (FU) 104 

*keδe (Yuk.) 84 

*kińä (FU) 56 

*kośke 83 

*kVn- 84 

*kälV- 55 

*kälä 89 

*käti (FU) 86 

*kån (Sam.) 59 

*leŋ̮e ̮(FU) 91 
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Uralic (cont.)  

*luke (FU) 91 

*marja 97 

*mete- 95 

*mexe- 74 

*miγ(w)e 74 

*mośke  96 

*mura 97 

*måsȇ (Sam.) 96 

*nime 78 

*nime (Yuk.) 78 

*niŋä 107 

*omena (FV) 68 

*omɜrɜ (FV) 68 

*orpa (FU) 79 

*paćɜ (FU) 101 

*paŋka 108 

*pele 100 

*pə̑n- (Sam.) 107 

*pȇrȇ- (Sam.) 49 

*pij- (Sam.) 100 

*piηз 101, 123 

*puna 107 

*pure- 49 

*rućV- (FU) 119 

*śalka- (P-FU) 57 

*śata- (FU) 13, 57, 126, 127 

*sejtɜwe (Sam.) 124 

*sen̮e 105 

*śäčä- 115 

*tant- (Yuk.) 51 

*tə̑- (Sam.) 50 

*toγe 50 

*-tVksVn (FV) 126 

*tüwä (FU) 52 

*uče (FU) 76 

*vaśke 73 

*wer̮e (FU) 60 

*weta (FU) 115 

*wetä 114 

*wirka 116 

*wōri (FU) 60 

*wosa (FU) 118 

 

Semitic (Akkadian unsp.) 

‘anyt (Ugaritic) 97 

‘esr 127 

‘inā’- (Arab.) 97 

agalu  70 

āleph (Phoenician) 91 

arb- 79 

arbaʔ (Arab.) 126 

ašr (Arab.) 126 

athon (Heb.) 72 

būrum  49 
cigl- 70 

eqlu 69 

ğanā (Arab.) 89 

ge𝛿ī (Heb.) 56 

grn (Ugaritic) 60 

ḥafaša (Arab.) 75 

haǧar (Aramaic) 69 

hagar (Ge'ez) 69 

ḥaglā (Aramaic) 69 

ḫamša (Arab.) 123 

haql (Arab.) 69 

ḫullu (Old Can.) 81 

jadyun (Arab) 56 

kala’a 86 

kalû 86 

k-l-’ (Ge'ez) 86 

ḳōp ā (Aramaic) 85 

ḳôp a (Heb.) 85 

krj/w (Heb.) 90 

*laḫuzzinnum 93 

laḳāṭu 91 

niswa (Arab.) 106 

pilaḳḳu 99 

puluḳḳu  100 

sa’ba (Arab.) 124 

seḡōr (Heb.) 103 

sibittu 125, 6 

šiššet 123 

sisū 63 

šôr 108 

ssw (Ugaritic) 63 

šukurru 103 

šūru 108 

ṭaraḳa (Arab.) 108 

tawr (Arab.) 108 

thawran (Arab.) 44 

uḳūpu 85 

ullu 81 

urinnu 80 

wādin (Arab.) 114 

γaran (Arab.)  80 

 

Proto-Semitic  
*ʕaθar(-at)- 74 

*-(a)t 55 

*’unw-(at-) 97 

*álap- 91 

*barr-/burr- 47 

*brʔ 49 

*dúχn- 53 

*δabḥ- 49 

*gadi-̯ 56 

*galgal 88 

*ġi 61 

*gny 89 

*ǥull 81 

*gúrn-u 60 

*γVrVn  80 

*ḫagar 69 

*ḥak’-ak’- 68 

*ḥalíj- 71 
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Semitic (cont.)  

*ḥḏr 62 

*ḥinṭ-(at-) 72 

*ḥiϑ w- 65 

*ḥk’l  69 

*ḥpɬ  75 

*k’wš- 44 

*kall-at- 55 

*ḳar-n- 82 

*kīs 85 

*k-l-’ 86 

*krj- 90 

*lk' 91 

*mVtḳ- 95 

*p-l-ḳ 99 

*šab’a-t-Vm 125 

*sb’t- 124 

*šidt- 123 

*tawr 108 

*wajn 117 

 

Afro-Asiatic  
(Egyptian unsp.) 

 

*bar-/bur- 47 

*cigal 70 

*day 52 

*dwan- (C.Chadic) 53 

*ḥaḳVl- 69 

*ḥVw- 116 

*kalya- (W.Chadic) 55 

*ḳar- 82 

*kr̥- 90 

*kVl- (E.Chadic) 69 

*mVtak- (C.Chadic) 95 

*sab̩u/sub̩a (E.Chadic) 125 

*warar (W.Chadic) 61 

*ǯabaḥ- 50 

*ʕay/wr- 72 

*γr (Chadic) 55 

[ḳ]ar (Omotic) 82 

āa 72 

aġăyd (Berber) 56 

bj.t 48 

gif 85 

gw 61 

hpi  68 

ḥw; 116 

ḥwr 116 

kōlō (Hausa) 55 

ḳr.ty 82 

śrś.w 123 

u-t 76 

wdy 52 

 

Sumerian  

(ḫ)u11-rí-in (erin) 80 

agar 69 

anše 72 

bur(u(d)x) 49 

erin ((ḫ)u11-rí-in) 80 

gigir(2)(a) 88 

gu4 ~ gud 61 

guškin  73 

kìr 88 

kúr 60 

luḫ(u) 93 

maḫ(a) 94 

šáḫ(a) 109 

sí-sí 63 

u8(.a) / us5 76 

ú-li-in / wux-li-in 114 

urudu 66 

úš- 64 

 

 

Turkic (Turkish unsp.)  

*jetti 125 

*kälin 55 

*päs 101 

bur- 49 

kel- 89 

nisa 106 

äs (Old Uighur) 101 

  

Other languages  

*kcolo (Tungusic) 87 

*kol- (Dravidian) 59 

*kǖ͑ńče(n) (Tungusic) 56 

*mjit (Old Chinese) 95 

*tikVr (Dravidian) 88 

biranč (Burushaski) 97 

gegün (Cl. Mongol) 61 

geo (Manchurian) 61 

gərk (Burushaski) 82 

ikhompyutha (Zulu) 88 

k’iwen (Old Chinese) 84 

kaluḫ (Hattic) 86 

karam (Hattic) 90 

mitsu (Japanese) 95 

ninn (Chukchi) 78 

sjɛt (Old Chinese) 125 

thevru- (Etruscan) 109 

windu- (Hattic) 117 
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Proto-Indo-European 
 

PIE reconstructions 

*bha-bh/k-̂ 47, 142, 150 

*bhar-(s-) 47, 133, 142, 150 

*-bhé- 65 

*bhei- 48, 147 

*bhei(H)- 48 

*bherĝh-  48 

*bherH- 49, 140 

*bhon- 89, 149 

*də2p- 49, 140, 151 

*deh3- 50, 52, 68, 145 

*dekm̥̂ 126, 127, 141 

*dek-̂s 126 

*dheĝh-om  51, 8, 130, 142 

*dheh1- 50, 53, 68, 96, 145 

*dhenh2- 52, 145 

*dheubh- 52, 146 

*dhĝhom-  130 

*dhoHn- 53, 142 

*díg- 53, 132, 143, 144 

*dkm̥̂tóm 127 

*dru- 62 

*el- 65 

*en- 126 

*eš- 130 

*g(w)umb(h)- 108 

*ĝemH- 54, 110, 132, 148 

*ĝenu- 54, 56, 149 

*ĝh(e)dh-om 130 

*ghaid- 

56, 47, 48, 109, 133, 143, 

150 

*ĝhalgho- 57, 140, 150 

*ghebh- 57, 145 

*ghel-u(H)- 58, 147 

*ĝher- 55 

*ĝherd- 58, 134, 147 

*ĝhés-r- 86 

*ĝhor-io- 55, 58, 144 

*ghósd- 103 

*ĝlh̥3-(wos) 55, 64, 132, 148 

*ĝonu- 56, 54, 129, 149 

*gwelh1- 59, 87, 133, 145 

*gwem- 59, 129, 145 

*gwes- 103, 145 

*gwher- 59 

*gwher-nu- 59, 133, 145 

*gworH- 60, 146 

*gwṓu- 61, 131, 144 

*h1edhro- 62, 140 

*h1eish2- 65 

*h1ékŵ-os 62, 130, 144, 151 

*h1ep- 57 

*h1esh2-r/n- 64, 149 

*h1ienh2-ter- 64, 148 

*h1ís(h2)-u- 65, 133, 140 

*h1ln̥bh- 65, 57, 67, 143 

*h1neh3m- 78, 41, 129, 149 

*h1néun 126 

*h1oi- 121, 141 

*h1raudh- 66, 139 

*h1reudh- 66 

*h1reugh- 102, 145 

*h1webh- 66, 140 

*h1weh1r- 116, 146 

*h2/3eu- 66 

*h2e(i)ĝ- 67, 66, 70, 132, 143, 144, 151 

*h2ebh- 67, 146 

*h2ebVl- 68, 134, 147 

*h2eĝ- (v.) 67, 68, 69, 132, 145 

*h2eĝ-ros 69, 68, 132, 138, 142 

*h2egw-no- 70, 143, 144, 150, 151 

*h2eh1-s- 74 

*h2eis- 70, 139 

*h2elut- 71, 145 

*h2em-s- 71, 145 
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PIE reconstructions (cont.) 

*h2endh- 72, 142 

*h2en-Ho- 71, 148 

*h2erĝ-ent- 73 

*h2esinos 72, 144, 151 

*h2euei- 80 

*h2eus- 73, 134, 139 

*h2k
walos 87, 59, 132, 147 

*h2mei-gw- 74, 139 

*h2nepōt 74, 148 

*h2skwalos 87, 59, 132, 147 

*h2ster- 7, 74, 146 

*h2uerg-  75, 88, 140 

*h3eng(w)-l-̥ 77 

*h3ep- 75, 139 

*h3er- 78, 130, 148 

*h3ewi- 76, 66, 143 

*h3n̥bh- 77, 149 

*h3neh3- 78 

*h3neh3m- 78, 41, 129, 149 

*h3n̥gw-nis 77, 146 

*h3okt̂ō- 125, 111, 113, 122, 131, 141 

*h3or-(bh-) 78, 130, 148 

*h3or-(n-) 80, 147 

*Hel- 41 

*Hleh3-mn- 78 

*ieg- 80, 146 

*iekw-r  81, 149 

*ieug- 81 

*iug-om 81, 144 

*k’eu- 44 

*kaĝo- 85, 143, 150 

*kə2p- 85, 134, 147 

*ké̂r-(h2/u-) 82, 129, 147 

*kêr-(kêr-) 82, 134, 142 

*kêr-d- 83, 149 

*kêrh3- 82 

*kist- 85, 139 

*kleh2- 86 

*kleh2-u- 86, 133, 140, 150 

*km̥̂tóm 13 

*km̥̂tóm 127 

*kond-u- 57, 86, 149 

*kr̂ed-dheh1- 96 

*kréuh2- 64 

*kru ́- 110 

*kŝeh1- 83 

*kŝeh1-ro- 83, 146 

*kŝeul- 84, 133, 140 

*kuh2p- 89 

*kwalos 87, 59, 132, 147 

*kwe 122 

*kwekwlo- 88, 75, 138, 140 

*kwelh1- 87, 88, 59, 129, 145 

*kwen- 89, 145 

*kwep- 89, 104, 146 

*kwer- 90, 86, 132, 139 

*kwetesor 106 

*kwetwor 121 

*kŵon- 84, 87, 147 

*kwrei(h2)- 90, 132, 139 

*kwtuṛ- 122 

*lāp- 91, 133, 144 

*leĝ- 91, 133, 145 

*legh- 92, 145 

*leh2u- 93, 145 

*leuh3- 93 

*liekw-r  81, 149 

*linom 93, 133, 142 

*mat- 94, 147 

*mə2g-  94 

*médhu- 95, 145 

*méh1-u- 122 

*meh2-ter- 102 

*mei- 96 

*mélit- 95 

*mer- 8, 50 

*mesg- 96, 145 

*mi(s)- 96 
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PIE reconstructions (cont.) 

*misdho- 96, 139 

*moro- 97, 147 

*neh2- 97 

*néh2-u- 97, 140 

*nepōt 74, 148 

*néun 126 

*oi- 121, 141 

*okt̂ō- 125, 111, 113, 122, 131, 141 

*pə2-ter-s 102, 148 

*peh2- 98, 145 

*peh2-u- 98, 148 

*peisk-  98, 147 

*pekû- 99, 144 

*pelekû- 99, 65, 133, 140 

*pelh1- 100, 145 

*pen(kw)-sti- 100, 123, 133, 149 

*penkwe 123, 100 

*pes- 101, 149 

*raudh- 66, 139 

*reugh- 102, 145 

*ruĝh- 119, 142 

*-s (nom.) 28 

*sekh1- 103 

*sekur- 103, 140 

*sem- 121 

*septm̥ 124, 131, 141 

*seuH- 109 

*sgwes- 103, 145 

*sinġh 4 

*skel(H)- 104, 105, 145 

*skwalos 87, 59, 132, 147 

*smók-̂ur 105, 149 

*sneh1(u)- 105 

*snéh1ur 105, 129, 149 

*sneh2- 97 

*sneu- 105 

*snusós 7, 71, 105, 148 

*sor 106, 148 

*sp(h)ong- 107, 133, 147 

*steuros 108, 132, 144 

*swekŝ 123, 131, 141 

*tauros 108, 132, 144 

*teuros 108, 132, 144 

*twer- 112, 102, 133, 145 

*ueih1- 117 

*ukws- 113, 144 

*ulh̥2neh2 76, 113, 145, 151 

*w(ó)ih1-no- 117, 145 

*wed- 118 

*wedh- 115, 146 

*wed-r 41, 80, 114, 146 

*wegh- 115 

*weh1r- 116, 146 

*weis- 116 

*weis-go- 116, 133, 140 

*wekŝ 123, 131, 141 

*wisondh- 116, 147 

*wos-no- 118, 139 

*wruĝh- 119, 142 

 

PIE glosses  

able 94 

accuse (v.) 78 

and 122 

ape 85 

apple 68, 58, 134, 147 

arrow 65, 133, 140 

ass 72, 144, 151 

attack (v.) 48 

axe 99, 103, 65, 133, 140, 153 

barley 47, 132, 142, 150 

battleaxe 103, 140 

beam 84, 132, 140 

bean 47, 142, 150 

bear (v.) 109 

beard 105, 149 

beat (v.) 86 

bee 48, 147 
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PIE glosses (cont.)  

beer 71, 145 

beget (v.) 71, 145 

bend (v.) 44, 116 

bird 80 

blackberry 31, 97, 147 

blood 64, 83, 106, 110, 149 

boat 97, 140 

body 112, 149 

braid (v.) 111 

bring forth (v.) 109 

bristle 55 

brown 65 

bull 108, 132, 144 

burn (v.) 74, 83 

butter 102 

catfish 87, 59, 132, 147 

cattle 85, 61, 99, 132, 144 

change allegiance (v.) 78, 130, 148 

chickpea 82, 134, 142 

chin 54, 56, 149 

coal 77 

collect (v.) 91 

come (v.) 59, 145 

container 85, 139 

copper 66, 139 

cow 61, 15, 104, 144 

craft (v.) 111, 140 

curdled milk 112, 102, 133, 145 

cut (v.) 103 

daughter-in-law 106, 148 

dawn 73 

deep 41, 52, 146 

die (v.) 59, 87, 132, 145 

dog 15, 84, 147 

donkey 72, 144, 151 

drill (v.) 49, 140 

dry 74, 83, 146 

eagle 80, 147 

earth 8, 51, 130, 142 

eight 122, 125, 130, 141 

elbow 56 

exchange (v.) 74, 139 

extinguish (v.) 103, 145 

father 102, 148 

father-in-law 110, 148 

fence 62, 140 

field 69, 68, 132, 138 

fire 77, 135, 146 

fish 98, 147 

fist 100, 133, 149 

five 100, 123 

flax 93, 133, 142 

flow (v.) 52, 145 

four 14, 121 

fourth 106 

gather (v.) 91, 133, 145 

girl 106, 148 

give (v.) 50, 52, 57, 68, 145 

goat 47f., 53, 56, 66f., 85, 99, 132f., 

143f., 150f. 

gold 73, 134, 139 

grain 53, 142 

grandmother 71, 148 

hand 57, 86, 149 

harness (v.) 81 

head 82, 110 

heart 64, 83, 149 

heat (v.) 111, 132, 145 

heavy 59 

heir 78 

high 48 

honey 95 

horn 82, 110, 147 

horse 62, 130, 144 

hundred 13, 127 

ice 80, 115, 146 
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PIE glosses (cont.)  

in-law (fem.) 64, 148 

insect 94, 147 

jawbone 54, 56, 149 

jawbone, chin 54, 56 

kettle 90, 86, 132, 139 

key 86, 133, 140 

kill (v.) 89, 145 

knee 54, 56, 149 

lamb 57, 65, 67, 70, 91, 143f., 150f. 

lead (v.) 68, 115, 67, 69, 132, 145f. 

less 122 

lie (down) (v.) 92, 145 

linen 6, 93, 133, 142 

liver 81, 149 

livestock 99 

lock 86, 133, 140, 150 

maggot 94, 147 

many 94 

mead 95, 145 

metal 71, 139 

milk 102 

millstone 59, 133, 145 

monkey 85, 133, 147 

mother 102 

mountain 60, 146 

much 94 

mushroom 107, 134, 147 

name 15, 40f., 78, 105, 114, 149 

navel 77, 149 

nephew 74, 148 

nine 126 

one 121, 141 

orphan 78, 129, 148 

owe (v.) 104, 145 

ox 113, 144 

pay (v.) 90, 132, 139 

payment 96, 139 

pear 58, 134, 147 

penis 101, 149 

pig 55, 109, 58, 144 

place (v.) 50, 68, 96, 145 

plait (v.) 107 

plant 72, 142 

pole 57, 140, 150 

post 84, 132, 140 

powerful 94 

price 118, 139 

progenate (v.) 71, 145 

protect (v.) 98, 145 

put (v.) 50, 68, 96, 145 

rain  116 

rain (v.) 65 

red 66 

river 67, 146 

rye 119, 142 

sacrifice 49, 140, 151 

set in motion (v.) 65 

seven 124, 131, 141 

sheep 76, 66, 143 

shutter (v.) 100, 145 

silver 73 

singe (v.) 83 

sister 106, 107, 148 

sister-in-law 55, 64, 132, 148 

six 14, 131, 141 

smoke 89, 146 

snare 116, 133, 140 

son 98, 105, 148 

son-in-law 54, 110, 132, 148 

son's wife 105 

sour-milk 102, 145 

spin (v.) 107, 41, 146 

sponge 107, 134, 147 

star 7, 74, 146 

strike (v.) 48, 86 

strike (v.) 48 

strong 48 

submerge (v.) 96, 145 
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PIE glosses (cont.)  

sweet 95 

swing (v.) 100 

ten 126, 141 

tendon 105, 149 

three  
three 14, 121 

trap 116, 133, 140 

tree 62 

tree 62 

trust (v.) 96 

turn (v.) 59, 87, 88, 116, 145 

turtle 58, 147 

twist (v.) 117 

two 121 

under 41 

vein 105, 149 

wander (v.) 59, 145 

warm (v.) 111 

wash (v.) 93, 145 

water 

15, 40, 41, 114, 116, 

146 

wealth 75, 139 

weave (v.) 66, 111, 140 

wheel 75, 88, 138, 140 

wife 105 

wife's son 7 

wind (v.) 117 

wine 6 

wine 6, 117, 131, 145 

wisent 116, 147 

wood 62, 84, 132 

wool 5, 76, 113, 132, 145 

worm 94, 147 

wound 89, 149 

yoke 81, 144 
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Summaries 
 

Dansk resumé 
 

Denne opgave behandler en række låneordsetymologier (135 i alt) til urindoeuropæiske ord 

med det formål at etablere data som kan bruges til fremtidige undersøgelser af det 

forhistoriske sprogfællesskab. I første kapitel præsenteres nogle af de mange metodologiske 

overvejelser der nødvendigvis må ligge til grund for et sådant studium, herunder kilder, 

problemerne ved at identificere kontaktflader for uddøde sprogstadier og endelig 

tredelingen mellem arv, lån og tilfældigheder, der udgør en central distinktion inden for 

videnskaben. Resten af kapitlet diskuterer andre kilder som kan bidrage til at beskrive 

forhistoriske kontaktsituationer, nærmere bestemt afledte sprogvidenskabelige metoder 

samt arkæologi og genetik. 

 Kapitel to og tre er introduktioner. Andet kapitel er en generel introduktion til de 

ikke-indoeuropæiske sprogfamilier og isolater der behandles i opgaven. Disse er 

nordvestkaukasisk, nordøstkaukasisk, hurro-urartæisk, kartvelsk, uralsk (og jukaghir), 

semitisk (og afro-asiatisk) samt en kort bemærkning om nogle isolater, uddøde sprog og 

andre sprogfamilier (altaisk og dravidisk). Tredje kapitel er delt i to. Først gives et overblik 

over foreslåede hjemlandsteorier, hvor de sydrussiske stepper, Centralasien, Anatolien og 

Transkaukasus behandles. Anden halvdel giver et indblik i slægtskabs- og substratteorier der 

sætter PIE i forbindelse med andre sprogfamilier. Ud over familierne som allerede er nævnt 

i andet kapitel gives også en kort introduktion til makrofamilier. Alle disse teorier er 

medtaget for at give læseren et indblik i omstændighederne omkring fremsættelsen af 

diverse låneordsetymologier. 

 De næste to kapitler udgør kernen af opgaven og diskuterer tidligere fremførte 

låneord og i enkelte tilfælde også arveord. Kapitel fire er en ordliste over 131 individuelle 

etymologier (4 gemmes til behandlingen af numeralierne). Hvert opslag giver den 

almindelige indoeuropæiske etymologi samt foreslåede eksterne relationer inden det i en 

diskussion forsøges at fastslås om relationen er plausibel. Kapitel fem er som sådan en 

forlængelse af ordlisten, men behandler numeralierne i rækkefølge for at udforske deres 

indbyrdes forhold. Sjette kapitel analyserer konsekvenserne af etymologierne i de 

foregående kapitler. Nogle få overensstemmelser forstås bedst som ældre end PIE og 

præsenteres som mulig evidens for dybere relationer. Selvom hovedfokus er på lån udefra 

gives der også en kort beskrivelse af konsekvenserne af låneord fra PIE. Lånene arrangeres 

herefter efter den interne stratificering af PIE inden donorsprogene diskuteres. Til sidst 

opdeles opslagene efter semantiske felter med henblik at analysere de systemiske 

implikationer af låneordene i PIE. 

 

Det konkluderes at PIE viser tydelige tegn på udbredt optag af låneord fra nabosprog, og 

videre at nogle af disse kan ses som led i mere generelle udviklinger i sprogfællesskabet. Her 

kan især nævnes udviklingen af titalssystemet, overgangen til landbrug og husdyr, og endelig 

eksterne ægteskabsalliancer. Håbet er at den fokuserede behandling af fænomenet kan 

bidrage til et større inklusion af låneord og deres evne til at beskrive aspekter af PIE. 
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English summary 
 

The present thesis scrutinizes a number of loan etymologies (135 in total) for PIE lexical 

items with the aim to establish data available for further elucidation of the prehistoric 

speech community. Extensive methodological considerations are given in the first chapter, 

including sources, the problems of identifying points of tangency for extinct languages, and 

the trichotomy between heritage, borrowings, and chance resemblance that constitutes a 

central distinction in the science. The remainder of the chapter discusses other sources of 

information that may contribute to the identification of ancient contact situations, in 

particular derived linguistic approaches, archaeology, and genetics. 

 Chapters two and three are introductions. The second chapter is a general 

introduction to the language families and isolates, different from Indo-European, that are 

treated in the paper. These are NW Caucasian, NE Caucasian, Hurro-Urartian, Kartvelian, 

Uralic (and Yukaghir), Semitic (and Afro-Asiatic), Sumerian, and finally a short note on 

isolates, extinct languages, and other language families (Altaic and Dravidian). The third 

chapter has two components. It first sets out to provide an overview of proposed homeland 

theories and their associated loanword components, treating the Pontic-Caspian Steppes, 

Central Asia, Anatolia, and Transcaucasia. The second half introduces affinity and adstrate 

theories connecting PIE with other language families. In addition to the families mentioned 

in chapter two, a short note on macro-families is added at the end. All of these are included 

to familiarize the reader with the context in which most loanword etymologies have been 

proposed.  

 The next two chapters constitute the core of the thesis and discusses previously 

proposed evidence of borrowings and, occasionally, genetic affinity. Chapter four is a 

wordlist of 131 individual etymologies (4 are reserved for the treatment of numerals). Each 

entry provides the standard IE etymology and suggested external comparanda before a 

discussion attempts to establish the plausibility of external relations. Chapter five is basically 

an extension of the wordlist, but treats the numerals in sequence to explore their mutual 

relationship. Chapter six analyses the consequences of the etymologies in the previous 

chapters. A few correspondences are best categorized as older than PIE and are presented as 

possible evidence of more profound relations. While emphasis is on borrowings from 

external sources, a short note is also given on the stratificational implications of loanwords 

in the opposite direction. Borrowings are then arranged according to the internal 

stratification of PIE, after which discussions of the source languages follow. The items are 

finally divided into semantic spheres to analyze the systemic implications of borrowings into 

PIE. 

 

The present study concludes that PIE shows signs of extensive borrowing from neighboring 

languages, and further that some of these are part of broader developments in the speech 

community, most saliently the formation of the decimal system, the transition to agriculture 

and adoption of domesticated animals, and ultimately external marriage alliances. The hope 

is that the concise treatment of this phenomenon will contribute the increased use of 

borrowings and their descriptive powers as evidence of features in PIE.
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Appendix 
 

The appendix contains a grid presentation of the finds and includes the following information: 

 

- PIE reconstruction 

- Item in the wordlist (§ 4.1, numerals § 5) where forms and discussion can be found 

- PIE Gloss 

- Attestations in the Indo-European languages 

- Semantic sphere 

- Evaluation of proposed relations 

 

Abbreviations: 

Indo-European branches Non-IE language families 

An Anatolian Ur Uralic 

To Tocharian Yu Yukaghir 

It Italic NW Northwest Caucasian 

Ge Germanic NE Northeast Caucasian 

Ba Baltic NC North Caucasian 

Sl Slavic HU Hurro-Urartian 

Al Albanian Ka Kartvelian 

Gr Greek Se Semitic 

Ph Phrygian Eg Egyptian 

Ar Armenian Un Unknown language 

II Indo-Iranian   

 

 

The in-grid symbols work differently in each section, thus 

 

IE attestations Proposed external relations 

x attested form - untenable 

R root attested > borrowed from PIE 

> later borrowing from IE language < borrowed from another language 

? appurtenance questioned x origin of the term 

Ill Illyrian (in the Al or Ph column) D dialectal borrowing from IE 

Th Thracian (in the Al or Ph column) pP pre-PIE relations 

Mac Macedonian  ? possible, but undecisive 
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PIE Item Gloss An To It Ce Ge Ba Sl Al Gr Ph Ar II Sphere Ur Yu NW NE NC HU Ka Se Eg Su Un 

bha-bh/k-̂ 1 bean     x   x x x x x       Agriculture                     ? 

bhar- 2 barley     x ? x   x x ?       Agriculture       > >     <       

bhei- 3 bee     x x x x x           Nature                 -     

bherĝh- 4 strong x x x   x       x   x x Nature           - -         

bherH- 5 drill     x   x ? ?         ? Technology x               < <   

bhon- 6 wound         x             x Inalienable     ?                 

də2p 7 sacrifice ? ? x   x       ?   x   Culture               x       

deh3- 8 give x   x x   x x x x   x x Verb > >                   

dekm̥̂ 9 ten   x x x x x x x x x x x Numeral >                     

dheĝhom 10 earth x x x x x x x x x     x Nature             >         

dheh1- 11 put x x x   x x x   x     x Verb             ?   ?     

dhenh2- 12 flow   x x x         x     x Verb             ?         

dheubh- 13 deep   x   x x x x Ill. ?       Nature ? ?                   

dhonH- 14 grain ? x       x           x Agriculture               x     ? 

dig 15 goat         x     x x   x x Husbandry       x   ? <         

ĝemH- 16 son-in-law     x         x x     x Relationship       D     x         

ĝenu- 17 chin   x     x       x x   x Inalienable       D               

ĝhorio- 18 pig               x x       Husbandry             ?       ? 

ĝlh3wos- 19 sister-in-law     x       x   x x x x Relationship x x         - <       

ĝonu- 20 knee x x x x x     x x x   x Inalienable pP                     

ghaid- 21 goat     x   x               Husbandry       <       <     x 

ghalgho- 22 pole         x x         x   Technology D                     

ghebh- 23 give         x               Verb           ?           

ghel-u(H)- 24 turtle             x   x       Nature             ?         
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PIE Item Gloss An To It Ce Ge Ba Sl Al Gr Ph Ar II Sphere Ur Yu NW NE NC HU Ka Se Eg Su Un 

ĝherd- 25 pear               ? x Mac     Nature       x x             

gwelh1 26 die       x x x x   ?   x   Verb x                     

gwem- 27 come   x x   x x x   x     x Verb pP                     

gwher-nu- 28 millstone   ?   x x x x       x x Agriculture     x x x     -       

gworH 29 mountain           x x x ? Ill?   x Nature >           <     <   

gwṓu- 30 cow x x x x x x x x x   x x Husbandry     < <     ? ? x <   

h1edhro- 31 fence         x   x   ?       Technology       ?       ?       

h1ékŵ-os 32 horse x x x x x x     x   x x Husbandry     > > > D - D   D   

h1esh2-r/n- 33 blood x x x     x     x     x Inalienable               ?   ?   

h1ienh2-ter- 34 female-in-law     x     x x   x x x x Relationship     -                 

h1ís(h2)-u- 35 arrow ?     ?         x     x Technology               x       

h1ln̥bh- 36 lamb         x       ?       Husbandry       >               

(h1)oi- 37 one x x x x x x x x x x x x Numeral     -                 

(h1)raudh- 38 copper         x   x         x Trade                   ?   

h1webh- 39 weave x x     x     x x       Technology     -       >         

h2e(i)ĝ-  40 goat           x x x x   x x Husbandry       x x             

h2ebh- 41 river ?   x x                 Nature                 -     

h2ebVl- 42 apple     ? x x x x     Th?   ? Nature <                   x 

h2eĝ- 43 lead   x x x x       x   x x Verb D   - x x x   ?       

h2eg-̑ro-s  44 field     x   x       x   x x Agriculture       ?       <   x   

h2egw-no- 45 lamb     x x x   x   x       Husbandry       ? ?     -       

h2eis- 46 metal     x   x             x Technology     ?                 

h2elut- 47 beer     ?   x x x   ?     x Produce               ?       

h2em-s- 48 beget x       x             x Verb           ?           
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PIE Item Gloss An To It Ce Ge Ba Sl Al Gr Ph Ar II Sphere Ur Yu NW NE NC HU Ka Se Eg Su Un 

h2en-Ho- 49 grandmother x   x   x x         x   Relationship     ? ?               

h2endh- 50 edible plant               ? x   x x Agriculture               ?       

h2esinos 51 donkey x   x > > > >   x   x   Husbandry               x   <   

h2eus- 52 gold   x x     x         ?   Trade >   ? -   <       < x 

h2mei-gw- 53 exchange   x x     x x   x     x Trade >                     

(h2)nepōt 54 nephew     x x x x x   x     x Relationship     -                 

h2ster- 55 star x x x x x       x   x x Nature               -       

h2uerg-  56 wheel x x x   x             x Technology         ?             

h3ep- 57 wealth x   x x         ?     x Produce     ?         ?       

h3ewi- 58 sheep x x x x x x x   x   x x Husbandry ?   -     ?     ? ?   

h3n̥bh- 59 navel     x x x x     x     x Inalienable         ?   D         

h3n̥gw-nis 60 fire     x     x x         x Nature D                     

h3neh3-mn- 61 name x x x x x x x x x x x x Inalienable pP pP                   

h3or-(bh-) 62 

change 

allegiance x ? x x x   x   x   x x Relationship >   > > > > D D       

h3or-(n-) 63 eagle x     x x x x   x   x   Nature               x   <   

ieg- 64 ice x     x x x           ? Nature >                     

(l)iekw-r  65 liver     x x ? x     x   ? x Inalienable         ?             

iugom 66 yoke x   x x x x     x   x x Husbandry       >     > ?       

kêr-(kêr-) 67 chickpea     x         x x Mac x   Agriculture     < < <   <       x 

ké̂r-(h2/u-) 68 horn x x x x x x     x   x x Nature               pP       

kêr-d- 69 heart x x x x x x x   x   x x Inalienable             >         

kŝeh1-ro- 70 dry   ? ?   ?       x   ? ? Nature >                     

kŝeul- 71 beam, post         x x x   x       Technology       x               
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PIE Item Gloss An To It Ce Ge Ba Sl Al Gr Ph Ar II Sphere Ur Yu NW NE NC HU Ka Se Eg Su Un 

kŵon- 72 dog x x x x x x x   x   x x Nature >                     

kaĝo- 73 goat         x   x x         Husbandry       ?               

kə2p- 74 monkey       ? ?   ?   x     x Nature               x x     

kist- 75 container       x         x       Trade               ?       

kleh2-u- 76 lock     x x   x x   x       Technology     < < <   D x       

kond-u- 77 hand         x               Inalienable <                   x 

(h2s-)kwalos 78 catfish     x   x x     x     x Nature x x                   

*kwekwlo- 79 wheel R x     x x     x     x Technology             D ?   >   

kwelh1- 80 turn, wander x x x x       x x     x Verb pP pP                   

kwen- 81 kill x   x x x x x   x   ? x Verb           ? ? ?       

kwep-  82 smoke     ?   ? x     x     x Nature             x         

kwer- 83 kettle       x x   x         x Trade       x   x           

kwrei(h2)- 84 pay   x   x   x x   x     x Trade               x       

lāp- 85 cattle       ? x x   x         Husbandry               <     x 

leĝ- 86 gather     x   x     x x       Verb >             x       

legh- 87 lie (down) x x x x x   x   x       Verb             ?         

leh2u- 88 wash x   x x x       x   x   Verb                   -   

linom 89 flax, linen     x x ? x x   x       Agriculture       x               

mat 90 insect         x   ?       x x Nature             D         

mə2g-  91 able, many x x x x x x x x x   x x Culture                   ?   

médhu- 92 mead ? x   x x x x   x     x Nature >     <       x       

mesg- 93 submerge     x     x           x Verb >                     

misdho- 94 payment         x   x   x     x Trade         -             

moro 95 blackberry     ? ?         x   x   Nature x         >           

néh2-u- 96 boat R ? x x x       x     x Technology               -       
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okt̂ṓ- 97 eight ? x x x x x x x x x x x Numeral             >         

peh2- 98 protect x x x       x         x Verb     -                 

peh2-u- 99 son     ?   R       x     ? Relationship     -                 

peisk- 100 fish     x x x   ?         ? Nature         ?             

pekû- 101 livestock     x   x ?           x Husbandry         ?             

pelekû- 102 axe                 x     x Technology               x       

pelh1- 103 shutter     ?   x   ?   x       Verb >                     

pen(kw)-sti- 104 fist         x x x   ?       Inalienable x     -               

pes 105 penis x x x   x   ?   x     x Inalienable ?                     

pə2-ter-s 106 father R x x x x       x   x x Relationship                       

(h1)reugh- 107 sour milk         x ?           x Produce         ?             

sekur- 108 battleaxe     x       x           Technology               ?   ?   

septm̥ 109 seven x x x x x x x x x   x x Numeral >         < < x x     

(s)gwes- 110 extinguish   x     x x     x     x Verb     -       ?         

skel(H)- 111 owe         x x             Verb D                     

smók-̂ur 112 beard x         x   x     x x Inalienable       >               

snéh1ur 113 tendon   x x           x   x x Inalienable pP                     

snuso- 114 

daughter-in-

law     x   x   x   x   x x Relationship     D D     D         

sor 115 girl   x x x x x x x x   x x Relationship     > > >             

spen-(d-) 116 spin   x     x x x x x       Verb pP pP                   

spongh- 117 mushroom     x   x   x   x   x ? Nature <           ?       x 

(s)teuros 118 bull     x x x x x x x     x Husbandry       ?       <     x 

suH 119 pig   x x x x x x x x     x Husbandry             <     <   

swek̂s 120 six   x x x x x x x x   x x Numeral     > >     < x x     

swekûro- 121 father-in-law     x x x x x x x   x x Relationship       >               
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PIE Item Gloss An To It Ce Ge Ba Sl Al Gr Ph Ar II Sphere Ur Yu NW NE NC HU Ka Se Eg Su Un 

tek(?)-(s)- 122 craft x   x x x x x   x   x x Technology             >         

tep 123 hot     x x     x ?       x Verb             x         

tuek 124 body x               x     x Inalienable       >               

twer- 125 curdled milk             x   x     x Produce         x             

ukws- 126 ox   x   x x             x Husbandry             D         

ulh̥2neh2  127 wool ?   x x x x x   x     x Produce       x x x       <   

wed- 128 water x x x x x x x x x x x x Nature >             ?       

wedh- 129 lead ?     x   x x   ?     x Verb >                     

(h1)weh1r-  130 water x ? x ? x ?     x     x Nature                 -     

weis-go- 131 trap     ?   x   x         ? Technology D                     

wisondh- 132 wisent         x x x         x Nature                     ? 

w(ó)ih1-no- 133 wine x   x         x x   x   Produce             x >       

wos-no 134 price R   x       ?   x   x x Trade >   D -               

wruĝh- 135 rye         x x x     Th?     Agriculture <     <               

 


